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PREFACE 

The purpose of this study is to investigate aspects of kinship 

and social organization among the Great Bear Lake Indians. These 

people are Northeastern Athapaskan-speaking Indians, Dene, who now 

reside in the Hamlet of Fort Franklin on the shore of the Great Bear 

Lake in Canada's Northwest Territories. Culturally, socially, and 

linguistically, the Bear Lake People are most closely related to 

"Dogrib," "Slave," "Hare," and "Mountain Indians"—other Athapaskan-

speaking Indians of the Mackenzie District in the Northwest Territories. 

This dissertation is organized into four chapters. Chapter 1 

provides a summary of the theoretical perspective used in this study. 

Many of the ideas discussed rather abstractly in Chapter 1 become more 

concrete as they are used in Chapters 3 and 4 to describe and explain 

the nature of kinship and task-group formation among the Bear Lake 

People. 

Chapter 2 provides ethnographic and historical background to 

the Bear Lake People and to the Northeastern Athapaskan peoples in 

general. This information is necessary to an understanding of the 

ethnographic description presented in later chapters. In addition, 

Chapter 2 provides a good deal of information about previous approaches 

to the study of kinship and social organization among the Northeastern 

Athapaskan Indians. In the final chapter, differences between 

previous approaches and the one adopted in this study will be apparent. 
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Chapters 3 and 4 constitute the most important part of this 

dissertation. In these chapters, an attempt is made to provide a 

relatively complete and accurate ethnographic description of kinship 

and task-group formation among the Bear Lake People. Reasons for 

focusing on task-group formation in a study of social organization 

among a Northeastern Athapaskan Indian group are discussed in Chapter 4 

and will not be reviewed at length here. Suffice it to say that an 

understanding of task-group formation is not only vital to an under

standing of contemporary social organization and structure among these 

people, but also contributes to an understanding of "traditional" 

social organization and structure. 

Data used in this ethnographic study were collected during 

fourteen months of fieldwork among the Bear Lake People (from May, 

1974, to July, 1975). Funding was provided by the National Science 

Foundation (in the form of a National Science Foundation Graduate 

Fellowship). In addition, the Bear Lake Indian Band Council provided 

housing at no cost. The Indian Brotherhood and Metis Association of 

the Northwest Territories provided field expenses for a period of time 

during which I worked on a project for them. 

I wish to acknowledge all of those people who aided me in 

this project—especially Nancy Rushforth and all of the Bear Lake 

People. 

I dedicate this study to my father and mother. 
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ABSTRACT 

"Cognitive anthropology" is an ethnographic perspective which 

enphasizes the importance of discovering and describing the cultural 

rules which underlie behavior and which are used by native individuals 

in the organization and interpretation of their social lives. Emphasis 

is on the knowledge which people possess and their rules and strategies 

for the use of that knowledge. In a description of the "cultural 

decision-making rules" used by native actors in the organization of 

their behavior at least three kinds of things are specified: (1) 

contrast sets of behavioral alternatives associated with specified 

sociocultural situations, that is, the actual alternatives available 

to an individual within specific sociocultural situations; (2) in

formational variables which native actors take into account in the 

process of making a choice from among potential alternatives; and (3) 

rules for "mapping" configurations of informational variables which 

define specific situations onto the alternative which is appropriate 

to that situation. 

This cultural decision-making analysis of Bear Lake Indian 

task-group formation (task-groups being action-oriented groups formed 

by individuals for purposes such as hunting, trapping, and fishing) is 

concerned with discovering and describing: (1) the alternative, 

potential cooperators in task-groups from among whom individuals select 

when forming such groups; (2) decision considerations, such as the 

normative content of social identity relationships, used when 

x 



selecting from among potential cooperators; and (3) rules for selecting 

the appropriate cooperators, for example, a wife's father and brother 

rather than a friend, given a particular set of circumstances. This 

ethnographic description necessitated detailed cultural investigation 

of, for example, kinship and friendship among the Bear Lake People. 

Different kinds of kinsmen and friends proved to be iirportant kinds of 

potential cooperators and norms for appropriate behavior among such 

individuals proved to be iirportant decision-considerations employed by 

Bear Lake men in the formation of task-groups. 

The kind of "internal" ethnographic description attempted in 

this study should provide further insights into the nature of social 

organization and structure among the Northeastern Athapaskan Indians— 

which, until this time, have been studied from a different perspective. 



CHAPTER 1 

COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY AND CULTURAL 
DECISION-MAKING 

The most general goals of cultural anthropology are to discover, 

describe, and explain individual behavior and patterns of social and 

cultural phenomena. These general purposes are made more definite 

through commitments by different anthropologists to particular (though 

often radically dissimilar) beliefs regarding the epistemological 

status and salient empirical features of these phenomena. Such 

beliefs are taken as indices necessitating the use of specific (though 

again, often radically dissimilar) theoretical and methodological 

models for ethnographic inquiry. Such models or "paradigms" (Kuhn 

1962) establish for the ethnographer what it is that constitutes 

appropriate ethnographic subject matter, goals, methods, and testing 

procedures or adequacy criteria. 

The purpose of this chapter is to make explicit the model of 

ethnographic inquiry in terms of which the data presented in this 

dissertation were collected and organized into an account of Bear Lake 

Indian kinship and task-group formation. This model is associated, 

most generally, with the terms, "cognitive anthropology" and "ethno-

science." In addition, however, it is associated with terms such as 

"ethnosemantics," "componential analysis," "structural semantics," 

"ethnographic decomposition," "taxonomic analysis," and "cultural 

decision-making." It is important here to sketch the meanings of 

I 
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and relationships among these terms as they are used in this disserta

tion. 

The term, "cognitive anthropology," is used to refer to the set 

of basic beliefs or premises and the implicated ethnographic subject 

matters, goals, methods, and adequacy criteria the sum of which consti

tute the "cognitive paradigm" of ethnographic inquiry. The term 

"ethnoscience" is used as a synonym of cognitive anthropology. 

The terms "ethnosemantics," "natural information processing," 

and "cultural decision-making" are used to emphasize and refer to the 

kinds' of subject matters implicated by and studied according to the 

cognitive paradigm. These terms imply this model of inquiry by 

designating kinds of empirical phenomena considered significant and 

studied within cognitive anthropology. The term, cultural decision

making, for example, implies the application of the theories and 

methods of cognitive anthropology to the description of culturally 

learned and cognitively realized "decision routines" (Geoghegan 1970a) 

used by individuals in the production and interpretation of social 

behavior. 

The terms "ethographic decomposition," "componential analysis," 

"taxonomic analysis," and "structural semantics" are used to emphasize 

and refer to the kinds of methods implicated by the cognitive paradigm 

and eirgployed by cognitive anthropologists in their study of appro

priately defined subject matters. 

Hence, all of the above terms are intimately related to and 

have, to an extent, become synonymous with the cognitive model of 

ethnographic research. Each of these terms implies that model while 
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differing from other terms, primarily with respect to emphasis upon 

general premises, subject matters, or methods. Accordingly, this 

dissertation reports an attempt to employ the methods and theories of 

cognitive anthropology in the discovery and description of "cultural 

decision-making routines" used by the Great Bear Lake People in the 

organization of their social behavior. More directly, this disserta

tion reports an attempt to construct a cultural decision-making model 

of Bear Lake Indian kinship and task-group formation. 

The remainder of this chapter consists of a discussion of the 

cognitive paradigm and emphasizes, primarily, those issues which are 

relevant to the discovery, description, and validation of cultural 

decision-making models. Certain relevant issues which are not raised 

and discussed in this chapter are dealt with in Chapters 3 and 4 during 

the ethnographic consideration of Bear Lake kinship and task-group 

formation. 

Theoretical Background 

Ward Goodenough, more than any other anthropologist, is 

responsible for the articulation of cognitive anthropology as a model 

for ethnographic inquiry. Of particular importance for the specifica

tion of this model are Goodenough"s (1951) monograph, Property, Kin, 

and Community on Truk, and two papers, "Residence Rules" (1956b) and 

"Cultural Anthropology and Linguistics" (1957). Within these works 

Goodenough not only defines the philosophical and empirical domains of 

cognitive anthropology, but also provides anthropologists with concrete 

examples of'this approach to ethnographic description. A discussion of 



these papers is useful for the background it provides for a more 

detailed discussion of cognitive anthropology and cultural decision

making models. 

In Property, Kin, and Community on Truk Goodenough (1951) intro

duces many of the issues which have become important within cognitive 

anthropology. Of particular interest are certain of the ideas 

expressed by Goodenough in the preface to this monograph (pp. 10-12). 

Included among these ideas are the following: 

1. Ethnographic description and linguistic description are 

analogous tasks entailing analogous subject matters and goals. 

2. Cross-cultural comparison and ethnographic description are in

herently different, though related tasks. 

3. Statistical summaries of "sociological situations" do not 

adequately represent the cultural rules whose application (by 

individuals) results in that situation. 

4. Cultural descriptions, as products of extensive and intensive 

analysis, do not necessarily coincide with native rules of 

thumb. 

5. Cultural descriptions entail an empirical, rather than a 

priori, segmentation of the cultural whole into its significant 

units and the analytical recording of those units (according 

to functional linkages to empirically determined initial 
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cultural definitions and rules) into what may be called a 

structural system within the larger culture.^" 

Using this model of ethnographic analysis, Goodenough describes 

the cultural organization of Trukese property; kinship groups, classi

fications, and behavior; residence; and territorial and political 

organization. In doing so, he empirically determines that an accurate 

description of Trukese property transactions is required before an 

adequate description of kin-group organization can be provided. The 

latter, in turn, is required before an adequate account of kinship 

classification and behavior can be constructed. 

In "Residence Rules" Goodenough (1956b) deals with a topic 

which was only briefly discussed in his previous monograph, the post-

marital residence rule or rules characteristic of a community on 

Romonum Island in Truk. Of particular interest to Goodenough regarding 

post-marital residence in Truk were statistical discrepancies between 

the results of residence surveys conducted by him and by John L. 

Fisher. Attempting to account for these discrepancies, Goodenough 

suggests that important theoretical and methodological problems are 

inherent in the use of concepts developed for cross-cultural compari

sons to describe the pattern of residence in a particular society and 

to classify the residence of individual couples within that society. 

1. Keesing (1971, p. 38) labels these two aspects of cultural 
description "the analysis of cultural segments and the (nonarbitrary) 
construction of ethnographies." 
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2 
Goodenough's solution to these problems constitutes an empirical 

example of the cognitive model of ethnographic research, i.e., of the 

theory of cultural description which is associated with cognitive 

anthropology and which is used in the study and construction of 

cultural decision-making models. 

According to Goodenough, ethnographic description is not mere 

reportage but theory construction of a complex sort which requires 

validation against the actual and potential behavior of native indi

viduals. Such theory construction, according to Goodenough's model of 

ethnographic description, entails: (1) a specification of the actual 

alternatives (for residence or any other type of behavior) available 

to ah individual within a particular sociocultural setting; (2) 

specification of the criteria of choice (again, for residence or any 

other type of behavior) used by individuals when making their deci

sions; (3) a specification of the order of precedence (or preference) 

among possible alternatives; and (4) a specification of the conditions 

under which the order of precedence changes. According to Goodenough, 

such a cultural description must be constructed by trying to formulate 

categories; e.g., of residence, and criteria of choice which give the 

simplest and most accurate account of native individuals' behavior. 

Implicit in this conception of ethnographic description is the 

premise that to some extent every culture, like every language, 

2. In using the term, "solution," reference is to both the 
concrete solution Goodenough provides to his specific problem regarding 
residence in Truk and to the more general solution he provides to 
problems encountered in ethnographic description of any social 
institution or cultural domain. 
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provides a new, if not unique, structure which must be studied and 

described in its own relevant or significant terms. Hence, it is 

claimed, "rigorous methods for arriving at precise theoretical state

ments of these structures" (Goodenough 1956b, p. 37) must be developed. 

An important aspect of Goodenough's conception of ethnography 

is the idea that the process of describing a culture consists of the 

construction of a theory which is, in fact, meant to account for 

native individuals' behavior. This idea is clarified by Goodenough 

(1957) in his paper, "Cultural Anthropology and Linguistics" within 

which are provided explicit definitions of culture and of the rela

tionships between culture and behavior and between culture and 

language. These definitions provide an interpretation for the claim 

that accurate descriptions of culture must account for native behavior 

and establish a philosophical or metaphysical (Kuhn 1962) definition 

of subject matter shared by all of those anthropologists working 

within cognitive anthropology. In addition, Goodenough's (1957) 

statements in this paper regarding the relationship of culture to 

language suggest to cognitive anthropologists the appropriate manner 

in which to empirically study all aspects of culture; including 

categories of decision alternatives and criteria of choice. 

Within "Cultural Anthropology and Linguistics" culture is de

fined by Goodenough as an ideational system distinct from and under

lying the phenomenal level of behavior and material objects. Culture 

is "knowledge"; that is, learned standards for "perceiving, believing, 

evaluating, and acting" (Goodenough 1970, p, 104). Culture consists 

in the knowledge which people acquire as members of social groups and 
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use to organize or assign meaning to their experiences in the world. 

Members of social groups use their knowledge of culture, or cultural 

rules (cf., below) to produce and interpret the "appropriate" acts 

and objects which constitute their experience. To the extent that 

people act and interpret the behavior of others according to the 

knowledge they possess, a description of that knowledge will account 

for the behavior of those individuals. The adequacy of cultural 

descriptions, then, is determined by the extent to which these account 

for the behavior of culture-bearers. 

An important implication of this definition of culture 

relates to the locus of the "structure" with which Goodenough is most 

immediately concerned. As is made clear by Goodenough (1951) in 

Property, Kin, and Community on Truk and in "Residence Rules" (1956b), 

statistical summaries of "sociological situations" (that is, "normal" 

structure on the phenomenal level) must be distinguished from 

"structural systems" within culture. The locus of structure, for 

Goodenough, is in the culturally learned and cognitively realized 

systems of knowledge which individuals possess as members of social 

groups. Structure is located within the cultural rules internalized 

by individuals. Structure at the societal level (as represented, for 

example, by the- percentage of married couples residing "matrilocally") 

is an emergent phenomenon resulting from -he application by individuals 

of cultural rules within particular sociocultural settings (Goodenough 

1951, p. 11; 1956b, p. 29). Structure on the phenomenal level is 

accounted for by describing the structure of cultural systems (cf., 

Howard 1963, Keesing 1967, Selby 1971, Geohegan 1970c). 
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The above concept of culture is related to or based upon a 

definition of language commonly used within linguistics. Goodenough 

(1956a, p. 168) claims, in fact, that language is part of culture and 

that speech, distinct from language, is part of behavior. "The 

relation of language to culture, then, is that of part to whole" and 

both systems of knowledge are viewed as "cognitive codes" internalized 

and used by individuals to organize their behavior. 

That language is part of culture has an important implication 

made explicit by Goodenough (1956a, p. 168): . theory and method 

applicable to one must have implications for the other." Based upon 

this claim, cognitive anthropologists define goals of inquiry and 

criteria of adequacy which are more or less analogous with those 

established by linguists. Following Goodenough, other cognitive 

theorists discuss with regard to cultural descriptions concepts such 

as "appropriateness," "generation," "appropriate anticipation," 

"actual prediction," and "productive description" (cf., below), all 

of which are based upon analogous linguistic concepts. Much of the 

debate regarding the cognitive paradigm of ethnographic inquiry 

focuses upon the meaning and vise of these concepts and it is important 

to consider them in detail later in this chapter. 

A final point which Goodenough (1957, p. 173) makes in 

"Cultural Anthropology and Linguistics," is that language is not only 

part of culture, but also the major "code" for culture, i.e., the 

primary symbolic instrument for learning and communicating those 

systems of knowledge which constitute a group's culture. Since 
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3 
culture, including cultural decision-making routines, must be 

communicable among individual members of social groups, a great deal of 

culture will be encoded in man's most flexible and productive symbolic 

system, language (Frake 1962a, 1964a). Since language is the primary 

code or symbolic system for communicating and transmitting culture, 

the study of linguistic systems of knowledge becomes central to the 

study of culture in general. Semantic content and structure, in 

particular, is assumed to encode much of the knowledge constituting 

culture and the study of linguistic semantics or ethnosemantics 

becomes basic to, if not isomorphic with, the study of the content and 

structure of cultural systems. The methods of ethnosemantic analysis 

become, to a large extent, the methods of cultural description within 

the cognitive paradigm (cf., below). 

In summary, within Goodenough's monograph and early papers is 

suggested a model of ethnographic inquiry the main features of which 

are outlined above. Goodenough's definition of culture as knowledge, 

together with its stated relationships to behavior and language, 

motivate for cognitive anthropologists: (1) the kinds of subject 

matter which are investigated, that is, the kinds of empirical facts 

through which culture is studied; (2) the goals of ethnographic 

inquiry; (3) the methods of study employed; and (4) the criteria of 

adequacy against which cultural descriptions or theories must be 

3. "Culture" here is used to mean both the total of cultural 
knowledge associated with social groups and subsystems of cultural 
knowledge which, rather than being defined by the sociological 
criterion of group possession, are defined according to conceptual 
content and linkage. 



tested. Each of these aspects of the cognitive paradigm is discussed 

below. An attempt is made not only to review what other anthropolo

gists have said regarding these topics, but also to contribute to the 

clarification and articulation of relevant theoretical and method

ological issues. 

Subject Matter 

The subject matter of cognitive anthropology is culture. 

Based upon the shared commitment of cognitive anthropologists to the 

belief that culture is knowledge (largely encoded in language), these 

theorists attempt to discover and describe the "conceptual models" or 

4 
"cultural codes" which underlie behavioral and material phenomena. 

That is, cognitive anthropologists attempt to discover and describe 

standards for deciding what is, standards for deciding what can be, 

I 
standards for deciding how one feels about it, standards for deciding 

what to do about it, and standards for deciding how to go about doing 

it. The description of a culture or of some part of a culture 

becomes a "statement of definitions and rules" (Goodenough 1971, p. 21). 

Prior to considering some of the ispecific, empirical subject 

matters through which culture as knowledge has been investigated, it 

is useful to consider certain general issues regarding the "mentalist" 

definition of culture employed by the cognitive anthropologists. 

4. The term "behavior" is used throughout this dissertation 
to designate all aspects of what Goodenough refers to as the 
"material realm," which is distinguished from the "ideological realm." 
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It is important to reiterate here that the mentalist definition 

of culture constitutes a philosophical commitment concerning the 

epistemological status of ethnographic subject matter. Kuhn (1962) 

refers to such beliefs as "metaphysical paradigms" and emphasizes their 

importance as beliefs to which the practitioners of a particular 

paradigm of scientific thought are committed. Such beliefs are, in 

general, not subject to the same kind of test and validation as are the 

empirical questions investigated by a scientific community. This does 

not imply, however, that important reasons for adopting particular 

beliefs concerning the nature of one's subject matter do not exist. 

By defining culture as knowledge, cognitive anthropologists 

commit themselves to the belief that human beings behave the way they 

do, in part, because of what they have learned, because of what they 

know, and because of what they believe; that is, that behavior in

volves variables which are not themselves "bits of behavior or classes 

of bits of behavior" (Fodor 1968b, p. 13). Cognitive anthropologists 

believe that there are, in fact, phenomena such as "knowledge," "con

ventions," "traditions," "beliefs," "norms," "cultural rules," and 

"patterns of behavior." To the extent that such phenomena are 

believed to exist, these theorists feel themselves justified in the 

study of culture. To the extent that such phenomena are assumed to 

exist, these anthropologists believe that problems concerning, for 

example, the form of culture and the relationship between culture and 

behavior are worthy of study. 

These beliefs of cognitive anthropologists concerning the 

nature of their subject matter are not unmotivated. There are certain 



facts about human behavior which appear, not only to justify, but to 

demand such beliefs. Cognitive anthropologists have taken these facts 

about human behavior as indices to the epistemological status of their 

subject matter. Among such facts are the following. First, much of 

human behavior is patterned, organized, structured, convergent, or 

regular; in short there are regularities in human behavior. Second, 

such patterned behavior appears to be "arbitrary"; that is, not 

"necessary" in the same sense that the "behavior" of falling objects, 

for example, is "necessary." Different groups of human beings do not 

exhibit all of the same patterns in their behavior. Third, the ability 

of individuals to coordinate their behavior with others is a skill that 

is acquired or learned.^ Fourth, for much of human behavior there are 

"standards of correctness." That is, people are self-critical and can 

evaluate (either positively or negatively) and justify or criticize 

their own behavior and the behavior of others by formulating standards 

or rules for that behavior (cf., Gumb 1972). In short, a significant 

portion of human behavior is "rule-governed." To the extent that this 

is true, social scientists concerned with the description and explana

tion of human behavior must take into account what Goodenough labels 

culture. This claim says nothing about the difficulties entailed in 

studying culture, about the ultimate form of culture, or about any 

additional variables which will figure in a complete description and 

explanation of human behavior. 

5. This characteristic of human behavior is emphasized by 
Goodenough in his writing. 
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The fact of rule-governed behavior, then, provides important 

evidence for the existence and nature of culture. It is important to 

review, briefly, some of the beliefs held by cognitive anthropologists 

about the form of culture and about the relationship between culture 

as knowledge or "rules" and rule-governed behavior. 

Cultural rules, to reiterate, are conceived of by cognitive 

anthropologists as mental or cognitive phenomena which are learned and 

used by people during the production of their own behavior and during 

the interpretation of the behavior of others. That is, cultural 

rules are conceived of as mental phenomena which people use or follow, 

more or less consciously, during behavior and which govern, direct, or 

regulate that behavior. In addition, rules are used by people to 

evaluate, justify, criticize, and explain both their own behavior and 

the behavior of others. People are able to formulate, more or less 

explicitly, at least some of the rules they use to organize and 

structure behavior and are able to use those rule formulations to 

evaluate the acceptability and "appropriateness" of their own behavior 

and the behavior of others. This ability raises some interesting 

theoretical and empirical problems. One of these problems concerns the 

relationship of native rule-formulations to the actual rules which they 

have internalized and which they use to produce and interpret be

havior, To what extent are native rule-formulations fully explicit and 

accurate of representations of actual or "real" cultural rules? 

Another problem concerns the relationships between anthropologists' 

rule descriptions, native rule-descriptions, and actual cultural 
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rules.^ To what extent are anthropologists' rule-descriptions fully 

explicit and accurate representations of actual cultural rules? These 

issues will be discussed below when considering the goals and "adequacy 

criteria" of cultural descriptions. 

Parenthetically, it is worth noting here that native rule-

formations can be, and usually are, both descriptive and prescriptive 

whereas anthropologists' rule-formulations are usually intended to 

be descriptive only. 

In addition to the above features of cultural rules there are 

at least three other characteristics of such rules which are of 

importance: cultural rules are followable, breakable, and changeable 

(cf., Gumb 1972). These characteristics relate to the fact discussed 

above that cultural rules are learned, conventional, and arbitrary. 

Rules are not "natural laws" and individuals are not subject to the 

former in the same sense that they are subject to the latter. Whereas 

it is possible to speak of someone who knows a set of rules, who uses 

or follows that set of rules in his or her behavior, and who might 

Meak that set of rules, it is not possible to speak of someone who 

knows a natural law and who chooses to follow or break that law. 

Similarly, it is possible to speak of a set of rules changing whereas 

it is not appropriate to speak of natural laws changing. 

6, The way in which this is stated assumes that some 
cultural rules are "tacit" and that rule-formulations or descriptions 
are distinct from rules per se fcf., Black 1962). Hence, it is 
assumed possible to have different formulations or descriptions of 
the same rule. These assumptions are, of course, theoretically 
loaded. 
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In-the above discussion some of the beliefs which cognitive 

anthropologists hold regarding the nature of culture and of cultural 

rules are summarized. These beliefs are based upon the character

istics of what anthropologists take to be rule-governed behavior. In 

the remainder of this chapter the content of such beliefs is made 

explicit and some of the implications which they have for the goals, 

methods, and testing of cultural descriptions are investigated. In 

the continued consideration of subject matter which follows some of the 

specific kinds of cultural rules which cognitive anthropologists have 

investigated are discussed and the conceptions cognitive anthro

pologists hold of the form of cultural rules and of the relationship 

between cultural rules and behavior is made more explicit. 

Since culture consists in mental rules internalized by native 

culture-bearers and, thus, is not amenable to direct observation, it 

is important to determine through which empirical facts cultural codes 

have been inferred (Keesing 1973a, p. 305). Such specific behavioral 

or material facts which cognitive anthropologists assume to be partic

ularly inportant to the discovery and description of cultural rules 

are, in general, determined according to their beliefs regarding the 

relationship of culture to language. Language, to reiterate, is 

viewed not only as part of culture, but also as the primary symbolic 

system through which culture is learned and communicated (Frake 1962a, 

1964a). Language is the "metalanguage" through which much of culture 



is formulated. Hence, the study of language and linguistic knowledge 

7 
becomes central to the study of cultural codes: 

Among the relatively concrete and understandable phenomena 
at our disposal, language and speech appear to most directly 
ejqpress what we suspect to be the organizing principles of 
human thought (Kay 1970, p. 23). 

Cognitive anthropology or ethnoscience becomes, to a great extent, "a 

set of methods and strategies for 'discovering how people construe 

their world of experience from the way they talk about it' (Frake 1962, 

p. 29)—and particularly from the way they use terms referentially to 

label 'things'" (Keesing 1973a, p. 306). Accordingly, cognitive anthro

pology has had its major thrust in the realm of ethnosemantics and the 

organization, the content and structure, of "semantic domains" within 

linguistic systems of knowledge is believed to be particularly re

vealing of culture. 

Among the many semantic domains studied by cognitive anthro

pologists are "kinship" (Goodenough 1951, 1956a, 1965a; Lounsbury 

1956, 1964a, 1964b, 1965; Wallace 1965; Wallace and Atkins 1960; 

Romney and D'Andrade 1964; Scheffler 1965; Scheffler and Lounsbury 

1971), "color" (Conklin 1955, Berlin and Kay 1969), "botany" (Conklin 

1961; Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven 1966, 1974), and "disease" (Frake 

g 
1961). By discovering and describing the content and organization of 

semantic domains into "trees," "taxonomies," and "paradigms" (based 

upon semantic relationships such as "contrast," "inclusion," 

7. This is not to say, of course, that a good deal of 
culture is not encoded in non-linguistic form, 

8. This list is, of course,'not meant to be exhaustive. 
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"class-product," and "relative-product") these anthropologists claim 

to represent the "cognitively salient elements in a people's conceptual 

world" (Keesing 1973a, p. 305). 

Although the major substantive contributions of cognitive 

anthropology have been in the realm of ethnosemantics, it is clear in 

Goodenough's work and in the early work of Conklin (1961, 1964) and 

Frake (1961, 1962a, 1964a) that semantic domains and rules do not 

exhaust the subject matter of cognitive anthropology and that ethno

semantic studies are only part (though a necessary part) of more 

comprehensive studies of cultural rules: 

A successful strategy for writing productive ethnographies 
must tap the cognitive world of one's informants. It must 
discover those features of objects and events which they 
regard as significant for defining concepts, formulating 
propositions, and making decisions. . . . From a presentation 
of the rules by which people decide -upon the category member
ship of objects in their experience, an ethnographic ecology 
(for example) can proceed to rules for more complex kinds of 
behavior: killing game, clearing fields, building houses, 
etc. (Frake 1962b, p. 55). 

Ethnosemantic studies of semantic or cultural domains are essential for 

the information they provide regarding the manner in which a people 

categorize or define their world of experience. Such information, in 

the form of semantic rules, is necessary (but not sufficient) to 

studies of more '.inclusive cultural rules which are used by individuals 

to formulate propositions and make decisions regarding "more complex 

kinds of behavior." Basso (1971, pp. 32-33) states this succinctly: 

The important thing is to discover the rules according to 
which the decisions (regarding the choice of appropriate 
behavior within particular situations) are made and to 
describe them in culturally relevant terms. Such descrip
tions are predicated on information obtained from the 
structural analysis of at least three sets of native 
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categories: (1) those that classify the objects (including 
persons) towards which the behavior in question is directed; 
(2) those that classify the situations or activity-contexts 
in which the behavior regularly occurs; and (3) those that 
classify segments of the behavioral repertoire itself; i.e., 
the alternate forms of action which a participating individual 
has at his disposal. Operating on conjunctions of semantic 
features produced by the intersection of these taxonomies, 
the rules themselves specify which form of action is con
sidered appropriate towards each category of object in each 
category of situation. 

Cultural decision-making routines or rules, then, constitute 

another of the important kinds of empirical subject matter investigated 

by cognitive anthropologists. Among the specific cultural decision

making routines investigated are rules for: "residence" (Goodenough 

1951, 1956b; Geoghegan 1969, 1970c), "settlement pattern" (Frake 1962a), 

"activity-group formation" (Howard 1963, Keesing 1967, Quinn 1971) , 

"fosterage" (Keesing 1970b), "witchcraft accusation" (Basso 1969), 

9 
"travel over ice" (Basso 1971), and "fish marketing" (Gladwin 1971). 

All of these studies are of systems of cultural rules which people use 

to produce and interpret behavior appropriate to particular culturally 

defined contexts. According to Basso, the subject matter of these 

studies consists in the cultural rules for classifying the acts, 

objects, and events which define "situations" and for defining the 

behaviors potentially appropriate to those situations. Similarly, 

Geoc^iegan (1969, 1970c) viewed cultural decison-making routines as 

consisting in: (1) contrast sets of possible behavioral alternatives 

9. To this list may be added studies in sociolinguistics which 
link the use of linguistic rules to other cultural rules defining con
texts or "situations.". Such studies view speaking as the outcome of 
choices by individuals from among appropriate alternative linguistic 
forms. 
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associated with specified sociocultural situations, (2) informational 

variables which native actors take into consideration in the process 

of making a choice from among possible alternatives, and (3) rules for 

"mapping" configurations of informational variables which define 

specific situations onto the behavioral alternative which is appro

priate to that situation. Of particular interest to Geoghegan are the 

"natural information processing" rules which native individuals use to 

identify and evaluate information relevant to the definition of 

particular situations.10 "Information processing routines are 

essentially semantic rules which define: (1) all of the informational 

variables potentially relevant to the classification of situations, 

(2) a set of instructions for processing those variables, and (3) each 

of the potential classificational results or "outputs" of any applica

tion of the routine (Gecghegan 1970a, pp. 43-45). Such information 

processing routines do not "generate" behavioral outputs but situa

tional classifications; i.e., informational or semantic outputs. 

Geoghegan'1 s information processing rules generate the semantic classi

fications of situations which Basso discusses in his work (cf., 

Black 1973). 

Geoghegan places his concern with information processing 

routines in a larger context by claiming that such routines are, in 

fact, kinds of decision-making routines. The former rules provide the 

criteria for deciding upon the appropriate situational category 

10. Geoghegan uses the term, "situation," somewhat differ
ently than Basso. However, the two concepts are sufficiently similar 
so that the meaning of the above statement is unambiguous. 
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implied by a particular configuration of informational variables. 

Other kinds of decision-making rules operate upon such categorizations 

to determine the appropriate kind of behavior implied by a particular 

situation. These decisions are, in turn, translated into overt 

behavior. The overall conception of cultural decision-making routines 

is of a hierarchically organized set of rules, plans, strategies, or 

recipes used by native actors in the production and interpretation of 

culturally "appropriate" behavior (Geoghegan 1970a, p. 382; Miller, 

Galanter, and Pribam 1960). Accordingly, information processing 

routines and cultural decision-making routines are a proper part of the 

subject matter of cognitive anthropology and are investigated according 

to goals, methods, and tests discussed below. 

In summary, the subject matter of cognitive anthropology is 

culture, that is, all of the various systems of knowledge learned by 

individuals as members of social groups and which underlie the be

havior of those individuals. Among the specific kinds of systems of 

knowledge investigated by cognitive anthropologists are ethnoscientific 

or ethnosemantic domains, natural information processing routines, and 

cultural decision-making rules. 

Goals 

The goals of ethnographic inquiry based upon the cognitive 

paradigm were first enumerated by Goodenough (1956b) in his paper on 

residence rules. He maintains that ethnographic description entails 

the construction of complex theories of culture which require valida

tion against the actual and potential behavior of native individuals. 
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That is, ethnographic description entails the construction of a theory 

of the shared cultural knowledge which native individuals use to 

produce and interpret their behavior. Such a theory is meant to 

account for native individuals' behavior and can be tested according 

to its success in doing so. 

Goodenough's claim is essentially that behavior governed by 

cultural rules requires rule-descriptions. In order to account for or 

to explain rule-governed behavior, anthropologists must discover and 

describe the rules which people use to organize and structure that 

behavior. The formulation of accurate descriptions of cultural rules 

then, constitutes the major goal of cognitive anthropology. 

Two points are appropriate here in terms of the implications 

this claim has for the goals of ethnographic inquiry. The first of 

these concerns the distinction between rule-descriptions and empirical 

generalizations. Empirical generalizations, in the sense in which this 

concept is used here, are statements about things and about relation

ships between things which are made on the basis of external observa

tions. These generalizations "pick out" regularities in observable 

data. In a similar manner, rule-descriptions also pick out regulari

ties in observed data. However, describing the cultural rules which 

govern a particular kind of regular behavior should not be confused 

with writing empirical generalizations or law-like statements about 

that behavior. There are logical entailments of the concept of rule-

description which are not entailed by the concept of empirical 

generalization. The claim that a particular kind of behavior is rule-

governed and that one is formulating a description of the rules which 



govern that behavior entails an additional, explanatory claim about 

that behavior. This additional claim concerns the individuals who 

engage in the behavior in question and is that those individuals in 

sowe sense Jcnow the rules under consideration and in some sense follow 

those rules during their behavior. It makes no sense to distinguish 

rule-descriptions from other kinds of observational or empirical 

generalizations about behavior unless it is claimed that the rules 

under consideration actually exist, that in some sense native indi

viduals know those rules, and that they use or follow those rules 

during the production and interpretation of the behavior in question 

(cf., Ganz 1971). For example, when a rule-description of task-group 

formation among the Bear Lake People is formulated in Chapter 4, this 

necessarily entails the claim that individual Bear Lake People know 

such rules for forming groups among themselves and that they use or 

follow these rules when actually forming.groups. If this is not the 

case, then there is no reason for claimina that task-group formation 

among the Bear Lake People is rule-governed behavior (cf., Chapter 4). 

The second point concerns a characteristic of the relationship 

between rules and rule-governed behavior that was not mentioned earlier. 

This characteristic is as follows: what appears to be different 

instances of the same behavior can, in fact, be the product of dif

ferent cultural rulv 3; conversely, what appear to be instances of 

different kinds of behavior can, in fact, be the same kind of be

havior and the product of the same cultural rules (cf., Keesing 1967, 

1970a). In other terms, behavior and cultural rules are not the same 

thing and, since there is not a necessary connection between rules and 
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behavior, it is very difficult to infer one from the other without 

additional kinds of evidence. Any number of different cultural rules 

may, in fact, underlie what appears to be the same behavior. 

The implications of the above assertions concerning rules and 

rule-governed behavior are obvious. Anthropologists attempting to 

account for behavior by constructing rule-descriptions must assume that 

the descriptions which they are writing are about real cultural rules. 

In addition they must concern themselves with the relationship between 

their rule-descriptions and the actual rules used by native individuals 

in the production and interpretation of their behavior. Unless the 

goals of inquiry in cognitive anthropology incorporate these condi

tions, there is no reason to employ the concepts of cultural male and 

of rule-governed behavior in the first place. 

Among the anthropologists who have most clearly articulated the 

goals of ethnographic inquiry is Frake (1962a, 1962b, 1964a, 1964b). 

According to Frake, the science of ethnography is directly comparable 

to the science of linguistics. Both disciplines attempt to account for 

socially meaningful behavior by describing the "finite shared code" 

which allows individuals who possess a knowledge of that code to 

"generate culturally acceptable acts and utterances (Frake 1962a, p. 

72; 1964a). Within this framework, ethnographic descriptions of 

cultural systems are directly analogous to linguistic descriptions of 

natural languages and the products of ethnographic descriptions may be 

properly labeled "cultural grammars" (Conklin, 1964, pp. 25-26). 

Further, the goals of cultural grammar construction, according to 

Frake (1964a) are directly analogous to the goals of linguistic grammar 



construction. Through the construction of linguistic grammars 

linguists attempt to account for native judgments of "grammaticality" 

rather than to predict actual utterances; through the construction of 

cultural grammars anthropologists attempt to account for native 

judgments of "appropriateness" rather than to predict social behavior. 

Through the construction of linguistic grammars linguists attempt to 

develop a general theory of natural languages (or of "language 

universals" [cf., Chomsky 1965, 1968]) which will have implications for 

the study of human cognition and the explanation of linguistic be

havior; through the construction of cultural grammars anthropologists 

attempt to develop a general theory of culture (or of "cultural 

universals" [cf., Goodenough 1970]) which will have implications for 

the study of human cognition and the•explanation of social behavior 

(cf., Keesing 1973b). 

Although Frake's ideas regarding the nature and goals of 

ethnographic description seem well specified, as Keesing (1970a, p. 

440; 1973a; 1973b) points out, there are certain ambiguities in his 

position which must be clarified if this model of ethnographic inquiry 

is to be accepted. These ambiguities concern Frake's use of concepts 

such as "grammaticality," "appropriateness," "generate," "appropriate 

anticipation," "actual prediction," and " productive description." 

Since these concepts are among the most important ideas used by Frake 

to articulate the goals of ethnographic inquiry, it is necessary to 

consider them in some detail. 

According to Frake (1962b> p. 85), descriptions of languages, 

i.e., linguistic grammars, state what native individuals must know "in 
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order to generate grammatical utterances." Analogously, descriptions 

of cultures, i.e., cultural grammars, specify what native individuals 

must know "in order to generate culturally acceptable acts and 

utterances." What Frake means by these statements is open to some 

question. Keesing's (1973a) intepretation of Frake's claim is that the 

latter intends by his use of the term, generate, that a cultural 

grammar produces and interprets appropriate cultural behavior—more 

specifically, that individuals who know, possess, or who have interal-

ized a cultural grammar can, solely on the basis of their knowledge of 

that cultural grammar, produce and interpret meaningful social behavior. 

Keesing's criticism is that Frake mistates the goals of ethnographic 

description (as analogous to linguistic description) since linguistic 

grammars do not "tell you how to speak the language, how to produce 

sentences" (Keesing 1973a, p. 303). Stated succinctly, Keesing's 

criticism of Frake amounts to the claim that Frake conflates generate 

with "produce and interpret" and, hence, that the goals of ethnographic 

inquiry articulated by Frake do not match the "more modest goals of 

linguistic description" (Keesing 1973a, p. 303). That is, Keesing's 

claim is that Frake views the goal of ethnographic description to be 

the construction of a "performance model" rather than a "competence 

model" of cultural behavior. 

This interpretation is, perhaps, seriously undermined by what 

Frake and others write regarding the distinction between "appropriate 

anticipation" and "action prediction." To reiterate, according to 

Frake, the linguist's goal is not to predict linguistic performance 

before the fact, but to predict native speakers' judgments of 



grammaticality by describing the linguistic code which underlies speech 

behavior. Analogously, the objective in constructing cultural de

scriptions is not to predict behavior but to state rules of culturally 

appropriate behavior. Frake's claim is that the objective in cultural 

description is not to construct a grammar that will accurately predict 

specific behavior, that is, to produce behavior, but to" construct a 

grammar which will predict the manner in which behavior in particular 

situations will be structured in regard to the specific conventions or 

standards of "appropriateness" of the culture under consideration. 

In a similar manner, Goodenough (1971, pp. 20-21) states that 

prediction can be about "actual behavior" or about "what the standards 

are." According to Goodenough, both linguists and ethnographers are 

primarily concerned with the latter form of prediction (cf., also 

Burling 1969). The goal of grammar construction in cultural anthro

pology is not to predict actual social behavior, but to predict the 

acceptance or rejection by native actors of such behavior according to 

native standards of appropriateness. The goal of grammar construction 

is to match native expectations (cf., below). 

The concept of appropriateness has been used, analogously to 

the concept of grammaticality in linguistics, to refer to native 

judgments of well-formed, correct, or acceptable acts, objects, or 

events; that is, to behavior conducted in accordance with the relevant 

cultural rules. Just as linguists attempt to separate grammatical 

utterances from ungrammatical or deviant utterances, anthropologists 

attempt to separate appropriate behavior.from inappropriate behavior. 
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It is important to emphasize here that the objectives of 

linguistic description entail more than merely marking the acceptance 

or rejection by native speakers of utterances or sequences of sounds. 

This objective must be accomplished in accordance with a complex 

linguistic theory of that language. That is, only particular kinds of 

solutions to the problem of distinguishing well-formed from deviant 

utterances are accepted; those solutions developed in accordance with a 

complex theory of language and sentence well-formedness or grammati-

cality. In a similar manner, the goals of cultural description entail 

more than merely marking a particular action as appropriate or in

appropriate. This objective must be accomplished in accordance with 

the kind of complex cultural theory discussed by Goodenough in his 

early work. Just as linguistic descriptions are, in effect, theories 

of grammaticality, cultural descriptions are, in effect, theories of 

appropriateness. 

Theories of grammaticality which linguists construct are 

linguistic descriptions in the form of linguistic grammars. Analo

gously, theories of appropriateness which anthropologists construct are 

cultural descriptions in the form of cultural grammars. Such grammars 

are rule-descriptions which attempt to specify for their respective 

systems of knowledge the units of which that system of knowledge is 

constructed as well as the "paradigmatic" and "syntagmatic" properties 

of those units. That is, such grammars are "structural" descriptions 

of cultural rules. 

According to the above discussion of goals for grammar con

struction in linguistics and ethnography, it is not the objective of 
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such inquiry to predict the actual performance of speech or other kinds 

of behavior. However, as certain anthropologists have suggested, the 

goal of the "appropriate anticipation" of native behavior is not in

compatible with the more difficult objective of the "actual prediction" 

of that behavior. This fact is noted by Goodenough (1971, pp. 20-21) 

who discusses the prediction of actual social behavior based upon a 

narrowing of the range of possible behavior to a few alternatives with 

high probabilities, such a narrowing being accomplished by natives 

through their knowledge of culture and by anthropologists through an 

ethnographic analysis of cultural rules. 

Kay (1970, pp. 27-30) discusses this in his summary of the 

theoretical implications of ethnosemantics. According to Kay, the goal 

of the "new ethnography" is to discover and accurately "describe some 

part of the system of meanings by which people organize the world" (p. 

24). More specifically, Kay claims that the ethnographer's goal is to 

construct a cognitive model which accurately represents the "cognitive 

devices that constitute the culture bearer's decison making process" 

and which will predict "which actions will be judged appropriate under 

which circumstances." According to Kay, the stronger goal for or test 

of such a model "requires that one predict not only the natives' 

judgments of appropriateness after the behavioral facts but that one 

predict actual behaviors before the fact." Kay (1970, p. 30) states 

this regarding the prediction of actual behavior: 

To do this one obviously has to have information outside 
the cognitive model, namely, the inputs to that model. . . . 
Cognitive models alone do not predict overt behavior. 
But when the cognitive model is supplied with the 
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information it specifies as necessary for reaching a decision, 
it can predict overt behavior accurately. 

Kay goes on to suggest that the prediction of actual behavior as a goal 

for or test of cognitive models is not implausible and that this can be 

accomplished by providing the required extracultural input to that 

model (concerning, for example, the relevant socioenvironmental 

situation). 

An important attempt at constructing such a model is made by 

Geoghegan (1970c) in his work regarding residence decisions of the Samal 

people in the Eastern Philippines. Geoghegarfs objective is to derive 

from interview data a cultural decision-making model of Samal residence 

behavior which can be tested against data independent from that used in 

the original construction of the residence rules model. The descrip

tion which Geoghegan provides represents rules for defining relevant 

residence decision situations, rules for defining possible courses of 

action (that is, residence alternatives), and rules for choosing the' 

appropriate course of action given specific situational circumstances. 

Geoghegan" s goal is not only to predict native judgments of appro

priateness, but also to predict "the actual residential behavior of a 

sufficiently large number of each one's current situation (his age 

group, marital status, etc.)" (Geoghegan 1970c, p. 10). That is, 

Geoghegan's objective is to provide the significant input to his rule-

description and to predict the actual residence behavior of indi

viduals. Using independent census data, Geoghegancorrectly predicts 

the residence of 281 out of a total of 283 (98.5%) Samal individuals. 
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The claim that accurate descriptions of cultural rules (plus 

relevant situational data) can provide the basis for the actual pre

diction of human behavior requires further discussion. Recall, first, 

certain important characteristics of cultural rules which were 

mentioned earlier: rules are followable, breakable, and changeable in 

ways which are not true of, for example, empirical generalizations. It 

follows from these characteristics that, in order to predict human be

havior at some future time (t^) based upon a description of the rules 

which govern behavior at some earlier time (t^) anthropologists must 

assiime that individuals at time^ will know and will choose to follow 

rather than break cultural rules which have not changed since time^. 

In other words, anthropologists must assume exactly those things which 

they are, presumably, trying to prove by their predictions. If this is 

true, the power of predictions based upon rule-descriptions is severely 

limited (cf., Ganz 1971, pp. 76ff) by. the very nature of the relation

ship between individuals, cultural rules, and rule-governed behavior. 

The extent to which anthropologists are able to predict behavior 

depends upon the extent to which individuals organize their behavior 

according to rules and the extent to which such rules persist or change 

through time. 

If cultural rule-descriptions are relatively weak predictors of 

human behavior, what is the reason for studying cultural rules? The 

most obvious reason is that cultural rules exist and must be considered 

in order to "understand" human behavior. In addition, rule-

- descriptions allow the anthropologist to anticipate appropriate be

havior and to understand such behavior if and when it is conducted in 
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accordance with the rules which the anthropologist has discovered and 

formulated. It is simply the case that anthropologists must concern 

themselves with cultural rules in order to understand meaningful human 

behavior. 

In summary, it is important to distinguish what it is that an 

ethnographic description is about—culture—from what it is that such 

a description is supposed to do, which is to allow the ethnographer to 

match native expectations regarding appropriate behavior; to anticipate 

native judgments of appropriateness and, perhaps, under certain condi

tions, to predict actual behavior. It is also important to retain the 

distinction between appropriate anticipation and actual prediction even 

though these articulate in the sense developed by Frake, Goodenough, 

and Kay. The nature of the arbitrary connection between cultural rules 

and rule-governed behavior makes the prediction of behavior based upon 

a knowledge of cultural rules very difficult. When cultural rules are 

in force, it is possible to interpret, understand, and make judgments 

regarding the appropriateness of resultant behavior. This seems more 

than enough justification to motivate the study of cultural rules. 

However, since theories are not usually required to account for facts 

dependent upon information outside of their domains and since social 

or rule-governed behavior is dependent not only upon cultural 

variables, but also upon non-cultural variables, descriptions of 

culture should not be strictly judged according to their ability to 

predict, or explain human behavior. Cultural descriptions are neces

sary, but not sufficient to this purpose (cf,, below). 
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Another issue of extreme importance raised in Frake's (1962a) 

statement of goals for cognitive anthropology concerns the concept of 

"productive description." According to Frake (1962a, p. 54), ethno

graphic descriptions, like linguistic descriptions, must be productive 

in that they provide the means to generate an infinite set of variable 

messages as manifestations of a "finite shared code." 

Such a description, like a linguist's grammar, is productive 
in that it can generate new acts which will be considered 
appropriate responses by the members of the society being 
described. 

Frake's claim is that cultural descriptions should not only account for 

appropriate behavior which has occurred, but also for appropriate be

havior which might occur. Fodor (1968b) makes the same point when dis

cussing the logic of "simulation-explanations" of human behavior. 

Fodor claims that for any simulation of behavior to count as an ex

planation of that behavior, the object of simulation must be the 

"behavioral repertoire," that is, the potential behavior of an organism, 

rather than the actual behavior of that organism. Cultural rule-

descriptions and behavioral simulations must account not only for what 

has happened, but also what can happen. 

The idea of productivity or of productive descriptions is 

related to the concept which Chomsky (1965, p. 6) labels "linguistic 

creativity." Linguistic creativity refers to the empirical ability of 

speakers of natural languages to generate or to produce and interpret 

a potentially infinite set of sentences "expressing indefinitely many 

thoughts." Speakers of natural languages possess the ability, based 

upon their possession of a finite set of linguistic rules, to produce 
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and interpret a potentially infinite number of sentences which express 

a potentially unlimited number of different ideas. Linguistic de

scriptions, in order to account for this ability must be productive. 

That is, finite linguistic grammars must be generative of the poten

tially infinite set of sentences which constitute a given language. 

Frake's claim is that culture-bearers, based upon their posses

sion of a finite set of cultural rules, possess an ability, analogous 

to linguistic creativity, to produce and interpret a potentially 

infinite set of situationally meaningful and appropriate acts and 

objects. According to Frake, cultural descriptions, in order to 

account for this ability must be productive, i.e., finite cultural 

grammars must be generative of the potentially infinite set of be

haviors available to culture-bearers. 

It is important to note here that the concept of linguistic 

creativity entails creativity in at least two senses. First, languages 

or linguistic rules provide the means for generating an infinite set of 

different sentences. Second, this infinite set of sentences expresses 

an indefinite number of new, unique meanings. It is important to 

distinguish these two senses of creativity. While it seems correct 

that non-linguistic cultural rules are analogously creative in the 

first sense, it seems likely that many are not creative in the second 

sense. While non-linguistic cultural rules provide the means to 

produce and interpret or provide expectations regarding an indefinite 

set of different acts, such rules might not provide the means to 

produce and interpret an indefinite number of differet ideas. That 

is, such rules might not provide the means to assign an indefinite 
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potentially infinite set of acts which cultural rules generate might 

not express an infinite number of different social messages or 

meanings. For example, the rules of the Bear Lake People which define 

kinship and which establish the ways in which kinsmen should behave 

toward one another (cf., Chapter 3) provide the means for Bear Lake 

People to produce and interpret an indefinite number of different 

examples of kinship behavior. In fact, any behavior can be kinship 

behavior among the Bear Lake People in the sense that the individual 

producing that behavior intends such behavior to be interpreted 

according to kinship norms or in the sense that, regardless of the 

intentions of the individual producing the behavior, that behavior is 

interpreted by others according to kinship norms. However, the number 

of different "social messages"(Frake 1962a) it is possible for the 

Bear Lake People to assign to different kinship acts are seemingly very 

limited in number (cf., Chapters 3 and 4). In this case, Bear Lake 

kinship rules (or a cultural grammar of such rules) are productive in 

one sense, but not in the other. 

In short, cultural rule systems can be distinguished according 

to their level of productivity. Linguistic rules are productive in 

that they provide the basis for producing a potentially infinite number 

of new utterances with a potentially infinite number of new meanings. 

Kinship rules are productive in that they allow for the organization 

or structuring of a potentially infinite number of different, unique 

kinship events. However, these latter rule systems are not productive 
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in the sense of providing the means for the production of a potentially 

infinite number of different, unique kinship messages. 

The idea that different cultural rule systems vary according to 

productivity is implied by Frake (1962a, 1964a) when he refers to 

language as man's "most flexible and productive symbolic system. This 

is discussed further when the criteria of adequacy for cultural de

scriptions are considered. 

The third point to make regarding goals concerns, again, the 

concept of prediction used by cognitive anthropologists and involves 

the following fact: in principle, it is possible to predict native 

judgments of appropriateness, to match native expectation, or to 

predict actual native behavior in any number of different ways (in

cluding, perhaps, the construction of productive cultural grammars) 

which would not qualify as explanations of such judgments or behavior. 

It is obvious that not all means of predicting an event constitute 

acceptable explanations for that event. Clearly, however, Goodenough, 

Frake, Kay, and others intend by their use of the term, prediction, 

that explanation of native behavior is entailed. It is essential, then, 

to determine, given productive cultural descriptions which account for 

behavior, whether or not or under what conditions such cultural de

scriptions provide or contribute to an explanation of that behavior. 

With regard to this issue, the most important point to make 

concerns the nature of cultural rules and cultural rule-descriptions. 

Recall that one of the distinctions between rule-descriptions and 

empirical generalizations is that it makes sense to talk about the 

former only if the rules described are, in some sense, real and in some 
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sense known by individuals of whom it is claimed that they follow 

rules in their behavior. Although both rule-descriptions and 

empirical generalizations must be descriptive of behavior from the 

perspective of the external observer, rule-descriptions must also, in 

some sense, be descriptive of the internal point of view of the actor 

(cf., Gumb 1972, p. 48). 

Anthropologists have discussed this issue in terms of 

"psychological reality" or "cognitive validity" of cultural descrip

tions. According to Wallace and Atkins (1960, p. 75), psychologically 

real cultural descriptions approximately reproduce in an observer the 

world of meanings of the natives users of a culture and are distinct 

from "structurally real" cultural descriptions which fail to match 

native "mazeways." The question of psychological reality, then, goes 

beyond the ability of cultural rule-descriptions to provide accurate 

descriptions of the behavior of native individuals to whether or not 

such descriptions are about real cultural rules and whether or not 

such descriptions accurately represent the rules used by native indi

viduals in organizing their behavior. The distinction between 

psychologically real cultural descriptions and structurally real 

descriptions, then, can be rephrased as the distinction between 

cultural rule-descriptions and empirical generalizations about behavior. 

Geoghegan (1971, pp. 5-6) provides a succinct statement of 

these issues when discussing his model of natural information pro

cessing rules: 

It should be clear that the kind of phenomenon we are 
dealing with is cognitive as well as cultural, that informa
tion processing systems comprise part of the basic "mental 
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apparatus" of individual native actors, and therefore that 
the elements of an adequate theory must represent classes of 
phenomena actually present in their cognitive maps. If all 
we desire is to account for the relationship between situa
tions and performances as we define and conceptualize them, 
then there are any number of adequate theories (and models 
for these theories) which could be used to accomplish the 
task. Such an approach would go a long way toward summarizing 
data from the ethnographic record (and even teach us how to 
behave more or less unobtrusively within a given society), 
but it would not tell us very much about how the native 
actors themselves make culturally appropriate decisions. 
If, on the other hand, the adequacy of ethnographic descrip
tion turns on whether or not it accounts for not only what a 
native actor does under certain circumstances, but also how 
he decides what to do, then we have to know 'what information 
he is operating with and how it is being processed. 

Geoghegan, because of his interest in natural information processing, 

sets as a goal or adequacy criterion for ethnographic descriptions 

that they not only account for native behavior, but also that they 

accurately represent the information with which native individuals 

operate and how that information is processed in arriving at decisons 

regarding culturally appropriate behavior. 

At issue, then, is the relationship between the presumed 

cultural rules (in Geoghegan's .example, information processing rules) of 

native actors and the proposed cultural rule-descriptions of ethog-

raphers. To the extent that the former exist and are adequately 

represented by the latter, such cultural rule-descriptions qualify, in 

fact, as rule-descriptions and can be considered psychologically real. 

The above discussion can be elaborated in a slightly different 

manner by considering what linguists have said when discussing the 

nature of linguistic rules. According to Chomsky (1965, p. 4), "a 

grammar of a language purports to be a description of the ideal 

speaker-hearer's intrinsic competence," i.e,, of the ideal 



speaker-hearer's "knowledge of his language." Linguistic competence, 

as defined by Chomsky, possesses the following characteristics: (1) 

competence is an ideal construct, (2) it is to be distinguished from 

actual linguistic performance except under specified ideal conditions, 

(3) the empirical evidence for competence consists in actual linguistic 

performance and native intuitions regarding well-formedness, and (4) 

competence consists in an "underlying system of rules" (Chomsky 1965, 

p. 4) which is represented by the linguist as a generative grammar. 

According to Katz (1972, p. 25), it is essential not only to distinguish 

competence from performance, but also to distinguish linguistic from 

psychological interests in competence: 

The linguist's concern with competence is like the mathe
matician's concern with arithmetic, that is, he is inter
ested in abstract relations between elements and structures 
of a timeless, logical realm. His concern with performance 
has to do only with obtaining facts about linguistic 
structure. . . . The psychologist, on the other hand, is 
interested in the nature of the brain (or mental) mechanisms 
in which such abstract structures are empirically realized 
and whose operations causally underlie verbal behavior. 

Although Chomsky and Katz, as linguists, appear to be disinterested in 

the psychological reality of linguistic rules (since such rules 

represent a system of knowledge consisting in "abstract relations 

between elements and structures of a timeless, logical realm"), in 

other contexts they are very much concerned with this issue and 

Chomsky (1968, p. 24) has even defined linguistics as a sub-field of 

psychology. The reason for this is that these theorists have as an 

ultimate goal (of which the study of linguistic competence is part) 

the explanation of linguistic communication. That is, Chomsky and Katz 
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desire a general theory of linguistic communication which will explain 

linguistic behavior. Accordingly, they are concerned with the psycho

logical reality of the rule-descriptions they construct. The 

essential point is that linguistic rules cannot be utilized in a causal 

explanation of linguistic cotnmunication unless such rule-descriptions 

are hypothesized to represent "physically real events and structures 

(Katz 1964, p. 136). According to Katz (1964, p. 136), in order to 

construct an explanation of linguistic communication based upon or 

incorporating a linguistic description, each of the components of that 

description must have its psychological reality; each of the components 

must correspond to real brain mechanisms or functions: 

The hypothesis of a mechanism of linguistic communication, 
with the kind of structure attributed to it by an optimal 
linguistic description, can explain how linguistic com
munication takes place only if the mechanism and all its 
features have the same ontological status as the utterance 
itself. 

If any of the features of a linguistic description are interpreted as 

fictions, then the entire causal chain collapses and an explanation of 

linguistic behavior cannot be achieved. 

Analogous to descriptions of linguistic rules, it is essential 

to note that a description of cultural rules cannot contribute to an 

explanation of individual or group behavior unless that description is 

shown to represent empirically real events and structures. That is, 

unless cultural rule-descriptions represent psychologically real 

systems of knowledge, such cultural descriptions cannot be utilized in 

an explanation of human behavior. To the extent that cognitive anthro

pologists attempt to causally explain native behavior by constructing 
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reality, i.e., must represent real events and structures. This, of 

course, "implies ... no commitment for the mentalist (in this case 

the cognitive anthropologist) to any particular kind of physical 

realization for the description" (Katz 1964, p. 136). 

The issue of the "psychological reality" of cultural rule-

descriptions cannot, according to the above arguments, be avoided by 

cognitive anthropologists (pace, Burling 1964, Werner 1972). Consider, 

for example, Frake's (1962b) attempt to deal with the settlement 

pattern of the Subanun. According to Frake (1962b, p. 56): (1) the 

Subanun settlement pattern, a social fact belonging to the "phenomenal" 

as opposed to the "cultural" or "ideological" level, is the "outcome" 

of a large number of individual decisions; (2) individual decisions are 

not made at random, but "in terms of a set of quite explicit (cultural) 

principles"; and (3) an ethnographic description of the Subanun settle

ment pattern should comprise a set of rules which represent these 

decision principles. Generalizing Frake's arguments, the important 

claims are that social phenomena "on the ground" are the outcome or 

effect of repeated enactments of individual decisions and that such 

individual decisions are made in terms of shared cultural principles 

or rules. That is, social "facts" belonging to the "order of events" 

(cf. Scheffler 1965) are accounted for as the product of individual 

decision-making carried out in accordance with cultural decision

making principles belonging to the "order of rules." The essential 

point is that Frake's assertion can count as an explanation of indi

vidual decision-making and behavior and of patterned social phenomena 
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only if his cultural rule-description represents psychologically real 

decison routines known and followed by Subanun individuals. Only under 

these conditions can productive cultural rule-descriptions which 

account for or predict behavior constitute or contribute to an 

explanation of that behavior. 

These arguments justify an interest in the psychological reality 

of the cultural descriptions which ethnographers provide. The philo

sophical basis for, as well as the means for validating claims of 

psychological reality, is discussed below when the testing and criteria 

of adequacy for ethnographic descriptions are considered. 

to important final point, implicit in much of what is said 

above is that cultural descriptions should not only account for indi

vidual social behavior, but also for patterned social phenomena. 

According to Goodenough (1951, 1956b) and Frake (1962b), patterned 

social phenomena are the effect of repeated enactments by individuals 

of cultural decisions regarding appropriate behavior. The locus of 

structure is in socially shared and cognitively realized cultural 

rules. Patterned social behavior, i.e., "normal structure" on the 

phenomenal level, is an "emergent" phenomena (cf., Scheffler 1965) and 

V 

is accounted for, predicted, and explained as the by-product, the 

cumulative effect, or the result of repeated enactments of individual 

decisions made in accordance with culturally patterned and cognitively 

realized decison-making routines (cf., also Howard 1963, Keesing 1967, 

Geoghegan 1970c). 

The goals of ethnographic inquiry within cognitive anthro

pology can now be summarized. The fundamental objective is to 
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construct accurate descriptions of cultural knowledge. In other terms, 

the most basic goal is to formulate accurate rule-descriptions of 

various cultural rules. In addition to, and entailed by this objective 

are the goals of: (1) accounting for, anticipating, understanding, or 

predicting appropriate social behavior on the part of native actors; 

that is, matching native expectations and interpretations of social 

behavior; (2) constructing psychologically real cultural descriptions 

which can figure in explanations of behavior; (3) accounting for 

patterned social phenomena as the cumulative effect of the repeated 

enactment of individual decisions made in terms of shared cultural 

decision-making rules. 

Methods 

In very general terms, the methods of cognitive anthropology 

consist in methods for the construction or formulation of rule-

descriptions of cultural knowledge. More specifically, to a great 

extent, the methods of cognitive anthropology consist in the methods of 

structural analysis or "ethnographic decomposition" (White 1973, pp. 

415-439) of cultural rules. Ethnographic decomposition entails "the 

identification of the grammatical rules, ordering rules, decision 

rules, and transformational rules in a cultural system" (White 1973, 

p. 415). It is the process of reducing a complex system of qualita

tive cultural rules to a set of constituents or elements and a set of 

analytic principles or rules for grammatically combining those 

elements. For example, the cultural rules which define or constitute 

various semantic domains in different cultures have been structurally 
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analyzed in terms of their basic constituents and the principles by 

which those constituents are grammatically organized. 

As Keesing (1973a) points out, the methods of ethnoscience 

have been, to a great extent, methods of ethnosemantic analysis, It 

is appropriate, then, to consider some of the more important ideas in 

ethnoseraantics. Among the most important of these are the concepts of 

"componential definition" and "componential analysis." Componential 

definitions of linguistic signs or lexemes are statements of the 

"significatum" (cf., Chapter 3) of those signs, that is, of the 

defining semantic features or concepts of which their meanings are 

composed. Componential definitions represent Boolean class-products, 

that is, unitary or conjunctive definitions (Lounsbury 1964a, p. 1073). 

Kay (1966, p. 20) discusses componential definitions and the process 

of discovering and describing such meanings—componential analysis--

in these terms: 

. . .  a  b a s i c  p r o b l e m  o f  e t h n o g r a p h i c  s e m a n t i c s  i s  t h e  
following: given a finite set of lexical units (lexemes) 
(Conklin 1962) that share some feature of meaning, we say 
(a) that the set of lexemes form a domain (Lounsbury 
1964a) and (b) thatour task is to discover something about 
the formal pattern of meaning underlying the domain (Colby 
1966:6-7). 

The first useful distinction is between (1) componential 
analysis and (2) the formal structure of the domain under 
analysis. Componential analysis is best conceived as an 
analytic process in which the investigator searches for (a) 
the dimensions of meaning underlying the domain and (b) the 
mapping of the values of those dimensions (the features of 
meaning) onto the set of lexemes. The process of looking 
for these mappings is not to be confused with particular 
types of mappings such as paradigm and tree [emphasis in 
original]. 
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Componential analysis assumes that the meanings of linguistic signs are 

analyzable and is the process of (1) attempting to discover the de

fining semantic dimensions and features or values of meaning which 

underlie particular semantic domains or fields and (2) attempting to 

discover the way in which semantic dimensions and features are 

organized into componential definitions of the various categories in 

the domain. 

As Kay states, semantic dimensions or features may be "mapped" 

onto the lexemes (more specifically, the categories labeled by 

lexemes) of a semantic field in different ways. Among the most 

important types of "mapping" is the "paradigm." A paradigm is a 

semantic structure which combines semantic features in componential 

definitions of the categories in a semantic field in a specific manner. • 

The characteristics of paradigmatic semantic structures are as 

follows: (1) they are non-hierarchic (cf., below regarding "taxonomic" 

semantic structures which are hierarchic), and (2) they entail the 

"simultaneous" conjunction of multiple semantic features into class-

product definitions such that the various categories in a paradigm 

share at least one defining feature yet also differ in at least one 

semantic feature. Lounsbury (1964a, pp. 1073-1074) defines the concept 

of paradigm and makes explicit the relationship of paradigms to 

componential definitions in these terms: 

We shall regard as a paradigm any set of linguistic forms 
wherein: (a) the meaning of every form has a feature in 
common with the meanings of all other forms of the set, and 
(b) the meaning of every form differs from that of every 
other form of the set by one or more features. The common 
feature will be said to be the ROOT MEANING of the paradigm. 
It defines the semantic field which forms of the paradigm 
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partition. The variable features define the SEMANTIC 
DIMENSIONS of the paradigm. 

A term belonging to a paradigm can be defined compo-
nentially in terms of its coordinates in the paradigm. 
The definition represents a bundle of features: one 
from each of several, or of all, of the dimensions of the 
paradigm. The bundle of features states the necessary 
and sufficient conditions which an object must satisfy 
if it is to be a DENOTATUM of the term so defined. Terms 
having single denotata are the exception; multiple 
denotata is more generally the case. The class of all 
possible denotata of a term constitutes its DESIGNATUM. 
The defining features of this class—i.e., the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for membership in it—are its 
SIGNIFICATUM (Morris 1938, 1946). The componential 
definition of a term is the expression of its signifi
cance [cf., Chapter 3]. 

A paradigm, then, is one of the ways in which a semantic domain or 

field may be organized. The coordinates of paradigmatic structures, 

established in terms of the defining features of meaning of a semantic 

domain, provide componential or total class-product definitions for 

the semantic categories which constitute the doriain under consideration. 

An idea mentioned above by Lounsbury, i.e., that terms often 

possess multiple denotata rather than single denotata, has motivated 

within ethnoscience the use, not only of class-product or componential 

definitions, but also of "relative product" or disjunctive definitions 

of terms. "Transformational" (Hammel 1965, Bock 1968) and "structural 

semantic^ (Lounsbury 1964a, 1964b; Scheffler and Lounsbury 1971) 

analyses distinguish the "primary," "focal," or "root" meanings of 

kinship terms (defined componentially) from the "extended" meanings of 

such terms and attempt to discover and formalize the semantic processes 

whereby the latter are derived from the former. Since in Chapter 3 a • 

detailed structural semantic analysis of Bear Lake kinship 
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classification is attempted, consideration of the methods associated 

with this approach is postponed until then. 

In addition to componentially analyzing the semantic categories 

which constitute various ethnosemantic domains, cognitive anthropolo

gists are also interested in other ways in which semantic domains are 

organized. Most importantly, they are interested in "folk taxonomies" 

and "taxonomic structures." Conklin (1955, 1962) and Frake (1961) 

employed these concepts in their early work, however, Kay (1966, 1971b) 

provides the most detailed analysis of the nature of folk taxonomies 

and of taxonomic structures. According to Kay, the concepts of 

taxonomy and taxonomic structure (which must be kept separate) are 

applicable only to particular kinds of semantic or lexical domains 

which possess specific formal properties; that is, which are organized 

in specific ways (Kay 1971b, pp. 868-869): 

The purely formal entity which under certain empirical 
conditions, underlies a taxonomy is called a taxonomic 
structure . . . the distinction is this: a taxonomic 
structure is concerned with the sets (or classes, or segre
gates) and the relations among them; it is not concerned 
with the names these sets may or may not have. In keeping 
with standard usage, we call the sets (or classes, or 
segregates) involved in a taxonomic structure TAXA 
(singular TAXON). A taxonomy, on the other hand, always 
includes both a taxonomic structure and also a set of names, 
and a mapping involving the set of taxa and the set of names. 

A taxonomic structure is a relational structure that has 
two components and that satisfies two axioms. The first 
component is a finite set T of taxa. Each taxon is itself 
a nonr-null set, i.e., a set which has some members. 

The second component is a relation, namely the relation 
STRICT-INCLUSION-OF-SETS restricted to the members of T. A 
set t^ strictly includes another tj just if every member of 
tj is a member of t^ and there is at least one member of 
t^ which is not a member of tj. 
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A relational structure . . . is a taxonomic structure 
just if it satisfies the following two axioms. First, there 
is exactly one member of T which strictly includes every 
other member. . . . The second axiom involves the notion 
"partition1;" A partition is a division of a set into subsets 
that places each member of the original set in exactly one 
of the subsets [emphasis in original]. 

The concepts of folk taxonomy and taxonomic structure, then, are 

distinguished by Kay. Folk taxonomies are lexical domains entailing 

the labeling of semantic categories which are organized in terms of a 

taxonomic structure. Taxonomic structures are characterized by: (1) 

a "hierarchy of inclusion relations among sets" (Kay 1971b, p. 688), 

that is, hierarchic inclusion of reference and (2) horizontal "con

trast" or discrimination among sets (cf., Conklin 1962). Taxonomic 

relationships are between categories or sets the members of which are 

included in certain other superordinate sets and contrasted with the 

members of certain other sets."'"''" Regarding the concept of contrast, 

Kay (1971b) provides a very important discussion concerning logically 

different kinds of contrast relationships among the different taxa in a 

taxonomic structure. Rather than discuss each of these in detail, 

however, it is sufficient to mention only "direct contrast" because of 

the relationship this concept has to the concept of paradigm. Taxa are 

said to be in direct contrast when they belong to the same "contrast 

set." Taxa are said to be members of the same contrast set when they 

11. It is not correct to view taxonomic relationships as rela
tionships between terms or lexemes since (1) the same term can label 
more than one category, (2) different terms can label the same category, 
and (3) some categories can go entirely unlabeled (cf., Berlin, 
Breedlove, and Raven 1968). These facts constitute important reasons 
for not conflating folk taxonomies with taxonomic structures. These 
facts are important to the analysis of the Bear Lake Indian semantic 
domains 'people' and 'relatives' attempted in Chapter 3. 
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are "immediately preceded" by the same superordinate taxon and, hence, 

occur on the same "taxonomic level." Of particular interest is the 

fact that the relationships among members of the same contrast set are 

commonly paradigmatic (Conklin 1962; Werner and Fenton 1970, p. 550) 

(cf., Chapter 3). 

It is important to emphasize, however, that the organization 

of semantic domains by taxonomic structures is logically independent 

of feature or componential definitions for the categories or taxa in 

those domains and that taxonomic analysis is logically distinct from 

componential analysis. It is possible to investigate taxonomic rela

tionships (relationships of strict inclusion of sets) among the various 

categories in a semantic domain without investigating and determining 

the necessary and sufficient semantic features which define those 

categories: 

When a lexical domain is organized according to inclusion of 
reference, the resulting structure is a taxonomy. . . . 
Inclusion of reference, not absence of componential defini
tions, is the distinguishing feature in a taxonomy (Kay 1966, 
p. 21). 

In spite of their logical distinctiveness, however, it is often the 

case that both taxonomic analysis and componefitial analysis are 

necessary in a complete semantic consideration of the ethnosemantic 

domains in a particular culture (cf., Chapter 3 where both taxonomic 

and componential analysis, as well as structural semantic analysis, 

are used in investigating the semantic domain 'relatives' of the 

Bear Lake People. From this point on, single quotation marks (' ') 

are used to designate culturally significant categories of the Bear 

Lake People and double quotation marks (" ") are used to designate 
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anthropologically relevant concepts which are not necessarily relevant 

to the Bear Lake People.) It'is difficult to imagine, for example, 

achieving a successful componential analysis of any semantic domain 

without knowing something about possible taxonomic relationships among 

the various categories in that domain. 

Componential, transformation, structural semantic, and 

taxonomic analyses, then, are methods of ethnographic decomposition 

employed by cognitive anthropologists in the study of semantic systems. 

In each of these kinds of analysis the objective is to discover and 

describe the constituents (semantic dimensions and features in the 

case of componential, transformational, and structural semantic 

analyses; taxa in the case of taxonomic analysis) and principles for 

combining those constituents into the particular semantic structures 

descriptive of the domains under consideration. 

The ethnographic study of semantic systems is conceived by 

cognitive anthropologists to be part of more inclusive studies of 

cultural systems. As is the case in ethnosemantic inquiries, the 

analysis of natural information processing routines (Geoghegan 1970a, 

1971) and cultural decision-making rules (Goodenough 1956b; Geoghegan 

1969, 1971; Keesing 1967) entails the decomposition of qualitative 

cultural rules. 

In his study of natural information processing rules Geoghegan 

(1971, p. 7) utilizes principles of modern mathematics and logic. He 

formalizes natural information processing rules, which describe the 

principles employed by native individuals in the semantic 
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classification of situations, using the "axiomatic method." According 

to Geoghegan. 

This approach to theory construction usually involves four 
basic elements: (1) a specification of primitive notions, 
(2) a statement of the axioms, (3) a presentation of relevant 
definitions, and (4) the derivation of useful theorems. 

Using such methods, Geoghegan derives a formal theory of information 

processing and uses that machinery to describe a Samal address system. 

Geoghegan derives his formal theory of natural information 

processing using five primitive elements and two axioms. The proposi-

tional content of his theory consists in 10 definitions and 10 

theorems. The nature of this formal theory has, of course "direct 

bearing on data analysis, model construction, and testing methods 

relevant to empirical studies that involve this theory" (Geoghegan 1971, 

p. 10). It is interesting to note regarding Geoghegan's theory that he 

attempts to formalize it in accordance with both ethnographic and 

cognitive psychological theory. According to Geoghegan (1971, p. 6) , 

any adequate theory of natural information processing must "represent 

classes of phenomena actually present in their (individual native 

actors) cognitive maps." That is, an adequate theory of information 

processing must possess psychological reality (cf., above). With this 

goal, and since information processing is both cognitive and cultural, 

Geoghegan seeks to specify "the actual sequence of operations" employed 

by individuals in their information processing behavior. Accordingly, 

Geoghegan's formalizations are based on certain assumptions about actual 

information processing behavior and Geoghegan (1970b, p. 14) attempts to 

derive the implications of such behavior for the organization and 
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operation of information processing routines, Geoghegan's theory, 

then, is based in "certain ideas about how people think and about 

their capabilities and limitations in organizing and processing 

specific kinds of information" (Geoghegan 1971, p. 29) . Among the 

assumptions of Geoghegan's formal theory are that (1) information is 

itemized and discrete, (2) information is processed sequentially, (3) 

cognitive systems are efficient, and (4) there are limitations on the 

amount of information that can be processed by an individual at one 

time. 

Another of the interesting methodological aspects of Geoghegan's 

theory concerns the way in which he represents natural information 

processing rules using the conventions of computer "flow diagrams" 

(Geoghegan '1970a, pp. 7-9): 

[The following figure] contains a diagrammatic representation 
of a code rule . . . having two outputs, 0^ and 0^, repre
sented by the rectangular "boxes" on the right of the 
diagram. The informational variables potentially relevant 
to choosing between these outputs are labeled A and (these 
are termed assessments in the theory of code rules), and are 
represented by "diamonds." Each of these variables has two 
possible values (or states), each of which is a potential 
input item. For assessment A, the states are and a?; for 
B they are and b2- The arrows in the diagram indicate the , 
order in which input information should be considered. In 
applying the rule, the user begins by considering assessment 
A. That is, he determines which of the two states of A is 
contained in the situation in effect for this particular 
application of the rule. If the effective state happens to 
be £*2, then the output labeled O2 is immediately implied; and 
application of the rule ceases at this point. If the state 
aj_ were in effect, then he would have to consider assessment 
B. (Note that there is an arrow labeled "a^" extending from 
assessment A to assessment B.) If b^ were the state of this 
assessment currently in effect, then output 0i would be 
implied; while if b2 were in effect, the 0£ would be the 
appropriate output. 
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Geoghegan employs computer flow diagrams to represent the cognitively 

realized and culturally acquired information processing rules with 

which he is concerned. This method of representing such rules is of 

particular interest since cognitive anthropologists attempting to 

represent cultural decison-making rules have also utilized these con

ventions (Geoghegan 1969} Keesing 1967, 1971) . In fact, Geoghegan 

(1970a, pp. 43-45) is explicit that information processing rules are 

themselves kinds of decision-making rules. Information processing 

rules provide the criteria for deciding upon the appropriate situation 

classification implied by a particular configuration of informational 

variables. Other kinds of decision-making rules operate upon such 

categorizations, i.e., other decision-making rules accept as input the 

output of information processing rules, to determine the appropriate 

behavior implied by the particular situation. These decisions are 

then "translated" into overt behavior. The overall picture is of a 

hierarchically organized "plan" utilized by individuals in the pro

duction and interpretation of appropriate rule-governed behavior 

(Geoghegan 1970a, p. 382; Miller et al. 1960; Gladwin 1971; Basso 1971). 

Appropriate behavior is defined in terms of culturally classified 

situations; rules for classifying situations are "nested within" rules 

for choosing the form of behavior appropriate in a given situation 

(Gladwin 1971, pp. 97-103) (cf., above). 
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In short, the methods employed in the study of natural informa

tion processing and cultural decision-making are essentially the same. 

Both entail the ethnographic decomposition of cultural rules which 

specify (1) the contrast set of possible alternatives (situational 

classifications in the case of natural information rules; appropriate 

behavior in the case of cultural decision-making rules); (2) the 

relevant informational variables which the native actor takes into 

consideration in the process of making a choice from among the 

alternatives; and (3) the mapping from each possible configuration of' 

such information variables onto the appropriate alternative. 

Before discussing the criteria of adequacy for ethnographic 

theories, a final point regarding methods should be made. 

In "Residence Rules" Goodenough (1956b, p. 37) suggested that 

each culture presents a "new structure" and that anthropologists, 

following the lead of linguists, must develop rigorous methods for 

arriving at precise theoretical statements of these structures. 

Accordingly, much of the early work in cognitive anthropology (e.g., 

Conklin 1962, 1964; Frake 1962a, 1964a) sought to enumerate 

"operationally-explicit" methods or "discovery procedures" for dis

covering and describing the structure of cultural systems. Of the 

specific procedures discussed by Conklin and Frake perhaps the most 

12 
important is "contrastive analysis." In fact, according co Hymes 

(1970, p. 200) the use of contrastive analysis constitutes the 

methodological key to the ethnographic study of cultural systems. This 

12. Contrastive analysis was, of course, borrowed from 
structural phonology Ccf., above).. 



concept entails "the determination of the set of contrasting responses 

appropriate to a given, culturally valid, eliciting context" (Frake 

1962a, p. 76). " In other terms, one discovers what a concept is, how 

a semantic domain is organized, or what decision alternatives are 

available by exploring the set of contrasting concepts which can be 

substituted within particular contexts or "frames" (cf., Kay 1970, p. 

20). As a heuristic procedure when attesting, for example, struc

tural analysis of the domain kinship, the principle of contrast is 

useful to determine the components of and relationships between cate

gories of kinsmen. Although no one would claim, today, that such 

methods constitute mechanical discovery procedures, i.e., a "machine" 

which accepts a corpus of data and automatically constructs the correct 

theory or description of that data (cf., Chomsky 1965, Keesing 1973a), 

such methods do provide valuable heuristic procedures when attempting 

the decomposition of cultural rules. 

In summary, the methods of cognitive anthropology entail the 

ethnographic decomposition of qualitative cultural rules and the 

explicit or formal representation of such rules. Componential, trans

formational, and structural semantic analyses are methods whereby the 

defining features and semantic structures of lexical domains are 

discovered and formally described. Taxonomic analysis concerns the 

discovery and formal description of lexical domains which are 

organized in terms of a "hierarchy of inclusion relations among sets" 

(Kay 1971b, p. 688). The analysis of natural information processing 

and cultural decision-making rules entails the ethnographic decomposi

tion and formal representation of these kinds of cultural rules. 
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Although this consideration of methods is not exhaustive, it 

does provide some idea of the way in which cognitive anthropologists 

approach the study of cultural rules. In Chapters 3 and 4 an attempt 

is made to employ some of these methods in the analysis of Bear Lake 

kinship and task-group formation. 

Testing and Criteria of adequacy 

The criteria of adequacy for ethnographic descriptions and 

theories are determied by the subject matter and goals of cognitive 

anthropology. The subject matter of ethnographic inquiry is culture 

and the primary objective of ethnography is to construct rule-

descriptions which accurately represent the cultural systems under in

vestigation. The most general criterion of adequacy for ethnographic 

descriptions is that they achieve this goal. As discussed above, 

entailed by this objective are the goals of (1) accounting for, 

anticipating, understanding, or predicting appropriate social be

havior; (2) constructing psychologically real cultural descriptions, 

that is, descriptions which actually represent cultural rules which are 

in some sense known by native actors and which are used by those indi

viduals in the production and interpretation of behavior; and (3) 

accounting for patterned social phenomena as the cumulative effect of 

repeated enactments of individual decisions made in terms of shared 

cultural norms or rules. The adequacy or validity of ethnographic 

representations of cultural systems is determined according to the 

extent to which such representations achieve these objectives. With 

regard to the validation of cultural rule-descriptions, then, the 
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concepts of appropriateness, generate, appropriate anticipation, actual 

prediction, productivity, and psychological validity are, again, 

extremely important. These concepts allow one to evaluate competing 

ethnographic statements and to distinguish different "levels of 

adequacy" (cf., Chomsky 1965) for cultural rule-descriptions. 

Before discussing the different levels of adequacy for cultural 

rule-descriptions, it is important to review certain facts.about the 

behavioral data against which cultural descriptions are tested and 

about the way in which such descriptions related to that behavior. 

The data against which cultural rule-descriptions are tested consist 

in behavioral episodes within which individuals' knowledge of cultural 

rules is, presumably, used. Different kinds of such episodes include: 

(1) actual behavioral events, (2) hypothetical behavioral events, (3) 

native individuals' judgments about actual or hypothetical events, and 

(4) various "tests" such as those employed by Romney and D'Andrade 

(1964) designed to behaviorally measure differences in cognitive 

operations or cultural rules. Regarding the testing of rule-

descriptions against such behavioral episodes it is important to make 

two points. First, the degree of specificity of behavior against which 

rule-descriptions must be tested depends upon the degree of specificity 

of the cultural rules under consideration. Certain cultural rules are, 

of course, highly specific and formalized. Descriptions of such rules 

must be correspondingly specific and must be tested in terms of the 

extent to which the highly formalized behavior so organized is accounted 

for. Other cultural rules are very general and much less specific in 

the behavior which they organize. Descriptions of such cultural rules 
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would, ordinarily, not be more specific than the rules of which they 

are formulations. The point to make is that the descriptive adequacy 

of cultural rule-descriptions cannot be determined according to any . 

fixed standard regarding the specificity of the behavior against which 

those rule-descriptions are tested. 

The second point to make regarding the behavioral episodes 

against which rule-descriptions are tested was discussed earlier and 

involves the concept of productivity. It must be reiterated that 

cultural rule-descriptions cannot be tested merely against actual 

behavioral events which occur, but must also be tested against and 

account for potential behavioral'events. Rule-descriptions must account 

for individual's behavioral repertoires (Fodor 1968b) as well as indi

viduals' actual behavior. The latter constitute only a portion of the 

former. Cultural descriptions must be productive in the sense of 

accounting for the former as well as the latter. 

However, it must be emphasized again that cultural descriptions 

should not be required to do more than the actual cultural rules which 

are being described. Since different cultural rules are differentially 

productive (as discussed above when considering the idea of creativity) 

and since rules can change and be broken, thus limiting the power of 

individuals (either natives or anthropologists) who know the rules to 

predict the behavior of others who also know the rules, the descriptive 

adequacy of cultural rule-descriptions cannot be measured solely against 

the extent to which they account for the actual and potential behavior 

of individuals. Of course, if descriptions of rules perfectly predict 

behavior, then there is reason for believing that the cultural rules 
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which organize that behavior have been accurately described. Also, if 

descriptions of rules fail to account for a significant amount of the 

behavior of individuals who supposedly follow those rules in their 

behavior, then there is reason for believing that the rule-description 

formulated is not descriptively adequate. However, cultural descrip

tions should not be judged inadequate because they do not account for 

all of the behavior of the individuals who know the rules. This is the 

point which Keesing (1967, p. 14) makes in the following passage: 

The term "productive" needs clarification. Our model (of 
Kwaio marriage contributions), if fully developed, would 
not "predict" the exact composition of marriage contributing 
groups of the relative contribution of each member. The 
Kwaio themselves cannot do this. Rather, we are trying to 
achieve a description that allows us to replicate, as much 
as possible, the expectations of our subjects. This will 
allow us to be surprised, and to render intelligible 
deviations from the expected pattern. Thus, when a six 
year old boy makes a major contribution appropriate to his 
kinship distance but not his age status, we can infer (as 
our subjects do) that his father or some other close kinsmen 
actually provided the valuable, and that the boy is being 
introduced, at an earlier age than usual, into the "game" of 
investment and obligation. 

Cultural rule-descriptions, then, should be judged according to the 

extent to which those descriptions allow the ethnographer to do the 

sorts of things that native individuals who know cultural rules are 

able to do. Keesing's point is that, at least in terms of Kwaio 

marriage contributions, individuals who know cultural rules cannot 

predict conpletely the behavior of others. Cultural rules provide 

individuals with expectations or beliefs about the normal or appro

priate behavior of others and with the means for interpreting and 

understanding—not predicting—that behavior. This issue is discussed 

by Frake (1964c, p. 112)e 
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To describe a culture, then, is not to recount the events of 
a society but to specify what one must know to make those 
events maximally probable. The problem is not to state 
what someone did but to specify the conditions under which 
it is culturally appropriate to anticipate that he, or 
persons occupying his role, will render an equivalent 
performance. This conception of a cultural description 
implies that an ethnography should be a theory of cultural 
behavior in a particular society, the adequacy of which is 
to be evaluated by the ability of a stranger to the culture 
(who may be the ethnographer) to use the ethnography's 
statements as instructions for appropriately anticipating 
the scenes of the society. I say "appropriately anticipate" 
rather than "predict" because a failure of an ethnographic 
statement to predict correctly does not necessarily imply 
descriptive inadequacy as long as the members of the 
described society are as surprised by the failure as is the 
ethnographer. The test of descriptive adequacy must always 
refer to informants' interpretations of events, not simply 
to the occurrence of events [emphasis added]. 

In this passage Frake implies most of what is discussed above. Native 

individuals can be "surprised" when the expectations which they have, 

based upon their knowledge of cultural rules, are not fulfilled; i.e., 

individuals who know cultural rules cannot totally predict the behavior 

of others. Accurate descriptions of such rules possess exactly the 

same limitations. However, individuals who know cultural rules are 

able to interpret and, perhaps, understand behavior even when they are 

surprised by it. Accurate descriptions of such rules can be judged 

according to the extent to which they provide the basis for matching 

those interpretations and understandings. Cultural rules, then, provide 

individuals with expectations about the behavior of others (and 

expectations that those expectations will be fulfilled), not with the 

means to fully predict that behavior. Descriptions of those rules 

should be judged according to the extent to which they match native 

expectations, interpretations, and understandings. 
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Given these facts about rules and about descriptions of rules 

and given an additional point reiterated here, the importance of the 

psychological reality of cultural descriptions as an issue in cognitive 

anthropology is, again, apparent. The additional point to reiterate 

is that the claim that one is constructing rule-descriptions of be

havior entails the claims that the rules one is describing are in some 

sense real and that individuals engaging in the behavior under con

sideration in some sense know and follow those rules. The assertion 

that one is formulating a rule-description entails an additional 

explanatory claim about the internal state or knowledge of actors. 

The claim that one is formulating a cultural rule-description necessi

tates an interest in the reality of the rules one is attempting to 

13 
describe and in the relationship between the rules of native actors 

and the rule-formulations of anthropologists. 

How, then, are claims regarding the psychological reality of 

rule-descriptions validated? Katz (1972) and Fodor (1968a, 1968b) 

discuss the philosophical basis for claims regarding the psychological 

reality of linguistic rules and for the role linguistic descriptions 

play in the explanation of linguistic communication. Their ideas 

relate directly to this issue in cognitive anthropology. According to 

Katz (1972, p. 29), linguistic rules are hypothesized to be real, 

i.e., known by the speakers of a language on the following basis: 

The license we have to draw the conclusion is that it posits 
a necessary antecedent in a causal chain culminating in the 
observable effects for which the account in question is the 
best explanation, and the account cannot make sense as an 

13. Conklin (1955, 1964) refers to native rule-formulations 
as "ethnotheoretical models." 
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explanation unless the hypothesized antecedent is as real 
as these effects. 

There is, then/ philosophical motivation for claiming that rule-

descriptions which provide the "best" accounts of behavior are known by 

the individuals engaging in that behavior. According to Katz, this 

inference is no different in logical form than theoretical inferences 

to such unobservables as neutrons. 

Fodor (1968a, p. 640) extends these arguments when he dis

cusses the logic of simulation-explanations of human behavior (cf., 

above). His arguments relate directly to the concept of behavioral 

repertoire since the appropriate object of simulation is an individual's 

behavioral repertoire rather than an individual's actual behavior: 

If machines and organisms can produce behaviors of the same 
type and if descriptions of machine computations in terms 
of the rules, instructions, etc., that they employ are true 
descriptions of the etiology of their output, then the 
principles that licence inferences from like effects to 
like causes must license us to infer that the tacit knowledge 
of organisms is represented by the programs of the machines 
that simulate their behavior. Of course this inference is 
analytic only where we know that a given simulation is 
optimal, and since claims for optimality are always empirical 
claims, we must run an inductive risk when we infer from the 
operations of a well-evidenced simulation to the tacit 
knowledge of an organism. Since the inference from like 
effects to like causes is an inductive inference, all that a 
well-evidenced simulation gives us is inductive evidence 
for believing that we have discovered something about the 
tacit knowledge of the organism we are studying. 

According to Katz and Fodor, the inference that rule-descriptions 

possess psychological reality, i.e., that individuals whose behavior 

is simulated or described by writing rules do, in fact, know and use • 

rules in organizing their behavior and that the linguist's or anthro

pologist's rule-description accurately describes those rules, is an 
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inductive inference based upon the idea of an "optimal" description or 

explanation. If a rule-description optimally accounts for the be

havior of individuals, there is justification for attributing to those 

individuals a knowledge of the rules which have been formulated by the 

linguist or anthropologist. Under these conditions there is justifica

tion for claiming that rule-descriptions accurately represent rules 

known by native actors and, hence, possess psychological reality. It 

is essential to note, however, that claims of optimality are empirical 

claims which are based upon inductive evidence and which entail an 

inductive risk. 

Within anthropology Tyler (1971) makes a very reasonable state

ment regarding the appropriate way to evaluate cultural descriptions 

which is in accord with what is discussed above. When considering 

psychological reality and ethnographic predictability Tyler (1971, p. 

77) makes use of the ideas of "limit theories" and "nearer approxima

tions" : 

Psychological reality is a limit theory that asserts the con
vergence of results from independent approaches (i.e., formal 
analysis and psychological tests) to a common problem provides 
a "nearer approximation" to native cognition. Ethnographic 
predictability is a limit theory in which the imputed ability 
of the ethnographer to behave appropriately in some other 
culture is a "nearer approximation" to the rules of appro
priate behavior in that culture. The important difference 
between these two limit theories is that they call for 
"nearer approximations" to quite dissimilar ends—unless we 
assume that there is an additional convergence of native 
rules and native cognition. In that case, both ethnographic 
predictability and psychological reality could be "nearer 
approximations" to native cognition and the two limit theories 
simply different expressions of the same thing, albeit in
volving different methodologies. In a similar vein, attempts 
to control or account for linguistic and social contexts in 
field work entail "nearer approximations" to native defini
tions of these features. This I take to be consistent with 



Hymes' (1964) and Frake's (1964) response to Burling's (1964) 
demonstration of equally probable solutions. 

This doctrine of "nearer approximations" is not intended 
to suggest that such limit theories facilitate discovery of 
"actual" native cognition. Limit theories are simply "nearer 
approximations" to native cognition. As indicated previously, 
I have strong doubts that native cognition is ever knowable, 
yet this should not obscure the fact that the goal of under
standing native cognition is useful in anthropological theory. 
In a sense, native cognition is a little like ideal objects 
(mass, points, frictionless surfaces) in classical mechanics. 
Both are useful, but mythical. 

Tyler suggests that the goals of ethnographic predictability and of 

psychological reality are objectives toward which cognitive anthro

pologists should strive. However, he suggests that these objectives 

are fictions rather than obtainable standards. Anthropologists should, 

according to Tyler, evaluate cultural descriptions according to the 

criterion of "nearer approximations" to these fictions. In other 

terms, cultural rule-descriptions which more nearly approximate the 

objectives of ethnographic predictability and psychological reality 

are to be judge more adequate than descriptions which provide less 

ethnographic predictability and which are less demonstrably psycho

logically real. 

In addition, Tyler discusses the possibility that the limit 

theories of ethnographic predictability and of psychological reality 

may be different expressions of the same thing if we assume that there 

is an additional convergence of native rules and native cognition. The 

conditions under which this assumption is reasonable are discussed 

above. If a cultural rule-description provides the optimal description 

of native behavior, this constitutes inductive evidence that the rules 
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so described are real and that the rule-description constructed 

accurately represents cultural rules. 

In addition to the above very important adequacy criteria for 

ethnographic descriptions, certain other adequacy criteria are 

emphasized by cognitive anthropologists. These additional criteria are 

referred to as "explicitness," "replicability," "economy" or 

"parsimony," "elegance" or "formal consistency," and "sufficiency" 

(Conklin 1964; Lounsbury 1964a, 1964b) (cf., Chapter 3), Such 

criteria, in principle, provide the means for choosing from among 

alternative cultural descriptions each of which is a descriptively 

adequate representation of the cultural rules under investigation. 

That is, such criteria provide the means for choosing from among 

different formulations or notational variants of the same rules. There 

is no need to discuss these additional criteria here since, although 

there are no generally applicable standards for explicitness, economy, 

or formal consistency, these concepts seem relatively straightforward. 

Cultural descriptions are to be judged more adequate, given descriptive 

adequacy, according to the extent to which they are explicit, replic-

able, parsimonious, and elegant. 

At this point it is possible to bring together and summarize 

the issues discussed above and to define different "levels of adequacy" 

for cultural descriptions. Descriptions of cultural rules are to be 

judged "descriptively adequate" to the extent to which they are 

accurate representations of real cultural rules which are know and used 

by native individuals in the organization, production, and interpreta

tion of their behavior. Such descriptions should enable the 
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ethnographer to act, interpret, understand, and form expectations re

garding the behavior of native actors to the same extent as native 

individuals. Since the prediction of the behavior of others is not 

ordinarily possible based upon the knowledge of cultural rules alone, 

this criterion does not determine descriptive adequacy. However, as 

developed in the writings of Kay and explained by Tyler ethnographic 

prediction is a fiction toward which cognitive anthropologists should 

work. Cultural descriptions which adequately account for more behavior 

are, in general, more adequate than cultural descriptions which account 

for less behavior. 

Descriptions of cultural rules which are descriptively adequate 

can be judged "explanatorily adequate" to the extent that those 

descriptions are shown to possess psychological reality and, hence, can 

be utilized in an explanation of individual and group behavior. This 

level of adequacy, if the arguments developed above are correct, is 

intimately tied to and, in fact, cannot be separated from descriptive 

adequacy. It is the descriptive adequacy of rules which provide the 

optimal description of behavior which constitutes the inductive evidence 

for psychological reality and, hence, for the explanatory adequacy of 

cultural descriptions. As suggested by Tyler, cultural descriptions 

which more nearly approximate ethnographic predictability and psycho

logical reality are more highly valued than other, competing descrip

tions . 

In addition to these two levels of adequacy, it is possible to 

discuss the "ethnographic adequacy" of.cultural descriptions (Geoghegan 

1970c, p. 10). Ethnographic adequacy, as conceptualized here, involves 
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the extent to which cultural descriptions account for patterned social 

phenomena (cf., above). The extent to which social facts are accounted 

for raises the question of sociological distributions of cultural rules. 

At issue is the extent to which cultural rules are shared in a given 

social group and the extent to which rule-descriptions are generally 

applicable to and can account for the behavior of the different meiribers 

of that group. A description of a particular set of cultural rules 

should not be considered less descriptively adequate because few 

members of a particular group know and follow those rules. However, 

cultural descriptions must include such information and descriptions 

which do can be considered ethnographically more adequate than competing 

descriptions which do not. Perhaps a better way to express this is to 

repeat that ethnographic descriptions which account for more of the 

behavior of the meiribers of a society and which provide nearer 

approximations to ethnographic predictability are ethnographically more 

adequate than competing cultural descriptions. 

Summarizing, the adequacy criteria against which cultural 

rules descriptions are evaluated depend upon the nature of the subject 

matter involved and upon the goal's of inquiry. It is suggested here 
\ 

that different levels of adequacy can be distinguished: descriptive, 

explanatory, and ethnographic. In addition, it is suggested that 

cultural descriptions which are explicit, parsimonious, elegant, and 

replicable are more highly valued than other descriptions. It is 

against such criteria that the ethnographic description of Bear Lake 

kinship and task-group formation presented in Chapters 3 and 4 is to be 

evaluated. 
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Summary 

The purpose of this chapter was to provide a theoretical back

ground for an attempt to construct a cultural decision-making model of 

Bear Lake Indian kinship and task-group formation. To this purpose 

the subject matter, goals, methods, and adequacy criteria of cultural 

descriptions within cognitive anthropology were discussed. Although 

not all of the important features of the cognitive paradigm were con

sidered, those issues which are most relevant to the ethnographic 

description presented in Chapters 3 and 4 were considered. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE BEAR LAKE PEOPLE—ETHNOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this chapter is to establish an ethnographic 

background within which to place the results of this investigation of 

kinship and task-group formation among the Bear Lake Indians. Accord

ingly, information regarding the Great Bear Lake Indians is provided 

concerning (1) their geographical location and environment; (2) their 

cultural, social, and linguistic context; (3) their traditional socio

economic and sociocultural systems; and (4) some of the changes which 

have occurred, and are now occurring, within their cultural and social 

systems. 

Geographical and Environmental Context 

The Great Bear Lake Indians consider their country to include 

all of the land which surrounds the lake which they call Sahtue ('Bear 

Lake') and from which they take their name, Sahtu-rgot'j.ne ('Great Bear 

Lake People"). The Great Bear Lake, which is approximately 12,000 

square miles in area, is located between 65° and 67° northern latitude 

in the District of the Mackenzie of Canada's Northwest Territories 

(Figure 1). Osgood (1931, p. 35) describes the traditional territory 

of the Bear Lake People in these terms: 

This people . . . inhabit all the country around Great Bear 
Lake between the Dogribs and the Hares, except a comparatively 
small area south of Hare Indian River. The Satudene [Osgood's 
name for the Bear Lake People] occupying the country between 
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MAPI.  NORTHERN ATHAPASKAN INDIANS 

(OSGOOD. 1936) 

Figure 1. Northern Athapaskan Indians 
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Great Bear Lake and the Mackenzie do not go north of an 
approximately straight line drawn from the end of Smith 
Bay to the Mackenzie at 65 degrees 30 minutes. The inter
vening country is said to have been unknown to the Indians 
of both tribes until one, more daring than the rest, 
navigated to the headwaters of Hare Indian River in 1917. 
The boundary of the Satudene on the northeast is Copper 
mountains, between Dease bay and Coronation gulf. The 
Satudene trade into Fort Norman. 

These tribal boundaries represent the extreme ranges of 
the respective bands, who at no time occupy and hunt over 
more than a very small section of them. The specific loca
tion of the people is very apt to change somewhat from year 
to year according to hunting. There is practically no 
overlapping of areas, but there are a few places where 
tribes sometimes meet each other such as among the little 
lakes between Lac des Bois and Great Bear Lake, where the 
Satudene come upon the Hare. 

Fort Franklin (56°11' north; 125°26' west), where most of the 

Bear Lake People now reside, is located on the Keith Arm of the lakfe 

near the head of the Great Bear River. This river flows approximately 

90 miles to a point where its waters meet the Mackenzie River. Here 

lies Fort Norman, another trade settlement. 

The climate of Bear Lake country is subarctic and is charac

terized by long, cold winters and short summers. Winter extends from 

the end of September until the middle of May, and the Great Bear Lake 

is frozen over from the middle of November until the first of July. 

More shallow and smaller lakes and streams in the "bush" freeze over 

and break up somewhat earlier. During the winter temperatures may 

reach extremes of 70° below zero Fahrenheit. Summer extends from the 

middle of July until the end of August during which time temperatures 

may reach extremes of over 80° above zero Fahrenheit. The yearly mean 

temperature at Bear Lake is approximately 20° above zero Fahrenheit. 
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Precipitation at Bear Lake amounts to approximately 10 inches 

annually. Approximately one-half of this precipitation occurs during 

the warmer months in the form of rain. 

The land surrounding Bear Lake is covered primarily with taiga 

or boreal forest which is interspersed with numerous lakes and streams 

and with open areas of grass and muskeg consisting of moss and lichen. 

The forested areas, which for the most part extend to the shore of the 

lake, consist of black spruce associated with tamarack, birch, poplar, 

and willow scrub. The land extending from the northeastern edge of 

Bear Lake to Hudson's Bay consists in treeless barrens or tundra. 

Significant fauna of the Great Bear Lake region include barren-

ground caribou (which migrate annually through the barrens to the 

northeastern and southeastern shores of Bear Lake), woodland caribou 

(which occupy the coniferous forest), and moose. Fur-bearing animals 

include hare, marten, beaver, bear, lynx, wolverine, fox, mink, otter, 

and wolf. Fish include lake trout, whitefish, fresh-water herring, 

northern pike, or jackfish, and loche. Birds of dietary significance 

include (at least seasonally) duck, geese, swan, loon, ptarmigan, and 

grouse. 

Culture, Social, and Linguistic Context 

The Great Bear Lake People are North American Indians whose 

language belongs to the Athapaskan family and whose cultural and social 

systems are associated with other "Northeastern Athapaskans" (Osgood 

1931) in the "Arctic Drainage Culture Area" (Osgood 1936). The Bear 

Lake Indians are most closely related, with respect to culture, society, 
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and language, to other Northeastern Athapaskans or Dene in closest 

geographical proximity to them—the "Dogrib," 'Ware," "Mountain," and 

"Slave" Indians. 

Although the above statement seems relatively straightforward, 

even this general identification of the Bear Lake Indians is poten

tially misleading. Any claim regarding the identity of the Bear Lake 

People and the nature of their relationships to other Northeastern 

Athapaskans entails complicated ethnographic problems. The following 

discussion is an attempt to clarify some of the complexities involved. 

Among the first writers to identify the Indians residing at Bear 

Lake were explorers who traveled through this country in the late 

1700's and early 1800's. For example, Alexander Mackenzie (1966, pp. 

49-56) in July, 1789, encountered a group of five "Slave" and Dog Rib" 

families camped together on the bank of the Mackenzie near the mouth 

of the Great Bear River. As Mackenzie and his party moved down river 

he encountered all along the shore very small groups of people residing, 

for the most part, near the mouths of small rivers. On the seventh of 

July, two day's after leaving the mouth of the Great Bear River, he met 

a group of Indians comprised of "4 Fires ... 18 People" (p. 56). 

Slightly further down river he met "6 or more Families about 35 

persons" (p. 57). Three miles further he encountered "3 more Families 

of their People 22 Persons" (p. 58). Still further down river were 

"2 lodges of Indians 9 People" (p. 58). Regarding this last group of 

people, Mackenzie said this (p. 59): 

Many of these People were clothed in Hare Skins but in every 
thing else they were the same as those we had already seen, 
tho' we were given to understand that they were a difft. 
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Tribe called the Hare Indians as Hare (& fish) are their 
principal support, large animals being very scarce and only 
the Rain Deer and Beaver frequent this part of the country. 
They were twenty-five in number; and among them was a 
woman who has an Abscess in the Belly and is reduced to a 
mere Skeleton. 

Of particular interest in Mackenzie's writings are references to (1) 

the co-residence of families from different "tribes" on the Bear River? 

(2) the cultural and linguistic homogeneity of "Dog Rib," "Slave," and 

"Hare" Indians; and (3) the size of groups residing together at summer 

fishing locations. Mackenzie did net mention Indians from Bear Lake 

per se. 

George Keith, a trader for the Hudson's Bay Company, spent the 

winter of 1812 living and trading at Bear Lake near the present site of 

Fort Franklin.. In a letter to Roderic Mackenzie dated November 19, 

1812, Keith (1889, pp. 111-112) said this about the Indians at Bear 

Lake: 

The Natives of this post consider themselves composed of three 
distinct tribes and assume the names of Red Knives^,_JFilthy 
Lake and Grand River Indians, and the "People of the big or 
long arrows." The former are few in number, about 15 married 
men, and claim the term of natives only in consideration of 
their having frequented this post since its establishment, 
about the year 1800; their name is derived from the country 
they originally inhabited or resorted to, the Coppermine 
River, from whence they procured copper to make knives, fie. 
This tribe, I imagine, is a branch of the Chipewyans; the same 
manners, customs, and language, with little variation, are 
common to both. 

According to Keith, four different groups of Indians traded with him at . 

Bear Lake. The "Red Knives" (later referred to as Yellowknives) were 

said by Keith to have occupied the Coppermine River area and to have 

been related to, or form a part of, the Chipewyan tribe. The "Filthy 

Lake Indians" (Lac La Marte "Dogribs") and the "Grand River Indians" 
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("Slave" Indians), "altho' they consider themselves as forming two 

distinct tribes, may be classed together, because the language, 

customs and manners are common to both" (Keith 1889, p. 111). The "Big 

or Long Arrowed Indians ("Hare" Indians) inhabited the country "north 

of this place. . . . This tribe is represented as formidable in numbers 

and they consider themselves composed of several distinct tribes, from 

the circumstance probably, that they generally resort by groups to 

different parts of the country to procure a living. Very few of them 

resort to this establishment, perhaps not more than twenty men ..." 

(Keith 1889, pp. 118-119). 

As will become clear, it is significant that Keith did not 

specifically mention the existence of a group of "Bear Lake People" who 

considered themselves distinct from the other groups he mentioned. 

Another of the early travelers to this country was John 

Richardson (1851, pp. 3-4) who wrote about the Indians of the Bear Lake 

region: 

Various tribes have been distinguished by peculiar names, but 
there is little variety in their general appearance, and few 
discrepancies in their dress, customs, or moral character. 
The Hare Indians (Ka-cho-'dtinne) inhabit the banks of the 
Mackenzie, from Slave Lake downwards, and the Dog-Ribs 
(Thing-e-ha-'dtinne) the inland country on the east, from 
Marten Lake to the Coppermine. There is no perceptible 
difference in any aspect of these two tribes. They meet in 
the same hunting grounds at the north end of Great Bear Lake, 
intermarry, and their speech scarcely differs in accent. The 
Hare Indians, frequenting a thickly wooded district in which 
the American Hare abounds, feed much more on that animal, and 
clothe themselves with its skins, while the Dog-Ribs depend 
more upon the rein-deer for a supply of winter dresses, but in 
all essential aspects, they are the same people [also quoted in 
Savishinsky 1970a, pp. 83-84]. 



Richardson distinguished "Hare" Indians from "Dog-Rib" Indians and 

emphasized their essential cultural uniformity. Like Keith, however, 

he did not call attention to the existence of "Bear Lake" Indians. 

During the years between 1864 and 1873 the Oblate missionary 

Fr. Emile Petitot lived, first with "Dogrib" people at old Fort Rae, 

then with "Hare" Indians at Fort Good Hope. While living and 

traveling with these people Petitot made many trips to the Bear Lake. 

However, Petitot seems not to have recognized the existence of a "Bear 

Lake People" as a distinct entity, classifying them instead as either 

"Hare" or "Dogrib" people. For example, he (Petitot 1891, p. 362) 

classified as "Hare" two "bands" of Indians residing at Bear Lake 

together with four other "bands" living north of Bear Lake. In addi

tion, Petitot considered all of the Indians between Rae Lakes and Great 

Bear Lake and northeast to the Arctic Ocean to be "Dogrib" People 

(Schmidt 1971, p. 41). 

Hie first anthropologist to conduct field work among the Great 

Bear Lake Indians was Cornelius Osgood who worked in this region from 

May, 1928, to September, 1929. Based upon his ethnograpic under

standing of these people and of other Northern Athapaskan peoples, 

Osgood (1936, pp. 20-27) provides a general scheme for identifying and 

classifying the Northern Athapaskan-speaking Indians. Within Osgood's 

classification the Bear Lake "tribe" is distinguished from the Slave, 

Hare, Dogrib, and Yellowknife tribes and included in the "Arctic 

Drainage Culture" area of the Northern Athapaskans. 

In addition to the above classification, Osgood provides a 

great deal of information regarding the relationships among these 
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Northern Athapaskan groups and regarding the "tribal" organization of 

the Bear Lake People (Osgood 1931, pp. 32-33). The main points made by 

Osgood may be summarized as follows: 

1. Tribal organization among the Bear Lake People is very simple 

and the time depth of this "tribe" may be shallow. 

2. The Bear Lake People, as a social group, consider themselves 

distinct from, and equivalent to, the Hare, Dogrib, and Mountain 

Indians with whom there has been a certain amount of "admixture" 

(cf., below). 

3. There are important dialect differences among these "tribes." 

4. The Bear Lake People are not divided into discrete "bands" (as 

are the Hare and Dogrib) and individual families which are the 

"fundamental units" of Bear Lake society are able to change 

from one group to another throughout the year (however, the 

Bear Lake People do distinguish groups among themselves, using 

place of residence as the main criterion). 

5. In 1928 a band of Dogribs was living in close connection with 

Bear Lake People. 

Osgood's information regarding the Bear Lake Indians agrees, 

for the most part, with data collected for this dissertation. His 

characterization of the social structure of the Bear Lake People is 

discussed in detail later in this chapter. It is important, now, how

ever, to keep in mind what Osgood says regarding the "tribal" identi

fication of these people and the nature of their linguistic, cultural, 

and social ties to other groups of Northeastern Athapaskans. 
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June Helm, another anthropologist, is also concerned with the 

Indians residing around Bear Lake. Of particular interest to her, due 

to her work among the Dogrib People, is the relationship of Bear Lake 

Indians to Dogrib Indians. 

According to early accounts (cf., above), traditional Dogrib 

territory extended to the southern short of the Bear Lake, and Dogribs 

who resided there had frequent contact with other Indians in this 

country, including "Red Knives," "Slave," "Hare," and "Bear Lake" 

Indians. When trading posts were established around Bear Lake or at 

the mouth of the Bear River (cf., Usher 1971) , these Dogribs traded at 

them rather than, or in addition to, the posts established to the south 

in the Great Slave Lake region. Noting this, and the facts provided by 

Osgood concerning the "Bear Lake Dogribs" who ceased trading at Fort 

Rae in 1914, Helm et al. (1975, p. 321) make the following observations 

about the Bear Lake People: 

The existence of a permanent trading post tended to spatially 
reorient Indian populations who, though living out in and off 
the land, accomodated ingathering at the fort into their 
yearly cycle. Orientation to the point-of-trade sometimes 
may have created "new" native groups, who came to be defined 
and to regard themselves as distinctive people. The Bearlake 
Indians (Osgood 1932:73) of Forts Franklin and Norman may be 
such a creation. 

Helmet al.'s statement implies that the earliest identifications of 

Indians residing around Bear Lake were ethnographically correct and 

suggests that what were originally disparate peoples in this country 

eventually came to conceptualize themselves as a single people due to 

their mutual reorientation to the points-of-trade established at Bear 
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lake and at the mouth of the Bear River. According to Helm, the r.ime 

depth of Bear Lake "tribal" identity is minimal. 

In summary, it is significant, to note that early writers did 

not recognize the Bear Lake People as a distinct "tribe" and that later 

writers question the time depth of the "tribal" identity documented by 

Osgood for the Bear Lake People. 

It is interesting that the problems encountered when discussing 

the identity of the Indians from Bear Lake are similar to those involved 

in the identification of other "tribes" among the Northern Athapaskans. 

Osgood (1936, p. 3) makes some of these difficulties explicit: 

The seemingly simple problem of setting down "tribal" names 
results in complications over the question of what groups 
among the Athapaskans should be regarded as tribes. The 
Athapaskans do not consider themselves as composing neat 
political or cultural units. Experience in the field shows 
that, at least in the present state of cultural disintegra
tion, informants generally align their village with the 
nearest surrounding villages and exclude those beyond a 
certain range, thus forming units which overlap if depicted 
geographically. 

According to Osgood, identifying "tribes" among the Northern Athapaskans 

is difficult since these people do not conceptualize themselves in such 

rigid terms and because social and cultural changes have, perhaps, 

muddled the traditional situation. 

Honigmann (1946, 1949, 1954) and Helm (MacNeish 1956; Helm 

1965a, 1968, 1969a) also discuss difficulties involved in identifying 

Northeastern Athapaskan groups or "tribes." Like Osgood, these authors 

emphasize the essential cultural and linguistic uniformity of large 

areas and the contiguous and overlapping nature of social groupings. 

Honigmann and Helm attempt to bring intelligibility to these 
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circumstances by describing in detail the nature of traditional North

eastern Athapaskan social structure. 

In his early works concerning the Northeastern Athapaskans, 

Honigmann draws a distinction between different kinds of "bands" and 

discusses the lack of functional significance of "tribes" among these 

people. What Honigmann (1946, pp. 64-65) says regarding the Fort 

Nelson Slave is relevant for most of the Northeastern Athapaskans, 

including the Bear Lake People. 

According to Honigmann, it is essential to distinguish the 

"national division, Slave," "macrocosmic" subdivisions or bands of 

"Slave" (four or five linguistically distinguished groups of approxi

mately 220 individuals), and the "microcosmic" divisions or bands 

within the macrocosmic units. Traditionally, microcosmic bands, rather 

than the Slave nation or macrocosmic bands, were of functional social 

importance and such "local groups" provided the "maximal community of 

people." Microcosmic bands among the Slave apparently possessed no 

well defined tract of land, no chiefs (rather, they recognized "leaders" 

* who influenced the decisions of others based upon their abilities as 

providers), and relatively informal means of social control. According 

to Honigmann (1946, p. 67), such bands consisted in "essentially related 

1 
members." 

The important point, for the moment, is Honigmann's assertion 

that the Northeastern Athapaskans did not posses a functional "tribal" 

1. All of these points are discussed in greater detail in 
later portions of this chapter. Of particular interest are Helm's 
elaborations of Honigmann's distinctions. 



level of organization. This was clearly true for the Bear Lake People 

(cf., below). According to Helm (1965a), it was also true for the 

Dogrib. According to Sue (1964) and Savishinsky (1974), it was also 

true for the Hare. Under such circumstances, the difficulties entailed 

in the attempt to identify "tribes" among the Northeastern Athapaskans 

become easier to comprehend. 

In addition to clarifying the nature of social organization 

among the Northeastern Athapaskans, Honigmann and Helm also attempt -to 

determine some of the criteria used by these people to conceptualize 

or to distinguish group identities (whether these are "tribe" or "band" 

identities) (cf., also, Sue 1964; Savishinsky 1970a, 1974). Some of 

these criteria are: (1) the possession of a common language or dialect, 

(2) a common territorial range, and (3) an intricate network of kin and 

affinal ties (cf., Helm 1968, p. 120). 

Today, the Bear Lake People use criteria similar to these to 

identify themselves and to distinguish themselves from other groups of 

Dene. My consultants emphasized four of these criteria which they 

expressed in the following terms: (1) Denewa' k'^ qoc'ede (1People 

speaking in the real Native way'), (2) Denewa' k'e goc'edi ('People 

living in the real Native way'), (3) Nahegot'jne ('Our people,' 'Our 

relatives'), (4) Sahtu-got'ine ('Bear Lake People'). All of those 

people who speak the 'real Native' language, live in the 'real Native' 

way, share kinship ties (cf,, Chapter 3) with the Bear Lake People, 

and reside at or near the Bear Lake are considered, both by the Bear 

Lake People and by other Dene, to be 'Bear Lake People.' This "tribal" 

identity is expressed concretely through the use by Bear Lake People 
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of the term, Sahtu-got'^.ne ('Bear Lake People'), to designate them

selves and to distinguish themselves from Indians of other "tribes." 

According to their system of classification, the following are the 

major groups among the Northeastern Athapaskans: 

1. Sahtu-got' yie ('Bear Lake People') 

2. K'a^-o-qot'ine ('Big Willow People'—"Hare Indians") 

3. Suta-got'ine ('People from among the mountains'—"Mountain 

Indians") 

4. C'got' ine ('People of the Wilds') or X^.6o ('Dogrib People') 

5. Decoya-got'ine ('People from along the Big River'—"Slave 

Indians") 

6. K*acele-got'ine ('Little Willow People'—"Chipewyan Indians") 

7. Tec'o-got'ine ('People of the Muskeg'—"Yellowknife Indians") 

considered by the Bear Lake People to be "Chipewyan Indians"). 

All of the above terms contrast on the same taxonomic level in the 

taxonomy of different kinds of 'Native people.' When asked, for 

example, As! Sahtu-got'ine K'aco-got'ine e-fceot'jne agit'e? ('Bear Lake 

People, Big Willow People, they are each other's people?'), Bear Lake 

People will respond in the negative. When asked, for example, Asx 

Sahtu-got'ine Suta-got'ine elet'e agit'e" ('Bear Lake People, Mountain 

People, they are the same?'), the normal response is also negative— 

Sahtu-got'ine Suta-got'ine eladini agit'e ('Bear Lake People, Mountain 

People, they are different people'). 

At a more specific taxonomic level, the Bear .Lake People 

distinguish different groups among themselves. The terms used to label 

these groups are actually place names designating points around the Bear 
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Lake; the groups of people labeled by these terms were traditionally 

associated with these places (Figure 4, p. 134). Among the most 

important names are the following: 

1. Delini-got'jne ('People from where the water begins to go 

down1—people from the head of the Great Bear River) 

2. Edaco-got'ine ('People of Big Point') 

3. Edacila-got'ine ('People of the point by itself (alone)'— 

people from "Caribou Point") 

4. Turili-got'j_ne ('People from where the water flows in'—people 

from Johnny Hoe River) 

5. Sahcozue-got'jne ('People of Grizzly Bear Mountain'). 

These names designate groups of Bear Lake People which Helm (1965a) 

would call "regional bands" (cf., below). When asked the question, 

Asi Delini-got'ine Edacila-got'ine eieot'^ne agit'e? ('People from 

Deline, People from Caribou Point, they are each other's people?'), 

Bear Lake People will inevitably respond in the affirmative. When 

asked the question, for example, Asi Turili-got'ine Edaco-got'^.ne 

eiet'e agit'e? ('Johnny Hoe River People, Big Point People, they are 

the same?'), Bear Lake People will normally give an explanation to the 

effect that such people are different in that they lived in different 

places but that they are the same in that they are each other's 

'relatives'—they are both "Bear Lake People." 

This response seems to indicate that "relatedness" is more 

salient than "co-resident" as a criterion of group membership (cf., 

below). 
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In addition to having names for different groups among them

selves, the Bear Lake People recognize sub-groupings among the other 

"tribes" of Dene (cf., Osgood 1931). They are most familiar with the 

names which distinguish different groups of Hare and Dogrib Indians. 

If asked, for example, Asx K'apam|.tue-qot'ine Sahtu-got'^.ne pt'e? 

('Ptarmigan net Lake People'—"Colville Lake People"—are Bear Lake 

People?'), Bear Lake People will respond in the negative and say, 

K'apam^tue-got'ine K'aco-got'ine <gt'e ('Colville Lake People are Hare 

People'). If asked, Asx Gahmf[tue-qot'ine Sahtu-got'ine pt'e? ('Rabbit 

net Lake People—"Rae Lakes People"—are Bear Lake People?'), Bear 

Lake People will respond, Daodx, Gahmitue-got'ine Xic^-got'ine c^t'e 

('No, Rae Lakes People are Dogrib People'). 

Based upon responses such as those cited as examples above, it 

is possible to construct a taxonomy of 'Native People' for the Bear 

Lake People as represented in Figure 2. 

Using the criteria discussed above, the Bear Lake People not 

only distinguish themselves from other Northeastern Athapaskans, but 

also evaluate the differences and similarities between themselves and 

other groups, and make judgments regarding the nature and extent of 

their relationships to those other groups. The result of such 

reckoning, nowadays, is very much like that mentioned by Osgood (1936, 

p. 3) where "informants generally align their villages with the nearest 

surrounding villages and exclude those beyond a certain range." For 

example, the Bear Lake People consider themselves most closely related 

to Indians who now reside at Fort Norman on the Mackenzie River and at 
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(I) 

(1) (2)" (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

(I) Denewa' ('Native People') 
(1) K' ago-got' j.ne ('Big Willow People'—Hare) 
(2) Suta-got'jne ('People from among the Mountains') 
(3) Decoy£-got'^ne ('People from along the Big River'—Slave) 
(4) Sahtu-got'ine ('Bear Lake People') 
(5) C'x-qot'ine ('Dogrib People') 
(6) K' acele-got' i.ne ('Little Willow People'—Chipewyan) 
(7) Tec' i^-qot' ine ('People from the Muskeg'—Yellowknife) 

(a) EdaSo-got'ine ('People from Big Point') 
(b) Delini-got^ine ('People from where the water begins to go 

down'—Fort Franklin area) 
(c) SahSozue-got'ine ('People from Grizzly Bear Mountain') 
(d) Turlli-got'^.ne ('People from where the water comes in' — 

Johnny Hoe River People) 
(e) Edagila-got'^ne ('People from the point by itself'— 

Caribou Point People) 

Figure 2. Bear Lake Taxonomy of 'Native People' 
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2 
Lac la Martre south of Bear Lake. According to my consultants, the 

Mountain, Hare, Bear Lake, and Slave Indians of Fort Norman are "almost 

the same [as Bear Lake People] but just a little bit different." Fort 

Norman people are said to speak "a little bit different" from the Bear 

Lake People although the dialects spoken at Fort Norman are considered 

by the Bear Lakers to be 'real Native' speech. With regard to kinship 

ties and living in the 'real Native' way, people from Fort Norman are 

considered by the Bear Lake People to be essentially identical to 

themselves. It is clear to the latter, however, that there are fewer 

kin ties between themselves and people from Fort Norman than among 

different families composing their own group. 

Also closely related to the Bear Lake People, according to 

their own conceptualizations, are the Dogrib People—especially those 

Dogrib who reside at Gahm^tue ('Rabbit Net Lake'—"Rae Lakes") and 

c^tiie ('Shit Lake'—"Lac la Martre"). Although the Dogrib language is 

considered by the Bear Lake People to be a "different language alto

gether," according to the other criteria discussed above, the Dogrib 

People are considered by the Bear Lake People to be as closely related 

to them as are the Mountain, Hare, and Slave Indians from Fort Norman. 

The Bear Lake People consider themselves somewhat less closely 

related to Indians further down and up the Mackenzie River than to the 

people from Fort Norman, Rae Lakes, and Lac la Martre. Hare Indians 

from Fort Good Hope and Colville Lake and Slave and Mountain Indians 

2. Port Norman's Native population is comprised of Indians 
who consider themselves, variously, to be Mountain, Bear Lake, or Hare 
Indians. Rae Lakes and Lac la Martre Native populations are comprised 
of Dogrib Indians. 
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from Port Wrigley belong to this category of relatedness to the Bear 

Lake People. These Indians are said to speak languages slightly 

different from the Bear Lake language and the number of kin connections 

between them and the Bear Lake People are recognized by nty consultants 

as fewer in number than among the Bear Lake People and the other groups 

mentioned earlier. This fact is interesting in light of Petitot's 

(1891/ p. 362) classification of Edaco-got'^.ne as Hare Indians and 

Osgood's (1931, p. 33) suggestion that the Bear Lake People "may have 

at one time been one of a number of Hare Bands." 

In summary, then, the Bear Lake People distinguish themselves 

from other Northeastern Athapaskans or Dene on the basis of the 

criteria discussed above. They also use these criteria to determine 

the nature of the relationships among different groups. The degree of 

relatedness of the Bear Lake People to other Northeastern Athapaskans 

is determined by the extent to which the latter groups are perceived to 

share with the Bear Lake People the same language, way of life, kinship 

bonds, and geographical proximity. 

Despite the fact that today the Bear Lake People distinguish 

themselves from other Northeastern Athapaskans, there is evidence, in 

addition to the fact that early writers did not recognize these people 

as distinct from other "tribes," to support Osgood's and Helm's con

tentions that the "tribal" identity of the Bear Lake People is a rela

tively recent development. Most important in this regard are state

ments made by Bear Lake People regarding the "tribal" identities of 

their ancestors. Although all of the Indians who now reside at Fort 

Franklin state that they are 'Bear Lake People," if asked about the 
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"tribal" identity of their ancestors, they often provide additional 

information such as the following: "Well, my parents were real Bear 

Lake People but my father was really a Dogrib," "My mother was really 

a Hareskin and my father was a Dogrib but we came to Bear Lake to fish 

and I married a woman from Bear Lake," and "My father was from the 

Mountains but when his first wife died he married a woman from Bear 

Lake and moved here so I came with him" (field notes). The essential 

point is that many Bear Lake People imply that their ancestors did not 

consider themselves to be Bear Lake People. 

Some measure of the extent to which different "tribes" were 

represented among the ancestors of the Bear Lake People can be obtained 

by considering the "tribal" identifications of the deceased parents of 

married, adult household members at Fort Franklin and computing the 

percentage each of the various "tribes" contributed to the composition 

of that group of deceased parents. The figures of Table 1 result: 

Table 1. "Tribal" Identifications of Deceased Parents of Married, 
Adult Bear Lake People 

"Tribe" Number Percent of Total (N=87) 

Bear Lake 13 14.9 

Bear Lake Dogrib 46 52.9 

Slave 7 8.0 

Mountain 16 18.4 

Hare 5 5.7 

Total 87 99.9 
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In Table 1, information is provided about the "tribal" identi

ties of the ancestors of Bear' Lake People. Information about the 

extent to which that group has contributed to the current composition 

of the Bear Lake People is provided in Table 2. Whereas in Table 1 a 

deceased parent of married, adult household members is counted only 

once regardless of the number of individuals who share that parent, in 

Table 2 the number of times a deceased parent is counted depends upon 

the number of his or her children who are currently married, adult 

household members in Fort Franklin. For example, one Bear Lake Dogrib 

who had three sons who are currently adult, married household members 

in Fort Franklin was counted once in Table 1. The same person was 

counted three times in Table 2 and is considered to have contributed 

three units to the "tribal" composition of the present Bear Lake 

population. 

Table 2. "Tribal" Background of Married, Adult Bear Lake People 

"Tribe" Number Per cent of Total (N=150) 

Bear Lake 25 16.7 

Bear Lake Dogrib 88 58.7 

Slave 12 8.0 

Mountain 18 12.0 

Hare 7 4.7 

Total 150 100.1 
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Based upon the above figures regarding the "tribal" identities 

of the ancestors of the Bear Lake People, it is clear that these 

people, as a group, are very closely related to the Dogrib People. It 

is clear that the "Bear Lake Dogribs" discussed by Osgood have contrib

uted a great deal to the current composition of the Bear Lake People. 

Other data which shed light on the social and cultural rela

tionships of the Bear Lake People to other Northeastern Athapaskans 

concerns the relationships of the Bear Lake language to other North

eastern Athapaskan languages. In general, it is clear that the 

language spoken by the Bear Lake People is very closely related to the 

languages spoken by Hare, Mountain, and Dogrib Indians and somewhat 

less closely related to the languages spoken by Slave and Chipewyan 

Indians (cf., Howren 1970, 1975). In addition, however, it is 

essential to note that among the Bear Lake People there is a certain 

amount of dialectal diversity which corresponds to the diversity in 

"tribal" origins for different segments of the Bear Lake population. 

Bear Lake People who trace ties to ancestors of Dogrib origin speak a 

dialect of "Northeastern Athapaskan" slightly different from the 

dialect spoken by Bear Lake People who trace ties to ancestors of Bear 

Lake and Hare. These differences are primarily phonological in nature 

and involve segments such as shown in Table 3. Essentially, one Bear 

Lake dialect is phonologically closer to Dogrib while the other is 

closer to Hare. 

Regarding morphological and grammatical characteristics, the 

Bear Lake dialects seem to share certain features with Hare as opposed 

to Dogrib and other such characteristics with Dogrib as opposed to 
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Table 3. Phonological Differences Between the Dialects Spoken Among 
the Bear Lake People 

"Bear Lake Dogrib" "Bear Lake" and "Hare" 

o e 

i u 

W 'V fw 

KW 1/ (k)FW 

Hare. For example, with Hare the Bear Lake dialects share features 

relating to the suffix of possessed nouns. With Dogrib the Bear Lake 

dialects share the marking of future tense with a post verbal partical, 

-ya, rather than with a generalized optative prefix, as is apparently 

the case in Hare (cf., Howren, 1975). 

A final point should be made regarding the relationships among 

these languages. This concerns the relationship between the tone 

pattern in Dogrib and the tone patterns of Bear Lake and Hare, 

Specifically, tones in Dogrib seem.to be "mirror-images" (cf., Howren 

1975, p. 612) of tones in the other two languages. According to 

Howren, the tone pattern in Dogrib is, perhaps, the result of a "tone-

switch" which occurred in association with the loss of stem-final 

consonants throughout the Northeastern Athapaskan languages (Dogrib is 

the most innovative language in this regard) . In light of the 

similarities between Dogrib and Bear Lake and in light of the extent 

to which individuals with Dogrib background contribute to the makeup 

of the present Bear Lake population, it is interesting to note this 
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important difference between the two languages. Of particular interest 

is the question regarding why the Bear Lake language has not been 

influenced by the Dogrib tone pattern. Is it possible that the tone-

switch in Dogrib occurred after the Bear Lake Dogribs ceased trading 

with other Dogribs in Fort Rae after 1914 (Osgood 1931)? Given the 

size of local populations among the Northeastern Athapaskans, which 

would seem to make rapid linguistic change optimally possible, it does 

not seem totally unreasonable to speculate that this was, indeed, the 

case. In addition, Howren's arguments that the phonological changes 

which have occurred in Hare have taken place during the last century 

add a certain amount of credence to this possibility. 

Summarizing the relationships among the Bear Lake, Dogrib, and 

Hare languages, the Bear Lake dialects share certain phonological, 

3 
grammatical, and lexical characteristics with Hare as opposed to 

Dogrib and other such characteristics with Dogrib as opposed to Hare. 

However, it must be emphasized that the great majority of phonological, 

grammatical, and lexical characteristics are shared by all three 

languages and by Mountain as well. This is to be expected under con

ditions where, traditionally, the groups speaking these different 

languages occupied contiguous territories and often met and inter

mingled (cf., below). 

3. Interestingly, the Bear Lake term for "moose," ^.c'e' , 
is cognate with the Hare term for "moose," ic'e', rather than with 
the Dogrib term, dendi while the Bear Lake term for "barren ground 
caribou," ekw^, is cognate with the Dogrib term for "caribou," 
ekwQ, rather than with the Hare term, ede. 
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It is appropriate, at this point, to summarize what has been 

said regarding the social, cultural, and linguistic affiliations of 

the Bear Lake People. The Bear Lake People are Northeastern Athapaskan-

speaking Indians whose closest ties are with the Dogrib, Hare, and 

Mountain, and to a lesser extent, Slave Indians. Although the Bear 

Lake People, today, possess a distinct "tribal" identity, the time 

depth of that identity seems to be limited. Based upon (1) statements 

made by early writers regarding Indians living around the Great Bear 

Lake, (2) upon evidence from other Northeastern Athapaskan groups 

regarding the lack of a functional "tribal" level of sociopolitical 

integration, (3) upon statements made by Bear Lake People regarding the 

"tribal" identities of their ancestors, and (4) upon various linguistic 

data, it seems clear that the Bear Lake People lacked, in the past, a 

discrete "tribal" identity and that complex social, cultural, and 

linguistic ties related these people to other Northeastern Athapaskan 

"tribes" in the area. Savishinsky's (1974, p. 50) following statement 

provides a reasonable summary of this situation: 

It is possible that whites (including anthropologists) have 
imposed a much greater sense of tribal identity upon the 
Northern Athapaskans than they themselves possessed 
aboriginally. This stems not only from ethnographic and 
administrative convenience, but also from the Western 
penchant for thinking of peoples in political and corporate 
terms. In more recent times these modes of identification 
have actually gained some historical validity, however, as 
a result of the collection of large and increasingly sedentary 
native populations around the trading forts (cf., Osgood, 
1936a, pp. 3-5; MacNeish, 1956). This increased sedentari
ness, along with the native people's growing identification 
with a "home.town," and their restricted travel over a more 
limited territory than was used aboriginally, have all in
tensified the sense of separateness among formerly contiguous 
and geographically overlapping groups. 
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The Traditional Socioeconomic and 
Sociocultural Systems 

4 
Traditionally, the Bear Lake Indians participated in a way of 

life that was largely shared by all of the Northern Athapaskans and 

essentially identical to that characteristic of other Arctic Drainage 

Athapaskans (Osgood 1931, 1936; Mason 1946; Helm 1961; Helm and Damas 

1963; Helm and Lurie 1961; Helm et al. 1975). The traditional socio

economic and sociocultural systems can be characterized in the most 

general terms as including (1) a very simple technology, (2) a hunting 

and fishing subsistence system, (3) a semi-nomadic settlement pattern 

with seasonal periods of in-gathering and dispersal in relation to 

basic resources sites, and (4) a band level of sociopolitical integra

tion. Each of these aspects of the traditional Bear Lake socioeconomic 

and sociocultural system is considered in the discussion which follows. 

Technology and Subsistence• 

Prior to the coming of whitemen, the Bear Lake People, like all 

Northern Athapaskans, possessed a technology based upon stone and bone, 

upon skins obtained from hunting caribou and moose, and upon wood, bark, 

and roots obtained from birch, spruce, and other trees. Of particular 

importance within the Bear Lake People's traditional technology were 

4. This term is used very generally to designate the social 
and cultural systems at Bear Lake prior to the time (the early 1950's) 
that the Bear Lake People settled relatively permanently at Fort 
Franklin. This use of the term, "traditional," includes both the 
"traditional" and "contact-traditional" periods of Bear Lake history 
as these terms have been used by Helm and Damas (1963). In addition, 
the term "Bear Lake People" is used to refer to all of the people who 
lived at Bear Lake in spite of the fact such people did not, in all 
probability, conceptualize themselves as a single entity distinct 
from other groups of Dene. 



hide-working and wood-working tools (made from stone and bone), snow-

shoes, birch-bark canoes, caribou-skin bags, toboggans, various lines 

(made from hides, willow bark, sinew, and spruce roots), the bow and 

arrow, birch-bark baskets, nets, snares, and the stone or bone ice 

chisel.^ 

The uses to which Bear Lake People put caribou and moose hides 

included most importantly, the construction of shelters and the manu

facture of clothing and carrying bags. Although these people also 

constructed brush-dwellings, the caribou-hide tipi is remembered by 

them as their most important and most common type of shelter. Such 

tipis were constructed by tying several poles together in the shape of 

a tipi and covering the poles with sewn caribou hides. The size of 

these tipis varied depending upon the ability of a man as a hunter and 

upon the number of people who resided with him (cf., below). According 

to my consultants, between ten and 15 caribou hides were required for 

the average tipi. A very good hunter, hence, a "leader" of a group, 

might construct his tipi using as many, as 30 or 40 caribou hides and 

might house his own plus one or two additional families. 

Caribou hide and, to a lesser extent, moose hide were the 

primary materials from which the Bear Lake People manufactured their 

clothing. Summer clothing is described by Osgood (1931, pp. 44-45) as 

consisting in caribou breech-cloths, leggings, and shirts and moose 

hide moccasins. Winter clothing consisted in "caribou skin capotes, 

5. For a more complete consideration of Bear Lake "material 
culture" consult Osgood (1931). For a more complete consideration of 
Northern Athapaskan "material culture" in general consult Honigmann 
(1949, 1954). 
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coat-like garments with hoods that cover the head, . . . leggings with 

footwear attached," and mittens of tanned moose hide. 

Regarding the use of hides for shelter and clothing by the Bear 

Lake People, it is interesting to note two things. The first of these 

is that when the Bear Lake People discuss the importance of caribou 

to their ancestors, they invariably emphasize the use of hides for 

shelter and clothing as much as the use of caribou meat for food. 

While their ancestors had other sources of food, primarily fish, they 

did not have other viable sources of materials for making tipis and 

clothing. 

The second point is that, although the Bear Lake People had 

adopted canvas tents and Western clothing by approximately 1900, caribou 

and moose hide is still essential to them for the manufacture of foot

wear, mittens, and line. 

For their travel and transportation the Bear Lake People relied 

primarily upon snowshoes, toboggans, and birch-bark canoes. Snowshoes 

were of such importance to these people, and to Northern Indians in 

general, that the actual possibility of occupying Northern environments 

depended upon the possession of snowshoes. Two kinds were made by the 

Bear Lake People; smaller, more narrow trail snowshoes and larger, 

broader hunting snowshoes. Both of these were laced with babiche 

obtained by cutting caribou hide into very thin strips. It cannot be 

overemphasized that the most important means of travel for the Bear 

Lake People was by foot; either carrying their goods in caribou-skin 

bags or dragging their goods on small toboggans or sleds. 
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Toboggans were constructed using birch board runners which were 

turned at the front. Such toboggans were generally very small in 

size and were almost exclusively pulled by people rather than by dogs. 

Dogs became important as draft animals in conjunction with the fur 

trade when the sort of rapid travel made possible by dog-teams became 

advantageous (cf., below). In addition to wooden toboggans, the Bear 

Lake People used sleds made of an untanned caribou or moose hide. 

Similar sleds were constructed by sewing together several hides from 

the skins of either caribou or moose. 

For their travel on the water the Bear Lake People made birch-

bark canoes of various sizes. Moose-skin boats, while reported, seem 

to have been of less significance. Again, it is interesting to note 

that Western technology in the form of metal or fiberglass canoes and 

outboard motors has not totally replaced traditional Bear Lake tech

nology. Bear Lake men still make small "rat canoes" using spruce or 

birch for the internal construction. However, the coverings of such 

canoes are made of canvas rather than birch bark and are painted 

rather than sealed with spruce.gum. 

Food was processed by the Bear Lake People by roasting, 

boiling, drying, and pounding. All of their meat and fish products 

were prepared in these ways. Roasting was accoirplished by either 

attaching meat to a tipi-like structure and suspending it over a fire 

or by attaching meat to a stick which was placed in the ground leaning 

toward the fire. Boiling, prior to the acquisition of metal cookwear, 

was accomplished by placing heated rocks into water contained in 

spruce-root baskets, birch-bark baskets, a hollowed-out tree stump, or 
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the stomach of a moose or caribou. Moose and caribou stomachs were 

normally employed as containers only when other types of containers 

were not available and were used as a lining for a hollow tree trunk 

or for a hole which was dug in the ground. Drying was accomplished by 

suspending meat or fish over a smoldering fire built in a small drying-

tipi. Pound-meat or pemmican was made with both grease and berries. 

Drying, pounding, and freezing were the techniques used for 

processing and storing meat and fish. The first two techniques were 

especially important to the mobile Bear Lake People because dry-meat 

and pound-meat are much lighter in weight and therefore easier to 

transport than frozen meat. Freezing was, of course, one of the most 

important methods of preserving and storing meat and fish for the Bear 

Lake People. In their sub-arctic environment for eight months of the 

year whatever meat or fish was taken would quickly freeze and would 

remain frozen until it was needed. 

With the coming of whitemen and with the establishment of the 

fur trade, the Bear Lake People acquired many goods which replaced 

items of their traditional material technology. Among the most 

important of such items were: (1) iron tools which replaced stone 

axes and ice-chisels; ' (2) canvas tents which replaced other forms of 

shelter; (3) guns which replaced bows, snares, and fences in hunting; 

(4) twine fishnets which replaced willow bark nets and fish weirs; 

(5) metal fish hooks which replaced bone and other hooks; (6) 

6. See Helm et al. (1975) for approximate dates for the in
corporation of these various items into the Dogrib material culture. 
The dates provided are accurate for the Bear Lake People as well. 
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commercial traps which replaced deadfalls; (7) canvas-covered and 

wooden boats and motors which replaced birch-bark and skin canoes; 

(8) metal stoves which replaced open fires; and (9) various kinds of 

Western clothing which replaced most traditional forms of clothing 

save moccasins and mittens. All of these goods became available to the 

Bear Lake People in conjunction with the fur trade and were used by 

them in essentially traditional pursuits. Today, the Bear Lake People 

possess an almost totally Western material culture. Not only have 

they acquired Western tools, but also a tremendous number of Western 

luxury items—ranging from cameras to bicycles. 

The traditional subsistence system of the Bear Lake People was 

based upon fishing and hunting and, after the coming of whitemen, 

trapping. Since their subarctic climate prohibited any kind of 

agriculture, the Bear Lake People relied almost totally on fishing and 

hunting for food. The only vegetable products of any significance as 

food for these people were various kinds of berries that ripened during 

the sumner and fall. These berries, including cranberries, blueberries, 

raspberries, and saskatoons, did not, however, contribute a significant 

amount to the diet of the Bear Lake People. 

Fishing provided the Bear Lake People with the major portion of 

their food (Osgood 1931). Although the Northeastern Athapaskans have 

generally been characterized as nomadic caribou hunters, this view 

underestimates the significance of fishing to these people—and 

especially to the Bear Lake People. Since the Bear Lakers rarely 

followed the migrating caribou herds far into the barrens, for most of 
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the year they depended for food upon the fish, caribou, and moose which 

they obtained within their own territory. 

The most important species of fish for both human consumption 

and dog food were (and continue to be) lake trout, whitefish, herring, 

northern pike, and loche. With regard to human consumption, lake trout 

and whitefish were of particular importance. With regard to dog food, 

herring and whitefish were especially valuable. 

Some anthropologists (cf., Helm 1965a, Savishinsky 1974) have 

implied that fishing, while always of some significance to the North

eastern Athapaskans, was traditionally very precarious and, perhaps, 

became truly productive only after the introduction of twine fishnets, 

and metal ice-chisels. Before this, it is maintained, fishing would 

have been too difficult and unproductive to sustain people during the 

winter because of the severity of ice conditions. In addition, it is 

suggested that traditionally the demand for fish would have been far 

lower due to the possession by people of fewer dogs; hence, the amount 

of fish required for dog food would have been significantly less. 

While these arguments are, perhaps, true for the Northeastern 

Athapaskans in general, they are not totally accurate for the Bear 

Lake People. 

Savishinsky (1970a, pp. 94-95) discusses the significance of 

fishing to the Hare Indians who live north of Bear Lake and makes an 

additional point regarding the "unreliability" of fish and other food 

resources. He suggests that "severe ice conditions and the variable 

migration patterns of the fish" make fish.an unreliable food resource. 

According to Savishinsky (1970a, p. 95), this unreliability of fish 
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(and game) resources "underlay the nomadic life of the Hare. It 

largely determined their patterns of dispersal and concentration as a 

means of distributing the population among scarce resources." 

Savishinsky is essentially correct. However, the point he makes should 

be modified. The reliability of fishing sites should be defined in 

terms of the expectations which people have regarding the productivity 

of those sites at different times of the year and in different years. 

If a particular site fails to fulfill such expectations, then it can be 

labeled unreliable. The essential point is that the Bear Lake Indians 

(and, presumably, the Hare Indians as well) have different expectations 

of fishing sites for different times of the year and for different 

years. Since their expectations of sites are based upon an intricate 

knowledge of those sites and of fish populations, fish are and were a 

relatively reliable food resource for the Bear Lake People, Rather 

than viewing movements of Bear Lake People throughout their land as the 

result of an inherent unreliability of fish and other food resources, 

it is more accurate to view such movements as the result of conscious 

decision-making based upon the predictable differential productivity of 

different resource sites. This is not to say, of course, that expecta

tions regarding the productivity of particular fishing sites were 

always fulfilled and that the Bear Lake People never experienced the 

consequences of unreliable food resources. It is to say, however, that 

regardless of differential productivity of fishing sites, fish consti

tuted a reliable food resource for the Bear Lake People. 

Within their territory a number of fishing sites were of 

particular importance to the Bear Lake People. Included among major 
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fishing sites located on the Bear Lake are the following (cf., Figure 

3): (1) Delini ('Where the water begins to go down'—the head of the 

Great Bear River), (2) Cia (Native translation unknown—"Russel Bay"), 

(3) Nere'e ('They swimming across'—"Deerpass Bay"), (4) Gahkwe 

('Rabbit Rock"—"Mackintosh Bay"), (5) Etiratg (Native translation 

unknown—"Bydand Bay"), (6) Edacoco (Native translation unknown—the 

mouth of Dease River), (7) %'adoe ('Buttocks Bay'—"Sawmill Bay"), (8) 

Turfli ('Where the water comes in'—the mouth of Johnny Hoe River), and 

(9) X'adoe ('Buttocks Bay'—a different fishery from [7], this %'adoe 

—"Manitou Bay"—is located on the Keith Arm of the Bear Lake near the 

foot of the Grizzly Bear Mountain peninsula). Each of these sites 

provided fish resources concentrated enough to support relatively large 

numbers of Bear Lake People during different times of the year. It 

should not be assumed, however, that these were the only locations as 

which the Bear Lake People were able to catch fish. At any creek or 

river which enters the Bear Lake it is possible to catch great numbers 

of lake trout and there are many "fish lakes" throughout the bush that 

support large numbers of whitefish and northern pike. Among the most 

important of these "fish lakes" are: (1) Tuetatue ('Lake among the 

lakes'), (2) Tatue ('The lake below [the other lakes]'), (3) Carlitue 

('Charlie's Lake'—"Kilekale Lake"), (4) ^celetue (Native translation 

unknown—"Hottah Lak.e"), (5) 'etue ('Fishtrap Lake'), (6) Goc'gtue 

('Lake away [from the big lake]'—"Lake St. Therese"), and (7) K'itue 

('Birch Lake') (cf., Figure 3). 

Fish were taken by the Bear Lake People with nets, weirs, 

spears, and set hooks. Fish nets, prior to the acquisition of twine 
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gill nets, were made primarily of willow bark; however, nets were also 

made of babiche. These nets were set during the summer on open water 

and during the winter under the ice. Only during periods of "freeze-

up" and "break-up" and while traveling from one place to another were a 

man's nets out of the water. 

The Bear Lake People also constructed fish weirs at favorable 

locations along rivers which enter the big lake. Such traps were con

structed of rocks or brush in the shallows of such rivers. At these 

locations during the spring and fall seasonal runs of whitefish to and 

from the Great Bear Lake were exploited. During these runs relatively 

large numbers of people gathered at the weirs in order to catch and dry 

large quantities of fish. 

Hooks were set for trout in the open water on anchored drop-

lines and under the ice attached to poles stuck in the ice. Hooks were 

made by tying sharpened bone, beaver teeth, or eagle claws to a small ' 

stick. Bait consisted of a piece of herring or other fish. 

The importance of caribou hunting to the Bear Lake People and 

to the Northeastern Athapaskans in general cannot be overestimated. 

Caribou provided these people with tremendous amounts of food as well 

as with the hides required by them for clothing and shelter. When 

asked about the relative importance of fishing and caribou hunting to 

their ancestors (although this is to the Bear Lake People a very 

strange question), the usual answer assigns priority to caribou 

hunting. Even today a Bear Lake person may have plenty of fish as 

well as enough money to buy 'white-grub' from the store, but would 
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still consider himself or herself poor if he or she did not have any 

caribou or moose meat. 

Barren-ground caribou were hunted by the Bear Lake People 

primarily during those times of the year when great numbers of these 

animals migrated to the territory surrounding the Great Bear Lake. The 

normal caribou migratory pattern (for the Bathhurst herd) consists in 

movement to and from the barrens east and southeast of Bear Lake and 

the forests north and southeast of Bear Lake. During the spring and 

early summer, herds occupy the barrens where calves are born. During 

the winter, after migrating to the woodlands, they disperse in much 

smaller groups and forage on moss and lichens which they dig out from 

under the snow. During the late summer and early spring the caribou 

gather again in large groups and move between their summer and winter 

grounds. 

During the times when barren-ground caribou were moving about 

Bear Lake country in large groups, people concentrated their efforts 

on hunting these animals. During the late summer (August and 

September) and during the early spring (around March) the Bear Lake 

People gathered at the north shore of the Bear Lake or in the country 

surrounding Hottah Lake (see Figure 3). When barren-ground caribou 

dispersed throughout the woodlands, they were hunted in a manner 

similar to that employed when hunting woodland caribou. Large groups 

of Bear Lake People did not gather for this kind of hunting. It is 

important to note, again, that the Bear Lake People rarely if ever 

followed the migrating herds far into the barrens. This is associated, 

no doubt, with the fact that potentially hostile Eskimos and Chipewyan 
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Indians occupied the barrens as well as the fact that fish were 

abundant within Bear Lake territory. When the barren-ground caribou 

left their territory the Bear Lake People returned to fishing and to 

hunting moose and woodland caribou. 

Woodland caribou are found throughout most of the country 

surrounding the Great Bear Lakes. This species of caribou does not 

migrate like the barren-ground caribou and is available to the Bear 

Lake People during the entire year. Also, unlike the barren-ground 

caribou, woodland caribou do not normally form groups of more than ten 

or fifteen animals; smaller groups are more usual. During the winter, 

woodland caribou (and barren-ground caribou) are hunted inland when

ever they are found. During the summer and fall these animals are 

hunted primarily along the shore of the Great Bear Lake or near large 

snow-fields where they go to escape from swarms of flies and mosquitos. 

The techniques employed by the Bear Lake People in hunting 

barren-ground and woodland caribou included ambushing, decoying, 

stalking, driving, and snaring. When hunting barren-ground caribou, 

driving was more important than when hunting woodland caribou. Caribou 

drives normally involved relatively large numbers of individuals and 

often entailed the construction of caribou fences. Such fences were 

strategically placed along well-used trails and forced the caribou 

which encountered them to enter corrals,- go through openings affixed 

with snares, or to enter the water. Groups of Bear Lake People then 

dispatched the animals with bow and arrow. 

Moose are found throughout Bear Lake land, although there are 

apparently not as many moose found here as along the Mackenzie River and 
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in the Mackenzie Mountains. In addition to their relative scarcity 

(compared to caribou) at Bear Lake, moose are, according to my con

sultants, smarter, much more dangerous, and much more difficult to 

hunt than caribou. As a result, moose, although important to the Bear 

Lake People as a source of food and hides, were never as important to 

them as caribou. It is interesting to note in this regard that the 

concept of 'good hunter' among the Bear Lake People is defined 

primarily according to success at moose hunting rather than success at 

caribou hunting. Techniques employed in moose hunting included semi

circular tracking, moose calling with birch-bark horns or moose 

scapula, and snaring. 

Most of the techniques employed by the Bear Lake People in 

fishing and hunting required little cooperative effort. For the most 

part, such techniques were employed by single individuals or the 

members of very small groups. Even when relatively large numbers of 

people came together at a particular location, cooperation in food 

production was not great. Individuals set nets and often hunted by 

themselves. Two exceptions to this were the construction and use of 

fish weirs and caribou fences. 

The trapping of fur-bearing animals was relatively insignifi

cant to the Bear Lake People prior to the coming of whitemen. Before 

that time deadfalls and snares were used to obtain a few furs for use 

as trim or linings for clothing; however, trapping was not an important 

economic activity. During the 1800's trapping became more and more 

important to the Bear Lake People as a means to obtain goods offered 

by white traders. In exchange for furs, the Bear Lake People received, 
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among other things, tea, flour, sugar, lard, tobacco, metal axes, metal 

ice-chisels, twine gill nets, Western clothing, guns, and canvas tents. 

Such items rapidly became basic necessities to the Bear Lake People and 

the amount of effort devoted to trapping increased throughout this 

period of time. Today, when the Bear Lake talk about the way in which 

their ancestors made their living, trapping is considered to have been 

just as important as fishing and hunting. 

The major species of fur-bearing animals trapped by the Bear 

Lake People include marten, mink, fox, lynx, wolverine, beaver, and 

muskrat. Of these marten, fox, and beaver were the most important and 

most of the effort that went into trapping was concentrated on these 

species. 

Winter was the time during which the Bear Lake People engaged 

in trapping. From October to March the Bear Lakers dispersed in small 

groups throughout their land and set traps at various favorable loca

tions. Among the areas important for trapping were: (1) C'uedee 

('Porcupine River'), (2) luecaneline ('Whitefish River'), (3) Etirato 

(Native translation unknown—"Bydand Bay"), (4) Carlitue ('Charlie's 

Lake'—"Kilekale Lake"), (5) Nereya (Native translation unknown—"the 

North Shore"), (6) Edacoco (Native translation unknown—the Dease River 

country), (7) Edacila ('The Point by itself'—"Caribou Point"), (8) 

Iceletue (Native translation unknown—"Hottah Lake"), (9) Turili 

('Place where the water comes in'—Johnny Hoe River area), and (10) 

Sahcozue ('Grizzly Bear Mountain') (cf., Figure 3). In all of these 

areas the Bear Lake People established camps at fish lakes and spent 

most of the winter trapping and hunting. 
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It is interesting to note that the Bear Lake People never 

developed a concept of individually or group-owned trapping territories 

and there was no concept of inheritance with regard to trapping terri

tories. This is not to say, however, that individual and group rights 

to traplines and trapping territories were not recognized. According 

to Bear Lake norms, the individual or group who first occupied a terri

tory in a given year and "broke trail" to set his traps was the 'boss' 

of that territory (in part, for supernatural reasons) until he re

linquished those rights by leaving or by granting permission to some 

other individual or group to trap in that territory. 

With the coming of the fur trade and with the associated 

acquisition of dog teams by the Bear Lake People, the distances 

traveled by these people (at any one time and throughout the year) were 

greatly increased. For example, whereas Bear Lakers rarely went into 

the barrens in the pursuit of caribou, the presence of tremendous 

numbers of white fox in this country motivated at least some Bear Lake 

People to trap almost as far north as the Arctic coast near Coppermine. 

As a result, land which these people considered part of Bear Lake 

country probably expanded somewhat during the height of the fur trade. 

Paradoxically, however, it is also possible that with the 

acquisition of dogs and with the coming of the fur trade the Bear Lake 

People and other Northeastern Athapaskans actually became more 

sedentary and less mobile (cf., Asch 1975). The reasoning hehind this 

is as follows. Prior to the acquisition of the dog, when hunters 

killed a large number of caribou or a large moose, it was much easier 

to move people to the site of the kill than to transport by pack or 
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small toboggan the meat to some base camp. With the acquisition of the 

dog, the exact opposite became the case. Accordingly, even though the 

acquisition of the dog made more rapid travel over relatively greater 

distances possible, it seems likely that continual movements of people 

were lessened. 

The techniques employed by the Bear Lake People in trapping 

were identical to those described for other Northeastern Athapaskans 

(cf., Schmidt 1971) and entailed the use of deadfalls, snares, and com

mercial. traps which were obtained from the traders who came to Bear 

Lake. 

Traditionally, the annual socioeconomic cycle of the Bear Lake 

People involved periods of time during which one or another of the 

above subsistence activities dominated. The reasons for this can be 

traced to the nature of the resources which the Bear Lakers exploited. 

All of these resources shared two important characteristics which in

fluenced not only the annual cycle of Bear Lake activities, but also 

helped to determine the nature of the Bear Lake social system. These 

two characteristics are the seasonality or seasonal availability of 

such resources and the differential productivity of particular resource 

sites in any one year and through the years. 

The first of these characteristics--seasonality—always 

influenced the way in which the Bear Lake People make their living from 

the land. As stated earlier, the animals and fish exploited by the 

Bear Lakers become available during different times of the year. For 

example, barren-ground caribou are abundant at the north shore of the 

lake in August and in the Colville Lake and Hottah Lake regions in 
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February and March. Whitefish run at Johnny Hoe River, Deerpass Bay, 

Mackintosh Bay, and Bydand Bay during the spring and fall. At Caribou 

Point there is a spot at which whitefish are available all winter since 

the water there never freezes over. At Fort Franklin herring are 

available throughout the winter. At Grizzly Bear Mountain and 

Porcupine River moose hunting is best during the fall. Lakes in the 

bush break up in May and June so that ducks, geese, swan, and beaver 

are available each spring. And trout occur near creeks all around the 

Bear Lake throughout the summer. It is just this kind of diversity 

and seasonal availability of animal and fish resources which in the 

past favored high mobility and flexible group structure among the Bear 

Lake People (cf., below). 

The second characteristic of Bear Lake animal and fish popula

tions which influenced the annual cycle and social system of the people 

who lived there is the fact that such populations may vary signifi

cantly in number at any given location in any one year and in different 

years. Such variation is due to the normal differential productivity 

of different sites, to the natural cycles of animal populations, and 

to differences in the intensity of human exploitation. These facts 

were known by the Bear Lake People and, of course, were taken into 

account by them in subsistence decisions (cf., Chapter 4 regarding the 

influence of these factors on task-group formation). 

As a result of the above facts (and, no doubt other variables 

as well) the annual socioeconomic cycle of the Bear Lake People was 

characterized by periods of in-gathering and dispersal. Around the 

middle of June or the first of July many of the Bear Lake People, both 
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before the coming of white people and after the establishment of 

trading posts at Fort Norman or Fort Franklin, came together near the 

present site of Fort Franklin at the head of the Bear River. Before 

the establishment of trading posts, this time was used to fish and to 

visit with people who had not been seen throughout the winter. After 

the establishment of trading posts at Norman and Franklin, this time 

was used, not only to fish and visit, but also to trade fur or meat and 

replenish depleted supplies. If people traveled down the Bear River to 

Fort Norman they often remained there for a month or more before 

returning to the Bear Lake. 

After returning to Bear Lake (approximately middle or late 

July), the people dispersed to fishing sites around the lake in order 

to begin making dryfish before the barren-ground caribou hunt at the 

north shore began sometime around the middle of August. The size of 

these fish camps varied; ten families seems to have been the maximum 

number for any one site. 

During the latter half of August and the first part of 

September, Bear Lake People gathered together again in order to hunt 

barren-ground caribou at the north shore, of the lake. Depending upon 

the abundance of fish taken during the previous month, men might take 

their families with them or leave them behind to obtain additional 

dryfish for the winter. Normally, it was necessary for at least some 

women to go with the men to the north shore because they were required 

to process the meat and hides. 

An important fact about the summer caribou hunt was that Bear 

Lake People often joined both Hare and Dogrib People in this activity. 
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These peoples camped together, hunted together, and participated in 

various social activities such as dancing and gambling together. 

Apparently, after completion of the hunt, Bear Lake individuals sometimes-

accompanied either Hare or Dogrib Indians back to their territories 

and spent the winter or even a number of years away from Bear Lake. 

Young men were especially likely to do this since they might accompany 

a Hare or Dogrib man in order to work for him in pre- and post-marital 

"bride service" (cf., below). These facts give additonal substance to 

the claim that "tribal" identities were essentially non-existent and 

that "tribal" territories were continuous and overlapping. 

After the barren-ground caribou hunt, in mid- or late-September, 

the Bear Lakers either returned to their summer fishing camps or moved 

to one of the inqportant fall fisheries to exploit the coming runs of 

whitefish. It was during this time, prior to freeze-up in October, 

that fish weirs were constructed. In order to construct fish weirs at 

least six or ten families were required. Once constructed, a weir 

would provide enough fish to keep at least that many people busy 

operating the weir and drying fish for the winter. After enough fish 

had been obtained,' and prior to freeze-up, the weir was dismantled. 

The Bear Lakers remained at their fall fishing locations until 

after freeze-*®). They then dispersed to their winter hunting, fishing, 

and trapping locations in the bush. The size of these groups was 

generally much smaller than the size of groups which came together 

during the caribou hunt and fall fishing. Perhaps six families, 

depending upon the relative productivity of hunting and of the fish 
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lake near which they camped, could remain together in one location 

throughout the winter. 

After the establishment of the fur trade, Christmas became a 

time at which the Bear Lakers again came together and traveled to the 

trading post at Norman or to trading outposts at Bear Lake. According 

to my consultants, this trip was made most often by men alone; women 

were left at camps in the bush. With the coming of missionaries, how

ever, and with the increasing importance of various Christian rituals 

and holidays, women began to accompany their husbands to the trading 

posts in order to celebrate Christmas. This time became another very 

important period of in-gathering for the Bear Lake People and they 

often remained together in 'town' for almost a month. 

After replenishing their supplies, or after Christmas, the Bear 

Lake People again dispersed to their camps in the bush to spend the 

most difficult time of the year. During January and February tempera

tures may reach 70 degrees below zero, fahrenheit; fishing is less 

productive and more difficult due to severe ice conditions; fur-bearing 

animals are more difficult to trap since they d6 not 'travel1 as much 

in the cold weather; and hunting poses additional problems since 

animals are very hard to approach in the cold, windless weather when 

sound carries over great distances. 

From the end of February to the middle of March the people 

again came together in order to hunt barren-ground caribou either at 

the southeast end of Bear Lake, in the Hottah Lake region, or around 

Colville Lake. Bear Lakers who went to Hottah Lake normally met and 
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hunted with Dogrib People. Those who went to Colville Lake region 

normally met and hunted with Hare Indians. 

After the spring caribou hunt, the people returned to their 

camps with the drymeat they had accumulated. At this time they 

traveled again to trading posts in order to exchange their furs or 

extra meat for trade goods. Again, with the rise in importance of 

Christian holidays, the likelihood of a man's wife and family accom

panying him to the trading post increased. Easter became another 

important time of in-gathering at town. 

After Easter, people returned to the bush in order to fish 

during the important spring runs and to hunt beaver and waterfowl along 

the rivers in the bush which, at this time, were becoming clear of ice. 

The major fishing sites again attracted relatively large number of 

people while the fish runs were in progress. When people were beaver 

hunting, they set up camps and traveled along the rivers in much 

smaller groups. After-spending May and June in the bush, Bear Lakers, 

as mentioned above, gathered at Delini and, perhaps traveled to Fort 

Norman. 

In summary, the annual cycle of Bear Lake People was charac

terized by periods of in-gathering and dispersal at different times of 

the year. Fishing, caribou hunting, and trips to 'town' were the major 

times during which relatively large numbers of families came together. 

During the remainder of the year Bear Lake People hunted, fished, and 

trapped in much smaller groups. 
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Social Organization and 
Social Structure"7 

Q 
"Kinship" is the most important principle of social organiza

tion among the Great Bear L^ke Indians and among all of the Northeastern 

Athapaskans. Among the Bear Lake People kinship is reckoned bilaterally 

and is used by them to trace genealogical ties in an ego-oriented 

rather than an ancestor-oriented manner. That is, the Bear Lake People 

possess a bilateral kinship principle rather them a unil.ineal or bi

lateral descent principle (cf., Scheffler 1973) and use this organiza

tional principle to form ego-centered bilaterally extended "kindreds" 

rather than ancestor-oriented descent groups. Kinship relationship is 

a basic criterion used by them, in conjunction with other considera

tions, when forming social groups such as the task-groups discussed in 

Chapter 4. 

It is important to note here that according to the manner in 

which Bear Lake People trace ties to their 'relatives,' "affinal" as 

well as. "consanguineal" relatives are included in "kindred" categories 

(cf., Chapter 3). For example, both an individual's 'wife's brother' 

and 'brother' are considered to be part of that individual's "kindred." 

7. In this and later chapters these terms are used following 
Scheffler (1965). Scheffler distinguishes "organizational principles," 
"organizational processes," and "social structure." The former belongs 
to the "order of rules" whereas the latter two belong to the "order of 
events." Organizational principles underlie organizational processes 
which result in an emergent social structure. These distinctions are 
equivalent to distinctions made by Goodenough and other anthropologists 
interested in cultural decision-making. "Organizational principles" 
are equivalent to "cultural decision-making rules." 

8. Kinship is discussed very briefly here since this topic 
receives detailed consideration in the next chapter. 
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The term which Bear Lake People apply to the semantic domain of 

9 
'relatives' is segot'ine ('my people,' 'my relatives'). 

Within the domain segot' ̂.ne, kin terms are used to distinguish 

among and categorize different kinds of "relatives.' Although there is 

a certain amount of variation in the manner in which "consanguineal" 

terms are employed by different Bear Lake individuals, the most common 

usage is characterized by the employment of a lineal terminology on the 

first ascending generation and an Hawaiian cousin terminology on ego's 

generation. "Affinal" terms are characterized by simple generation and 

sex distinctions and are extended by using rules for the extension of 

consanguineal terms (cf., Chapter 3) . 

The social identities labeled by the various names for dif

ferent kinds of 'relatives' are characterized, for the most part, by 

more or less intense, relatively informal behavioral expectations, 

rather than by highly formalized behavioral obligations or rights and 

duties (cf., Chapter 3). Although there are formal behavioral obliga

tions between certain kinds of 'relatives' (for example, an obligation 

of respect, shyness, and avoidance between a 'wife's mother' and her 

'daughter's husband'), most of the relationships between relatives are 

characterized by informal expectations regarding, for example, mutual 

aid, support, and hospitality. 

'Marriage' among the Great Bear Lake People was viewed by them 

essentially as a means through which to establish the families or 

households which constituted the fundamental social and economic units 

9. The meaning of segot'ine is discussed in detail in 
Chapter 3. 
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of their society (cf., Chapter 3). Marriage was not viewed by them 

primarily as a means through which to establish a set of complex 

reciprocal ties between groups of "affines." Marriage was essentially 

a matter between a man, his 'wife,' his 'wife's father," and his 

'wife's brothers.' This is not to say, however, that the Bear Lake 

People did not recognize marriage ties as binding together the members 

of different "local groups" into larger kinship units. In fact, such 

ties between groups provided one of the important symbols of overall 

unity for all of the people who considered themselves to be Bear Lake 

People (cf., above). 

Traditionally, local groups among the Bear Lake People were 

"agamous." That is, "exogamy" was not defined in terms of any of the 

groups of people which traveled together throughout the year. Rather, 

exogamy was defined in terms of the principle of bilateral kinship 

reckoning. The category of marriageable individuals for any particular 

person was defined in terms of the bilateral kindred of that individual. 

The general norm was to select your spouse from individuals outside of 

your "close" relatives (cf., Chapter 3, regarding "kinship distance"). 

This meant, of course, that the number of marriages outside or inside 

of a particular local group would depend, among other things, upon the 

size and upon the number of kinship ties among the members of that 

group (cf., Helm 1965a). 

In the normal acquisition of a wife among the Great Bear Lake 

People, the father of the woman played a determinant role. In order to 

obtain a woman, a man was required to work for her father in a form of 

pre- and post-marital bride service. For an indefinite period of time, 
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while he was required to live with the woman's family, the prospective 

son-in-law had to prove to the father of the woman that he was a good 

worker and provider. If a man could not fulfill the expectations of 

his potential 'wife's father,' he would not receive the woman he sought 

to marry. 

Even after a man received a woman from her father, he was 

required to remain with her family and work for her father until the 

birth of their first child or until they had obtained enough goods to 

become independent. 

After a man had fulfilled his bride-service, it was his decision 

whether or not to remain with the kin of his wife, to return to his own 

kin, or to travel with someone else entirely. After the initial 

matrilocal post-marital residence, "ambilocality" was the norm. 

According to my consultants, however, a man normally returned to his 

own kin for at least some period of time. 

An interesting variation upon the typical manner of obtaining 

a wife was termed c'eku-Ya goye nagwe ('dwelling with them for a 

woman'). According to my consultants, it was possible for a man to 

live with another man and to work for him in exchange for his very 

young, or even unborn, daughter. When the prospective husband received 

the young girl, he participated in her upbringing until she was old 

enough to marry. Then he took her as his wife. 

There were other less frequent means by which marriages were 

formed. According to my consultants, it was possible in the past for a 

man to capture a woman from another "tribe," wrestle for a woman with 

her husband, or purchase a woman from her father or husband. These 
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methods for obtaining a wife are said to have been employed, primarily, 

when obtaining a woman from another group of people, for example, when 

a Bear Lake man obtained a woman from the Dogrib People. It is 

interesting to note in this regard that a number of stories which the 

Bear Lake People tell about their past conflicts with the Chipewyan 

People and Yellowknife People emphasize disputes over women rather than 

disputes over, for exanple, access to food resources or resource sites. 

With the regard to the acquisition of women from other "tribes," 

it should be emphasized, however, that the normal pattern of obtaining 

a wife was predominant. When members of different "tribes" met, for 

example at the north shore of Bear Lake, and participated together in 

various activities, it was common for a man to leave his own group and 

to accompany a prospective father-in-law from another group. Because 

of this, of course, "tribal" boundaries were obscure. As previously 

stated, after fulfilling his bride-service, a man could return to his 

own people. However, in the case of marriages between the members of 

different "tribes," it was common for a man to remain with his wife's 

people. The current composition of the Bear Lake population includes a 

number of people whose fathers or grandfathers originated from other 

"tribes," who married women from the Bear' Lake, and who stayed with 

the kin of their wives after having completed their bride-service. 

Although monogamy was predominant among the Bear Lake People, 

it was possible both for a man to have more than one wife and for a 

woman to have more than one husband. Polygyny, when it occurred, was 

normally sororal. Its occurrence was esqplained to me as being the 

result of subsistence considerations. If a man could support more than 
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one wife, it was possible for him, as a good 'provider,' to obtain more 

than one wife. 

Polyandry, when it occurred, was normally fraternal and, again, 

its occurrence was explained to me in terms of subsistence considera

tions. It was necessary for every man, due to the sexual division of 

labor, to have the assistance of a woman. However, it was possible, 

due to one circumstance or another, that a man might be unable to 

support a woman and her children by himself. In this case, it was 

appropriate for more than one man to share the services of the same 

woman. Co-husbands, as indicated above, were normally brothers, al

though it was also possible for two 'friends' (cf., Chapter 3) to have 

the same wife. It should be stressed that such arrangements were 

primarily economic in nature and only secondarily sexual. 

In addition to sororal polygyny and fraternal polyandry, the 

Bear Lake People also practiced the sororate and the levirate. As in 

the case of polygamous marriages, the sororate and the levirate among 

the Bear Lake People were motivated by subsistence considerations. 

Although it was proper for individuals to consider these alternatives 

when remarrying, the sororate and levirate were not prescriptive and 

occurred primarily when it was advantageous from an economic stand

point. For example, if the wife of an exceptionally good hunter died 

it was advantageous from the point of view of that woman's close rela

tives to replace her with one of her surviving female relatives. In 

this way, her relatives retained their close relationship to a good 

'provider.' 
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Hie same sort of considerations were involved when the husband 

of a woman died. Although the kin of a dead man had a responsibility 

to look after the interests of his wife, especially if she had children, 

her brothers and father apparently had the right to refuse the marriage 

of their sister/daughter to one of the dead man's brothers or other 

relatives. They were concerned with exactly the same sorts of things 

as when they gave the woman to her original husband. That is, his 

abilities and general character. 

The above discussion should be considered in light of what was 

said earlier regarding the nature of the ties established between groups 

through marriage. In fact, such ties were of less importance than the 

establishment of relatively independent households. Because of this, 

the customs discussed above, which are often explained by anthro

pologists in terms of their "social function" of maintaining affinal 

ties between groups, are predictably flexible. 

The social structure of the Northeastern Athapaskans is 

regularly characterized in terms of a lack of complexity (Osgood 1931, 

1936; Honigmann 1946, 1949, 1954; MacNeish 1956, I960; Helm 1961, 1965a, 

1965b, 1968; Dyen and Aberle 1974). When analyzed in terms of the 

different social units of which it is comprised, the social structure 

of the Northeastern Athapaskans is considered as consisting of 

essentially two levels: (1) the level of individual families and (2) 

the level of "bands." 

The basic unit of the traditional Bear Lake social system was 

the nuclear or the extended family. This social unit, which also 

comprised the "household," was the locus of most activities and of 
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most decision-making among the Great Bear Lake People (cf., Chapter 3). 

In general, each family was free to determine its own social, economic, 

and political (if this term is appropriate under these conditions) 

actions. Normally, the decisions and actions of individual families 

were not binding upon the larger social groupings of which they might 

be part and the decisions and actions of larger social groupings were 

not binding upon the individual families which comprised them. 

The nuclear family among the Great Bear Lake People is labeled 

sec'ekue seyake ('my wife, my children') and consists of a man, his 

wife, and their unmarried children.10 Traditionally, this group was 

often extended through the incorporation of other people, both 

'relatives' and non-relatives. The most common kind of people which 

affiliated with a nuclear family other than their own were close 

'relatives'; for example, a parent or sibling of one of the adult 

members of the family. Such affiliations were not necessarily, and not 

normally, permanent. An individual who did this ordinarily did so at 

his or her own.initiative and was free to change residencies as he or 

she chose. Multiple marriages, of course, were another of the ways in 

which nuclear families were extended to include other individuals. 

Such marriages were previously discussed. 

10. Actually, the Bear Lake People make a distinction which 
corresponds to the distinction which anthropologists make between the 
"family of procreation" and the "family of orientation." The former 
is labeled sec'ekue seyake ('my wife, my children') and the latter is 
labeled seta' he seno he secileke ('my father with my mother and with 
my siblings'). The also use the term seko ('my house') to designate 
what anthropologists would label "my household." 
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A final way in which nuclear families were extended among the 

Bear Lake People was through the adoption of children. Again, the most 

common motivations for the adoption of children were economic in nature. 

The ability of a particular man to feed his family was the prime con

cern. If he was unable to do so, he might 'give' his child to his 

parents or to a married sibling so that they could care for the child. 

There were, according to my consultants, two forms of adoption recog

nized by the Bear Lake People. One of these was permanent while the 

other was not. The latter involved having someone else care for a 

child until its parents were able to do so. Normally, children were 

'given' to close 'relatives.' 

Families, whether nuclear or extended, were the primary social 

units within which economic production and consumption were organized 

and within which the cultural values of cooperation and reciprocity 

were most intense (cf., Chapter 3). Since there was little, if any, 

economic specialization among the Bear Lake People, each family unit 

was relatively self-sufficient. In accordance with the sexual division 

of labor, men were primarily responsible for obtaining fish, meat,,and 

other products of the hunt while women were responsible for processing 

these products. Accordingly, a man and his wife constituted the 

minimal economic unit. The children of a particular family became, as 

they grew older, assistants to their like-sexed parents. 

In spite of the fact that nuclear or extended families were 

the primary socioeconomic units among the Bear Lake People, families 

rarely if ever traveled alone for any extended period of time and 
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there were definite norms of mutual aid, support, and hospitality 

operating among the different families of local groups or bands. 

By way of introducing a discussion of those social units which 

were more inclusive than the nuclear or extended family, it is useful 

to consider the nature of the "bands" described among other Northeastern 

Athapaskan Indians. In this regard, Helm's development and elaboration 

of Honigmann's early distinction between "microcosmic" and "macro-

cosmic" levels of band organization is of particular importance. 

For the Dogrib,' Slave, and Hare Indians, Helm (1965a) defines 

four different kinds or levels of "socio-territorial" units more in

clusive than the family or household: (1) "task-groups," (2) "local-

bands," (3) "regional-bands," and (4) "tribes." After presenting 

Helm's ideas, the extent to which such distinctions are applicable to 

Bear Lake social organization and structure is discussed. 

"Task-groups," according to Helm (1965a, p. 376) "are rela

tively short-term groupings of persons 'localized for specific work 

tasks' that come together for particular or specific 'economic 

purposes'" (internal quotes are from Blehr 1964, p. 274). Examples of 

the different kinds of task-groups among the Northeastern Athapaskans 

include trapping partnerships, temporary fish camps, and hunting 

parties (cf., below). According to Helm, such groups: (1) are 

essentially of two kinds, those comprised of conjugal pairs and their 

children and those comprised of "able-bodied males"; (2) range in size 

from two to three men to five to 15 families; (3) are relatively 

temporary; (4) possess as their "prime focus of identity" the exploita

tion of specific resources; and (5) possess a "relatively flexible" 
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structure in that recruitment to task-groups involves a number of 

different considerations such as kinship, friendship, and special 

abilities (Helm 1968, p. 120). 

"Local-" or "linked-family" bands, according to Helm, are 

socioterritorial units among the Arctic drainage Athapaskans which: 

(1) are comprised of bilaterally linked conjugal pairs and their 

dependents? (2) range in size from two to twelve conjugal pairs and 

their dependents; (3) exist as a unit in time and space for a "few 

years to a generation or two"; (4) possess as their "primary focus of 

identity" kin ties in the form of "bilateral primary linkage between 

constituent conjugal pairs, with a core sibling set as the focus of 

affiliation"; and (5) tend to concentrate their exploitative activities 

within a particular segment of the overall territory of a "regional-

band" (Helm 1968, p. 120). 

"Regional-bands" as socioterritorial units of' the Northeastern 

Athapaskans: (1) are comprised of linked conjugal pairs and their 

dependents and, possibly, of local bands; (2) range in size from 12 to 

50 conjugal pairs and their dependents; (3) possess a temporal duration 

of many generations yet do not possess spatial cohesion except during 

seasonal concentrations of people or local bands at resource sites; and 

(4) possess as their "prime focus of identity" a total territorial 

"range as identified by tradition and use" (Helm 1968, p. 120). 

The differences which Helm outlines between local- and regional-

bands are very important in her discussion of socioterritorial units 

among the Northeastern Athapaskans. According to Helm. (1965a, pp. 

375-376), local- and regional-bands are best viewed from "different 
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perspectives." The local- or "linked-family" band is predicated upon 

a set of sibling relationships and upon the "sentiments of primary 

consanguine solidarity" which result in a physical grouping. The 

regional-band, on the other hand, is predicated upon the orientation 

of a group of people to an "extensive exploitative zone" or territory— 

"its biotal resources, their sites, and the routes of access (mainly 

waterways) to those sites . . . which determine the stations and 

movements of various groupings." However, Helm (1965a, p. 378) goes on 

to claim that the differences between local- and regional-bands are a 

"matter of degree" and not of "structural type": 

We have seen that between the local-band and regional-band 
levels of organization distinctions can be made only in 
degree, not by structural type. Especially is this so 
regarding the compositional features of relative size and 
duration of the group and the proportion of primary ties 
between constituent conjugal pairs. Even the distinctive 
local-band features of stabilized cohesion in settlement 
pattern and dominance of a localized sibling group require 
to be scored in terms of degree—as tendences subject to 
change and dissolution. The principle of social linkage by 
bilateral primary bonds from one conjugal pair to another 
allows such fluidity in social alliances that structurally 
clean-cut or bounded units, clearly separable from one 
another and from other types of units, cannot be discerned. 
The shifting and fluid nature of Dene socioterritorial 
alignment is pointed up even further when the attempt is 
made to distinguish bands from other forms of spatially 
distinct groupings. 

This passage is one of the most important in Helm's writings concerning 

the socioterritorial units of the Northeastern Athapaskans. It is 

clearly descriptive of the traditional situation among the Bear Lake 

People. As discussed below, however, an objection to the distinctions 

which Helm draws among different socioterritorial units is that they 
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are too rigid for the Bear Lake People whose social organization and 

structure was characterized by impressive fluidity. 

"Tribes" are the final socioterritorial unit discussed by 

Helm. Although she is not primarily concerned with the nature of 

"tribes" among the Northeastern Athapaskans, she says the following 

about them and about their relationship to other socioterritorial 

units: 

Tribes have not been considered, except to indicate that 
there are, in the present day at least, groups of people who 
know themselves and are known as "Dogribs," "Hares," "Slaves." 
On the basis of duration and of the mode of attainment of 
membership, these four general sorts of socioterritorial 
groups may be ranged along a continuum—from task-group to 
local band to regional band to tribe. At one end is the 
task group—of brief duration and explicitly created for 
exploitative activities. At the other extreme is the 
"tribe," as a socioterritorial entity exhibiting the 
greatest duration and with recruitment, in the sense of a 
conscious decision to affiliate, at a minimum. One joins a 
task-group; one is born into, and ordinarily remains a 
member of, the tribe. The local band tends toward the task-
group end of the continuum in its tendency toward shorter 
duration and in the deliberateness of the decision to 
affiliate. The regional band tends toward the tribal end 
of the continuum. 

"Tribes," according to Helm, occupy the end of the continuum of socio

territorial units among the Northeastern Athapaskans. In summary, the 

criteria according to which Helm places the different socioterritorial 

units discussed above on this continuum are size, temporal and spatial 

continuity, and the primary focus of membership (whether exploitative 

activities, kinship, or overall territorial range). 

Prior to an attempt to determine the extent to which Helm's 

distinctions apply accurately to traditional Bear Lake social organ

ization and structure, it is essential to note that her approach to 
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ethnographic description differs from the approach discussed in the 

first chapter of this study. Helm's approach is essentially "external" 

and statistical in nature (Helm 1965a, 1968, 1969a, 1969b) rather than 

"internal" and oriented toward the description of cultural norms or 

rules. At issue, then, in the discussion which follows is not whether 

or not Helm has adequately described a set of social organizational 

"principles" (Scheffler 1965) which exist at Bear Lake, but whether or 

not her "external" generalizations are descriptive of Bear Lake social 

structure "on the ground." 

To begin with, much of what Helm says about the importance of 

primary bilateral kinship ties, about the nature of recruitment to 

groups, and about the nature of settlement pattern is applicable to 

Bear Lake. However, the extent to which she separates and reifies 

the different levels of socioterritorial•organization is not appro

priate. In this regard, recall that Osgood (1931, p. 54) concludes 

in connection with his analysis of Bear Lake social structure, that 

the Bear Lake People "form a tribe not broken up into true bands" and 

that social units more inclusive than the family "possessed little 

stability." 

Although nuclear or extended families constituted the funda

mental socioeconomic units among the Bear Lake People and social units 

more inclusive than the family possessed little permanence or 

stability, single families rarely traveled alone for extended periods 

of time. According to my consultants, this occurred only when a man 

and his wife had a number of older, unmarried children to help them in 

their subsistence tasks. Ordinarily, more than one family or household 
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traveled and lived together and it is important to determine the 

nature of and basis for such multiple family groupings among the Bear 

Lake People. 

As earlier noted, the settlement pattern of the Great Bear Lake 

People was characterized by periods of dispersal and in-gathering which 

were at least partially determined by the nature of the Bear Lake sub

sistence system in relationship to the nature of fish and game re

sources at Bear Lake. The dispersal of Bear Lake People into small 

groups occurred during summer fishing; during winter hunting, fishing, 

and trapping; and during spring fishing and hunting. The in-gathering 

of these people occurred during fall fishing and caribou hunting, and 

during the various trips to the points-of-trade established around the 

lake. 

During periods of dispersal, the small groups of people which 

traveled and lived together corresponded in size to the local-bands 

which Helm discusses. Normally, such groups were comprised of two, 

three, four, or five families. Hence, the size of these groups 

tended toward the minimum figure which Helm provides for local-bands. 

Within the limits established by the environment and subsistence 

system of these people, the size of groups during dispersal was a 

function of the ability of men to provide for their immediate families 

and for other people who traveled with them. Among the Bear Lake 

People, as well as other Northeastern Athapaskan groups (Mason 1946; 

Honigmann 1946, 1949, 1954; MacNeish 1956), a capable hunter or 

'provider' attracted relatively larger numbers of people who afforded 

him a certain amount of authority in decision-making and who, to some 
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extent, made him their leader. In fact, such groups could be referred 

to by the names of the men who were recognized as leaders. 

The social organization principle most often used in the 

formation of multiple family groups during dispersal was, in agreement 

with Helm's characterization of the local-band, a bilateral kindred 

principle (cf., Chapter 4). The most common means of affiliating with 

or forming a particular group was to utilize kinship ties, either "con-

sanguineal" or "affinal," to relate to the individuals with whom one 

desired to associate. When asked with whom they most often traveled 

in the past Bear Lake People ordinarily respond, nahegot'ine ('our 

relatives'). 

The Bear Lake People, however, deny that individuals could or 

would only travel with their 'relatives.' According to my con

sultants, people could and would not only travel and live with their 

relatives, but also with their 'friends,' their 'partners,' and even 

with 'strangers.' Members of all these different categories of persons 

were available as alternative co-members in groups during dispersal 

(cf., Chapters 3 and 4). In this regard, such groups seem to be more 

similar to the units which Helm labels task-groups than to local-bands. 

During periods of in-gathering, the groups of Bear Lake People 

which were formed corresponded in size to the groups which Helm labels 

regional-bands. It is important to note that the Bear Lake People 

rarely, if ever, came together as a single group prior to settling at 

Port Franklin. For the most part, seasonal in-gathering took place 

simultaneously at different locations around the Bear Lake and dif

ferent groups of Bear Lake People formed at each of those locations. 
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In fact, according to my consultants, groups of Bear Lake People came 

together with Dogrib or Hare Indians.-as often as they came together 

with other Bear Lake Indians. For example, Bear Lake People who 

occupied the southeastern portion of the lake (and who have been 

referred to as "Bear Lake Dogribs" [Osgood 1931]) joined with Dogrib 

People from regions south of Bear Lake during the early spring caribou 

hunt around Hottah Lake (cf., above). At the same time, other Bear 

Lake People joined with Hare Indians from the Colville Lake region to 

hunt caribou in that country. Depending upon the area in which a 

particular family was living, that family might hunt with Dogribs one 

spring and Hares the next. 

In short, during periods of in-gathering the groups of people 

formed at Bear Lake did not include the entire population of Bear Lake 

People and often cross-cut "tribal" boundaries. Such groups rarely 

included more than 30 or 40 families and normally included closer to 

20 families. 

The various groups at Bear Lake formed during periods of in

gathering were, as was true for other Northeastern Athapaskan groups, 

named after the territory or region which they occupied throughout 

most of the year (Osgood 1931, 1936) (cf., above). For the Bear Lake 

People, Osgood (1936, p. 7) identifies at least five such regional 

groups. These were: (1) "De-lini-go-tini—the people who live around 

the head of the Great Bear River'," (2) "Eta-tco-go-tini—the people who 

live on Big Point (between Keith and Smith Bays)," (3) "Eta-tcin-la-

go-tini—the people who live on Caribou Point (between Dease and 

McTavish Bays)(4) "Ewi-qo-tini—the people who live on the point 
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between McTavish and McVicar Bays," and (5) "Sa-xo-sue-go-tini—the 

people who live around Bear Mountain (between McVicar and Keith Bays). 

This group is largely mixed with Dogribs as the result of inmigration 

about 1914." 

Osgood's terms for the regional groups which existed at Bear 

Lake differ from the names reported above in only" one case (ignoring 

orthographic differences). Today, when people refer to the individuals 

from the region around Ewih, they do so as Turili-got'ine, rather than 

as Ewih-got'ine (cf., above). 

In addition to the above general names, the Bear Lake People 

also use much more specific place names to designate (generally smaller) 

groups of people who occupied those places. For example, among the 

people who were designated Edaco-got'ine there were different people 

who were referred to as, for example, K'atu-got':j.ne ('People from 

Willow Lake'), Gahkwe-got'j.ne ('People from Rabbit Rock'—People from 

Mackintosh Bay), and Cia-got'ine ('People from Cia—the place known in 

English as Russell Bay). It is important to note that people who 

resided at these more specific places could be referred to by 

either the more specific or the more general place name (cf., Sue 

1964, pp. 32-33; Savishinsky 1974, pp. 51-52). People who resided at 

Cia were referred to either as Cia-got'jne or as Edaco-got'ine, 

depending upon context. However, the same individuals did not always 

reside in the same location and, for the most part, it was appropriate 

to denote individuals by the more specific place names only so long 

as they continued to reside in or to be associated with those loca

tions. (see Figure 4). 
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Similarly, regardless of the regional names by which indi

viduals were known, those individuals could also be referred to as 

Sahtu-got' ine. Hence, a single individual could be referred to, in 

different contexts, as Cia-got'ine, Edaco-got'ine, or as Sahtu-got'ine. 

The use of place names as terms for the various groups of 

people which occupied those locations raises an interesting point. Due 

to the flexibility and mutability of the composition of social units 

more inclusive than the family, social organization principles pro

vided poor symbols of group identity among the Bear Lake People. The 

most concrete symbol available to them with which to conceptualize 

group identity and with which to symbolize a degree of stability, 

continuity, or perpetuity for social units was the territory occupied 

by those groins of people. An exception to this was the use of the 

name of a prominent 'provider' or leader to refer to a group of people. 

In addition to the characteristics just discussed, there are 

others which were shared by all groups of Bear Lake People, regardless 

of their size or relationship to settlement pattern. These charac

teristics involve the nature of membership, the lack of "corporateness," 

and the nature of leadership and concerted action associated with 

such social units. 

Regarding membership in social units more inclusive than the 

family, a number of facts are important. The first of these is that 

residence or membership in specific groups was not, by any means, 

permanent. Rather, membership in different groups,'regardless of 

whether such groups correspond to task-groups, local-bands, or 

regional-bands, was voluntary, flexible, and often impermanent and 
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intermittent. Helm's (1965a, p. 372) statement regarding the Dogrib, 

Slave, and Hare is applicable to the Bear Lake People: 

Established residence in a band is not of necessity a life
time matter, although the present-day practice of sooner or 
later erecting a permanent cabin probably acts as a stabil
izing factor. A marital pair may remove itself for several 
years to another locale and group, and then return to their 
first place of residence or move on to a third. In a few 
cases, removal to another socio-territorial unit may take 
place late in life, in particular, an aged and incapacitated 
conjugal pair or survivor may join a group with which an 
offspring resides. 

With regard to the Bear Lake People, Helm's statement must be modified 

to incorporate the fact that changes in membership or residency could 

take place, not only after a few years membership in a particular 

group, but also after a few months or even weeks. For example, a 

particular individual or family might reside with one group during 

summer fishing, switch membership to another group for winter hunting 

and trapping, and switch membership to yet another group for spring 

hunting. When Bear Lake People came together at various times of the 

year it was not necessarily the same families that gathered and not, 

strictly speaking, the same group that was formed. In addition, there 

was no necessity for individuals or families to disperse with the same 

people with whom they had traveled during the previous periods of 

dispersal. Flexibility and mutability of composition were basic 

characteristics of all groups at Bear Lake. It is important to note, 

however, that there was a tendency for the same people, particularly 

close 'relatives,' to remain together for some period of time. A 

number of things acted to maintain groups of this kind. For example, 

the sentiments of kinship, no doubt, acted to do so (cf., Helm 1965a, 
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Savishinsky 1974). In addition, from a pragmatic point of view, if a 

man was an able 'provider' there would be little reason for other 

individuals to leave that man in favor of traveling with someone else, 

even though such switching was always possible. 

There were, then, no discrete social boundaries between the 

various groups which formed at the Bear Lake. Regardless of the group 

with which a person was affiliated at a particular time, that indi

vidual would be able to trace kin ties to members of other such groups 

(cf., Helm 1965a, p. 215). That is, kin ties overlapped the actual 

groups which formed at any one time. By forming a group, according to 

one's "kindred" ties to certain individuals, one did not extinguish 

"kindred" ties to others. Traveling and living with one segment of an 

individual's "kindred" did not extinguish rights to do so with some 

other segment of his or her "kindred." This, of course, was also true 

in cases where an individual or family traveled with 'friends' or 

'strangers' rather than with 'relatives' (cf., Chapter 4). 

Membership in or residence with particular groups, regardless 

of their size, duration, number of primary kin ties or relationship to 

settlement pattern, was, then, characterized by flexibility and choice. 

In this regard, it is important to reiterate, that for the most part, 

individual families were the locus of decision-making among the Great 

Bear Lake People. This fact has direct implications for the issues 

which Helm raises regarding the nature of and relationship between 

local- and regional-bands. In her work, Helm (1965a, pp. 377-379): 

Even in the days before extensive fort-dwelling brought about 
deterioration of band identity, local and regional, it does 
not seem that the immediate constituents of a regional band 
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were necessarily a series of local (linked-family) bands. 
The weight of the scanty evidence indicates that a signifi
cant portion of the Dene population lacked the minimum 
degree of group stabilization here attributed to the local 
band. Lack of integration by a nuclear family into any 
local band might take the form either of intermittent 
shifting about from one grouping to another or, as in the 
case of the settled South Shore outliers, extended or chronic 
removal, spatial and temporal, from other families. 

According to Helm, the constituents of regional-bands were not 

necessarily local-bands, and a significant portion of the Northeastern 

Athapaskans lacked the group stability attributed by her to the local-

band. Both of these facts were true in the past for the Bear Lake 

People! The groups of people at Bear Lake which corresponded in size, 

duration, mode of recruitment, and settlement pattern to local-bands 

lacked the degree of stability which Helm suggests. In addition, 

groups of people which corresponded to regional-bands were not consti

tuted by local-bands, but by individual families. Since linked-family 

groups did not exhibit the degree of stability required to distinguish 

them as local-bands, it seems inappropriate to consider such groupings 

as constituents in larger socioterritorial units. 

Membership in groups other than nuclear or extended families, 

then, was characterized by extreme flexibility and the composition of 

such social units was characterized by extreme mutability. 

A second characteristic of groups more inclusive than the 

family was that none of these groins, regardless of size, duration, 

mode of recruitment, or relationship to settlement pattern were 

corporate in nature. Of particular importance is the fact that none 

of these groups possessed exclusive rights to the use of particular 

areas of land or water. For exanple, Edaco-got'|ne, although 
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associated with the area of land called Edaffo ('Big Point'), did not 

possess exclusive rights to the use of that land nor of the lakes and 

rivers upon it. If individuals who regarded themselves as Saozue-

got'ine ('Grizzly Bear Mountain People') desired to use a portion of 

Edago when no one else was using that area, they would simply do so. 

Not only were the social boundaries of these "regional" groups 

flexible, so too were the territorial boundaries. 

A consequence of this attitude toward the occupation of terri

tories is the fact that Bear Lakers did not exhibit highly developed 

principles of ownership. Rights to goods or property were established 

through a principle of "usufruct." Just as rights to the use of a 

particular area of land were established through the use of that land 

(and were terminated when use was terminated), so rights to a share of 

the product of subsistence activities were established through partici

pation in the activities themselves. When families of Bear Lake People 

came together at the north shore of the lake to hunt barren-ground 

caribou, individuals did not receive a share of the meat and hides 

obtained by virtue of membership in any corporate group but rather by 

virtue of participation in the hunt (cf., Chapters 3 and 4 regarding 

"quality of social relationship"). 

A third characteristic of groups more inclusive than the 

family was that these groups lacked any significant degree of formal 

leadership. In addition, the mount of concerted action or cooperation 

among the different families of multiple-family groupings was actually 

minimal (cf., above). When families traveled and resided together in 

"bands," they did not relinquish authority and power over themselves to 
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others and they did not, for the most part, participate in organized, 

concerted activities.^ 

Helm (MacNeish 1956, pp. 150-151) provides a summary of leader

ship airong the Northeastern Athapaskans which is accurate for the Bear 

Lake People: 

In sum, the leader characteristically had a very tenuous posi
tion in Northeastern Athabaskan society. He might serve as 
adviser, coordinator, director and perhaps initiator of 
specific military actions and/or of occasional and particular 
economic activities beyond the day-to-day hunting and snaring 
routine. Also, by virtue of his prestige gained from his 
superior abilities and his awe-inspiring powers he might act 
as the prime opinion-giver in social matters within the band. 
His "authority" lay in putting his stamp of approval upon 
decisions or viewpoints arrived at by the group as a whole or, 
more specifically, his male peers. The wise chief or leader 
had his finger upon the pulse of individual and group 
opinions. He had to woo others to his way of thinking or, 
that failing, to alter his course accordingly. His position 
might be buttressed by the attribution of powerful medicine 
and by the European's evaluation and use as "trading chief" of 
his already dominant role. But the power of a strong or 
"greate" leader lay in his influence, rather than his "legal" 
authority. Ordinarily, he had neither the moral nor physical 
resources to impose his will. Birket-Smith's characterization 
of the Chipewyan chief as primus inter pares . . . key-notes 
the position of the Northern Dene leader. 

In her discussion. Helm identifies three types of leaders among the 

Dene: (1) the band leader, (2) the "trading chief" (a position created 

in conjunction with the fur trade), and (3) the war leader. These 

leaders were "headmen" who obtained a certain amount of primacy in 

decision-making by virtue of special characteristics and abilities or, 

11. Important exceptions to this were cooperative barren-
ground caribou hunting and cooperative fishing during fall and spring 
runs of fish. During these activities certain individuals, on the 
basis of their abilities, assumed some authority in decision-making 
and directed the labor of those involved (cf., Osgood 1931, p. 74). 
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in the case of the trading chief, by virtue of recognition given by fur 

traders. The authority of such leaders rested, not in formal legal 

institutions, but in their ability to influence others through sound 

judgment. 

Osgood (1931, pp. 74-75) discusses the nature of chiefs at Bear 

Lake specifically and concludes: (1) that "chiefs" probably never 

existed among the Bear Lake People, (2) that the "Oldest Man" and 

"Best Hunter" assumed some authority due to their prestige and 

abilities, and (3) that generosity and the possession of supernatural 

powers undoubtedly increased the influence of individuals. Of sig

nificance in Osgood's discussion are his references to the influence of 

"best hunters" and of "medicine men" among the Bear Lake People. 

According to my consultants, these were exactly the individuals who 

were leaders among the Bear Lake People. According to my consultants, 

there were always four or five or six men among the Bear Lake People 

who were exceptionally good 'providers' and around whom other individuals 

gathered. These men were referred to by different terms among which 

* 12 
were dene-ya k'aowe ('Boss for the people'), ehda-kat'i ('Hunter' or 

'He providing things,' i.e., 'Provider'), and beji-kat'^ ('He providing 

caribou'). In addition to these terms, another term was used to refer 

to leaders, but more specifically to men who possessed the necessary 

qualities to become a leader among the Bear Lake People. This term is 

dene dariye or dene eedarlye ('Capable Person') (cf., Chapter 3). Such 

12. Helm discusses similar terms used among the Dogrib. 
She traces the Dogrib equivalent of K'aowe to the trading chief and 
translates the above phrases as "people's trader." 
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a person was a man who knew how to do everything, who was an able pro

vider, who had a 'big heart'—who was very generous, and who could 

'talk to' other people very well (field notes). Of particular interest 

with regard to this term is that dene dafriye is also one of the terms 

used to refer to 'medicine man.' The latter are men who are 'capable' 

because of supernatural powers they possess. According to ray con

sultants, such men were the most powerful, respected, and feared leaders 

in the past. These men "knew something and were able to bring lots of 

fish and caribou to themselves. A lot of people ate through (beaause 

of the abilities) of those people. They were really good people but 

no one would talk back to them because you couldn't (shouldn't) get 

them mad at you" (field notes). 

The essential point about leadership among the Bear Lake People, 

then, is that it was informal and involved influence rather than power 

in decision-making. Such influence was based upon the ability (which 

might be based in supernatural power) of an individual to provide for 

the people with whom he was associated. To some extent, according to 

my consultants, such influence might also be extended to areas of 

social control. However, it should be clear, based upon the above 

discussion of the flexibility and mutability of social grouping among 

the Bear Lake People, that the influence of such leaders was strictly 

limited among these people. If a man's ability to provide for his and 

other families decreased, if a man became too 'bossy' and 'proud,' or 

if a man seriously violated some social norm, then the people who 

previously afforded him influence in decision-making readily removed it. 
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In extreme cases, it was even possible to force an individual who had 

once been the leader of a group to leave it. 

Returning, in summary, to the issue of the applicability of 

Helm's typology of socioterritorial units among the Northeastern 

Athapaskans, it is clear that the distinctions she makes among dif

ferent types of socioterritorial units are not, strictly speaking 

applicable to the Bear Lake People. Although many of the facts that 

Helm records in her discussion of the Dogrib, Slave, and Hare Indians 

are true of the Bear Lake People as well, among the latter there was 

never a clear-cut organization into "true bands" which Helm's discus

sion implies. Groupings of Bear Lake People more inclusive than the 

nuclear or extended family were extremely mutable in composition, non

corporate, agamous, and lacked formal leadership. In the final 

section of this dissertation it is suggested (based upon facts such as 

those discussed above ana upon the results of the cultural decision

making analysis of task-group formation reported in Chapter 4) that a 

more reasonable view of groupings of Bear Lake People more inclusive 

than the family is that they were all task-groups (differing in size, 

duration, purpose, etc.) formed using essentially the same social 

organizational principles or cultural decision-making rules. 

Socioeconomic and Sociocultural Changes 

In the previous sections a number of features of the "tradi

tional" Bear Lake socioeconomic and sociocultural systems were de

scribed, It should be re-emphasized that this use of the term "tradi

tional" does not mean "pre-contact." The Bear Lake Indians have been 
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in direct contact with whitemen (initially explorers, traders, and 

missionaries) for almost two hundred years and it is virtually im

possible to reconstruct an adequate account of their aboriginal way of 

life. The term "traditional" designates, accordingly, socioeconomic 

and sociocultural systems which, presumably, had already undergone a 

certain amount of change in response to culture contact. It must also 

be emphasized that, although the "traditional" Bear Lake socioeconomic 

and sociocultural systems were treated as if they had remained 

essentially the same over the period of time from approximately 1800 to 

1959, a number of changes occurred during those years. Before dis

cussing some of the more important of these changes, it will be useful 

to provide a synoptic table of major historical events which have 

occurred at or around the Bear Lake since initial contact with white 

13 
people (Table 4). 

The late 1700's marked the initial contact of Indians residing 

around the Bear Lake with white explorers. From 1800 to 1900, as 

trading outposts were established at or around Bear Lake, the amount of 

trapping and trading of the Indians who resided there increased tre

mendously. During the 1860's the Bear Lake Indians were exposed to 

missionaries and became, at least nominally, Roman Catholics. During 

the period of 1900 to 1950 the Bear Lake People continued to live in an 

13. Helm et al. (1975) provide similar tables for the Dogrib 
and Mountain Indians, respectively. Rene Fumoleau (1975) provides a 
similar table for the Mackenzie Drainage Athapaskans as a whole. Most 
of the information included in Table 4 is also contained in the 
historical summaries provided by these authors. Some of the informa
tion regarding trading posts at the Bear Lake is taken from Peter 
Usher (1971). 
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Table 4. Historical Events at Bear Lake 

1789-1800 Initial contact with white explorers and traders. 

1799-1814 North West Company trading post near the present site of 
Fort Franklin/ Delini. 

1805 North West Company post established at site of present 
Fort Norman, Tu-fcita. 

1810-1822 North West Company trading post on Mackenzie River between 
the Keele and Great Bear Rivers. 

1822-1851 Hudson's Bay Company establishes and maintains post at 
Tulita. 

1823 Fighting between Dogrib and Yellowknife Indians ceases. 

1825-1827 Franklin winters at Delini. 

1852 Old Fort Rae established. 

1858 Fort Norman population estimated at 363. 

1859 "Mai du Fort Rae" kills 400 people. 

1864-1872 "Fort Norman" moved to and maintained at Delini. 

1864-1878 Father Emile Petitot, OMI, travels throughout Hare, Bear 
Lake, and Dogrib Country. 

1872 Fort Norman reestablished at Tulrta. 

1885 Permanent Catholic mission constructed at Fort Norman. 
Bear Lake People have become Roman Catholics. 

1887 Trading post established at Fort Wrigley, Kwejekoe. 

1902 Measles epidemic sweeps the Mackenzie district. 

1908-1949 Trading posts operating at five different times at Delini. 

1908-1909 Trading post at Hornby Bay. 

1910-1933 Trading posts operating at four different times at Dease 
Bay. 

1912-1920 A few Bear Lake People attend Catholic school at Fort 
Providence. 
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Table 4. Continued 

1914 "Bear Lake Dogribs" cease trading at Fort Rae. 

1920 RCMP established at Fort Norman. Oil discovered at 
Norman Wells. 

1921, 1922 Bear Lake Indians sign Treaty 11 at Fort Norman. Fort 
Norman population approximately 320. 

1928 Influenza epidemic throughout the Mackenzie Mistrict. 

1931 Pitchblende is discovered at Port Radium. Mining 
operations begin. 

1941 Fort Franklin population (at Treaty time) approximately 175. 

1942-1943 Canol pipeline and road constructed from Norman" Wells to 
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory. 

1949/50- Hudson's Bay Company establishes and maintains trading 
present post at Fort Franklin, Delini. Federal school and Roman 

Catholic mission constructed. All Bear Lake People 
construct permanent houses at Fort Franklin. 

1960 Nursing station constructed at Fort Franklin. 

1963 Native co-operative store established. 

1964 Fort Franklin population listed as 289. 

1965-1967 Electricity, government low-rental housing, snowmobiles, 
and other Western items arrive in Fort Franklin. Modern 
nursing station constructed. 

1970 Indian Brotherhood of the Northwest Territories established. 
Fort Franklin population listed as 360. 

1973 Renegotiation of Treaty 11 and land settlement initiated. 

1975 Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry. 
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essentially "traditional" manner with hunting, fishing, and trapping 

being of great importance. During these years, however, there were 

the initial and increasing development of oil and mining interests in 

the area as well as the initial and increasing growth of governmental 

activities, interventions, and services. Since 1950, when most of the 

Bear Lake People settled relatively permanently at Fort Franklin, there 

have been increasing governmental and industrial activities, an in

creased demand by the Bear Lake People for Western goods and services, 

and the development of a pan-Indian perspective and pan-Indian organ

izations. 

The socioeconomic changes which have occurred among the North

eastern Athapaskans since their initial contact with white people have 

been discussed by a number of authors (Helm 1972; Helm and Damas 1963; 

Helm and Leacock 1971; Helm et al. 1975; Savishinsky 1970a, 1974; 

Schmidt 1971; Asch 1975, 1976). Among the more important of the 

changes are (1) an individualization of subsistence, (2) an increase in•>. 

sedentism, and (3) the development of a "dual economy" and an eventual 

dependency on the fur trade and on the world fur market. Each of 

these warrants brief discussion. 

It seems likely that with the acquisition of guns, twine gill 

nets, and various metal tools, the nature of many important subsistence 

practices such as barren-ground caribou hunting and weir fishing were 

changed from activities that required the cooperation of a number of 

people to activities that required very little cooperation and that 

were best carried out by individuals or small groups. Cooperative 

subsistence efforts such as the construction of caribou fences and 
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group participation in barren-ground caribou drives became essentially 

things of the past. The nature of Western material culture which the 

Bear Lake People and all other Northeastern Athapaskans acquired through 

through participation in the fur trade was simply geared to individual 

rather than group use. 

In addition to the effects of Western material cultural items 

on the subsistence activities of the Bear Lake People, it is probable 

that the nature of trapping as an economic pursuit also operated to 

support individual efforts in subsistence. Due to the nature of fur-

bearing animal populations, trapping is not conducive to joint efforts 

by large numbers of people. The number of trappers which a particular 

area could support during a winter became the major determining factor 

that established limits on the size of groups which could be formed 

during this season. 

The most obvious economic change which occurred among the Bear 

Lake People during the "contact-traditional" period was an increase in 

sedentism. The Bear Lake People, like other Northeastern Athapaskans 

(Helm and Damas 1963) gradually decreased the extent to which they 

traveled throughout their territory and eventually constructed 

permanent log cabins at various fishing sites around the lake. Among 

the sites where Bear Lake People established permament housing were: 

Turili, X'adoe, Gahkwe, Delini, and Edacoco (cf., Figure 4). These 

correspond to the "contact-traditional all-Native communities discussed 

by Helm and Damas, The construction of permanent log cabins at these 

sites in conjunction with the acquisition of dog-teams (which allowed 

men to travel great distances in short periods of time and to transport 



the products of their subsistence activities back to permanent base 

camps) • operated to decrease the general mobility of the Bear Lake 

People. With the construction of these "communities" men were more 

likely to leave their wives and children behind when they hunted and 

trapped. While mobility was still an essential feature of life at Bear 

Lake, the construction of these cabins clearly differentiated "base 

camps" or "communities" from more temporary, subsistence-oriented 

hunting, fishing, and trapping camps (Helm and Damas 1963, p. 11). 

This differentiation, as stated, culminated in settlement by the Bear 

Lake People at Fort Franklin. 

A third important change in the socioeconomic system of the 

Bear Lake People which resulted from contact with white people and 

institutions was the establishment of a "dual economy" consisting in 

essentially distinct "subsistence" and "cash-trade" sectors (Helm 

1972; Asch 1975, 1976). Originally, traders who came to the North 

required of the Indians both fur and food, and Dene could obtain the 

goods they desired by trading with either fur or with meat and fish. 

As a result, the Bear Lake People and other Northeastern Athapaskans 

were able to obtain goods from the trader without substantially 

altering their socioeconomic system. Helm suggests (Helm et al..1975) 

that the early trading outposts were most probably approached by Dene 

as additional localized resources which could be utilized and accomo

dated in their traditional yearly socioeconomic cycle. Eventually, 

however, with the development of more efficient transportation by the 

Hudson's Bay Company, traders came to rely less and less upon Natives 

for food. Trapping for fur-bearing animals became the only way through 
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which to obtain the goods upon which the Indians were coming to depend. 

Under these conditions trapping not only began to compete, to some 

extent, with hunting and fishing subsistance activities, but, 

according to Asch (1975, 1976) the entire socioeconomic system 

eventually came to depend upon the fur trade. Asch links the increased 

importance of the fur trade to all of the other socioeconomic changes 

discussed above (Asch 1975, pp. 652-653; also Schmidt 1971). 

The establishment of the fur trade, then, eventually resulted 

in the creation of a "dual economy" within which hunting and fishing 

as subsistence activities competed with and, to some extent, came be 

be dominated by trapping. According to Asch, the procurement of fine 

fur, which was necessary in order to obtain goods from whites, neces

sitated changes in subsistence strategies and settlement patterns and 

led to economic dependence of the Northeastern Athapaskans upon trading. 

The economic dependency of Indians upon the fur trade played an 

important role in their eventual settlement at trading "forts." Asch's 

reasoning is as follows. By the time of World War II, when the world 

fur market collapsed, the Dene socioeconomic system had come to depend 

on the fur trade. Since, when the fur market collapsed, a corresponding 

decline in demand on the part of Indians for Western goods did not also 

occur, conditions therefore existed which favored more or less 

\ 

permanent settlement at "points-of-trade" where governmental goods and 

services were increasingly available. 

Another change which occurred in conjunction with the socio

economic changes discussed above was considered at length earlier in 

this chapter—the development of a distinct Bear Lake identity. To 
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repeat, there is evidence to indicate that the "tribal" identity of 

the Bear Lake People lacks time depth and that the existence of such 

an identity today is possibly the result of the mutual orientation of 

various groups to the same "point-of-trade" (Osgood 1931, 1936; Helm 

et al. 1975; Savishinsky 1974). 

In summary, during the "contact-traditional" period the Bear 

Lake People underwent a number of socioeconomic and sociocultural 

changes. It must be emphasized, however, that these changes did not 

occur quickly and that the Bear Lake People did.not, during this period 

of time, ejqperience great disruptions in their way of life. During the 

years under consideration "technological, social, and ideational change 

was slow, incremental, and untraumatic, even after the missionary 

joined the trader as the other agent of contact and acculturation" 

(Helm et al. 1975, p. 322). 

The event which signaled the beginnings of the greatest changes 

in the lives of the Bear Lake People was their settlement at Fort 

Franklin. By 1950 essentially all of the Bear Lake People had estab

lished relatively permanent residence at Fort Franklin and spent a good 

portion of every year in 'town.' This event provides a bench-mark for 

the end of the "contact-traditional" phase and the beginning of the 

"government-commercial" or the "government-industrial" phase (Helm and 

Damas 1963, Helm and Leacock 1971, Helm et al. 1975) of Bear Lake 

history. 

The most important reasons for settlement by the Bear Lake 

People at Fort Franklin included the following: (1) the partial 

collapse of the fur trade in conjunction with the continued need of the 



Bear Lake People for Western goods which could only be obtained 

through the cash-trade sector of their economy; (2) the existence of 

increasing governmental and commercial incentives such as welfare, 

old-age pensions, wage-labor opportunities, a day school, and a nursing 

station which tended to draw people away from the bush; (3) the con

struction of a Roman Catholic church which allowed the Bear Lake People 

to attend services regularly; (4) the increasing incidence among the 

Bear Lake People of various diseases such as tuberculosis which resulted 

in death or extensive periods of hospitalization—both of which made 

life in the bush for the remaining family members more difficult; and 

(5) the instigation of laws restricting hunting and making school 

attendance mandatory. All of these factors operated to bring people 

into Fort Franklin from around the lake. It should not be assumed, 

however, that settlement at Fort Franklin was immediately very dif

ferent from settlement at the various "bush communities" discussed 

above. It also should not be assumed that settlement at Fort Franklin 

resulted in the abrupt termination of all "traditional" or "contact-

traditional" activities. On the contrary, the large majority of Bear 

Lake People continued after settlement at Fort Franklin to participate 

in such activities and the great portion of the Bear Lake economy 

remained grounded in hunting, fishing, and trapping. Fort Franklin 

became a "base community" for all of the Bear Lake People who con

tinued to go to the bush to establish hunting, fishing, and trapping 

camps (especially at sites of earlier "contact-traditional all-native 

communities") and to return to Fort Franklin during "traditional" times 

of in-gathering. 
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Through time, however, trips to the bush became shorter and 

stays in 'town' became longer. When men went to the bush to hunt, 

trap, and fish, they increasingly left behind their wives and children, 

who were now in school. In addition, the availability of wage-labor 

increased and the actual number of men who went to the bush to hunt, 

fish, and especially, to trap eventually declined. The importance of 

food obtained from the Hudson's Bay Company store and from the community 

co-operative store which was formed in 1963 increased as the food ob

tained from the bush decreased. Similarly, wage-labor became more 

important as a source of money with which to purchase goods in the 

cash-trade sector of the economy. Related to this, the number and 

variety of Western goods which the Bear Lake People demanded from the 

traders increased and the Hudson's Bay store evolved into something 

which now resembles a general department store. From the "Bay" the 

Bear Lake People now purchase everything from tea, flour, and lard to 

bicycles and record albums by country-western singers. 

Although the above trends are clear and still continue, it is 

equally clear that the Bear Lake People have not totally abandoned their 

"traditional" socioeconomic organization for one of Western origin— 

and in all probability will not do so for some time. In 1975, these 

people continued to participate in "traditional" socioeconomic pursuits 

and continued to derive a significant portion of their "income" through 

such means (Rushforth 1976). The Bear Lake People continue, although 

less so than, in the past, to travel to the bush; to establish hunting, 

fishing, and trapping camps; and to participate in these subsistence 

activities. It is essential, at this point, to describe the pattern of 
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such activities as they occur today since the task-groups discussed in 

Chapter 4 are formed by the Bear Lake People to engage in these "tradi

tional" pursuits. 

Today, there are essentially two kinds of caribou hunting which 

occur at Bear Lake: (1) large-scale, cooperative hunts for barren-

ground caribou during the spring and summer; and (2) smaller-scale, 

individually-organized hunts for both species of caribou during most of 

the year. These two kinds of hunting correspond to the different kinds 

of caribou hunting which occurred traditionally among the Bear Lake 

People. Cooperative barren-ground hunts (which are now, to some extent, 

organized by the Fort Franklin Trappers' Association and which have been 

supported by Game Management, Government of the Northwest Territories) 

normally occur in February and March and in August, ordinarily lasting 

from three weeks to one month. Recent cooperative spring caribou hunts 

have been conducted with snowmobiles and dog team to the Hottah Lake 

and the Caribou Point regions with exceptions occurring in 1971 and 1972 

when men from Fort Franklin joined men from Fort Norman on hunts to the 

Colville Lake and to the Kilekale Lake regions, respectively (see 

Figure 4). 

During the spring and summer barren-ground caribou hunts, men 

shoot caribou for both themselves and their partners and for the com

munity freezer. Community meat is transported by bombardier, by the 

community's large fishing boat, and by chartered aircraft. Individual 

hunters' meat is transported by the hunder in his own toboggan or canoe. 

In February and March of 1975 two trips to the east end of the 

lake for caribou were made. The first of these was to Caribou Point 
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for ten days and involved five men. The second was to the Port Radium 

region for three weeks and involved 27 men. On these hunts, Bear Lake 

People took at least 165 barren-ground caribou and three moose. 

Approximately 90 of the caribou were placed in the community freezer 

for distribution among all of the Bear Lake People with the remaining 

75 going to individual hunters' families. 

During August, 1974, approximately 25 men (many of them with 

their wives and children) went to McGill Bay on the north dhore of the 

lake to participate on the summer hunt. Not only was this hunt viewed 

as a chance to obtain food, but also as an opportunity for many of the 

men to take their families out onto the land. While men went hunting 

each day, women remained in camp to scrape and tan hides . to make dry 

meat, and to tell stories to their children. When all of the men went 

out together for two day's hunting 50 miles east of McGill Bay, women 

and children took over the entire operation of the camp; including 

getting fire wood and hunting ptarmigan. In all, approximately 120 

caribou were taken in spite of the fact that hunting was cut short by a 

week or ten days. 

Smaller-scale caribou hunting for both barren-ground and wood

land caribou takes place very frequently among the Bear Lake People. 

Two, three, four or more men will hunt together on their own initiative 

at places all around the Bear Lake. In summer, men take advantage of 

the fact that woodland caribou often come down to the shore of the Bear 

Lake to escape flies and mosquitoes in the bush. While traveling along 

the shore in canoes, toward Grizzly Bear Mountain, for example, men can 

hunt these caribou very conveniently. By taking their nets and fishing 
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poles with them on such trips men are also able to obtain fish. At 

least six woodland caribou were taken in this manner during the summer 

of 1974. 

Individually-organized caribou hunting also takes place during 

the' fall and winter while men are trapping. When checking their traps, 

hunters often run across fresh caribou tracks and, if conditions are 

right, immediately set out after the caribou. If they are able to 

shoot an animal, trappers eat some of the meat themselves, but send 

much of it back to Fort Franklin to feed their families. 

Fishing is, and always has been, a major source of food for the 

Bear Lake People (cf., above). For eight or nine months of the year, 

depending upon ice conditions, they are able to set nets and catch very 

large numbers of lake trout, whitefish, herring, and grayling. Such 

fish are used for human consumption, but also provide the bulk of food 

for dogs. The amount of fishing a man does is tied to both his own 

needs and the number of dogs he owns; the more dogs he has, the longer 

he keeps his nets in the water. 

Fishing in the Great Bear Lake in the vicinity of Fort Franklin 

occurs throughout the entire year except during the times of freeze-up 

and break-up. During the months from December to May men fish for 

trout and herring under the ice using gill nets for both kinds of fish 

and set hooks for trout.. Trout productivity is down during these 

months but large numbers of herring are taken with nets set near the 

mouth of the Great Bear River which remains free of ice throughout the 

year. 
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During May those men who have nets under the ice watch the ice 

and weather closely so they can remove their nets before the ice gets 

too thin and breaks up. Men with nets by the Bear River must take them 

out relatively early since flowing water there melts the ice quickly. 

By the first or middle of June all nets and hooks are out of the water 

and ice is rapidly leaving the lake. By early July the ice is normally 

gone and men reset their nets in the open water. 

From July to September trout productivity is up and men catch 

hundreds of these large fish in nets and on hook lines. Herring nets 

are set close to the shore but fewer of these fish are caught than in 

the winter. During this time men also fish, nowadays, for trout and 

grayling with rod and reel. In July especially/ a trip to the Bear 

River by canoe can result in fifty or a hundred grayling. Trolling for 

lake trout within ten or fifteen miles of Fort Franklin normally 

results in ten or twenty fish per boat. 

Bear Lake People also make seasonal trips to places such as 

Nere'e, Cia, Edacila, and Turili (see Figure 4) for the purpose of 

setting nets and establishing fish camps. All of these places were 

very important in the past to the Great Bear Lake People (as were 

places such as Etirato, Gahk^e, Edacoco, and %'adoe) as fisheries and 

as locales of relatively continuous occupation and use (cf., above). 

During trips to these places men can catch hundreds of fish in a very 

short time. For example, in June, 1974, men went by snowmobile to 

Russell Bay, set three or four nets for three days, and returned to 

Fort Franklin with approximately 1000 trout and whitefish. 
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Mid-October to Christmas and January to February remain the 

times for trapping around Great Bear Lake. The most intensive period 

of trapping today is during November and December. When men from Fort 

Franklin go into the bush to trap they normally leave their families 

behind in town and travel with other male 'relatives' or "friends' 

(cf., Chapter 4). A man must outfit himself with traps, clothing, 

snowshoes, guns (a .22 and a 30-30), a tent and stove, a bedroll, a 

snowmobile or dogs, a toboggan, a fish net, sundry tools and utensils, 

and food; especially tea, flour, sugar, and lard. His total investment 

14 
will normally be m excess of $1,800.00. 

In addition to Bear Lake men who trap on a full-time basis 

during the trapping season, there are a number of men who have jobs, 

or some other reason for remaining in Fort Franklin, who trap part-

time. These men usually have a snowmobile for rapid transportation to 

their week-end camps and traplines which extend as far as 20 miles from 

Fort Franklin. By trapping every week-end, they are able to supplement 

their wage-labor incomes with some fur sales; catch a few rabbits with 

snares; shoot a few ptarmigan or grouse; and kill an occasional wood

land caribou. Perhaps more'important than this, however, is that these 

men, through such activity, remain attached to a bush-oriented life 

style. 

Areas which have been trapped extensively during the last five 

years include the EdaSo-Gahkwe-Tuetatue region, the Turili region, and 

14. Bear Lake men do not, of course, make this total invest
ment every trapping season as many of their goods are usable for a 
number of years. 
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the iuecaneline region (VJhitefish River, cf., Figure 3). If a man is 

using dogs while trapping he will normally leave Fort Franklin somewhat 

earlier than if he has a snowmobile and will set his camp near a fish 

lake such as Tuetatue or near the mouth of a river such as Turili. In 

this way, he can set nets, take advantage of the late October runs of 

whitefish, and be assured of food for both himself and his dogs. The 

length of time he keeps his nets in the water depends upon the 

productivity of his nets and upon his own requirements in the bush. 

His own needs depend upon how many dogs he has and upon the length of 

his stay on the trap line. He will keep his nets in the water until 

he has enough fish for himself and his dogs and, perhaps, to send a 

number of fish back to Fort Franklin. For example, men who trapped at 

Johnny Hoe River in November and December of 1974 fished long enough to 

feed themselves and at least 12 dogs and to send approximately 1000 

whitefish (i.e., over 3000 pounds) back to Fort Franklin. 

In addition to fishing while trapping, men are able to spend 

time hunting moose and caribou. Whenever men go to check their traps 

they carry a gun. Consequently, during the 1974-1975 trapping season, 

at least ten woodland caribou and four moose (in addition to those 

caribou killed by part-time trappers) were taken by the Bear Lake 

People. 

During May, men from Fort Franklin travel to inland rivers and 

lakes to hunt with .22's for beaver and muskrat. On the spring beaver 

hunt they obtain fur to sell and meat to eat. Camp is not necessarily 

set near a fish lake since beaver, muskrats, and waterfowl can be used 
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for food. Meat that is not consumed in the bush is dried and brought 

back to Fort Franklin in pack sacks. 

Like trapping, spring beaver hunting is now an activity con

ducted almost exclusively by men. School is still in session so 

women normally stay in Fort Franklin with their children. Men travel 

together as 'partners' with 'relatives' and 'friends' (cf., Chapter 4). 

A man and his 'partner' hunt together or separately but divide their 

kill of beaver between them so that nobody is "short." 

Areas which have been very important for spring beaver hunting 

during recent years include the Tuetatue region, the ibuecaneline 

region, the Turxli region, and the C'ugdee ('Porcupine River') region. 

When men go on the spring beaver hunt at the first of May they 

are able to travel easily since snow and mud in the bush, regardless 

of any melting that might occur during the day, freeze solidly each 

evening. By:the end of May, however, snow is gone from the bush and 

travel is normally by foot along wet trails. While in the bush, some 

men build small "rat" canoes for hunting along creeks and use these for-

their trip home. Even then, however, travel is more difficult than 

in the winter. 

Moose hunting among the Bear Lake People takes place most often 

while men are trapping or hunting for caribou. However, men also go to 

the bush specifically to hunt moose during the fall and winter. In 

September, 1974, for example, six men made a five-day trip to Grizzly 

Bear Mountain to hunt moose and set nets. Ohey returned with two moose, 

a load of fish, and about 100 ducks. In February of 1975, at least five 

trips for moose were made around the Bear River and toward Whitefish 



River. On these hunts, seven moose were taken. In all, 17. moose were 

taken by Bear Lake People during the year of 1974-1975. 

Areas around the Bear Lake which are used for moose hunting 

include the Turlli region, Sahcozue, Sahtudee ('Bear River') region, 

C' u^dee, and -juecaneline region (see Figure 3) . 

Although this description of "traditional" land-use activities 

among the Bear Lake People today is very brief and provides little 

information regarding the specific nature of the task-groups formed 

for these purposes, it does provide a necessary general background 

concerning some of the activities for which the Bear Lake People do, 

in fact, form task-groups. When Bear Lake men to to the bush to engage 

in such activities they rarely, if ever, go alone. Almost invariably 

they go to the bush with other Bear Lake People. 

In the final chapters of this dissertation an attempt is made 

to describe cultural decision-making rules which Bear Lake men use to 

determine with whom they will associate for the purpose of traveling 

to the bush and engaging in these "traditional" activities. In other 

terms, given the fact that Bear Lake People form task-groups to engage 

in the activities described above, in the final chapters of this 

dissertation the proposition that the formation of such groups is 

governed by cultural rules is investigated and an attempt is made to 

formulate or describe those rules. 

As discussed in the first chapter of this dissertation, in 

order to provide an accurate description of such cultural rules it will 

be necessary to discover and describe (1) the potential alternatives 

available to an individual, that is, an individual's potential 
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cooperators; (2) the criteria of choice or decision criteria which an 

individual employs when selecting from among potential cooperators; 

and (3) rules for selecting the appropriate alternative cooperator(s) 

given a particular configuration of decision criteria. 



CHAPTER 3 

'KINSHIP' AND 'FRIENDSHIP' AMONG THE 
BEAR LAKE PEOPLE 

The primary purpose of this chapter is to provide an ethno

graphic account of the cultural domain designated (cf., below for 

definitions of "designate" and other terms dealing with the relation

ship of a linguistic sign to its "referent") by the tern segot' ̂.ne 

('my people,' 'my neighbors,' 'my relatives,' 'my kinsmen') among the 

Bear Lake People This is accomplished by (1) discussing the meaning 

of segot'ine; (2) (after concluding that segot'ine labels the domain 

'relatives' or 'kinsmen') attempting a "structural semantic analysis" 

(Lounsbury 1964a, 1964b; Scheffler and Lounsbury 1971) of kinship 

classification of the Bear Lake People; (3) providing a detailed 

analysis of Bear Lake kinship norms (Goodenough 1965b, Keesing 1970a); 

and (4) relating Bear Lake 'kinship' as a cultural domain to another 

cultural domain 'friendship' (designated seleke) , which is also 

important to the Bear Lake People. 

The reasons for providing an ethnographic account of the domain 

designated segot'ine (and of the domain 'friendship') among the Bear 

Lake People derive from the ultimate purpose of this dissertation—to 

construct a cultural decision-making model of task-group formation— 

and include the following. First, potential cooperators or alternative 

co-members in task-groups at Bear Lake are, for the most part, 

selected from among the class (more accurately, classes) of individuals 

163 
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designated segot'ine. Second, cultural norms associated with different 

kinds of individuals classified as segot'jne constitute important 

considerations in the selection of "appropriate" individuals with whom 

to form task-groups at various times and for various purposes. In 

short, individuals whom a person may denote as segot'jne are important 

alternatives from among whom that person selects cooperators in task-

groups. Norms for the appropriate behavior toward different kinds of 

segot'ine provide important decision criteria influencing the selection 

from among those potentially available cooperators. Accordingly, an 

ethnographic description of task-group formation among the Bear Lake 

People logically begins with a cultural account of the domain segot'jne-

Before discussing the cultural domain segot'ine it is appro-

priage to mention, briefly, the methods employed in acquiring the data 

upon which this discussion is based. Essentially, as closely as 

possible, data were collected following suggestions outlined by Conklin 

(1964) in his article entitled "Ethnogenealogical Method." This en

tailed collecting from Bear Lake consultants information regarding 

specific individuals in specific genealogical positions, information 

regarding their folk classification of specific genealogical positions 

into kin categories, and information regarding nonterminological 

correlates of kin classes. Although this method is subject to the 

criticisms of Schneider .(1972; e,g., that data collected using an <a 

priori "genealogical" framework is very likely to distort "real" native 

conceptual categories or meanings), the semantic analysis included in 

this chapter shows that the assumptions of this approach were not, in 

this case, totally unwarranted (cf., below). 
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In collecting data, it was possible to talk to many different 

Bear Lake People on a more or less informal basis and to observe their 

behavior in 'many different situations. However, the bulk of informa

tion, especially regarding the semantic organization of the domain 

designated segot'ine, was obtained in numerous interviews with eight 

adult individuals, five men and three women. Three of these individuals 

possess ancestors who considered themselves to be Bear Lake Dogribs. 

Two possess ancestors who considered themselves to be Bear Lake People. 

Two possess ancestors who considered themselves to be Mountain Indians. 

One possesses ancestors who considered themselves to be Hare Indians. 

All of these individuals except two (one of whom came to Bear Lake from 

along the Mackenzie River and Fort Norman around 1930 and the other 

from the Mackenzie Mountains and Blackwater Lake when he married a Bear 

Lake woman in 1950) have spent their entire lives as 'Bear Lake People.' 

During interviews, both in the native language and in English, "con-

trastive analysis" was used consistently as a heuristic procedure. 

Specific examples of linguistic environments employed and of specific 

questions asked are.provided throughout this chapter. 

The Meaning of Segot'jne^ 

The term segot' ̂.ne was translated by my consultants as 'my 

relatives,' 'my kinsmen,' 'my people,' 'my neighbors,' and 'Native 

People.' Literally, this term means 'people existing in relationship 

1. The term sekada'a ('my relatives,' 'ny people') is 
apparently synonymous with segot'ine, at least with regard to many 
of the later's uses. Sekada'a is, however, used less frequently than 
segot'ine. 
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to me,1 or 'people possessing life in relationship to me,' and is 

derived from the first person possessive prefix se-('ny' or 'me'), 

the relational prefix -go-('in relationship to"), the verb stem -t' j-

('to be' or 'to exist'), and the suffix -ne('person' or 'people') 

(cf., Li 1946, p. 422). Similarly, when the form -got'ine is used with 

place names such as Sahtue the literal translation is 'people existing 

in relationship to Bear Lake.' 

In order to understand the meaning of segot'pe it is necessary 

to investigate the different ways in which this term is used and the 

relationships between these different uses. Based upon the information 

obtained from my consultants, segot'ine can be used to refer to or 

designate categories in at least two different cultural or semantic 

domains. One of these domains can be glossed 'people,' and segot'ine 

can be used to refer to at least three different taxa in the taxonomic 

structure which organizes this domain (cf., below regarding "poly

semy"). This taxonomic structure is represented in Figure 5. The 

term segot'ine can be used by the Bear Lake People to refer to taxa 

(2), (4), (5), and (6) in the taxonomic structure in Figure 5. When 

segot'ine is used to refer to taxon (2), direct contrast is with 

taxon (3). When segot'ine is used to refer to taxon (4), inclusion 

contrast is with taxon (2). When segot'ine is used to refer to taxon 

(5), inclusion contrast is with taxon (4) and direct contrast is with 

other "regional groups of Bear Lake People. Segot'ine, then, is used 

to refer to taxa on at least four different levels in this domain. 
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(1) dene 'people' 'human beings' 

(2) denewa 'real people' (3) denewa'xle 
'Native people' 'not real people' 

'non-Natives' 

(4) Sahtu-got'ine 'Bear Lake People' 

(5) Turili-got' ine 'Johnny Hoe River People" (6) other 
"regional" 
band names 

Figure 5. Partial Taxonomic Structure of the Domain 'People' 
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2 
The other domain within which segot'ine is used to designate 

various categories can be glossed 'relatives' or 'kinsmen.' The 

taxonomic organization of this domain is represented in Figure 6. 

The taxonomy provided in Figure 6 requires discussion. By way 

of preliminary explanation, three things should be noted. First, the 

general category 'relatives' or 'kinsmen' labeled by the term segot'ine 

includes both xare-segot'ine ('real relatives') and 'oc'e-segot'ine 

('other relatives'). The distinction between these two categories of 

'relatives' corresponds roughly, as discussed below, to the distinction 

which anthropologists make between "consanguineal" and "affinal" 

3 
relatives. 

A second feature of this taxonomy is that category xare-

segot' ̂ne ('real relatives') is, in a sense developed later, logically 

prior to categories (1) segot' j.ne ('relatives') and (3) 'oc'e-

segot';Lne ('other relatives'). 

2. The term "designate" is used here rather than the term 
"refer to" to indicate that segot' j.ne is associated with this domain 
in a manner different from the way it is associated with the previous 
domain. This difference, if the interpretation here is correct, 
involves the difference between "reference" and "meaning" (Katz 1972). 
Terms are, in general, used to refer to objects or categories based 
upon their "meanings" or "senses." However, terms which literally 
mean one thing (that is, literally designate one category) can also 
be used to refer to a different category based upon some "connotative" 
relationship between the designatum of the two categories (cf., 
below). It is important to note that the term "refer" is used here 
differently from the way in which it is used by anthropologists in 
the phrase "reference and address." Where "reference" is used in 
this latter sense below is clear from context. 

3. Actually, the distinction corresponds more closely to 
one between "relatives by birth" and "relatives by marriage," the 
latter category being composed of both "affines" and "step-kin" 
(cf., Scheffler 1976). 
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segot':j.ne 'my relatives," 'my kinsmen' 

(1) 

xare-segot'ine (2) 'my real 
relatives' 

'oc'Q-segot'ine (3) 'my other 
K.relatives' 

Terminal Kin 
Taxa 

Terminal Kin 
Taxa 

Terminal Kin 
Taxa 

Terminal Kin 
Taxa 

Figure 6. Taxonomic Structure of the Domain 'Relatives' or 'Kinsmen' 

•unlabeled taxa 
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A third factor to note is that evidence for the existence of 

the unlabeled categories (4), (5), (6), and (7), under which are sub

sumed specific kintypes or kin taxa, consists primarily in the dif

ferent kinds of qualifiers or modifiers which terms labeling those 

taxa may receive. This is also discussed below. 

Since the semantic domain labeled by segot'^ne is glossed 

'relatives' or 'kinsmen,' it is essntial to discuss the meaning of 

these cultural concepts among the Bear Lake People—it is essential to 

determine whether or not this is an accurate and appropriate transla

tion of the term segot'jne. To do this it is necessary to consider, 

specifically, the contrasting categories xare-segot'ine, 'my real 

relatives,' and 'qc'e-segot'ine, 'my other relatives.' As stated, 

these two categories of 'relatives' among the Bear Lake People 

correspond to the categories of "relatives by birth" and "relatives by 

marriage," respectively. As is the case with American kinship 

(Scheffler 1976, p. 69), in the Bear Lake domain 'relatives' the 

category 'real relatives' is logically prior to both the directly 

contrasting category 'other relatives' and to the inclusively con

trasting category 'relatives.' 

The most obvious evidence for the priority of the category 

xare-segot'ine is that Bear Lake People themselves consider this to be 

the basic category of the domain 'real relatives.' This is the cate

gory of 'real relatives' which is opposed to the category of relatives 

composed of individuals who are not 'real' or "true relatives.' When 

asked to discuss the meaning of 'relatives,' one of my consultants 

answered this way: "Well, my relatives are all of those people who are 



related to me through my parents . . . and my children. Also, people 

who are related to me through my wife. We call these people 'yc'^-

nahegot'ine [nahe—'our'). They are our relatives too, but not our 

'real' relatives. . Everyone in Fort Franklin is my segot' j.ne." A1 

though this individual overgeneralized somewhat concerning the defini

tion of the category 'yc'^-segot'ine (cf., below), it is clear which 

category he considers prior or more basic. Xare-segot'ine is the 

category of 'relatives' par excellence (cf., Scheffler 1976, p. 90). 

Additional evidence for the priority of the category xare-

segot' :i.ne comes from the semantic analysis of kinship terms provided 

below. Certain points become clear based upon this analysis. First, 

the meaning of xare-segot'ine involves "genealogical connection to ego" 

(cf., below for a discussion of the cultural meaning of and the manner 

of computing genealogical connection among the Bear Lake People) and 

that the meaning of ' (^c'ysegot-ine entails either "genealogical con

nection to ego's spouse" or "marriage relationship with ego's real 

relative" (cf., below for a cultural, consideration of marriage among 

the Bear Lake People). As Scheffler (1976) points out with regard to 

American kinship, the category 'other relatives' ("relatives by 

marriage" in Scheffler's account) seems to be based upon a "semantic 

extension" (cf., below) of the category 'real relatives' ("blood 

relatives" j.n American kinship). The basis for the semantic extension 

is the "neutralization" of the feature "genealogical connection to ego" 

and the substitution of the feature "genealogical connection to ego's 

spouse" or "marriage relationship with ego's real relative." The 

extension, then, involves' the recognition of genealogical or affinal 
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connection, not only to ego, but also to certain alters. Since, as is 

the case with American kinship, the feature neutralized is a 

genealogical feature, the extension is genealogically based (cf., 

Scheffler, 1976, p. 69). 

Further evidence that the category 'real relatives' is logically 

prior to other categories of 'relatives' consists in the fact that the 

category ' pc'^-segot' ̂.ne is the "marked" (cf., Greenberg 1966, 

Scheffler 1976) category in opposition to the "unmarked" category 

xare-segot'ine. A "marked" category in an opposition entails the 

addition of information; commonly some phonological or semantic 

feature, which is absent from the "unmarked," contrasting category. In 

speech acts "unmarked" categories are presupposed unless additional 

information is provided. For example, unless "marked" by linguistic 

means (cf., below for a discussion of the contexts within which the 

normally absent modifiers xare- and ' (^c'e- are employed) or by the 

non-linguistic context within which the term segot'|ne is used, it is 

presupposed by Bear Lake People that the category designated by this 

term is 'real relatives,' rather than 'other relatives.' Likewise, 

unless otherwise "marked," it is presupposed by Bear Lake People in 

speech acts that segot'^.ne designates 'original' rather than 'extended 

relatives' (cf., below). 

It is essential to reiterate here, however, with regard to 

xare-segot' ine and ' (^c'e-segot'ine that the contrast between these two 

categories is not based upon the addition of some semantic feature to 

'oc'^-segot' ijie which is lacking in the category xare-segot'ine. 
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Rather, the additional information which "marks" the category 'other 

relatives' is that segot'ine is being used in an extended sense. 

A final kind of evidence which supports the logical priority of 

the category xare-segot'jne in the domain of 'relatives' is that 

denotata of the category ' ̂>c' ̂ -segot' ine are defined in terms of 

denotata of the category 'real relatives.' Kintypes classified as 

'other relatives' are defined among the Bear Lake People using 

"relative-product" definitions (cf., below) employing as "primitive 

elements" kintypes classified as 'real relatives' (e.g., 'father') and 

the additional kintypes 'husband' and 'wife.' For example, the term 

se'e ('my spouse's father1') is defined by the Bear Lake People as 

either sec'ekue beta' ('my wife, her father') or sedeneli. beta ('my 

husband, his father'). 

The meaning of the domain labeled by the term segot'ine, then, 

must be determined through an analysis of the meaning of the category 

of 'real relatives.' The category '(^c'^-segot'jne is derived through a 

semantic extension of the basic category xare-segot'ine and both of 

these categories are then included in the immediately preceding super-

ordinate taxon segot'ine. In order to determine the meaning of 

segot'ine, the meaning of the category xare-segot'ine must be con

sidered in detail. Before considering the meaning of xare-segot'ine, 

however, it is useful to place this discussion within the context of 

the general interest of anthropologists in the meaning of kinship. 

Most recently, the anthropological interest in kinship has 

been exemplified in a debate between Scheffler (1972b, 1973, 1976; 

Scheffler and Lounsbury 1971) and Schneider (1968, 1972). The 
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differences between the positions of these two theorists are clearly 

expressed in the following passages. The first quotation is from 

Scheffler, the second from Schneider: 

Reactions of genealogical connection are widely (probably 
universally) posited and also accorded social significance 
as criteria for the allocation of rights and duties. Thus 
we may isolate/ analyze, and compare subsystems of social 
relations on these grounds; that is, in terms of the 
genealogically defined kinds of social identities of which 
they are composed and between which their more or less dis
tinctive right- and duty-statuses are distributed. . . . 
"kinship" relations of interest to the social or cultural 
anthropologist are those "genealogical" connections whose 
extistence is presumed by or "known" to any people, not 
those posited by or known to any scientific discipline. Thus 
the foundation of any kinship system consists in a folk-
cultural theory designed to account for the fact that women 
give birth to children; i.e., a theory of human reproduction 
(Scheffler 1973, pp. 748-749). 

'Kinship' is an analytic category which has been prevalent in 
anthropology since Morgan first invented it. In the way in 
which Morgan and his followers have used it, it does not 
correspond to any cultural category known to man. The closest 
thing to it is the Western European category of 'family,' but 
if I am correct in my analysis even that is not close. From 
the beginning of this paper I have put the word 'kinship' 
in quotes, in order to affirm that it is a theoretical notion 
in the mind of the anthropologist which has no discernable 
cultural referent in fact [emphasis in original] (Schneider 
1972, p. 50). 

According to Scheffler, kinship, in the sense of culturally posited 

genealogical relationships, is a widely distributed, if not universal, 

cultural construct. Accordingly, kinship systems may be isolated and 

analyzed in terms of variables such as the classification of various 

kinsmen and the distribution of normative rights and duties among 

those kinsmen. According to Schneider (1972, p. 50), however, kinship 

as a cultural category defined solely in terms of genealogical connec

tions "does not correspond to any cultural category known to man." 
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In Schneider's view, on the "cultural" level, kinship is not about 

biology at all. Rather, the bio-genetic elements of kinship: 

. . . could be understood as symbols which stood for social 
relationship of diffuse, enduring solidarity. That is, the 
biological elements which previous theories took as merely 
defining features, 'givens' in the state of affairs, could be 
understood better as symbols for kinds of social relation
ships, and probably these did not derive from, not stand for, 
the biological material they purported to order functionally 
(Schneider 1972, p. 59). 

Related to this point, Schneider suggests that anthropologists who 

employ the "genealogical grid" in their study of cultural systems tend 

to seriously distort native cultural categories, symbols, and meanings. 

In claiming that an accurate and appropriate translation for 

the term segot' i.ne is 'my relatives' or 'my kinsmen,' it is suggested 

that the Bear Lake People postulate specific kinds of genealogical 

connections among themselves and that various kinds of rights and 

duties are distributed among different kin identity relationships (cf., 

Goodenough 1965b). In the discussion which follows (within which evi

dence to support this proposition is provided) the following defini

tion of genealogical connection is used (Scheffler and Lounsbury 1971, 

pp. 37-38): 

[By genealogical connection are designated] those culturally 
posited forms of interpersonal connectedness that are held to 
be direct consequences of processes of engendering and bearing 
children and that have the property of indissolubility. To 
phrase this another way, genealogical connection is employed 
here as a general cover term, for a wide variety of culturally 
postulated forms of congenital relatedness between persons. 

So defined, genealogical connections may entail an 
enduring and indissoluble relationship of "sharing" of one or 
another component of a person's being with those two parties 
presumed to have been responsible for bringing that person 
into being. "Body," "bone," "blood," "flesh," "soul," and 
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even "appearance," are some of the more common culturally 
posited shared components of being [emphasis in original]. 

At issue, then, are the questions (1) whether or not the Bear Lake 

People culturally posit permanent genealogical connections between 

particular individuals and (2) whether or not the class of individuals 

among whom such connections are posited is labeled segot'jne, more 

specifically, xaEe-segot'ine. 

To begin with, among the Bear Lake People, the processes of 

engendering and bearing children is thought to be the result of sexual 

intercourse between a man and a woman both of whom contribute to the 

4 
physical constitution of a child. The "genitrix" of a child is 

designated sen^ ('my mother') of whom it may be said c'^dane ninit^ 

('she brought child* or 'she put child to birth') or c'eku c'^ c'odane 

begoii ('from woman child is born" or 'from woman child came into 

existence'). The "genitor" of a child is designated seta' ('my 

father') of whom it may be said denezu he' c'eku he gic'^ c'odane g^>3:i 

("man with woman from them child came into existence') . Genealogical 

ties are traced by individuals to and through both senc^ and seta' with 

no apparent emphasis on one or other of these individuals. That is, 

Bear Lake kinship is "bilateral" in nature (cf., Chapter 2). 

Terms for "siblings" among the Bear Lake People are s^de ('my 

older brother'), secile ('my younger brother'), sedare ('my older 

4. There is also a "spiritual" component involved in the 
birth of children which is not discussed here. The "soul" of 
individuals is not, apparently, associated with concepts of kinship; 
that is, genealogical connection. 
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5 
sister'), and sede' ('my younger sister') (cf., below). Of 'true' or 

'real' siblings, e.g., individuals who can denote each other reci

procally as xare-s<pde and xare-secile, it may be said xare-gita' xare-

gino ('[they have] the same true father, the same true mother'). Of 

"half-siblings" it may be said gita -fcaret'e (' [they have] a single 

father [but a different mother]') or gin<j> iaret'e (' [they have] a 

single mother [but a different father]'). "Half-siblings," e.g.,' 

"half-brothers," can not literally denote each other reciprocally as 

xare-sode and xare-secile. V 

Among the Bear Lake People, genealogical connection does, in 

fact, entail the sharing among 'real relatives' of aspects of "being." 

Among the most important of the aspects of "being" shared by 'real 

relatives' among the Bear Lake People is edele ('blood'). It is 

possible to say, for exanple, regarding 'real relatives' sedele-yare' 

segot'ine gil^. ('through my blood they are my relatives'). It is also 

possible to say nahedele-yare ^eot'ine hiAi ('through our blood we are 

relatives'). The category of 'relatives' of whom these things may be 

said is clearly distinguished from the category of 'relatives from the 

other side' of whom it can be said h^get'^-Yare' segot'^ne gil^. 

('through marriage they are my relatives') (however, cf., below). 

It is important to note that the aspects of "beincf' which are 

shared by 'real relatives' among the Bear Lake People are shared 

5. These terms are also used to designate both cross and 
parallel "cousins" of indeterminant degree of collaterality. Later in 
this chapter it is suggested that these latter senses are based on 
semantic extension from the primary or focal senses of the terms as 
siblings. 
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permanently. Genealogical connection among the Bear Lake People is 

indissoluble. According to my consultants, 'real relatives' are 

"true, natural—they have always been there and will always be there." 

This cannot be said of 'relatives from the other side.' However, in 

this regard it is important to note that, although 'relatives from the 

other side' are not "natural" and have not "always been there," once 

connections to these 'other relatives' have been established through 

marriage such connections are considered to be permanent. For example, 

once a woman marries a man and, hence, becomes a 'relative' to the 

'relatives' of her husband, even if her husband dies and she remarries 

into a different family, she remains a 'kinswoman' to her deceased 

husband's 'relatives.' This is especially (though not solely) the case 

when there are children from the first marriage. Under these circum

stances both the woman and her deceased husband's kin are 'real rela

tives' of those children and kin ties between the former two can be 

traced through the latter. 

Whereas the symbols or metaphors used by the Bear Lake People 

to discuss or explain 'real' kinship relationships deal with aspects of 

permanently shared substance or "being," the symbols or metaphors used 

to discuss or explain relationships between 'other relatives' are essen

tially "economic" in nature. Marriage, hyc'et'1 ('people married') 

(which creates ties to 'other relatives'), is discussed in terms of 

spouses 'living,' 'traveling,' 'working,' and most importantly, 

'growing children' together. About married couples it may be said 

ega denegili ('they side by side'). One of my consultants said that 

this means, "We think of married people as one." People discuss and 
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emphasize that a married couple "sets up their own house!" (it is common 

to state that a married couple is married by saying giko go'q ['their 

house exists' or 'their house is set']) and "raises their own children" 

c'ydane c'enese' ('they growing children'). The importance of children 

and of raising children to the Bear Lake People in general, and as a 

metaphor for explaining marriage, cannot be overlooked. In the past, 

only after a couple had their first child was it appropriate for them 

to set up their own household. Today it remains true that a marriage 

is only complete with children. Helm (1961) and Savishinsky (1974) 

discuss the importance of children to other Dene. 

Connections to 'relatives from the other side' are discussed 

primarily in terms of mutual aid, support, and hospitality rather than 

in terms of shared biophysical substance! Regarding "affines" it is 

constantly emphasized that people must "work real good for their in

laws." It is interesting to note that one of my consultants said re

garding the relationship between a man and his 'wife's father' (two 

'relatives from the other side'): "X works real good for his father-

in-law and his father-in-law thinks the world of him. So Y calls X 

seya ('my son') instead of seedo ('my daughter's husband')." The 

sharing of labor, food, and domicile seems as important a symbol of 

solidarity among the Bear Lake People as it is among other peoples. 

Among the Bear Lake People it is especially important as a metaphor 

vised to explain the nature of the relationship among 'relatives from 

the other side' and, as is discussed below, to explain the nature of 

the relationship between 'friends.' 
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The meaning of the category 'real relatives' among the Bear 

Lake People, then, entails culturally postulated genealogical rela

tionships among 'kinsmen.' To the extent that the directly contrasting 

category 'other relatives' and the inclusively contrasting category 

'relatives' are derived from the category 'real relatives'—that is, 

to the extent that the meaning of xare-segot'ine is the basic sense of 

this domain—'kinship' is an appropriate and accurate translation for 

the domain segot'ine 

It is now important to discuss the relationship between the two 

taxonomies represented in Figures 5 and 6. Of particular importance 

are the relationships between the different taxa of these structures 

which can be labeled by the term segot'ine. Having established that 

the primary meaning of this term entails reference to culturally 

posited genealogical connections between 'kinsmen,' it is important to 

determine the basis upon which segot'ine is extended to different 

categories of 'people.1 In this regard, it is essential to recall 

portions of the discussion of Bear Lake social organization presented 

in Chapter 2. An extremely important principle of Bear Lake social 

organization is characterizable as a bilateral, ego-centered kinship 

principle (Bear Lake People do not recognize ancestor-oriented descent 

principles ). Using an ego-centered kinship principle (and the concept 

of 'spouse' [cf., below]), Bear Lake individuals trace ties to the 

various individuals whom they may denote as segot'ine. In fact, if we 

extend the anthropological concept of kindred to include affinal as 

well as consanguineal relatives, one reasonable translation of the term 

segot'^ne would be "my kindred." The point to make here is that the 



"kindred" principle of the Bear Lake People is productive in the sense 

that it provides the means for Bear Lake individuals to trace kinship 

ties (both by 'shared substance' and 'by marriage') to an unlimited 

number of individuals. Hence, according to my consultants, the use of 

segot'ine to refer to different categories in the domain 'people' is 

based upon the fact that 'kinship' or "kindred" ties can be traced or 

extended to encompass all of those individuals who belong to these 

different categories of 'people.' That is, the Bear Lake People use 

the term segot'|.ne to refer to the different t&xa in the domain 'people' 

since empirically or "accidentally" the denotata of those categories 

are co-extensive with the denotata of 'relatives.' For example, in 

empirical terms, any Turili-got'ine ('Johnny Hoe River person') is able 

to trace kinship ties to all other 'Johnny Hoe River People.' It is 

therefore appropriate for Johnny Hoe River individuals to use the term 

segot'|.ne ('my relatives') to refer to the denotata of the category 

'Johnny Hoe River People.' Similarly, it is possible for any Bear Lake 

individual to trace kin ties to all other Bear Lake People. And again, 

since all denotata of the category "Bear Lake People' in the domain 

'people' are also denotata of the category 'my relatives' in the domain 

'relatives,' it is possible and appropriate for individuals to use the 

term segot'ine to refer to the former as well as the latter category. 

Finally, because of the productivity of Bear Lake kinship classifica

tion, it is theoretically possible for any Bear Lake individual to 

trace kinship ties to all of the'individuals whom they classify as 

Denewa'. The Bear Lake People recognize this fact and "out of 

politness" use segot'ine to refer to this category of 'people.' 
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In summary, the term segot'ine is used by the Bear Lake People 

to label taxa in two different semantic or cultural domains, 'people' 

and 'relatives.' The basic or focal meaning of segot'ine is defined 

in terms of the category 'real relatives' while other uses of this 

term are derived from this category. Uses of segot'ine to refer to 

categories in the domain 'people' are possible because such categories 

are empirically composed of individuals all of whom may also theo

retically be classified as 'kinsmen.' In other words, uses of the term 

segot' j.ne to refer to categories in the domain 'people' are based upon 

"connotative" associations between categories in this domain and cate

gories in the domain 'relatives,' rather than upon "designative" 

meaning (cf., below). Evidence was also provided to support the claim 

that 'relatives' or 'kinsmen,' implying culturally posited genealogical 

connections, is one accurate and appropriate definition of the domain 

labeled segot' ine. Additional evidence for these claims is provided in 

the following "structural semantic analysis" of kinship classification 

among the Bear Lake People. 

Kinship Classification of the 
Bear Lake People 

Having established that the basic meaning of the domain 

segot' ̂.ne is associated with "culturally posited forms of interpersonal 

connectedness that are held to be direct consequences of processes of 

engendering and bearing children . . . that have the property of in

dissolubility" (i.e., "kinship"), it is appropriate to attempt a 

"structural semantic analysis" (Lounsbury 1964a, 1964b, 1965; Scheffler 

and Lounsbury 1971) of Bear Lake kinship classification. The 
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importance of this task lies in the fact that individuals who possess 

kinship identities within this system of classification are alterna

tives from among whom are chosen co-members in task-groups among the 

Bear Lake People. 

Given that a particular set of terms is, in fact, a kinship 

terminology, the task of formal semantic analysis is to account for 

the manner in which such terms are used to designate categories of 

kin; that is, to account for the manner in which kin terms distribute 

over kintypes. To explain this task, Scheffler and Lounsbury employ a 

number of semantic concepts developed by Charles Morris such as 

"denotation," designation," "signification," and "connotation" which 

have to do with the relationship between a linguistic sign and the 

"object" or "concept" to which it applies (Scheffler and Lounsbury 

1971, pp. 4-5): 

When a linguistic sign is used to "point" to a particular 
object, we say that it denotes that object. At the same time 
it may be said to designate the class of such objects. An 
object that may be denoted by a sign is a denotatum of that 
sign; the class of all possible denotata of a sign constitues 
its designation. . . . The members of any naturally conceived 
class of things . . . have some distinctive quality or com
bination of qualities in common that furnishes the basis for 
their common designation. These distinctive qualities are the 
significant features of its objects and its relationship to 
these features is described as signification. The defining 
features, the necessary and sufficient conditions for member
s h i p  i n  a  c l a s s ,  a r e  t h e  s i g n i f i c a t u m  o f  i t s  s i g n  . . .  a  
statement of the significatum of a linguistic sign in terms 
of the features of which it is composed may be described as a 
componential definition of that sign. The semantic analysis 
of folk systems of classification has come to be known as 
componential analysis. 
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A sign, then, is said to denote a particular "object" and to designate 

the class of all such objects. The defining features of the class are 

its significatum. In addition, 

. . .  a  l i n g u i s t i c  s i g n  m a y  s u g g e s t  o r  t e n d  t o  i m p l y  a d d i 
tional attributes of the class, or of some part of the class 
of its objects, which are not proper defining features of 
the class. We say that an expression connotes such addi
tional but nondefining features which people associate with 
t h a t  e x p r e s s i o n ' s  d e s i g n a t u m ,  o r  w i t h  a  p a r t  o f  i t  . . .  .  
The relationship of a sign to nondistinctive features of its 
designatum is here described by connotation (Scheffler and 
Lounsbury 1971, p. 5). 

The connotations of a linguistic sign are nondefining or 

"accidental" attributes which are associated with the designatum of 

that sign. Such connotations, strictly speaking, do not contribute to 

the "literal" or "linguistic" meaning of terms and are external to the 

study of "linguistic semantics" (cf., Katz 1972). The distinction 

between designation and connotation has important implications for the 

structural semantic analysis of kin classification (cf., below). 

In addition to the above ideas, Scheffler and Lounsbury (1971) 

employ at least three other concepts from semantic theory which are 

important to define here: "monosemy," "polysemy," and "semantic 

extension." According to Scheffler and Lounsbury, a term is said to be 

"monosemic" when it has only one significatum, that is, when it desig

nates only one class of objects. A term is said to be "polysemic" when 

it has more than one significatum, that is, when it designates more 

than one class of objects and, importantly, when the different sig-

nificata of the term are semantically related in that they share some 

of their defining features. A term is polysemic when it possesses more 

than one sense and those senses are semantically related. Segot'ine 
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is one such term. "Semantic extension" is the conceptual operation 

whereby the more narrow sense of a term is related to the broader sense 

of the term. This is accomplished, according to Scheffler and 

Lounsbury, by suspending or neutralizing certain of the defining 

features of significatum of the basic sense of a term and allowing 

that term to designate a conceptually "wider" class of "objects." 

The purpose of a "structural analysis" of kinship classification 

is to account for the kin-category designating senses of kinship terms. 

In the case where evidence exists that some kin terms in a system of 

kin classification are polysemic, the different senses of those terms 

as well as the relationships between the different (yet related ) 

senses of those terms must be formally described: 

In the case of systems of kin classification, a formal 
(structural semantic) analysis aims to discover the structure 
of the system, i.e., the criteria or "rules" of kin 
classification that distinguish among and at the same time 
relate to one another the several categories belonging to 
any particular system . . . the goal of the analysis is to 
discover the genealogical discriminations underlying the 
distribution of terms over kintypes . . . (Scheffler and 
Lounsbury 1971, p. 50). 

Such a structural semantic analysis of a system of kin classi

fication must be distinguished, according to Scheffler and Lounsbury, 

from other, related studies in kinship and social organization such as 

the study of kin term usage (in both reference and address) and the 

study of the normative structure of kinship. Both of these later 

studies are logically separate from and are logically based upon a 

structural analysis of a system of kin classification. The usage of 

kin terms in both reference and address must be based upon an under

standing of the semantic structure of a system of kin classification as 
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well as various connotations or "accidental features" associated with 

various categories in that system. According to Scheffler and 

Lounsbury (1971, p. 58) the usage of kin terms entails not only the 

"category-designating" senses of terms, but also the "status-connoting" 

senses of terms: 

. . . our aim is to describe the structure of a system of kin 
classification, not to account immediately for all known 
applications or uses of the words that serve as kinship terms. 
It is quite clear that the category-designating senses and 
the status-connoting senses of kinship terms constitute two 
quite distinct, though nonetheless related, sets of senses 
which must be analyzed separately, the former before the 
latter. 

The study of the usage of kin terms is, then, distinct from the formal 

study of a system of classification of kintypes. The usage of kin 

terms entails not only signification, denotation, and designation, but 

also connotation. Among the most important possible connotations of 

kin terms are the "status-connoting" senses of terms which are based 

upon the distribution of normative rights and duties among the different 

categories of kin designated in a system of kin classification. The 

distribution of such rights and duties among kin in general and between 

specific categories of kin, however important to the general study of 

kinship and social organization, is logically distinct from the formal 

organization of a system of classification of kintypes. During the 

structural analysis of Bear Lake kin classification which follows a 

certain amount of information regarding the use of kin terms is pro

vided. However, this is not of major concern. Following the struc

tural analysis of kin classification the normative structure of kinship 

among the Bear Lake People is discussed in some detail. Kinship norms 
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are discussed quite thoroughly since they play an important role in 

decisions regarding the formation of task-groups among the Bear Lake 

People. 

The immediate goals of the structural analysis of Bear Lake 

classification of kintypes attempted here are to discover and describe 

the manner in which terms for types of 'relatives' distribute over 

kintypes and to formally represent this by specifying 

(1) a set of primitive elements, and (2) a set of rules for 
operating on these, such that by application of the latter to 
the former, the elements of a model are generated; which 
model in turn comes satisfactorily close to being a facsimile 
or exact replica of the empirical data whose interrelatedness 
and systematic nature we are trying to understand (Scheffler 
and Lounsbury 1971, p. 49). 

Such a formal representation of the rules of kin classification can be 

evaluated according to the extent to which it is "sufficient"-and 

"parsimonious"; that is, to the extent to which it accounts for all of 

the known data and does so with the minimum number of operations 

(Scheffler and Lounsbury 1971, p. 52). 

Regarding the Bear Lake system of classification of kintypes, 

the "primitive elements" are, as is the case with other systems of 

kintype classification, the concepts of 'parent,' 'child,' and 'spouse.' 

The concepts of 'parent' and 'child' were discussed above and their 

genealogical basis was established. The concept of 'marriage' was also 

discussed, however, the concept of 'spouse' requires further comment. 

The terms for 'husband' and 'wife' among the Bear Lake People are 

sedenel^ (literally, 'my man') and sec'ekug (literally, 'my woman'), 

respectively. For the purposes of this paper, the most interesting 

feature about the concept of 'spouse' among the Bear Lake People is 
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that, as is the case in American kinship (cf., Scheffler 1976), 

'spouses' seem to be ambiguous with regard to the distinction between 

'relatives by blood' and 'relatives by marriage' or 'real' and 'other 

relatives.' That is, my consultants had some difficulty deciding 

whether to classify 'husbands' and 'wives' as xare-segot'jne or as 

'<^c'e-segot'ine. For the most part, however, they decided that 

'spouses' should be considered 'real relatives' because, according to 

one of my consultants, "they are both true ['real'] relatives of their 

children." Relationships to 'relatives from the other side' are 

established through 'spouses.' 

The first step in a structural semantic analysis of a system of 

kintype classification (excluding a determination that terms under 

consideration are, in fact, kin terms and an establishment of the 

primitive elements of the system) is to report the kin category data 

which were collected, in this case from Bear Lake consultants. 

Figures 7 and 8 provide genealogical charts for male and female egos, 

respectively. Figures 9 and 10 provide terms for "relatives by 

marriage" for male and female egos, respectively. Table 5 summarizes 

the denotata of Bear Lake kin terms. The notation used in Figures 9 

and 10 and Table 5 (and throughout the remainder of this chapter) is 

as follows: P = Parent, F = Father, M = Mother, C = Child, S = Son, 

D = Daughter, Sb = Sibling, B = Brother, Z =• Sister, Sp = Spouse, 

H = Husband, W = Wife, cf = Man speaking, ? = Woman speaking, o = 

Older, y = Younger. This notation is used for two reasons. First, it 

is the most convenient notation with which to e:xpress the "structural 

semantic equivalency rules" which will be formalized for the Bear Lake 
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Table 5. Bear Lake Kin Term Denotata 

Term Denotata 

1. ehcea'*1 

2. ehci (ehcu) 

3. seta' (aba)C 

4. sen^ (ama)° 

b,h 

d,h 
5. seta 

\ 

6. ^enoo 
% V 

FF, MF, FFB, FMB, FFF, FMF, FMH, MMH, . . . 

FM, MM, FFZ, FMZ, FFM, FMM, FFW, MFW, . . . 

F 

M 

FB, MB, MFBS, MFZS, MMBS, MMZS, FFBS, FFZS, 
FMBS, FMZS, FZH, MZH, MH, . . . 

FZ, MZ, MFBD, MFZD, MMBD, MMZD, FFBD, FFZD, 
FMBD, FMZD, FBW, MBW, FW, . . . 

7. sode oB, FBoS, FZoS, MBoS, MZOS, FWoS, MHoS, 
deceased-oBWH, . . . 

8. secile 

9. sedare0 

10. sed£ 

11. seya (seza)"^'*1 

12. setue^'*1 

13. ehcea'^ 

yB, FByS, FZyS, MByS, MZyS, FWyS, MHyS, 
deceased-yBWH, . . . 

oZ, FBoD, FZoD, MBoD, MZoD, FWoD, MHoD, 
deceased-oZHW, . . . 

yZ, FByD, FZyD, MByD, MZyD, MWyD, MHyD, 
deceased-yZHW, . . . 

S, BS, ZS, WS, HS, . . . 

D, BD, ZD, WD, HD, .' . . 

cfSS, cfSD, cfDS, cfDD, c/BDS, cfZDS, </BDD, cfZDD, 
d'BSS, c/ZSS, d"BDS, cTZDS, cfWSS, JWDS, rfWSD, cfl'JDD, 

i . b#h 
14. secaa 

15. sedenell 

16. sec'ekue 

17. se'e^ 

?SS, ?SD, $DS, ?DD, ?BDS, ?Zsd, ?BSS, ?ZSS, 
$HSS, $HDS, $HSD, ?HDD, ?SW, ?BSW, ?ZSW, . . 

H 

W 

SF, HF, WFB, HFB, WMB, HMB, . . . 

18. sebee (*ehci)b,d WM, HM, WMZ, HMZ, HFZ, WFZ, . 



19. 
g 

sela WB, WZ, HB, c?BW, ZH, WFZS, WMZS, HFZS, WFBS, 
HFBS, WMBS, HMBS, . . . 

20. 
g 

seye HZ, ?BS, HFZD, HMZD, ?FZSW, $MZSW. HFBD, HMBD, 
$FBSW, ?MBSW 

21. see do 
V 

DH, BDS, ZDH, . . . 

22. sekwi oSW, oBSW, oZSW, . . . 

23. seba"^ BS, ZS, BD, ZD, ... 

a. I have separated ehce 'grandfather' from ehce 'grandchild' 
(man speaking) and have represented these essentially as homonyms to 
facilitate analysis even though the two senses of ehce are obviously 
semantically related. It should be noted that ehce 'grandfather' can 
receive the qualifier -co 'big' while ehce 'grandchild' (man speaking) 
can receive the qualifier -ya 'little.' 

b. ehc| and ehc\i are alternate forms of 'grandmother' asso
ciated with the "dialect" differences discussed in Chapter 2. Both of 
these terms are also used to designate (WM, HM) which are usually 
designated with the term sebee, at least nowadays. 

c. The kintypes (F) and (M) are addressed using the forms aba 
and ama, respectively, while seta' and senc^ are used in reference. 

d. Although the terms set^ (FB, MB, . . .) and sen^o (MZ, FZ, 
. . .) are used by the majority of Bear Lake People to designate these 
kintypes, a number of people use the terms se'e and sebee rather than 
seta and senffij), respectively, to designate these kintypes. This is 
known by the Bear Lake People to correspond to "Dogrib" usage and those 
people who do this are descendants of "Bear Lake Dogribs." I was not 
able in my studies to detect, nor did my consultants know of, any 
"sociological" differences which corresponded to this terminological 
difference. In addition, one of my consultants suggested that seta = 
FB and se' e = MB, SpF; also, that sen^o = MZ and sebee = FZ, SpM. He 
suggested that feet^ goes with seng^ and se'e goes with sebee. This 
variant seems to correspond with "Hare Indian" usage (cf., Sue 1964> 
Savishinsky 1970a, 1970b, 1974). 

e. According to my consultants, "out of politeness" a woman or 
a man can refer to the children of their older brothers and sisters as 
siblings. This is the case especially when the older siblings are much 
older than ego and are, therefore, "like parents" to ego (cf., below 
for a consideration of the normative content of such relationships). 
In other words, "out of politeness": oBS, oZS senile and oBD, oZD = 
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sede*. Following the ideas of Scheffler and Lounsbury (1971) , these are 
considered to be metaphorical uses of the terms for siblings. 

f. (y) and (z) are members of the "phoneme" /y/. Seya and 
seSa are freely varying alternates. The terms seya and setue are used, 
not only to designate ego's own 'children,' but also ego's 'sibling's 
children.' In the latter use, the term seba may be used in both 
address and reference for either seya or setue. As discussed later in 
this chapter, seba is synonymous with both ' <^c'^-seya and 'oc'e-setue. 
Each of these terms, it should be noted, can also be used to designate 
children's spouses of the appropriate sex; that is, DH, SW.. 

g. Some women use the term sela rather than seye to designate 
HZ, BW, ... 

h. According to my consultants, "out of politeness" it is 
possible to use these terms in a very general way. Ehce and ehci 
can be used to designate anyone "about the same age" as one's "real, 
grandfather and grandmother"; that is, "any old person." Set^ and 
senoo can be used to designate anyone "about the same age as your 
parents." Seya and setue can be used to designate anyone "about the 
same age as your own children." Ehce and se5aa can be used to 
designate anyone "about the same age as your own grandchildren." These 
uses, according to the analysis here, are metaphorical uses of such 
terms based upon the status connotations of "age" or "generation" among 
the Bear Lake People. As one of my consultants phrased it: "We call all 
old-timers ehce and ehc^. because they're just like our own grandfather 
and grandmother. We have to be good to them .... people of your 
parents' generation are just like your own parents so we can call them 
seta or seny^ ... It is interesting to note two things here. 
First, even though people of one's parents' generation are "like" 
one's own parents, the terms which are extended are terms for parents' 
siblings. Second, terms are not extended in this metaphorical manner 
on ego's own generation. Apparently, it is essential or important for 
ego to maintain kintype,distinctions on his or her own generation. 
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system of kintype classification later in this chapter. Second, as 

will be clear when the way in which the Bear Lake People themselves 

formulate the rules of their system of kintype classification/is dis

cussed, the use of this notation to represent kintypes seems to 

accurately reflect the manner in which they conceptualize those cate

gories. For example, one of the kintypes which the term secile may 

designate can also be expressed by the Bear Lake People as seta' becile 

beza ('my father, his younger brother, his son'). In the notation used 

here, this kintype is represented as FBS or Father's Brother's Son 

(cf., below). It should be noted that the forms of kin terms which are 

presented in the Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 and Table 5 are first person 

possessive forms constructed with the first person possessive prefix 

se- and the appropriate noun stem. 

All of the terms reported in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 and in 

Table 5 are employed by the Bear Lake People to denote particular 

kinsmen and to designate particular categories of kinsmen (with limita-: 

tions on and extensions of uses mentioned in footnotes). However, the 

way in which Bear Lake People address one another and refer to one 

another is even more complicated than these data indicate. Kin terms 

are only one of the kinds of "names" which can be used by people to 

denote other individuals and a given ego may use different kin terms 

to denote the same alter on different occasions. Although the problem 

of selection of appropriate alternate terms with which to address or 

refer to other individuals is, strictly speaking, beyond the scope of 

this chapter, much of the information required to account for different 

uses of terms is provided in Table 5. 
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Given the data of Bear Lake kin classification, it is essential 

to look for additional evidence of polysemy within this system. In 

this regard, the most revealing data concern the use by Bear Lake 

People of the modifiers or qualifiers xare- ('real,' 'true,' or 

'natural'), -wa' ('original,' 'true,' or 'real'), and 'oc'e- ('from the 

other side' or 'other'). These qualifiers, it must be emphasized, are 

rarely used to modify the term segot' ̂.ne. Rather, they are used under 

certain conditions to modify terms that designate specific kin taxa. 

However, the use of these qualifiers to modify specific kin terms is 

also very infrequent. They are rarely used to modify specific kin 

terms in direct address and are only slightly more frequently used to 

modify specific kin terms in reference. For the most part, the 

qualifiers xare-, -wa', and ' <^c'e- are used only when asking or 

answering questions such as the following: (1) As! xare-neta Qt'e? 

('Is he your real father?') which could be answered Hga'se xare-seta' 

(^t'e ('Yes, he is my real father'), (2) Ami node pt'e? ('Which of your 

older brothers?') which could be answered 'pc'e-sode John <^t'e ('My 

older brother from the.other side, John'), or (3) Ami nehce aer^di? 

('Which grandfather do you mean?') which could be answered Ehcewa' 

i^t'e or ehce-gorewa' ot'e ('My original, true grandfather'). Dis

tinctions made through the use of the qualifiers xa£e-, 'oc', and 

-wa' establish the fact of polysemy and the necessity of disjunctive 

rather than conjuntive definitions for kin terms among the Bear Lake 

People. Based upon an analysis of the proper use of these qualifiers, 

it is possible to isolate four categories of 'relatives' in the Bear 

Lake system of kin classification to which different, specific kin taxa 
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belong. The paradigmatic relationship existing among these four cate

gories is depicted in Figure 11. Depending upon the appropriate 

qualification of specific kintypes with xa¥e- or -wa', such kintypes 

g 
belong to one of these categories. These four categories are depicted 

as directly contrasting unlabeled taxa in Figure 6. The specific 

kintypes which belong to these different categories are listed in 

Table 6. Referring to Figure 11 and Table 6, category 4 includes all 

of those kintypes which, when labeled by the appropriate terms, can 

receive the qualifiers xare- and -wa'. Category 5 includes kintypes 

which, when referred to by the appropriate term, can receive the 

qualifier xare-, but not the qualifier -wa'. Category 6 includes 

kintypes which, when referred to by the associated kin term, can. 

receive the modifier -wa', but not the modifier xare-. Category 7 

includes kintypes which cannot be referred to using kin terms which are 

modified by either xafre- or -wa'. 

The use of the qualifier '<^c'^- requires explanation here. 

This term, translated as 'from the other side' or 'other,' actually 

contrasts with both xare- and -wa' and, since the latter two terms are 

not synonymous, '<^c'must be given two meanings in the Bear Lake 

system of kin classification. Based upon the data collected at Bear 

Lake, the meaning of xare- when used to modify kinship terms, is best 

translated as 'real' or 'true' in a genealogical sense. 'Real' or 

'true kinsmen,' by definition, share biophysical substance. Accordingly, 

6. To maintain consistency, the different categories in Figure 
11 and Table 6 are given the same numbers used to designate the corre
sponding unlabeled taxa in Figure 6. Figure 11 depicts the paradig
matic relationship among taxa in direct contrast (cf., Chapter 1). 
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xare- = 'real,' 'true' 
-wa' = 'original,' 'real' 

+ = kin terms will accept modifier when designating 
kintypes in this category 

- = kin terms will not accept modifier when designative 
kintypes in this category 

Figure 11. Paradigmatic Relationship of Four Categories of 'Relatives' 
Among the Bear Lake People 



Table 6, Denotata of Bear Lake Kin Terms Arranged According to the Category of Relative to Which 
Those Kin Types Belong (Figures 6, 11). 

Categories and Denotata 

Term (4) (5) (6) (7) 

ehce FF, HF FFB, FMB, FFF, FMF, ... FMH, MMH, .. ., WFF, WMF 

ehc^ FM, MM FFZ, FMZ, FFM, FMM, ... FFW, MFW, .. ., WFM, WMM 

BetS* F - -

sen<^ H - -

set/ FB, KB MFB5, MFZS, MMBS, MMZS FZH, MZH, MH, V FFBS, FFZS, FMBS, FMZS, ... 

sen£& FZ, MZ MFBD, MFZD, MMBD, MMZD FBW, MBW, FW, ... 
IN FFBD, FFZD, FMBD, FMZD, ... 

e^jde ob FBoS, FZOS, MBoS, MZoS, . FWoS MHoS, Deceaaed-oBWH 

seSile yB FBySi FZyS, MByS, MZyS, ... FWyS MHyS, Deceaaed-yBWH 

sedaJre - oZ FBoD, FZoD, MBoD, MZoD, ... FWoD MHoD, Decaased-oZHW 

sed£* yZ FByD, FZyD, MByD, MZyD, ... FWyD MHyD, Decaased-yZHW 

Beya S BS, ZA, ... WS, HS, ... 

86tu£ 0 BD, ZD, ... WD, HD, ... 

ehc£ uSS , rfSD, rfDS, rfDD rfBDS, rfZSD, 
rfBSS, rfZSS, 

rfBDD, 
cTBDS, 

cfZDD 
cTZDS, . 

<WSS cfWDS, rfWSD, cfWDD, ... 

secai 9SS , *SD, ?DS, 9DD 9BDS, ?ZSD 
?BSS, 2ZSS, •  • «  

SHSS 9hds, 9hsd, 9hdd, ... 

se'e wf, hf WFB, HFB, WMB, RMB, ... 

eebie WM, HM WMZ, HMZr HFZ, WFZ, ... 

aela WB, WZ, HB, rfBW, ZH WFZS 
WFBS 

, HFZS, 
, HFBS, 

WMZS, HFZS 
WMBS, HMBS, ... 

seye HZ, ?BW HFZD , HMZD, oFZSW, oMZSW seye 
HFBD , HMBD, OFBSH, oMBZS, ... 

seed<^ DH BDH, ZDH, . \ 

seJcwI rfSW rfBSW , cTZSW, •. • 

sec& 9sw ?BSW I^zsw, . . .  
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when modifying segot'ine or specific kin terms designating kintypes in 

direct contrast with kintypes appropriately qualified with xare-, the 

term '<^c'e- means 'kinsmen who do not share biophysical substance,' 

that is, 'relatives by marriage.' 

The term -wa', when used to modify kin terms, is best trans

lated as 'original,' 'real,' or 'first,' in a sense which seems closely 

related to the concepts of "focal," or "primary," which are employed 

by Scheffler and Launsbury (1971) in their theory of structural 

semantic analysis. When qualifying the term segot'ine or specific kin 

terms designating kintypes in direct contrast to kintypes appropriately 

qualified with -wa' , the term '<^c'e- means 'other than original,' 

'other than focal,' or 'extended.' Kintypes appropriately designated 

by terms with the qualifier -wa' are denotata of those terms in their 

primary senses. Such kintypes are denotata par excellence (Scheffler 

1976, pp. 66-67) of categories constructed by extension of the basic 

senses of those terms. 

Reciprocal sets of kin terms in their focal senses are as 

follows (cf., Table 5): 

ehcS + ehcj _ (FF, MF) + (FM, MM) 
ehc£ + secaa WCS, d"DC) + ($CS, $CD) 

2 setcL' + senp _ F + M 
seya + setue S + D 

3 syde + sedare _ oB + oZ 
secile + sede' yB + yz 

a sedenelS = 
sec'eku£ W 

se'e 4- sebee (WF, HF) 4- WM, HM) 
seedo + (sekwi + secaa) DH + (d"SW + ?SW) 
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. sela = WB + WZ + HB 
sela ZH + JBW 

seye _ HZ 
seye $BW 

It is important to note here that, from one perspective, the reciprocal 

kintypes (BS, ZS, BD, ZD) of the focal denotata of the terms seta 

(FB, MB) and sen^ (FZ, MZ) are not themselves focal denotata of any 

terminological class. Rather, the kintypes (BS, ZS, BD, ZD) are non-

focal members of the kin class whose focal members are 'real' children 

(cf., below). However, from another perspective, since the kin term 

seba (cf ., Table 5) is included as a basic term in the Bear Lake 

system of kin classification, the additional reciprocal set results: 

g seta + senoo _ (FB, MB) + (FZ, MZ) 
seba BS, ZS, BD, ZD 

The next step in a structural semantic analysis of Bear Lake 

kin classification is to provide componential analyses of kin terms in 

both their focal and extended senses. Tables 7 and 8 provide such 

componential definitions. These definitions constitute what Scheffler 

and Lounsbury (1971, p. 105) term the "defining rules" of a system of 

kintype classification and describe the referents of kin terms with 

regard to their defining semantic features or significatum. For the 

Bear Lake system of kintype classification the relevant semantic dimen

sions are (1) "kind of kinship relationship" with the semantic values 

or features c ("consanguineal" or 'real' kinship) and a ("affinal" or 

'kinship by marriage'); (2) "generational removal from ego" with values 

+2, +1, 0, -1, and -2; (3) "sex of alter" with the features m ("male") 
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Table 7. Componential Definitions of Bear Lake Kinship Terms in Their 
Focal Senses 

Semantic Dimensions and Defining Features 

Relative Sex of 
Term Relationship Generation Sex Lineality3 Age Speaker 

» yb 
ehce c +2 M 1 
ehc^ Cehcul c +2 F 1 
seta* Cabal c +1 M 1 
sen<2 (ama) c +1 F 1 
seta. c +1 M cl 
senob c +1 M cl 
S9de c 0 M cl + 
secile c 0 M cl ** 

sedare c 0 F cl + 
sede' c 0 F cl 
seya (sezal c T*1 .M 1 
setue c •^1 F 1 
ehce'3 c -2 1 M 
seSaa c t-2 1 F 
selac a 0 F cl M 
seyec a 0 F cl F 
selac a 0 M cl 
se'e a +1 M 1 
sebee a +1 F 1 
seedcj a -I M 1 
sekwi a *-1 F 1 M 

W ofY 
secaa a -1 F 1 F 

a. "Lineality is reckoned from ego for "consanguineal" kintypes; 
from ego's spouse for "affinal" kintypes. 

b, Cf., Table 5, footnote a. 

c, Cf,, Table 5, footnote g, 
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Table 8. Componential Definitions of Bear Lake Kinship Terms in Their 
Extended Senses 

Semantic Dimensions and Defining Features 

Relative Sex of 
Term Relationship Generation Sex Lineality3, Age Speaker 

ehce +>2 M 
ehc:j. (ehci^l +>2 F 
setcf' Cabal*3 c +1 M 1 
sen<j Carnal*5 c +1 F 1 
setS +1 M 
sen66 +1 F 
s<jde 0 M + 
seSile 0 M -

sedare 0 F + 
sede' 0 F -

seya CseSa) -1 M 
setue -1 F 
ehc£ t>2 M 
secaa • ->2 F 
sela a 0 F M 
seye a 0 F F 
sela a 0 M 
se'e a +1 M 
sebee a +1 F 
seedo a -1 M 
sekwi a t-l F M 
secaa a F F 

, a, "Lineality" is reckoned from ego for "consanguineal" 
kintypes; from ego's spouse for "affinal" kintypes, 

b, It is obvious that seta' and senp, as defined here, do not 
possess extended senses. These terms are unique in this respect. 
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and f ("female"); (4) "lineality" with the semantic features 1 

("lineal") and cl ("co-lineal"); (5) "relative age of alter to ego" 

with the values + ("older") and - ("younger"); and (6) "sex of speaker" 

with the values cf ("male") and ? ("female") (cf., below concerning 

the pyschological reality of these dimensions and features). 

By paradigmatically combining the above semantic features, 

componential definitions for the various kin terms discussed above are 

provided. For example, the defining features or significata for the 

category labeled by the term secile (when used in its basic sense) are 

as follows: "kinship relationship"—consanguineal; "generation"—zero; 

"sex"—male; "lineality"—co-lineal; "relative age"—younger; and "sex 

of speaker"—not significant. Componential definitions for the re

mainder of Bear Lake kin terms are provided in the accompanying tables. 

It should be noted here that componential definitions for the 

terms sedeneli ('my husband') and sec'ekue ('my wife') are not included 

in Table 7 and Table 8. The reason for this is that 'spouse' is a 

primitive element of Bear Lake kin classification. It is 'through' 

spouses that 'relatives by marriage' are related—sedenelj and sec'ekue 

function with regard to 'relatives by marriage' in the same manner as 

ego (sine 'me,' 'myself') functions with regard to 'real relatives' 

(cf., Scheffler 1976, p. 73 regarding spouses in American kinship). 

Associated with this is the fact that Bear Lake People have some 

difficulty deciding whether sedeneli and sec'ekue are 'real relatives' 

or 'relatives from the other side' (cf., above). In a sense, sedeneli 

and sec'ekue are not 'relatives' at all. Perhaps this is what one con

sultant meant when he said that married people are thought of "as one." 
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Hie next step in this structural semantic analysis is to determine 

the conceptual operations whereby the broad or extended senses of Bear 

Lake kin terms are derived from the focal or primary senses of such 

terms. These conceptual operations entail the neutralization or sus

pension (in the case of "extension" rather than "reduction") of one or 

more of the defining features or significata of a term in its primary 

sense. These conceptual operations may be stated either in prose or by-

constructing formal equivalency rules using normal kinship notation. 

With regard to the Bear Lake system of kintype classification, 

the conceptual operations whereby the broad or extended senses of kin 

terms are derived from the narrow or primary senses of terms entail the 

suspension or neutralization of values or defining features on three of 

the semantic dimensions shown above: "lineality," "generation," and 

"kind of kinship relationship." In addition, terms are extended by the 

broadening of the definition of one of the important elements of the 

kin classification system, 'sibling.' The conceptual operations in

volved in the semantic extension of Bear Lake "consanguineal" kin terms 

are stated in prose in the paragraphs which follow. 

The "collateral" extension of Bear Lake kin terms is accom

plished through the conceptual neutralization of values on the semantic 

dimension, "lineality," in these ways: 

1, Kin terms whose primary denotata are lineal kinsmen of the 

second ascending generation are extended to nonlineal (that is, 

"co-lineal" and "ablineal") kinsmen of the second ascending 

generation. 
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2. Kin terms whose primary denotata are co-lineal kinsmen of the 

first ascending generation are extended to ablineal kinsmen of 

the first ascending generation. 

3. Kin terms whose primary denotata are co-lineal kinsmen of ego's 

generation are extended to ablineal kinsmen of ego's generation. 

4. Kin terms whose primary denotata are lineal kinsmen of the 

first descending generation are extended to nonlineal (that is, 

co-lineal and ablineal) kinsmen of the first descending 

generation. 

5. Kin terms whose primary denotata are lineal kinsmen of the 

second descending generation are extended to nonlineal kinsmen 

of the second descending generation. 

The "lineal" or "generational" extension of Bear Lake kin terms 

is accomplished through the conceptual neutralization of values on the 

semantic dimension "generational removal from ego" in these ways: 

1. Kin terms whose primary denotata are lineal kinsmen of the 

. second ascending generation are extended to kinsmen of greater 

than two ascending generations. 

2. Kin terms whose primary denotata are lineal kinsmen of the 

second descending generation are extended to kinsmen of greater 

than two descending generations. 
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The extension of Bear Lake kin terms from 'real' kin to "step-

7 
kin" is accomplished through the suspension of values of the feature 

"kind of relationship" in the following ways: 

1. Kin terms whose primary denotata are lineal kinsmen of the 

second ascending generation are extended to spouses (who are 

not kinsmen) of lineal and nonlineal kinsmen of the second 

ascending generation. 

2. Kin terms whose primary denotata are co-lineal kinsmen of the 

first ascending generation are extended to the spouses (who are 

not kinsmen) of lineal and nonlineal kinsmen of the first 

ascending generation. 

3. Kin terms whose primary denotata are lineal kinsmen of the 

first descending generation are extended to one's spouse's 

lineal kinsmen (who are not also one's kinsmen) of the first 

descending generation. 

4. Kin terms whose primary denotata are co-lineal kinsmen of ego's 

own generation are extended to one's first ascending genera

tion, lineal and nonlineal kinsmen's spouse's lineal and non

lineal kinsmen of the first descending generation (relative to 

that spouse). 

A further extension of Bear Lake kin terms is accomplished 

through a broadening of the definition of 'siblings' from xare-gita' 

xare-gino ('[they have] the same true father, the same true mother') 

7. By "step-kin" here is meant those 'relatives by marriage' 
who are the 'spouses' of 'real relatives' of ascending generations and 
'children' of spouses who are not also one's children (Scheffler 1976). 
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(cf., above) to include individuals about whom it can only be said 

git£' iaret'e ('they have a single father [but a different mother]') or 

gino iaret'e ('they have a single mother [but a different father]'). 

"Half-sibling" extension of Bear Lake kin terms is accomplished in the 

following way: kin terms whose primary denotata are one's parents' 

children are extended to one's parent's and step-parents' children. 

Q 
The extension of "affinal" terms from the primary denotata of 

such terms is accomplished, in part, through conceptual operations 

also used to extend the "consanguineal" terms discussed above. The 

additional operations involved in "affinal" extensions are as follows: 

1. Affinal terms whose primary denotata are one's spouse's lineal 

kinsmen of the first ascending generation are extended to 

one's spouse's nonlineal kinsmen of the first ascending 

generation. 

2. Affinal terms whose primary denotata are one's spouse's co-

lineal kinsmen of the same generation are extended to one's 

spouse's ablineal kinsmen of the same generation. 

3. Affinal terms whose primary denotata are the spouses of one's 

lineal kinsmen of the first descending generation are extended 

to the spouses of one's nonlineal kinsmen of the first 

descending generation. 

8. By the term "affinal" is meant those 'relatives by 
marriage' or those 'kinsmen from the other side' who are 'real 
relatives' of one's spouse. 
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4. Kin terms whose primary denotata are lineal kinsmen of the 

second ascending generation are extended to one's spouse's 

lineal kinsmen of the second ascending generation. 

5. Kin terms whose primary denotata are lineal kinsmen of the 

second descending generation are extended to the spouse of 

one's lineal kinsmen of the second descending generation. 

6. Affinal terms whose primary denotata are one's spouse's lineal 

kinsmen of the first ascending generation are extended to one's 

sibling's spouse's lineal kinsmen of the first ascending 

generation. 

7. Affinal terms whose primary denotata are spouses of one's 

lineal kinsmen of the first descending generation are extended 

to siblings of spouses of one's lineal kinsmen of the first 

descending generation. 

The conceptual operations described above can now be expressed 

using the kinship notation provided earlier. These rules must formally 

represent the semantic suspensions or neutralizations which occur in 

the extension of kin terms from their primary to their broader senses. 

This formal representation is to be judged according to its "suffi

ciency" and "parsimony." That is, it must account for or "predict 

back" all of the known data and do so in the "simplest" manner. 

In the rules which follow, this additional notation is used: 

= = "conversely," -*• = "structurally equivalent to," = "kin types 

specified in the rule Eire of the same sex," = "kintypes specified 

in the rule are of the opposite sex," (kin type)... = "rule applies to 



kintypes specified only as "linking relatives" (otherwise rules apply 

to kintypes specified both as linking and as designated relatives) 

Two things must be noted at this point. First, in the rules 

which follow, a "structural equivalence" between kintypes does not 

imply any other (e.g., social) equivalence between those kintypes. 

Second, the equivalency rules formulated here are, following Scheffler 

and Lounsbury (1971, pp. 127-130), expressed as "reduction" rules 

rather than as "extension" rules. That is, the conceptual operations 

described above will be expressed formally in terms of explicit rules 

by which extended or broad senses of terms are "reduced" or "narrowed" 

to the focal or primary senses of those terms. 

The equivalency rules of Bear Lake kin classification are as 

follows. 

1. The "step-kin" merging rules: 

a- (Pa Spb " Pb 
SV 

(FW -*• MZ) 

(MH FB) 

i.e., let anyone's parent's spouse who is not also one's 

parent be regarded as structurally equivalent to that 

person's other parent's sibling of the appropriate sex. 

b. (P Sb SP_ P. Sb„) 
a 2 D 2. 

(FBW MZ) 

(FZH •+• MB) 

(MBW ->• FZ) 

(MZH ->• FB) 

i.e., let anyone's parent's sibling's spouse be regarded 
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as structurally equivalent to that person's other parent's 

sibling of the appropriate sex. 

2. The "collateral" equivalency rules: 

a. (PPSb -*• PP ) = (SbCC •+ CC) 
3. 3 

e.g., (FFB FF) = (BSS -* SS) 

(FMB •+ FF) = (BDS ->• DS) 

(MFZ •+ MM) = (ZSD SD) 

(MMZ "»• MM) = (ZDD •+ DD) 

i.e., let any person's parent's parent's sibling be regarded 

as structurally equivalent to that person's parent's parent 

of the appropriate sex; conversely, let any person's 

sibling's child's child be regarded as structurally 

equivalent to that person's child's child of the appro

priate sex. 

b. (PSb... +P...) = (SbC •> C) 

(FB... -»• F...) = (BS ->• S) 

(FZ.. . -*• F...) = (BD -> D) 

(MZ. . . M. . .) = (ZS -> S) 

(MB. . . •+ M.. .) = (ZD D) 

i.e., let any person's parent's sibling as a linking rela

tive be regarded as a structurally equivalent to that 

person's parent as a linking relative; conversely, let 

anyone's sibling's child, as both a linking and a desig

nated relative, be regarded as structurally equivalent to 

that person's child. 
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The "half-sibling" equivalency rule: 

(PC Sb) 

(FoS -* oB) (FyS •* yB) 

(FoD OZ) (FyD yZ) 

(MoS •* oB) (MyS yB) 

(MOD oZ) (MyD •+ yZ) 

i.e., let anyone's parent's child be regarded as struc

turally equivalent to that person's parent's child. Let 

anyone's half-sibling be regarded as structurally equiva

lent to that person's full-sibling of the appropriate sex 

and relative age. 

The "lineal" extension rule: 

(PPP PP) (CCC CC) 

e.g., (FFF FF) (SSS SS) 

(FFM FM) (SSD SD) 

(MMF MF) (DDS -*• DS) 

(MMM MM) (DDD + DD) 

i.e., let anyone's parent's parent's parent be regarded as 

structurally equivalent to that person's parent's parent; 

conversely, let anyone's child's child's child be regarded as 

structurally equivalent to that person's child's child. 

The "affinal" extension rules: 

a. (C Sp Sb + C Sp ) (Sb Sp P + Sp P ) 
3 & 3. 3. 

e.g., (SWB -* DH) (ZHF -* WF) 

(DHB -+• DH) (BVJF WF) 
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(SWZ -*• SW) (ZHM -> HM) 

(EHZ + SW) (BWM HM) 

i.e., let anyone's child's spouse's sibling be regarded as 

structurally equivalent to that person's child's spouse of 

the appropriate sex; conversely, let anyone's sibling's 

spouse's parent be regarded as equivalent to that person's 

spouse's parent. 

b. (Sb Sp Sb Sb Sp ) 
a a 

e.g., (BWB -*• ZH) 

(BWZ BW) 

(ZHB ZH) 

(ZHZ ">• BW) 

i.e., let anyone's sibling's spouse's sibling be regarded 

as structurally equivalent to that person's sibling's 

spouse of the appropriate sex. 

The operation of Bear Lake kin equivalency rules is very 

simple. The instructions for using these rules are as follows: Scan 

any kintype to determine whether or not one or more of the rules 1 

through 5 are applicable (these rules are unordered). If any of the 

rules are applicable, select one and apply it to that kintype. 

Continue this procedure operating on the output of previous applica

tions of rules and using all rules that are applicable, until a kin

type results to which no rules are applicable. Since the rules are 

unordered, it does not matter which rule is selected in cases where 

more than one rule is applicable to the same kintype. Table 9 provides 

examples of the application of Bear Lake kin equivalency rules to 
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Table 9. Example Reductions of Extended Kintypes to Primary Kintypes 
of Bear Lake Kin Categories 

Term 
Focal 
Kintypes Example Reductions 

1, eche FF, MF FFB: 2.a FF 
FMB: 2.a -*• FF 
MFB: 2.a -> MF 
MMB: 2.a + MF 
FFZH: l.b -»• FMB, 2.a -*• FF 
FMZH: l.b FFB, 2.a + FF 
MFZH: l.b •> MFB, 2.a -* MF 
MMZH: l.b •> MFB, 2.a -»• MF 
FFF: 4 FF 
FMF: 4 ->• FF 
FFMH: l.a ->• FFB, 2.a -*• FFF, 4 FF 

2, seta 
v 

FM, MB FZH: l.b " 
MZH: l.b " 
MH: l.a 
FFBAj 2,a 
MFBS i 
FMZS; 
MMBSi 
FFZS: 
MFZS: 

2. a 
2,a 
2,a 
2 . a  
2 . a  

* MB 
• FB 
FB 
FFS, 

+ MFS, 
->• FMS, 

MMS, 
•+ FFS, 
•> MFS, 

FB 
MB 
FB 
MB 
FB 
MB 

sode 
V 

oB FBSs 2.b -y FS, 3 •* B 
MBS; 2,b ->- MS, 3 -> B 
FZS: 2 .b FS, 3 B 
MZS: 2 • b MS, 3 B 
FFBSS: 2. a FFSS, 3 FBS, 2 .b -y FS, 3 -y B 
FFZSS: 2. a "»• FMSS, 3 -y FBS, 2 .b -f FS, 3 -y B 
FMBSS: 2. a -> FFSS, 3 -y FBS, 2 .b FS, 3 -y B 
FMZSS: 2. a ">• FMSS, 3 -y FBS, 2 .b FS, 3 -y B 
MFBSS: 2. a •* MFSS, 3 -»• MBS, 2 .b -y MS, 3 -y B 
MMBSS: 2. a -> MFSS, 3 -> MBS, 2 .b -y MS, 3 -y B 
FFBDSi 2. a -> FFDS, 3 4- FZS, 2 ib -y FS, 3 -y B 
FFZDSj 2, a FMDS, 3 FZS, 2 ,b -y FS, 3 -y B 
MFBDSr 2. a MFDS, 3 MZS, 2 • b -y MS, 3 -y B 
MMZDSJ 2. a MMDS, 3 ->• MZS, 2 ,b -y MS, 3 -y B 
etc. 



Table 9.-—Continued 

Focal 
Term Kintypes Example Reductions 

4, seya S BSi 2 ,b + S 
(seza) ZSi 2 ,b -*• S 

FBSS: 2,b -b FSSf 3 BS, 2,b -> S 
MBSS: 2,b -y MSS, 3 -»• BS, 2,b S 
FZSS: 2.b -* FSS, 3 -j- BS, 2.b •> s 
MZSS: 2.b -»• MSS, 3 -> BS, 2.b s 
FBDS: 2.b ->• FDS, 3 ZS, 2,b -> s 
MBDS: 2.b -> MDS, 3 '-y ZS, 2.b -> s 
FZDS: 2.b -> FDS, 3 -b ZS, 2.b -»• s 
MZDS: 2.b •> MDS, 3 ZS, 2,b s 
etc. 

5. secaa Sss ?BSS: 2.b -> ?SS 
$ SD ?ZSS: 2,b -> ? SD 
$DS ?BSD: . 2.b -* $ SD 
$DD $ZSD: 2.b -> $ SD „ 

$BDS: 2.b ?DS 
? ZDS: 2.b -> Sds 
$BDD: 2.b -*• ?DD 
$ ZDD: 2.b -> ?DD 
$ SSS: 4 $SS 
?DSD: 4 ->• $ SD 

a. The "relative age" distinction is omitted from the examples 
which follow. It does not affect the analysis , 
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selected kintypes. For example, using the kintype (FFBS) the procedure 

is as follows: Determine the applicability of one or more of the 

rules 1 through 5. Since both rule 2a and 2b are applicable, select 

one of these and apply it to that kintype. The output of both of these 

rules is the kintype (FFS). Next, determine whether or not any of the 

rules are applicable to this kintype. Rule 3 when applied to (FFS) 

results in (FB), which is a focal kintype for the term, set^. For 

another example, using the kintype (MBSS) determine whether or not 

any of the rules are applicable. Since rule 2b is applicable, apply 

it and reduce (MBSS) to (MSS). Next, determine whether or not any of 

the rules are applicable to this kintype. Since rule 3 is now appli

cable apply it and reduce (MSS) to (BS). Finally, by applying rule 2b 

to (BS) the kintype (S) results. This kintype is the focal denotata of 

the term, seya. Other examples of reductions of extended kintypes to 

primary kintypes are provided in Table 9. 

This completes the formal structural analysis of Bear Lake kin 

classification. In this analysis the attempt was to discover and 

describe the conceptual organization of that system. This organization 

was formally represented by specifying the primitive elements of the 

system and the rules for operating on those elements so that the 

"interrelatedness and systemic nature" of Bear Lake kintype classifica

tion was demonstrated. Extension of Bear Lake kin terms was shown to 

be based upon the neutralization of features on the dimensions "genera

tion," "kind of kinship relationship," and "lineality" and upon a 

broadening of the basic definition of 'sibling' to include other than 

'real' or 'true* brothers or sisters. 
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The above formal representation of Bear Lake kin classification 

can now be evaluated according to its "sufficiency" and "parsimony." 

The sufficiency of this representation is determined according to its 

ability to "predict back" the data reported. Its parsimony, in general, 

is determined according to the extent to which it accoiiplishes its 

task with the fewest number of primitive elements and operations. 

Although the sufficiency of this rule-description is demonstrable, it 

is left to the reader to evaluate it in terms of parsimony. 

At this point it should be reiterated that the ego-centered 

system of kin classification presented above is or can be used by indi

vidual Bear Lake People to trace bilateral kin ties to and appro

priately classify not only every other Bear Lake individual, but also 

individuals of different "tribes" who reside outside of Fort Franklin. 

The above rule-description of Bear Lake kin classification is produc

tive in the sense that it provides the means for the ethnographer to 

anticipate appropriate classifications by Bear Lake People of an in

definite number of individuals who possess different kinds of kin 

relationships with regard to one another. In addition, it allows the 

ethnographer to predict or anticipate the appropriate "literal" uses 

of kin terms; that is, the appropriate uses of kin terms based upon 

"designative" rather than on "connotative" meaning. This does not 

imply, as was discussed in Chapter 1, that this rule-description pro

vides an absolute means for predicting the behavior of individuals— 

in this case for predicting the way in which Bear Lake individuals 

classify kintypes and the way in which they use kin terms. Other 

variables such as the status-connoting senses of terms can affect 



categorization and the use of terms, and individuals can simply make 

mistakes when using the system. What it does imply, however, is that 

this rule-description provides a set of expectations which match the 

expectations of Bear Lake People regarding the appropriate classifi

cations of kintypes and the normative literal uses of kin terms. If 

an ethnographer's expectations, which are based upon this rule-

description, are not fu? filled, either the description is inadequate or 

it must be the case that Bear Lake individuals' expectations have also 

not been fulfilled. In the latter case there is no immediate reason 

to question the descriptive adequacy of the rule-description. For 

example, on one occasion at Bear Lake I was "surprised" to hear the 

term ehcj. ('my grandmother') used by a 'mother' when addressing her 

'real daughter.' Based upon expectations established through the above 

rule-description of Bear Lake kin classification, it is obvious that 

either the rule-description as formulated is incorrect or this was 

"literally" an inappropriate use of the term ehcj and required a "non-

literal" interpretation or explanation. Hie latter proved to be the 

case and the explanation given for this non-literal use of ehci pro

vided insights into another Bear Lake cultural domain. Briefly, the 

Bear Lake People possess a concept which they label naAi ('to be bom 

again') which involves the idea that the "souls" of deceased individ

uals can, under certain conditions, return to life as a different person. 

Hie child whose mother had addressed her as 'grandmother' was thought 

to be one of those individuals and her mother was expressing this fact 
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9 
through the non-literal use of the term for 'grandmother.' In spite 

of the fact that the above rule-description of Bear Lake kin classi

fication does not provide the means for anticipating this use of the 

term ehci, it seems clear that this does not establish the descriptive 

inadequacy of the rule-formulation. With regard to the rules of kin 

classification, this use of ehci was inappropriate and violated normal 

and normative expectations. The Bear Lake People themselves required 

information extraneous to kin classification per se in order to 

"understand" or "interpret" the meaning of ehci as used in this 

instance. By explaining this use of ehc:j- through the concepts and 

beliefs surrounding naAi, inappropriate behavior with regard to one 

conceptual system (i.e., kintype classification) was shown to be 

appropriate behavior with regard to another conceptual system. 

Examples such as this illustrate the complexities involved in 

rule-governed behavior and the difficulties which anthropologists have 

when attempting to formulate and validate rule-descriptions of such 

behavior. In general, cultural rules or, more specifically, a knowl

edge of cultural rules, provides individuals with expectations about 

their own and about the behavior of others. Such expectations may or 

may not be fulfilled on a given occasion. Descriptions of cultural 

9. This, of course, is the kind of thing that Scheffler and 
Lounsbury (1971) had in mind when they stressed the distinction 
between literal and non-literal or designative and connotafcive 
meanings. A rule-description defining the literal meaning of a term 
is not necessarily shown to be incorrect when that term is used in a 
way at variance with expectations based upon that rule-description if 
native expectations regarding the appropriate literal use of the term 
are also not fulfilled. In the example cited above, both Bear Lake 
People and I thought that ehc^. was used in an unusual manner—which 
they explained with the concept of naAi. 
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rules can do no more than the rules of which they are representations 

and must be validated primarily against the expectations of individuals. 

If a rule-description provides expectations which match native expecta

tions (established in terms of the particular cultural rules under 

consideration), even if such expectations are not fulfilled, there is 

no immedicate reason for questioning the descriptive adequacy of that 

rule-description. 

Given the sufficiency and productivity o£ the rule-description 

of Bear Lake kin classification formulated above, an important issue 

becomes whether or not this description possesses psychological reality; 

that is, whether or not it is an accurate representation or formulation 

of real cultural rules which Bear Lake individuals know and use when 

classifying 'kinsmen.' As stated in Chapter 1, among the most 

important evidence for the psychological reality of a rule-description 

is its descriptive adequacy. That is, the descriptive adequacy of a 

rule-description provides inductive evidence for its psychological 

reality. To the extent that a rule-description provides the "best" 

or "optimal" account of the behavior (both actual and potential) and 

expectations of individuals, this constitutes inductive evidence that 

it is an accurate representation of psychologically real cultural rules 

which are known and used by people in the organization of their be

havior. Given that the above rule-description of Bear Lake kin 

classification accurately accounts for the distribution of kin terms 

over kintypes and given that it provides a set of expectations re

garding the use of kin terms in their literal senses which match the 
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the expectations of Bear Lake People, there is reason to believe that 

this rule-description possesses some degree of psychological reality. 

The above argument, although essentially correct, leaves a 

great deal to be desired as far as validation of the psychological 

reality of this rule-description is concerned. Although it was not 

possible to conduct the kind of psychological testing required in order 

to provide good independent evidence for the reality of this rule-

description, there are certain additional facts which seem to indicate 

that the rules formulated adequately represent real semantic or 

cultural rules. Important in this regard are "native rules of thumb" 

(Goodenough 1951) or native rule-formulations of the kintype classifica

tion system and statements made by Bear Lake People regarding the was 

in which they use this system of kin classification to trace kin ties 

and to classify actual individuals. 

The rules which Bear Lake People formulate when describing their 

own system of kin classification fall'into two classes which correspond 

quite closely with the two kinds of rules which Scheffler and Lounsbury 

(1971) distinguish "defining" rules and "extension" rules. Examples 

of the first kind of rule consist in simple definitions for the 

primitive terms of the system, seta', sen^, seya, setue, sedeneli, 

and sec'ekue, and relative-product definitions for other terras which 

are constructed vising these primitive elements. The genealogical 

definitions which Bear Lake People give to the primitive elements of 

their system of kin classification have been provided above, as have a 

few of the relative-product definitions which they provide for other 

kintypes. Some additional examples of the relative-product definitions 
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which they formulate are as follows: (1) set^ seta' becile <^t'e 

('seta is my father's younger brother') or seta senp becile pt'e 

('seta is my mother's younger brother'); (2) se'e sec'ekue beta' pt'e 

('se'e is my wife's father') or se'e sedenell beta' <^t'e ('se'e is my 

husband's father'); (3) 'yc'e-secile seta beya pt'e (''^c'^-secile is 

my uncle's [cf., definition 1] son') or seta beya secile ot'e ('my 

uncle's son is my younger brother'); (4) sela sec'ekue b^>de ^t'e ('sela 

is my husband's younger brother'); (5) 'oc'e-setue secile betue ot'e 

('' <^c' ̂ -setue is my younger brother's daughter') or sedare betue setue 

<yt'^ ('my older sister's daughter is my daughter'); and (6) ehce seta' 

beta' ot' e (' ehce is my father's father) or ehce seny beta' <jat'e 

('ehce is ray mother's father'). 

Examples of rules for kin classification which Bear Lake People 

formulate and which correspond to extension rules are as follows: 

(1) seta' senile yedi nidee, seta desj ('if my father says to him, 

i.e., calls some third person, secile, I say seta' [yedi 'third says 

to third']); (2) seta' secile yed^ nidee.set$ ot'e ('if my father calls 

him secile, he is seta') ; (3) seta'seya yedi nidee, secile (or syde) 

desi ('if my father calls him seya, X say secile [or sode, depending on 

relative age]'); (4) seta sec'ekue yedi nidee, sen^o desi ('if seta' 

calls her sec' ekue, X say senoi^'); (5) sec' ekue seta yedi nidee 

Coc'e-) se'e desi ('if my wife calls him set$, I say se'e' [cf., 
1 \ I V" 

above for the conditions when 'pc'^- would be used]); (6) s^de se'e 

yedi nidee ('^c'^-) se'e desi (if my older brother calls him se'e, I 

say ['oc'e-] se'e'); and (7) sede sela yedi nidee, sela desi ('if my 

younger sister calls him sela, I say sela'). 
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The above defining and extension rules are examples of the 

rules which Bear Lake People formulate when describing their system of 

kin classification. Considering one of these examples in detail will 

illustrate the way in which they use their knowledge of such rules to 

compute kin relationships and classify kintypes. The defining rules 

for the term set|i consist in a set of relative product definitions 

which can be summarized and translated as 'parents' brothers' (ex

cluding for this example the sense 'parents' sisters' husbands'). This 

category, 'my parents' brothers,' however, includes individuals who are 

not 'my parents' real brothers'—for example, my father's father':s 

brother's son (FFBS) who is my father's 'brother from the other side' 

and whom my father calls 'tny brother.' The extension rule for use of 

the term set^ can be translated as, 'if my parents call someone brother, 

X call him seta.' Since, for example, my father calls his father's 

brother's son secile or s^de, I call that individual seta. 

The productivity of rules such as those listed above which were 

formulated by my Bear Lake consultants is obvious. A knowledge of 

these defining and extension rules enables them not only to appro

priately compute kin relationships and classify kintypes which are 

relatively "close" (cf., below) to ego, but also to use kin terms 

appropriately to address or refer to kinsmen who are very "distant" 

from ego or whose specific genealogical connections to ego are not 

known. To do this the only thing which an individual needs to know 

(in addition to rules such as those above) is what his or her distant 

kinsmen are called by some other kinsmen, the appropriate term for 

whom is already known. 
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The important question now concerns the relationship between 

the rules formulated by Bear Lake People to describe their system of 

kintype classification and the rules which are formulated above. With 

regard to the relative-product defining rules and extension rules which 

Bear Lake People formulate to describe their system of kin classifica

tion, it is apparent that the rules presented here are essentially 

notational variants of native rule-descriptions. To the extent that 

this is true, this is additional evidence for the psychological reality 

of the above rule-description of the semantic structure of Bear Lake 

kintype classification. 

Although the rules formulated here seem to be adequate repre

sentations of the relative-product defining rules and the extension 

rules which the Bear Lake People formulate to describe their system of 

kin classification, this is not clearly the case for the componential 

definitions of terms which underlie this structural semantic analysis. 

The Bear Lake People do not explicitly formulate such definitions when 

describing their system of kin classification and they do not know 

and use such componential definitions in the same sense that they know 

and use the rules which they are able to formulate. However, in spite 

of the fact that the Bear Lake People do not formulate total class-

product definitions of the kintype designating senses of kin terms, it 

is obvious that the dimensions and features formalized in the above 

componential definitions are known and used by Bear Lakers (cf., above). 

That is, it is clear that different values of dimensions such as "kind 

of kinship relationship," "generation,"' "sex," "relative age," 

"lineality," and "sex of speaker" were known and used by individuals 
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in spite of the fact that they did not explicitly combine such features 

into class-product definitions. For example, the features of the 

dimension "kind of kinship relationship" correspond to the distinction 

which Bear Lakers consciously make between 'real relatives' and 

'relatives from the other side.' Features of the dimension "lineality" 

correspond to the distinction which Bear Lakers make between 'original' 

or 'first' relatives and 'other' or 'extended relatives.' In addition, 

the Bear Lake People are able to verbalize all of the other dimensions 

and features used to construct the componential definitions provided 

above. What they apparently do not do is verbalize the way in which 

these features are combined paradigmatically into componential defini

tions for individual terms. 

The second point to make is that, in spite of the fact that Bear 

Lake People do not explicitly formulate componential definitions for 

terms, doing so in this paper has made it possible to more clearly 

explicate the "structure" of the kintype designating senses of the 

above terms. 

In summary, there is a certain amount of evidence, primarily 

linguistic in nature, to indicate that the above structural semantic 

description is at least a reasonably accurate, more or less abstract 

representation of real cultural or semantic rules which are employed 

by the Bear Lake People in the actual use of their kin terminology 

system. Further evidence is, of course, required in order to more 

firmly validate the psychological reality of this rule-description. 

The next important question concerns the "social correlates" 

of this system of kintype classification (cf., Scheffler and 
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Lounsbury 1971). In the next section of this chapter and throughout 

much of the remaining portion of this dissertation the "normative 

content" of kinship identity relationships (cf., Goodenough 1965b) is 

discussed in detail. Accordingly, at this point only a few things 

about such social correlates need to be mentioned. Following Scheffler 

and Lounsbury (1971) in their use of the term social correlates, in the 

discussion which follows no claims are made that the Bear Lake system 

of kintype classification is either the cause or the result of any 

given set of social variables. What is claimed is that there appear 

to be important relationships between the structure of the semantic 

system described above and certain facts about the Bear Lake social 

system. 

The first and most apparent of such correlations concerns the 

general social importance of those kintypes classified as 'real' and 

'original relatives.' In general, kinsmen who are denotata of these 

categories of 'relatives' are, by definition, the core members of ego's 

own nuclear or extended family and household; ego's parent's nuclear or 

extended families and households; ego's spouse's nuclear ox extended 

family and household; and ego's children's"nuclear or extended 

families or households. As discussed in Chapter 2 (cf., also, 

Honigmann 1946; Helm 1965a; Savishinsky 1970b, 1974), these particular 

cultural and social units were in the past and continue to be among 

the most important to the Northeastern Athapaskans, including the Bear 

Lake People. Real distinctions in statuses and roles are associated 

with membership in such units—that is, with distinctions between 

'real' and 'original relatives' as opposed to 'other relatives' and 



'extended kin." As discussed in more detail below (and cf., Chapter 2), 

it is among the members of such cultural and social units (that is, 

among 'real' and "original relatives') that expectations of authority 

and mutual aid and hospitality are the most intense. Bear Lake People 

have clear ideas concerning to whom they have the greatest obligations 

and from whom they may esfpect the most aid or support. For the most 

part, such individuals are 'real' and 'original relatives' (cf., below). 

A second correlation between the above semantic system and 

aspects of the Bear Lake social system can be summarized using the 

familiar idea of the "equivalence of siblings" (Radcliffe-Brown 1950). 

Both for some semantic purposes and some social purposes, the members 

of sibling groups and especially of same-sexed sibling groups (cf., 

Savishinsky 1970b) are considered to be the "same." Semantically, the 

"equivalence of siblings" is reflected in the "collateral extension 

rules," in the "step-kin merging rules," and in certain of the "affinal 

extension rules." The "collateral extension rules" state, for example, 

that in terms of semantic classification, an individual's parents' 

siblings are equivalent to that individual's parents and that an indi

vidual's siblings are equivalent to that individual. The "step-kin 

merging rules" also express the principle that an individual's parents 

are equivalent to their siblings. Parenthetically, the way in which it 

was necessary to formulate the "step-kin merging rules" appears to 

correlate directly with practice in the past by the Bear Lake People of 

the sororate and levirate (cf., Chapter 2). An individual's 'step

mother' is referred to and addressed using the term senyo ('mother's 
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sister') and an individual's 'step-father' is referred to and addressed 

using the term seta ('father's brother'). 

One of the important "social equivalencies" between siblings, 

and especially between siblings of the same sex, has just been men

tioned and concerns marriage relationships. Other social contexts 

within which this is also true concern, once again, expectations of 

authority and mutual aid and hospitality. According to one of my 

consultants, for example, "Our parents' brothers and sisters are just 

like our own parents. We can't say no to them. If they need anything 

we have to give it to them." Another consultant said the following: 

"People really like their parents' brothers and sisters. People will 

do anything for their brothers' and sisters' children—even though 

they're not their own children." When asked, the latter consultant 

maintained that the brothers and sisters of a child's parents had the 

right to punish that child "if the child needs it." He said, however, 

that "mostly they will just 'talk to' the child." In other words, with 

regard to this example, siblings are considered to be "just like" each 

other in some ways, although in other ways they are different. More 

of this is discussed below. 

Helm (1965a) makes another point about the importance of groups 

of siblings among the Northeastern Athapaskans which relates to this 

discussion of the "equivalence of siblings" (cf., Chapter 2). She 

10, Cf., Table. 5, note d. As stated therev a few Bear Lake 
People make"a distinction between seta = FB and se'e - MB, SpF; also, 
senffi = MZ and sebee = FZ, SpM. It is obvious, that the "step-kin 
merging rules" accomodate this minority variant. The wording above 
is meant to reflect this. 
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suggests that a "set of adult siblings" (both "biological" and other), 

more precisely, a set of sibling relationships, provided the basis for 

the formation of local-bands among the Dene. Other individuals could 

attach themselves to such a core group of siblings by operationalizing 

(my term) "primary relative ties" to one or more of the members of the 

primary sibling group (who acts as "sponsor" to the attaching indi

viduals). Helm (1965a, p. 372) draws this conclusion: 

In sum, the implication of the data is that it is not the 
total group per se, e.g., as an aggregate of kinsmen, which 
offers entree. Rather, the option of band residence 
ordinarily involves a claim upon the welcoming sentiments 
of one or more primary consanguines of at least one of the 
marital pairs. 

Helm's conclusions seem to agree, for the most part, with the findings 

presented in this paper which emphasize the importance of individuals 

among the Northeastern Athapaskans (cf., below). However, it also 

seems reasonable to conclude that "outside" individuals could attach 

themselves to a group of siblings by attaching themselves to one of the 

mambers of the sibling set just because, in some sense, the members of 

sibling sets are equivalent to one another. Having ties to one of the 

members of the set would be equivalent to having ties with all of the 

members of the set. 

In summary, there are clear instances when siblings (especially 

like-sexed siblings) among the Bear Lake People are considered to be 

socially equivalent. This fact correlates with semantic principles 

outlined above which establish structural semantic equivalencies 

between siblings. 
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A final correlation between the above system of kintype classi

fication and social variables concerns the way in which Bear Lake 

People use this system to distinguish among different categories of 

'relatives' and 'people' according to the strength or intensity of 

normative expectations which they have regarding individuals who are 

members of those categories. This discussion will act to relate the 

above formal semantic analysis to the consideration of Bear Lake norms 

in the next section of this chapter. 

In Chapter 2 it is stated that the Bear Lake normative system 

is characterized by informal, diffuse expectations rather than by 

highly formalized or structured obligations—that is, particularly 

"social identity relationships" are not characterized by highly 

specific "operating norms" (cf., below). The point here is that the 

strength or intensity of such normative expectations vary according to 

specifiable principles or cultural rules. These principles are used by 

Bear Lake People to "compute" an emic equivalent of what anthropolo

gists discuss as "social" and "kinship distance" (cf., for example, 

Goodenough 1951, Keesing 1967). In the discussion..which follows, the 

term "distance" is used in this way: "near" or "close" 'people' or 

'kinsmen' are those individuals with regard to whom ego recognizes 

relatively strong or great expectations of, for example, authority and 

mutual aid and hospitality (cf., below); "distant" or "remote" 'people' 

or 'kinsmen' are those individuals with regard to whom ego recognizes 

relatively weak normative expectations.^ This discussion, then, 

11. One of the most important points which will be made later 
is that social behavior is, by definition, "meaningful" (cf., of course, 
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concerns the cultural rather than the behavioral or "statistical" level . 

of description.12 

Most important among the evidence upon which this discussion is 

based are: (1) general statements made by my consultants concerning 

what is referred to here as "distance," and (2) specific statements 

concerning the normative content of different "social identity rela

tionships" (cf., below). 

Prior to presenting the rules which define social and kinship 

distance among the Bear Lake People, it is necessary to make an 

important point: it was difficult for my consultants to explicitly 

formulate such rules in the general way presented below. Certain facts, 

perhaps, explain this. First, these rules, as formulated below, apply 

only under the condition "other things being equal." By this is meant 

that these rules do not provide for consideration of, among other 

things, variables such as the history of specific social relationships 

between specific people. The history of specific social relationships 

between specific individuals influences judgments which Bear Lake People 

make regarding the social and kinship distance between themselves and 

Goodenough 1957; Frske 1962a, 1964a; Conklin 1962, 1964) and that the 
"social messages" (Frake 1962a, 1964a) which are produced and inter
preted by the members of a. sociocultural group depend upon normative 
expectations for appropriate behavior between various kinds of people 
(Goodenough 1965b, Keesing 1967). Since, as the term is used here, 
"distance" entails variation in normative expectations, the production 
and interpretation of social messages must involve consideration of 
social and kinship distance. This will have implications when 
expectations regarding potential cooperators in task-groups are 
discussed below. 

12. This use of the term "distance" is related to, although, 
of course, different from the way in which Murdock (1949) and 
Radcliffe-Brown (1950) have used the term. 
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specific others. Some of the variables which make other things 

"unequal" will be discussed when considering the rules which govern 

task-group formation among the Bear Lake People. In the formulation of 

rules for "computing" social and kinship distance, however, these 

variables are not considered. 

The second point to make regarding these rules is that they do 

not provide for the "computation" of social and kinship distance with 

any sort of mathematical precision. The Bear Lake People do not 

attempt to establish precise "degrees of distance" between themselves 

and other individuals and, although there is general agreement re

garding the individuals closer to any ego, there is less agreement 

concerning individuals more remote from that person. In this regard it 

is significant that different individuals might make varying judgments 

regarding distance and that the same individual might make different 

13 
judgments regarding distance on different occasions. 

With the above background, the following rules or principles 

define social and kinship distance among the Bear Lake People: 

14 
1. 'Relatives' are "closer" than 'nonrelatives.' 

13. This was exemplified most directly by my consultants who 
were asked to make ranked judgments regarding, for example, those 
individuals from whom they could expect aid (cf., below). As they 
made judgments regarding more remote individuals, there was less 
agreement between individuals and the same individual often made 
different rankings on different occasions. 

14. This principle is generalized from statements such as 
the following made by my consultants: Xat^ne c'e'^ne nahegot'ine 
c'^ nac'edi ('more than strangers, we help our relatxves'). 
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15 
2. 'Friends' are "closer" than 'nonfriends.' 

16 
3. 'Neighbors' (co-residents) are "closer" than 'nonneighbors.' 

To reiterate, these principles are descriptive of the facts that the 

Bear Lake People consider that there are more intense rights, duties, 

and obligations between 'relatives' than 'nonrelatives,' between 

'friends' than 'nonfriends,' and between 'neighbors' than 'non-

neighbors.' If, for example, an individual from Bear Lake is in need 

of aid, these principles provide expectations that that individual will 

seek and can anticipate aid from 'relatives' prior to 'nonrelatives,' 

'friends' prior to 'nonfriends,' and 'neighbors' prior to'nonneighbors.' 

These expectations match those of the Bear Lake People (cf., below). 

It is necessary to make two additional important points con

cerning the above general principles before considering other, more 

specific principles which establish social and kinship distance. The 

above principles are "simultaneous" rather than "sequential" rules 

(cf., Geoghegan 1970a, White 1973); that is, these rules are applied 

concurrently rather than successively. Second, these principles are in 

some instances complementary (for example, co-resident kin are closer 

than non-co-resident kin of the same genealogical position) and in some 

15. This rule is generalized from statements made by my 
consultants such as: Xatc^ne c'e'one nahe-fceke c'^ nac'edi ('more than 
strangers, we help our friends'). The nature of 'friendship' is 
discussed in detail below. 

16. This rule is generalized from statements such as: 
Xatyie c'^'i^n^ gihe nac'ede c'e nac'edi ('more than strangers, we 
help those with whom we dwell') and %icq> c'e'orte Sahtu-got'ine c'^ 
nac'edi ('more than Dogrib People, we help Bear Lake People'). 
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instances competitive (for example, 'nonrelatives' who are 'friends' 

are closer than some 'relatives'; cf., below). 

At this point it is possible to present further detail con

cerning kinship distance. For the Bear lake People, kinship and 

kinship distance are reckoned bilaterally, using categories and 

principles outlined above. Two principles and their combination are 

fundamental: 

17 
1. 'Real kin' are "closer" than 'kin from the other side.' 

2. 'Original kin' are "closer" than 'kin from the other side' 

18 
(i.e., 'extended kin'). 

Based upon these principles, Bear Lake People make relatively con

sistent judgments concerning the "distance" between various kinds of 

'relatives.' Such judgments can be presented by listing various kinds 

of 'relatives' in order of their increasing distance from an adult ego 

("other things being equal"): 

1. 'Relatives' who are both 'real' and 'original relatives' of 

ego (most importantly, ego's familial kin). 

2. 'Relatives' who are both 'real' and 'original relatives' of 

ego's spouse (most importantly, ego's spouse's familial kin). 

17. This principle is generalized from statements may by my 
consultants such as: 'oc'e-nahegot'ine c'e'xare-nahegot'jne c'g 
nac'edi ('more than our relatives from the other side we help our 
real relatives'). 

18. This principle is based upon statements made by my 
consultants such as: 'oc'^-nahegot'ine c'e'one nahegot'inewa' c'e 
nac'edi ('more than our relatives from the~*o?her side we help our 
original relatives'). 
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3. 'Relatives' who are 'real' but not 'original relatives' of 

ego (most importantly, ego's parents' familial kins' familial 

kin). 

4. 'Relatives' who are neither 'real' nor 'original relatives' of 

ego (most importantly, ego's spouse's familial kins' familial 

kin). 

These principles when used to evaluate distance in general are, of 

course, inevitably modified by any circumstances when "other things are 

not equal"—for example, when co-residence influences the distance 

between individuals. An individual who is more remote from ego in 

kinship distance than some other individual might be consisered closer 

in social distance to ego based upon the influence of shared residence. 

In addition to the above principles which further specify the 

manner in which the Bear Lake People "compute" kinship distance, there 

are different kinds of 'friends' and 'neighbors' (cf., below) which, 

as the term is used here, vary in distance from ego. While these 

principles are not social correlates of the above system of kintype 

classification, they are best presented here. There are two kinds of 

'friends' among the Bear Lake People which are of particular impor

tance, sele' and sifti'. If these are ranked in::terms of distance, it 

is clear that siftx' is "closer" to ego than se-fce' in the sense that 

there are more intense expectations regarding mutual aid, support, 

hospitality, and reciprocity among the former than among the latter 

(cf., below). In addition, the Bear Lake People have different expec

tations of people according to "co-residence." It is possible to rank 

the following 'neighbors 'in order of increasing distance from ego: 
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1. Members of the same household. 

2. Individuals who reside in the same area of Fort Franklin or 

individuals who customarily utilize the same areas in the bush 

(cf., the discussion in Chapter 2 regarding local and 

regional bands). 

3. Individuals who reside in Fort Franklin (i.e., Sahtu-got'ine. 

4. Individuals who reside in locations near to the Great Bear 

Lake (e.g., people who reside at Fort Norman). 

Again, it is important to keep in mind that these principles can and 

often do conflict with other rules for the "computation", of distance 

among the Bear Lake People. For example, an individual's 'relatives' 

who reside outside of Fort Franklin are likely to be considered by him 

or her to be closer than 'non-relatives' who reside at Fort Franklin. 

At this point it is important to briefly mention a fact which 

has significance in terms of the distribution of normative expectations 

throughout the above system of kin categories. This fact relates to 

the sexual division of labor among the Bear Lake People. The impor

tance of the division of labor to the distribution of normative expec

tations was made clear by one of my consultants when discussing the 

above principles for "computing" social and kinship distance. When 

asked to make judgments regarding expectations of aid from, for 

example, xaEe-secile and xare-sede', he explained that "men work with 

other men and women work with^other woman.• If you need help you will 

always ask your younger brother. But if you are hungry you can ask 

your sister or your brother's wife. Both of them will feed you . . . 

whoever has the most to provide. . . . Women feed men, but for 
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working, only other men help each other." The significance of this 

fact to a cultural decision-making model of task-group formation is 

obvious. The alternatives from among whom men choose when forming the 

kinds of task-groups discussed in Chapter 4 will be other men. 

Principles for computing social and kinship distance to potential male 

cooperatores will also be of significance. 

Parenthetically, the sexual division of labor also has ramifi

cations concerning the "solidarity" between different people. Indi

viduals of the same sex, because of the division of labor, seem to 

possess a greater degree of cohesion, unity, and shared purpose. As 

a result, same-sexed sibling groups were in the past and continue to be. 

very important among the Bear Lake People and 'friends' are almost 

invariably individuals of the same sex (cf., below). 

In summary, there are, in fact, social correlates to the Bear 

Lake system of kintype classification, some of which are discussed 

above. Further evidence concerning the normative content of "kinship 

identity relationships" is provided in the next section of this 

chapter. This information will act to fill out much of what is said 

above regarding social correlates—especially principles for computing 

kinship and social distance. The importance of structurally analyzing 

the Bear Lake system of kintype classification and of looking at some 

of its social correlates lies in the information such a analysis pro

vides concerning culturally significant categories of potential co-

operators. Individuals belonging to these kinship categories are 

important alternatives from among whom Bear Lake men choose when 

forming task-groups and the cultural content (social correlates) of 



"kinship identity relationships" influences selections from among such 

potential cooperators (cf., Chapter 4). 

Bear Lake Indian Norms 

The purpose of this section is to make explicit a number of 

the normative expectations which Bear Lake People have of one another's 

behavior which have important implications for the selection by men 

from among potential cooperators in the formation of task-groups. 

Following a brief discussion of the way in which the term "norm" is 

used, consideration is given both to general Bear Lake norms and to 

more specific norms which are associated with specific kinship 

"identity relationships" (Goodenough 1965b). 

In the most general sense, the term "norm" is used here to 

refer to culturally defined expectations regarding appropriate behavior 

between culturally defined categories of people. This use is based 

upon the work of Goodenough who elaborates his ideas concerning the 

"cultural content of social relationships" using the concepts of 

"social statuses," "social roles," "social identities," and "social 

identity relationships." According to Goodenough (1965b, p. 2), 

"social statuses" are combinations of "rights, duties, privileges, 

powers, liabilities and immunities . . . [which] serve to define the 

boundaries within which the parties to a social relationships are 

expected to confine their behavior." A "social identity" is defined 

as "an aspect of self (either ascribed or achieved) that makes a 

difference in how one's rights and duties distribute to specific 

others" (Goodenough, 1965b, p. 3). The concept of "social identity 
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relationship" is based upon the facts that rights and duties are 

defined in terms of relationships to others and that individuals 

inevitably possess more than one social identity. According to 

Goodenough, individuals select from among their available identities 

based primarily upon the identities of others with whom they are inter

acting. Goodenough (1965b, p. 3) then, defines a "social identity 

relationship" as "any pair of matching identities." The concept of 

"social role" as defined by Goodenough relates to the fact that any 

given social identity consists in a "composite" of duties and rights. 

A "social role" consists in "all the composite duty-statuses and 

right-statuses for a given identity in all the identity relationships 

that are grammatically possible for it" (Goodenough 1965b, p. 3). 

Of concern in this section, then, is the cultural content of 

Bear Lake social relationships. In the consideration which follows, 

almost exclusive attention is given to normative expectations which 

have implications for the formation of task-groups among the Bear Lake 

People. Little attention is given to normative principles which do not 

seem to have significant implications for the formation of such groups. 

Before discussing Bear Lake norms, three points should be re

iterated. First, following Goodenough, the ensuing consideration of 

norms employs the distinction between the cultural and behavioral or 

phenomenal levels (cf., Chapter 1). The concern here is with "patterns 

for behavior" rather than "patterns of behavior"; that is, the concern 

is with cultural rules which establish certain expectations regarding 

appropriate behavior rather than with statistical patterns in 

behavior. 
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Second, the Bear Lake normative system consists primarily of 

relatively general principles providing diffuse expectations among 

different people (regarding, for example, mutual aid and reciprocity) 

rather than of highly formalized principles defining specific rights 

and duties between specific social identities (cf., Chapter 2 and 

below). 

Third, the strength or intensity of the normative expectations 

described below varies according to the principles of social and kin

ship distance outlined in the previous section. This fact is of 

importance to the formation of task-groups among the Bear Lake People. 

Among the Bear Lake People there are at least two-very general 

normative principles which seemingly cross-cut all social identity 

relationships and most if not all social situations. These two 

cultural principles constitute part of the cultural content of every 

19 
social identity relationship among these people. These two prin

ciples are often expressed by the Bear Lake People in the following 

ways: Dene ariyone edeya k'aowe t^t'e ('Everyone is his own boss|) or 

edeya k'aowe <^t'e ('he is his own boss') and Dene eteri'ine ('He pities 

others' or 'He helps others out of kindness'). Both of these 

19. . This is one interpretation of the concept of "cultural 
theme" or "cultural value" (cf., Opler 1945) which some anthropolo
gists have:used to describe features of the Northeastern Athapaskan-
speaking peoples. For example, Honigmann (1946), Helm (1961, 
MacNeish 1956), and Savishinsky (1970b, 1974) have emphasized the 
theme or value of "autonomy" among the Northeastern Dene. This is 
discussed here in terms of expectations regarding, for example, 
authority, which are common to most if not all of the social 
identity relationships among the Bear Lake People. 
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principles require discussion as they are essential to an understanding 

of the ways in which Bear Lake People form task-groups. 

The first of the above normative principles cannot be over

estimated in its importance to the Bear Lake People. This principle, 

'everyone is his (or her) own boss,' is discussed in one manner or 

another by every ethnographer who has worked among the Northeastern 

Dene. The following statement is characteristic of the emphasis which 

ethnographers give to the "autonomy" and "independence" of individuals 

among the Dene: 

One of the most clearly stated values among the Hare is that 
of freedom, viz., the freedom to live as one chooses, to move 
when and where one pleases, and to schedule, order, and 
arrange one's life as one wishes. . . . Freedom, in this sense, 
is cognate not only with flexibility, but also with the 
people's stress upon individualism, anti-authoritarianism, 
and independence. Their dislike of "bossy" or pushy persons, 
and their positive evaluation of self-reliance and individual 
competence, are consistent—though not synonymous—with their 
emphasis on freedom and flexibility. Furthermore, their focus 
of individuality, autonomy, and independence also expresses 
the theme of emotional restraint because the people insist 
that proper behavior includes the norm of non-interference 
in the lives of others. Taken together, these attitudes and 
orientations comprise an independent outlook which resembles 
the "atomistic" ethos that Honigmann (1946, 1949, 1968), 
Hallowell (1946, Landes (1937), and others have found to be 
characteristic of both Northern Athapaskan and Northern 
Algonkian groins (Savishinsky 1970b,-pp. 52-53). 

Individual autonomy, independence, and relative freedom from the 

authority of others is, then, characteristic of the Northeastern 

Athapaskans. These same characteristics are true of the Bear Lake 

People among whom, with exceptions discussed below, 'everyone is his 

own boss.' The implications of this normative principle for behavioral 

expectations pervade a great deal of Bear Lake social behavior. Some 
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specific examples of the influence of this principle on behavior are 

as follows. 

One of the most obvious of the behavioral realization of the 

principle that 'everyone is his own boss' concerns the way in which 

Bear Lake People organize certain aspects of their speech behavior. 

Of particular interest in this regard is the indirectness which is 

characteristic of the manner in which Bear Lake People make requests 

and demands and give orders. For the most part, direct ilocutionary 

speech acts are not characteristic of the speech of these people. On 

the contrary, such speech acts are normally performed in a veiled and 

indirect manner. This indirectness takes the form of a focus on the 

objects of, for example, requests, rather than on the act of requesting 

per se. For example, rather than saying something like Nekwik'u 

sey^ nieniti ("loan me your gun') the normal manner of phrasing such a 

request would take a more indirect form such as: K^ik'u sec' e nidee 

ekweka aht'i-Va ('If I had a gun, I would go for caribou'). This focus 

on objects instead of requests, demands, and orders seems to decrease 

the commitment of both speakers and hearers to recognize such utter

ances as directives and to decrease the normative implications asso-

20 
ciated with a failure to coitply with such directives. It is important 

to emphasize here that such indirectness is characteristic of much of 

20. An interesting example of the way in which Bear Lake People 
employ indirect rather than direct speech acts concerns what may be 
called "affinal speech." When speaking to or in the presence of "in
laws," people "mark" such situations by using a particular speech style 
which can be interpreted as an even more indirect than normal way of 
speaking. This "affinal style" is characterized by a shift in the pro
nominal subject and object verb prefixes from second person singular to 
second person dual forms. A paper attempting to formalize the rules of 
this speech style is in preparation. 
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Bear Lake Indian behavior and can be understood in terms of the general 

value of these people to recognize everyone as his own 'boss' (cf., 

Chapter 4). 

Another example of the behavioral implications of the general 

normative principle 'everyone is his own boss" relates to the way in 

which inappropriate behavior is sanctioned and disputes or confronta

tions are handled. In general, attempts to directly sanction the be

havior of others are avoided among the Bear Lake People. Rather, as is 

characteristic of speaking, the censuring of inappropriate behavior is 

normally very indirect. For example, one of the most important kinds 

of social sanctions (both now and in the past) employed by the Bear 

Lake People involves the rejection or denial of mutual aid and hospi

tality to a person who has violated cultural norms. The normative 

responsibilities of mutual aid and hospitality are discussed in detail 

below when considering the principle commonly expressed in terms of the 

characteristics of the ideal man who 'pities others.' For now, the 

important point is that when an individual violates cultural norms 

(i.e., acts in an inappropriate manner) although that individual 

remains 'his own boss,' he can no longer expect the mutual aid and 

hospitality of others. This normally takes the simple form of 

ignoring the requests of that individual. 

As is true for the censuring of inappropriate behavior, the 

handling of disputes and confrontations normally takes a very indirect 

form among the Bear Lake People. For the most part, such occurrences 

are simply dealt with by ignoring or restricting aid and hospitality 

to the individual with whom one is having problems. 
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A final, brief example of the way in which the normative prin

ciple 'everyone is his own boss' influences or governs social behavior 

relates to the education of children (and of ethnographers) among the 

Bear Lake People. In general, the style of education is relatively 

informal and indirect rather than formal and direct. For the most 

part, education of children is accomplished with a minimum of direct 

instruction through a combination of the recitation of personal narra

tives, historical narratives, and myths and the observation by children 

of the behavior of adults who 'know how to do things' (cf., Basso 

1975). An important function of narratives and myths, which replaces 

explicit instruction, is to guide the attention of children when they 

observe behavior. Narratives and myths indirectly inform children of 

the important aspects of events to which they must direct their 

attention. 

Indirectness, based upon the principle that 'everyone is his 

own boss' is, then, characteristic of a great deal of Bear Lake social 

behavior. For the most part, individuals are not subject to the 

authority of others, and people help to maintain their own autonomy by 

respecting the autonomy of others (cf., below). This is not to say, 

however, that certain iirportant social identity relationships among the 

Bear Lake People are not characterized by the presence of authority. 

As is discussed below in terms of the cultural content of kin identity 

relationships, there are a number of relationships among these people 

which have as part of their cultural content aspects of authority. As 

is discussed below, such authority relates primarily to (or can be 

analyzed in terms of) variables such as "age," "sex," "economic 
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productivity" (cf., Chapter 2 regarding "leadership" among the Bear 

Lake people), and "special abilities." 

There are certain very important normative implications which 

the principle 1 everyone is his own boss' has for the formation and 

operation of-task-groups among the Bear Lake People. These are 

mentioned at this point and are elaborated in Chapter 4. The first of 

these concerns the distribution of rights to make decisions regarding 

the formation and operation of task-groups (cf., Howard 1963). The 

general normative expectation, with modifications specifiable in terms 

of the authority content of kin identity relationships, is that indi

viduals are the locus of decision-making. For the most part, decisions 

regarding task-groups are made by individuals rather than by groups 

of any sort. 

Related to the above implication for task-group decisions of 

the principle 'everyone is his own boss' are the additional implica

tions that, in general, group decisions are not binding on individuals 

and individual decisons are not binding on groups. Most important is 

the ultimate implication and ethnographic fact that cooperation among 

the Bear Lake People, in general, occurs through the convergence of 

the interests or intentions of individuals. The fact that cooperation 

is the result of mutual interests is absolutely essential to an under

standing of task-group formation among the Bear Lake People. This is 

discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

In addition to the principle that 'everyone is his own boss,' 

there is another norm among the Bear Lake People which has important 

implications for the formation and operation of task-groups. This 
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normative principle, as stated above, is commonly expressed by dis

cussing the characteristics of the ideal man or woman, Dene [dene 

c'eku] eteri'jne ('He [or she] pities others' or 'helps others out of 

kindness'). Most important among the characteristics of such an indi

vidual, who can also be referred to as Dene beje' go^i ('He [or she] 

has a heart'), is a readiness to provide aid, support, and hospitality 

to others. The importance of such values to the Northeastern 

Athapaskans is discussed by other ethnographers. For example, 

Savishinsky (1974, p. 74) discusses the importance of the cultural value 

of "sharing" among the Hare of Colville Lake and emphasizes that 

generosity is not only "in terms of food and materials ... [but is 

also extended] to matters of hospitality, cooperation, and mutual aid." 

This is exactly true for the Bear Lake People. 

The importance of 'feeding people' dene-Va ec'eEedi or ei.eya 

ec'eredi ('people feeding each other'), was discussed briefly in 

Chapter 2 when considering traditional Bear Lake leaders as 'providers 

of caribou' and of food in general. Individuals who continually pro

vided others with food became, in effect, the leaders of those people. 

The value of food sharing is still of great importance in the Bear Lake 

cultural and social systems. Culturally, food sharing remains a 

principal symbol of solidarity among people. Socioeconomically, food 

sharing remains an important adjustment or "adaptation" to conditions 

at Bear Lake. This is especially true, though by no means exclusively 

true, during periods of travel in the bush and it is significant to . 

note that reciprocity remains strongest in terms of food obtained from 

the land (which is distinguished from food obtained at the store). 
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When traveling in the bush, expectations regarding food sharing and 

hospitality are at their strongest and are extended to their fullest. 

This is also true with regard to Denewa'be' ('Native grub') as opposed 

to Molabe' ('Whiteman's grub'). 

Cooperation, mutual aid, and hospitality also remain extremely 

important to the Bear Lake People both as symbols of solidarity and as 

adjustments to socioeconomic conditions. Cooperation and mutual aid, 

which take place in all contexts, are of particular significance in 

terms of bush-related, i.e., traditional activities. In almost every 

instance when the importance of aiding and supporting others is 

stressed, it is done so in the context of the 'Native way of living.' 

Stories are told about 'generous men' who helped their people by 

checking fishnets, getting wood, helping with dogs, making canoes, 

breaking trail, and so on. Again, such men in the past became leaders 

of the Bear Lake People. 

An extremely important fact about the Bear Lake normative 

principle which stresses mutual aid and hospitality is that individuals 

are not expected to feed,; aid, and support all other individuals under 

all circumstances. The strength or intensity of such normative 

expectations varies not only in accordance with the "distance" prin

ciples discussed earlier, but also in accordance with what can be 

referred to as the "balance of reciprocity" or the "quality of rela

tionships" (cf., Scheffler 1965). By this is simply meant that among 

the Bear Lake People individuals are not expected to indefinitely feed 

and aid anyone who does not, in some way, reciprocate. Two points can 

be made here. First, this fact has implications for Helm's (1965a) 
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discussion of residence and social groupings among the Arctic Drainage 

Dene (cf., Chapter 2). Although a married couple, for example, had 

the initial "right" to reside with any social group with some member(s) 

21 
of which they had "primary bonds of kinship," such rights were 

maintained only through reasonable participation by that couple in the 

socioeconomic activities of the group. Continuing rights of indi

viduals to reside with and to share in the resources of a social group 

were maintained according to the "quality" of the relationship between 

those individuals and other members of the group. The "quality of 

relationship" was (and still is) largely determined according to 

participation in the subsistence activities of the group and a reason

able "balance of reciprocity" with other members of the group, rather 

than by the mere fact of shared kinship relationships. 

Second, the knowledge that expectations of mutual aid and 

hospitality vary in strength and intensity provides additonal informa

tion concerning Dene eteri'ine. Such an individual is one who is known 

to exceed normative expectations in the aid and support of other 

individuals. Such an individual, for example, continues to feed and 

aid others in spite of the fact that his or her generosity is not 

reciprocated. 

There are important normative principles among the Bear Lake 

People, then, which create expectations of mutual aid and hospitality. 

Individuals are expected to feed, support, and cooperate with one 

21, As discussed in Chapter 2, the Bear Lake People claim 
tliat residence was not limited to groups with which a couple had 
primary kinship bonds. 
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another and are evaluated by other people according to the extent to 

which they do so. Such an evaluation determines, to a great extent, 

the quality of relationship between individuals. The quality of 

relationship, in the past, determined rights to membership in units 

such as local bands. It is claimed in Chapter 4 that the quality of 

relationship between individuals is, today, an important decision 

criterion employed by the Bear Lake People when selecting from among 

potential cooperators in the formation of task-groups. 

Summarizing this section, it is suggested that two very 

important normative principles, to some extent, constitute part of the 

cultural content of all Bear Lake social identity relationships. It 

is also suggested that these principles have important implications 

for the formation of task-groups among the Bear Lake People. This is 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. At this point more specific 

information regarding the normative content of Bear Lake kin identity 

relationships should be provided since, as stated, a large percentage 

of any individual's potential cooperators in task-groups are kinsmen. 

It is claimed in Chapter 4 that the normative content of kin identity 

relationships influences the selection from among alternative co-

operators. 

A good deal of information is provided in.this chapter con

cerning 'kinship' among the Bear Lake People. Evidence presented above 

suggests that the basic or primary meaning of the concept of 'relative' 

is based upon the cultural concept of 'shared substance' and that 

certain kin terms are polysemous in nature, with extended meanings 

related to primary meanings through conceptual operations specifiable 
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in terras of formal semantic rules. In the discussion of kin identity 

relationships which follows, further evidence for these claims is 

provided. 

According to my consultants, names for kin identity relation

ships which are reported below are appropriately used only when desig

nating relationships between specific kintypes—those which have been 

identified as the basic meanings of Bear Lake kin terms (see p. 201). 

Terms for Bear Lake kin identity relationships between specific kin-

types are presented in Table 10. 

It is possible to characterize each of the kin identity rela

tionships specified in Table 10 in terms of its normative or cultural 

content, that is, in terms of the rights and duties associated with the 

relationship. Again, it is important to note that such relationships 

among the Bear Lake People are characterized by relatively few 

specific behavioral expectations. Rather, they are characterized by 

relatively informal, more or less intense expectations regarding, for 

example, authority, mutual aid, and reciprocity. In Keesing's (1970a) 

terms such relationships are characterized primarily by certain basic 

"premises" about the nature of the relationship, rather than by highly 

specific "operating norms." 

For the purposes of this paper, the specific cultural content 

of Bear Lake kin identity relationships can be characterized in terms 

of four types of expectations. Two of these were introduced above and 

concern (1) authority and (2) mutual aid and hospitality. Two addi

tional kinds of expectations concern what the Bear Lake People discuss 

as (3) 'shyness' and (4) 'joking.1 
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Table 10, Bear Lake Kin Identity Relationships9 

Term Kintypes within Relationship 

1. eietake F - C (usually F - S).b 

2. elenipke M - C Cusually M *- D) 
3. eieyake P - S (usually F *- S) 
4. eletueke P - D (usually M - D) 
5, elet^ke PB - SbC (usually PB - SbSl 
6. elencj^ke PZ t- SbC (usually pz - SbD) 
7. elebake PSb - SbC Cfocus on SbC) 
8. elcjdeke B - B (focus on older brother) 
9, e4eSilekec B - B (focus on younger brother) 
10, eiedareke Z - Z (focus on older sister) 
11, e4ed&e Z - Z (focus on younger sister) 
12, eie'eke SpF - CSp (usually WF - DH) 
13, elebeeke SpM - CSp (usually HM - SW) 
14. eleed(jke SpP - DH (usually WF - DH) 
15. elekwike HF -• SW (focus on son's wife) 
16. eielake ZH -• WSB, BW - HB 
17. eieyeke BW -• HZ 
18. eieehceke PF -• CC 
19. elecaake PM -• CC, HM - SW Cfocus on son's wife) 

a. There are also terms for friendship identity relationships. 
For example, e^iftike ('each other's true or dear friends') and et&fceke 
('each other's friends') (cf., below). 

b. By the terra "usually" is meant that, according to my 
consultants, the term under consideration is most commonly used to 
designate the relationship between the specific kintypes listed. By 
"focus" is meant that the term unde.r consideration emphasizes or 
"focuses on" one or the other of the parties to the labeled relation
ship. For example, both of the terms e-fcyleke and e-beSileke designate 
the relationship B t B, The former term, however, emphasizes the 
older brother in the relationship while the latter term emphasizes 
the younger brother. 

c. e3:ecileke is also used in a general sense to designate the 
B - Z relationship. The term secileke is used by parents to designate 
their 'children,' 
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What is referred to here as "authority" is discussed by the 

Bear Lake People in terms of socially legitimate rights of certain 

individuals to be the 'boss' of certain others. Although, in general, 

'everyone is his or her own boss," some individuals have the authority, 

for example, to "order," "talk to," "punish," and "take anything without 

asking" with regard to certain others. With respect to those who 

possess some authority over them, individuals must, for example, "do 

whatever they say," "give them whatever they want," "never refuse them" 

(cf., below, regarding the distinction between 'people we can't say no 

to' and 'people we can say no to'), and "always tell ' [ask] them before 

you do something." In other words, in spite of the fact that every 

individual is relatively autonomous, relatively free to make his or her 

own decisions, there are others who possess some authority over them 

and these individuals must be "listened to." An individual is free to 

make his or her own-decisions, however there are expectations that those 

decisions will be made in consideration of the wishes of individuals 

who possess authority. The behavior of Bear Lake People is interpreted 

in terms of such expectations (cf., below). 

Expectations of mutual aid, support, and hospitality are ex

plained above. Bear Lake People have such expectations of each of the 

kinship identity relationships discussed here. However there are 

differences, for example, regarding from whom Bear Lake People would 

first expect help or food and from whom they would make requests for 

help or food (cf., below). 

The concept of 'shyness,' which is expressed in the phrase 

Dene huSa hel^. ('Shy person'), was explained by my consultants in terms 
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which emphasize the "respect," "deference," and even "avoidance" which 

some individuals are expected to show to certain others. For example, 

regarding the relationship between a man and his wife's mother (which 

is, in principle, characterized by more intense 'shyness' than any 

other relationship) Bear Lake People maintain that such individuals 

22 
"can't talk to each other," "can't lock at each other in the face," 

"can't 'joke' with each other," and "can't say no to each other" (in 

the sense of refusing requests of one another). More generally, 

'shyness' among the Bear Lake People does not take this extreme form of 

"avoidance." Rather, 'shyness' is normally characterized by a milder 

form of respect and restraint. The same kinds of behavioral expecta

tions characteristic of the wife's mother-daughter's husband relation

ship are discussed, for example, in an attenuated form with regard to 

the relationship of a 'younger brother' to his 'older brother.' If 

the age difference between a 'younger brother' and an 'older brother' 

is relatively great, then the Bear Lake People compare the 'older 

brother' to a 'father' and discuss the appropriate 'shyness' of the 

former to the latter. Such 'shyness' was explained to me by my con

sultants in terms of the authority which 'older brothers' have over 

their younger siblings. 'Shyness' in the sense of respect and 

22. This is true in both a literal sense and in a figurative 
sense. For the most part these individuals are expected to avoid 
conversing with one another unless absolutely necessary, in which 
case they employ the "affinal speech" style referred to above and 
make their conversations very short. In addition, these'.individuals 
are expected to avoid giving each other orders or saying anything to 
one another which can be construed as an order or demand. 
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restraint toward others seems, at least in part, to be associated with 

relationships which are also characterized by some kind of authority. 

'Shyness' is also said to characterize the relationship between 

siblings of the opposite sex. However, in this case, 'Shyness' is not 

explained in terms of authority, but in terms of certain potential 

dangers, especially to men, of associating with siblings of the opposite 

sex. If a man's sister does not, for example, avoid contact with his 

clothes and gun it could lead to "bad luck" for that man in his hunting 

or other pursuits.- Accordingly, siblings of the opposite sex are said 

to be 'shy' to one another. This, no doubt, plays a role in increasing 

the solidarity of siblings of the same sex (cf., above). 

Certain kin identity relationships then, are characterized by 

'shyness.' Other relationships are characterized by normative expecta

tions which are, in fact, the antithesis of 'shyness'—'joking.' This 

normative principle is expressed in the term Dene nadagoc'edeye 

('People joking') and is simply explained as "making people laugh." 

My consultants discussed 'joking' in terms which emphasized, if not a 

lack of restraint, at least much more freedom in relationships than 

between those individuals who are 'shy1 to one another. If 'shyness' 

is associated with the presence of authority in social relationships, 

then 'joking* among the Bear Lake People is, in general, associated 

with a relative lack of authority in social relationships. For 

example, my consultants emphasized that individuals should be 'shy' 

toward their fathers. However, they maintained that individuals could 

'joke' with their father's brother, even though he is "just like a 
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father." 'Father's brothers' have less authority over children than 

do fathers. 

'Joking' ('making people laugh'), in general, is associated 

with a number of different kin identity relationships. However, there 

are differences, especially in terms of appropriate topics for jokes, 

in such joking relationships. For example, it is not appropriate to 

speak of or joke about sexual matters with a 'father's brother.' How

ever, implicit or explicit allusions to sexual matters is a primary 

topic of joking between a man and his 'wife's sister,' to whom he 

refers as sela. Common jokes between these individuals involve sug

gesting to a 'wife's sister' that she would make a good wife. My 

consultants explained this to me as an expression of respect not only 

to a man's wife's sister, but also to that man's wife. It is inter

esting to note that 'joking,' especially about sexual matters, is in

appropriate between in-laws of the same generation and sex. 

With this background to the normative content of Bear Lake kin 

identity relationships it is possible to specify the actual content of 

particular kinds of relationships. This is done in Table 11, which 

characterizes kin identity relationships by the presence or absence of 

particular normative features (+ indicates the presence of a feature; 

- indicates its absence; + or - in parentheses indicates a modification 

of the basic value). It should be obvious that Table 11 glosses over a 

good amount of specific information regarding particular kin relation

ships. Some of this information is contained in footnotes to Table 11. 

Other of this information is contained in Tables 12 and 13 which pro

vide rankings of authority and aid expectations. 
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Table 11, Cultural or Normative Content, of Bear Lake Kin Identity 
Relationships 

Relationship Authority Reciprocity Shyness Joking 

eieehceke9 + (-) + + C-) -(+) 

elecaake*3 + C-) + + C-3 -(+) 

e4eyakeC + + + C-) + C-) 

eietu&eC + + + C-J + C-) 

eiebake + C-) + + C-) + (-) 

elecileke^ (B-Bl — + + 

CB-Z1 + + -

eledeke*^ - + - + 

eie'eke (WF-DH) + + + — 

(HF-SW)e + + + C-) -

elebe^ke tWM-DH)0 + + + 

(HM-SW)b'e + + + CrL -

eielake (H-WZ} - + T* + 

(H-WB, W-HB) -(+) + ~  ( + )  -

eieyeke^ -T+) + -(+) -

a. The value of the dimensions marked in parentheses indicates 
a modification, to some extent, of the basic value, For example, a 
man's father's father clearly possesses a certain amount of authority 
over him; although less than his father. This is indicated by marking 
a negative value in parentheses for the relationship eteehceke, 

b. ejbecaake can also be used to refer to the relationship 
between HM and SW, 

c. The values for shyness and joking here are intended to 
indicate that children are expected to be respectful and obedient to 
their parents. However, there is also a great deal of intimacy 
between parents and children which includes playing and joking. As 
children grow older, shyness (i,e,, respect, deference, etc,l are 
expected to increase and joking to decrease. Interestingly, this 
occurs in conjunction with a decrease in the authority of parents over 
children as the latter become their 'own bosses,* 
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Table 11.—Continued 

d. If there is a great relative age difference between 
siblings, the older are considered to be "like fathers" or "like 
mothers" to their younger siblings. This is associated with increased 
authority and more limited joking. This is especially true while 
younger siblings are children and becomes less true when siblings are 
fully adult. 

e. There is mild avoidance between a woman and her husband's 
father. However, the only true avoidance relationship is between a 
man and his wife's mother. The relationships between a woman and her 
husband's mother and between a man and his wife'vs father are charac
terized by maximum authority and respect, but not avoidance, 

f. Relationships between an individual and various others 
whom he denotes sela are difficult for people to characterize. "They 
are your boss in a way because you can't refuse them. But they will 
never ask you for anything. We can't ask our in-laws for anything,'* 
In other words, there are expectations that ego has the obligation to 
fulfill the requests of his or her in-laws, but there are also 
expectations that ego's in-law of the same generation will not make 
requests of him or her. This is discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Table 12. Ranking of Primary Kintypes in Terms 
Over Ego 

of Decreasing Authority 

Rank Kintypes (male!3 Kintypes (female)3 

1 se'e, seta' sebee, sencj 

2 
b 

sela sela, seye 

3 seta, ehce 
\ 

senSb, ehcu 
n '  V  

4 
Q 

s<jde > 'oc'escjde sedalre > 'cjc'esedafe 

5 seSile > ' cjc'eseSile sede" > '^c'esed^' 

6 seyake, se£d(j, sekwi > 'oc'eseyake . w« seyake, seedo, sek l 

7 ehceya se£ak 

a, Kintypes are separated by sex for reasons dealing with the 
sexual division of labor discussed above, 

b, Sela is of interest for reasons mentioned in Table 11, 
Essentially, ego is expected to submit to the wishes of sela, yet sela 
is expected not to demand or request anything of ego Ccf,, Chapter 4). 

c, One source of variation in response to questions 
regarding authority Cand also mutual aid and hospitality! is illus
trated by the way in which sy3e, 'qc'esyle, se&ile, and •^cK^se6ile are 
represented. Consultants agreed that sode possesses more authority 
over ego than 'oc'^s^de. This is represented through use of the 
symbol "greater than" C>). . However, individuals varied in judgments 
regarding the ranking of, for example, 'oc'es^de and secile. For the 
most part, however, people ranked 'oc'^s^de above secile in terms of 
authority. This is represented by placing the former above the latter. 
This is discussed further below. 
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Table 13. Ranking of Primary Kintypes in Terms of Ego's Decreasing 
Expectations of Aid from Alter 

Kintypes 
Kintypes C'real relatives'! Crelatives by marriage') 

Rank Male Female*5 Male Female 

1 
Q 

seya > 'oc'eseya setue seddo \ sekwi, sec&a 

2 scjde, 
secile > 'oc'esecileke 

V 

sedare, 
sede' 

sela sela, seye 

3 seta' sen(j se'e sebee 

4 seta senoo 
l V 

5 ehce ehcu 
V 

a. 'Real relatives' and 'relatives by marriage* are separated 
here for the reason that certain categories of the former are 
essentially equivalent to certain categories of the latter in terms of 
expectations of aid (e.g., seya = seed(^). However, these categories 
differ in terms of the appropriateness of requesting aid (cf., below), 

b. Sexes are separated for reasons dealing with the sexual 
division of labor Ccf,, above), 

c. Again, there is some ambiguity in judgments made between 
kintypes such as 'oc'eseya and spde. This is represented as was done 
in Table 10, This is discussed further below. Also, ehceya (cfCC) and 
secaa C?CC) are omitted for the following reason. My consultants 
explained expectations of aid from these kintypes in terms of expectar-
tations of aid from their parents. In other words, a kind of 
transitive logic is in operation here; ego can expect aid from his 
children, who can expect aid from his or her children's children. 
Accordingly, ego can expect a relatively great amount of aid from ehce 
or secaL This same logic was used by some of my consultants when 
discussing the authority of, for example, ehceco over ehceya. 
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Two additional points should be made here concerning Table 

11. First, marking a relationship as + authority indicates that one 

of the kin identities (almost invariably the senior member of the 

relationship) possesses a certain amount of authority over the other. 

Second, marking a relationship as + reciprocity is meant to imply that 

relatively strong expectations regarding mutual aid and hospitality 

exist for the members of the particular relationship. More detail 

regarding differences among such expectations is provided below. 

In addition to the information provided in Table 11, it is 

possible to rank various kin identities in terms of the extent of 

authority which such kinsmen have over ego and in terms of the amount 

and extent of mutual aid which ego can expect from those kinsmen. This 

is done in Table 12 and Table 13, respectively. Information summarized 

in these tables was obtained by asking my consultants to make judgments 

concerning, for example, (1) who is and who is not, to some extent, 

ego's boss; (2) the order in which ego can reasonably expect aid from 

different individuals—and the amount of such aid; (3) the order of 

individuals from whom ego would request aid if he or she needed it 

(which is not the same as [2]); and (4) the order in which ego would 

aid different individuals if more than one of his or her kinsmen were 

in need of aid. Specific frames which were used to gather such in

formation included the following: (1) X sek'aowe ot'e? ('Is X [e.g., 

seta'] my boss?), (2) X c'e naidi c'e'one Y c'e naidi ('more than we 

help X, we help Y'—for example, naheta' or nahecile), and (3) Dene 
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be' - niw^ nidee ami aedi-ya X, Y ('If a man wants food, who will he 

23 
ask, X or Y?'). 

For the most part, consultants gave consistent answers to 

questions such as those listed above. However, there was a certain 

amount of variation in answers given both by different individuals and 

by the same individuals on different occasions. Such variation seems 

to relate to the fact that individuals inevitably evaluate expecta

tions of authority and mutual aid and hospitality, not only in terms of 

the normative content of social identity relationships, but also in 

terms of the history of actual relationships between actual individuals 

who possess those particular social identities. When, for example, 

one of my consultants stated that he would expect to receive aid from 

one of his 'brothers from the other side' before receiving aid from his 

1 real brother,' he explained his response by reporting that sometimes 

the latter was a "hard" man and that if he needed or expected any aid 

from his 'real brother' he could also expect to listen to a "speech." 

23. At this point it is necessary to make explicit two sig
nificant limitations of the data presented here. First, much of it 
was collected in English, rather than in the Bear Lake language. 
After making sure that the questions asked were culturally "appro
priate" questions and had straightforward translations, interviews 
were conducted almost exclusively in English. For example, once it 
was established that it is possible to ask questions such as "If a 
man is going caribou hunting, who will he ask to go with him?" (Dene 
ekweka at'iya nidee, behe ac'et'iya, amx agodiya), such questions 
were explained to consultants in English (that is, I explained to my 
consultants exactly what information I was after) and interviews were 
conducted in English. The second fundamental limitation of these data 
is that it was collected using formal elicitation from only four 
consultants, tfhis, of course, limits the statistical validity of the 
information presented here. However, the data presented here is 
consistent with and an accurate representation not only of formally 
elicited information but also of information collected more informally 
from these and the rest of my consultants. 
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That this and other similar responses (i.e., responses which do not 

match expectations established on the basis of Tables 12 and 13) were 

often accompanied by volunteered explanations such as the one given 

above (or else were similarly accounted for when an explanation was 

requested) can be taken as prima facie evidence that normal expecta

tions were violated by such responses and that my consultants were 

aware of this. For example, in the case cited above, my consultant 

knew that expecting aid from his 'brother from the other side' prior to 

aid from his 'real brother' was unusual and volunteered an explanation 

in terms of the failure of his 'real brother' to match normative 

expectations. In other words, individuals often did not report their 

expectations of authority and mutual aid and hospitality "all other 

things being equal," as is attempted in Tables 12 and 13. This concern 

of individuals with real relationships between actual individuals is 

discussed further in Chapter 4. 

At this point it is possible to analyze authority among the 

Bear Lake People to a slightly greater extent than has been done. By 

doing so, some of the ambiguous rankings mentioned in Table 12 can be 

understood. It is clear, for example, that authority is associated 

with a number of different characteristics of individuals which are 

relatively independent of one another and that the amount of authority 

one individual has over another can be predicted in terms of the 

cumulative presence of these characteristics. The most important of 

such characteristics are "generation," "familial membership," "rela

tive age," "sex," and "special abilities" ("special abilities" 

relating particularly to economic productivity). The relationship of 



these to authority can be phrased in a manner similar to the way in 

which rules for computing social and kinship distance are phrased above 

1. Individuals of ascending generation have relatively greater 

authority over ego than individuals of the same or descending 

generation. 

2. Individuals with membership in the same familial unit have 

relatively greater authority over ego than individuals of 

different familial units. 

3. Individuals of ego's generation who are older than ego have 

relatively greater authority over ego than individuals who 

are younger than ego. 

4. Individuals who are of the same sex as ego have relatively 

greater authority over ego than individuals of the opposite 

sex. 

5. Individuals who have special, culturally valued abilities such 

as being a 'good hunter' or a 'good provider' have relatively 

greater authority over ego than individuals who do not possess 

such abilities. (This is, of course primarily true during 

performance of the activities for which an individual has 

special abilities.) 

Such principles predict that individuals who possess all of these 

characteristics in relation to ego will possess, relatively speaking, 

the greatest authority over ego. By referring back to the semantic 

analysis of kin terms it is apparent that seta' ('father') is the 

individual who possesses the largest number of these characteristics 

with regard to a male ego. Seta' also, according to my consultants, 
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possesses the most authority, save se'e ('spouse's father'), over a male 

ego. It is interesting to note here that the role of 'father' among 

the Bear Lake People is most often defined as that of 'provider'—the 

only characteristic listed above which 'father' does not explicitly 

possess by virtue of his kin status alone. It is also interesting to 

note here that se'e is often talked about in terms of his role as 

'provider' of ego's wife and, that by virtue of matrilocal post-marital 

residence a male ego becomes a member of his wife's father's house-

v -.j 24 hold. 

In light of this, variations in rankings of relatives such as 

' oc' esi^de and secile in terms of authority are quite easily explained. 

'Oc'esode is not a member of ego's familial unit, but is relatively 

older than ego. SeSile, on the other hand, is a member of ego's 

familial unit, but is relatively younger than ego—hence the ambiguity. 

At this point it is important to report certain distinctions 

which Bear Lake People make which provide additional information about 

authority and also about expectations of mutual aid and hospitality. 

Table 13 provides information regarding the expectations which ego has 

concerning his or her potential sources of aid. It is also important 

to emphasize that there are relatively explicit expectations among the 

Bear Lake People concerning of whom it is appropriate to make requests 

24. At least this was true of traditional Bear Lake post-
marital residence and remains, to some extent, true today. A newly 
married couple often resides with the family of the bride until 
they can set up an independent household in Fort Franklin. 
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25 
for aid (or any other kind of request ) and of whom compliance with 

such requests can be expected. Specifically, the Bear Lake People make 

distinctions among the following kinds of people: (1) gied£ke-ya 

t'aslanlle ('for asking them it doesn't matter') or giedxke-ya dule 

('it's possible for us to ask them') or deneke aec'ediya dule ('people 

we can ask')/ (2) giedike-ya duye ('we can't ask them') or deneke 

aec'ediya duye ('people it's inpossible for us :to ask') or deneke 

aec'edi nidee nezo-le ('people, if we ask them, it's not good'), (3) 

ile qid£di-ya t'asianile ('for saying no to them it doesn't matter'— 

'it's alright to say no to them') or lie qid£di-ya dule ('it's alright 

to say no to them'), and (4) lie gididi-ya duye ('we can't say no to 

them'—'we can't refuse them'). The present importance of these dis

tinctions between people of whom Bear Lakers can and cannot make 

requests and between people who can and cannot refuse the requests of 

others includes the fact that there are some individuals from whom 

reasonably frequent and significant amounts of aid can be expected, but 

from whom it is clearly inappropriate to request such aid and support. 

Individuals whom one denotes as sela provide the prime example of this. 

If an individual is in need, sela is one of the first people from whom 

aid can be expected. However, it is not proper for an individual to 

request aid from sela ("We can't ask our brother-in-law for anything"). 

Other individuals of whom it is improper to request things include, 

.most importantly, se'e and sebee, the parents of one's spouse. In 

25. These distinctions, for exanple, apply to requests in the 
formation of task-groups—which are discussed at length in Chapter 4. 
Their significance in the cultural process of task-group formation 
among the Bear Lake People will be apparent. 
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addition, it is clearly less appropriate to make requests of seta', 

seno, seta, senoib, ehce, and ehcj. than it is to make requests of indi

viduals of your own or descending generations. By consulting Table 12, 

a relatively straightforward relationship between 'people we can't 

ask' and the dimension of authority can be seen. In general, it is not 

appropriate for Bear Lake People to make requests of those individuals 

who possess authority over them. 

Further information concerning the above distinctions is pro

vided in Chapter 4 when their significance in the cultural formation of 

task-groups among the Bear Lake People is discussed. In summary, in 

this section of Chapter 3, rules descriptive of the way in which Bear 

Lake People "compute" social and kinship distance and solidarity were 

presented along with certain of the normative features which comprise 

the cultural content of Bear Lake kin identity relationships. It must 

be emphasized again here that these people do not "compute" social and 

kinship distance with any sort of mathematical precision. Nor do they 

confute expectations of authority and mutual aid and hospitality with 

mathematical precision. The importance of the information contained in 

Tables 11, 12, and 13 is that Bear Lake individuals use a knowledge 

of the relative expectations of authority and mutual aid and hospi

tality to produce and interpret or to organize their behavior. These 

expectations influence, among other things, decisions concerning the 

individuals with whom men form task-groups. As is discussed later,-

people use such expectations to evaluate their potential cooperators. 

Anticipating and simplifying the discussion in Chapter 4, Bear Lake 

People prefer to form groups with those individuals who possess 
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relatively less authority over them and of whom they can expect 

relatively great mutual aid and support. In addition, however, the 

authority of some individuals over others makes their selection to 

membership in task-groups (if they desire membership) prescriptive 

(cf. , Chapter 4). • 

'Friendship' as a Cultural Domain 

Up to this point in Chapter 3 almost exclusive attention has 

been given to the description of 'kinship' among the Bear Lake People 

This is justified on the grounds that the largest percentage of 

potential cooperatojrs in task-groups among these people is constituted 

by 'relatives' or 'kinsmen'—kinds of individuals appropriately desig

nated by the term segot'ine. It is now important to consider a second 

kind of person, the members of which category constitute the second 

major group of potential cooperators among the Bear Lake People. This 

category of people is labeled by the term sg-fceke (literally, 'my other 

selves') and can be glossed as ('friends'). This section of Chapter 3 

deals with 'friendship' as a cultural domain among the Bear Lake People. 

There are three important kinds of 'friends' among the Bear 

Lake People which are as follows: (1) se-te' (literally, 'my other 

self,' 'my friend,' 'my partner'), (2) s£%i' ('my dearest friend,' 

'my special friend'), and (3) seari' ('my respected friend,' 'my 

friend to whom I show respect'). ' To understand the differences in 

meaning among these terms it is necessary to consider the way in which 

they are used to designate different kinds of individuals. In general, 
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sele' is the most widely used term, whereas s£X£' and sea£i' seem to 

have more limited uses. Each of these requires discussion. 

The term sele' can, according to my consultants, be used by any 

ego to designate essentially anyone, except 'real' and 'original 

kinsmen,' whose relationship to ego fulfills certain "basic premises" 

(Keesing 1970a) which define the nature and meaning of 'friendship' 

among the Bear Lake People. The basic premises of 'friendship' which 

concern sharing, mutual aid, and hospitality under conditions of minimal 

obligation and authority are discussed in detail below. Seleke 

designates the class of persons who possess such a relationship. Any

one with whom a relationship exists which matches expectations estab

lished by the basic premises of 'friendship' can be denoted sele'. More 

specifically, under these conditions it is appropriate to use the term 

sele' to designate 'nonrelatives' and certain 'relatives from the other 

side'; however, it is not appropriate to use this term to designate 

'real' and 'original relatives.' 

In this general sense of the term, there are no limitations, in 

principle, on the use by an individual of sele' to denote persons of 

different age and of opposite sex. However based upon the discussion 

above it could be expected that the most common usages of the term 

se-fce' would be to designate individuals of the same relative age and 

sex. This is, in fact, the case. According to my consultants, sele' 

is most commonly used to designate individuals who are not 'real' or 

'original relatives' of ego but who are of the same sex and relative 

age as ego. 
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Related to the more restricted use of the term se3fce' (i.e., 

"same relative age/" "same sex) is its use in the sense of 'my 

partner.' 'Partners' are, essentially, co-members of task-groups. 

That is, individuals who participate together in various activities 

and who, under some conditions, share the product of those activities. 

However, not all individuals who participate in the same task-group are 

'partners.' Within a group of people who regularly trap at Johnny Hoe 

River, for example, there are usually two, three, or more 'partnerships' 

of two men each who set and check their traplines together and who set 

and check their fishnets together—apart from the other men who form 

26 
the greater task-group of trappers. It is important to note that in 

the sense of 'my partner' it is appropriate to use s£le' to denote even 

close relatives such as seta' and syde. In other words, it is appro

priate to use the term se-fce' to designate anyone, even 'real' and 

'original relatives,' if those individuals are one's 'partners.' In 

fact, preferred 'partners' are very often one's 'real' and 'original 

relatives' (cf.,. Chapter 4). 

Among the most interesting and revealing uses of se&e' involve 

the expected and appropriate designation of certain kinds of indi

viduals which are defined in terms of their "kintype" although, 

26. Another example of 'partnerships' within task-groups 
involves moose hunting. If a man in a party of moose hunters shoots a 
moose, it is expected that the meat will be shared by all of the members 
of the taskrgroup.In fact, the meat belongs to everyone, not only 
to the man who shoots the moose. However, only the 'partner' of the 
man who shoots the moose is expected to receive the moose hide. 
'Partners' are discussed further in Chapter 4 since they are important 
to Bear Lake conceptions of the "social organization" of task-groups. 
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27 
according to my consultants, they are not 'kinsmen' or 'relatives.' 

For example, first, in the past, individuals who were married to the 

same person (cf., Chapter 2) and who were not brothers or sisters could 

denote one another as sele'. That is, men married to the same woman 

or women married to the same man could use the term se3:6' with regard 

to one another. Second, individuals married to same-sexed siblings and 

28 
who are not themselves siblings can denote one another as s43:e'. 

That is, men married to sisters and women married to brothers can use 

the term sele' with regard to one another. This, according to my 

consultants, is especially appropriate when individuals are married to 

siblings 'from the other side.1 Third, two individuals who are the 

'spouse's fathers' or two individuals who are the 'spouse's mothers' of 

a particular married couple can denote one another, reciprocally, as 

sejbe'. That is, an individual may use the term sele' to denote his or 

her child's spouse's same-sexed parent. This and the previous use of 

seifce' share a common logic. This term, which means literally 'my other 

self,' is used reciprocally in both instances to designate individuals 

who share with ego the same kind of social identity relationship to 

some third party. For example, two men who are married to sisters, 

are reciprocally, wife's sister's husbands. The mirror-image nature of 

their relationship is reflected through use of the term seie'. These 

27. Actually, there was a certain amount of disagreement among 
my consultants about whether or not the individuals here are 'kins
men.' The general consensus seemed to be, however, that they are not 
'relatives' although they are very much "like relatives." 

28. Actually, even siblings married to the same person 
could refer to and address one another as sele_|_. This is also true 
for siblings married to same-sexed siblings. 
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individuals possess identical relationships, both semantically and 

socially, to all of the members of their wives' family. In the past, 

these individuals, perhaps, resided matrilocally together (at least 

for some period of time) and worked together for their wives' father. 

As might be expected, in the formation of task-groups today among the 

Bear Lake People, individuals who possess this kind of relationship, 

and denote one another as se-fce', are often preferred cooperators (cf., 

Chapter 4). 

A final use of the term sele' is somewhat different from 

those discussed above and presents some difficulties in analysis. This 

involves using se-te' interchangeably with the term xatQne ('stranger'). 

Xatone is used by ego to designate anyone who is, in fact, unknown to 

him or her or to the Bear Lake People in general, as well as to desig

nate anyone who possesses with regard to ego an ambiguous or anomalous 

social relationship. In the former sense, the term xatone is used to 

designate individuals who do not reside at Bear Lake, who are not 

'Bear Lake People,' and who are not reasonably close 'kinsmen' of Bear 

Lakers. In the latter sense, xatyie is used, for example, to designate 

kinsmen whose identities (defined in terms of semantic features reported 

above) imply with regard to ego certain "real world" features or 

attributes which are not, in fact, possessed by those individuals. For 

example, when an individual who possesses the relationship 'father's 

brother' with regard to ego (with the semantic feature "generation + 1" 

and the resulting implication that alter is older than ego) is actually 

younger than ego, in addition to using the term seta to denote that 

individual, it is appropriate for ego to use the term xatone. For 
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another example, it is sometimes the case that two individuals who are 

appropriately denoted (due to extension rules discussed above) by ego 

as 'my brother' and 'my sister" (ignoring relative age) get married. 

From ego's perspective this situation is anomalous and it is handled 

by ego by denoting one or the other of the 'siblings' as 'stranger.' 

For a final example/ it is interesting to note that the term xatQne 

can be used, reciprocally, by men married to sisters, women married to 

brothers, and same-sexed parents of a married couple. These relation

ships are slightly ambiguous in the sense of being non-kinship rela

tionships which are "like" kinship relationships (cf., above). 

The meaning of xatone, then, is "individual who possesses an 

unknown, ambiguous, or anomalous social relationship with regard to 

ego." The essential point here is that the term se-te' can be used \ 

interchangeably with xatone in each of the above cases. That is, sele' 

can be used to mean or to designate individuals with whom one has an 

ambiguous or anomalous relationship. This use of the term seie' seems 

to be different from, although related to the other uses reported above. 

The two additional terms for 'friends' among the Bear Lake 

People can be discussed more briefly than sele'. The first of these, 

si' ('my dearest friend'),• was explained by my consultants as the 

individual for whom one would "do anything, give anything, even give 

your life." According to my consultants, an individual normally has 

only one person whom he or she denotes siXi'. This is a person of the 

same sex and age with whom one has grown up, worked, and traveled all 

of one's life and to whom one "can't say no." It is interesting to 

note that the relationship of 'dearest friend' among the Bear Lake 
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People is normally initiated consciously and is formally marked through 

the exchange of some gift such as a rifle or a drum. In other words, 

this relationship, which is characterized by intense positive affect 

(cf., below), is among the most institutionalized of relationships 

among the Bear Lake People. 

The final term for 'friend' among the Bear Lake People is 

seari' ('my respected friend'). This term, aa implied by its gloss, 

is used to designate individuals with whom ego's relationship is charac

terized not only by 'friendship,' but also by a certain amount of 

respect, deference, or shyness (cf., above). As might be expected, a 

common use of this term is by younger men or women in designating their 

older 'friends.' Another important use is, once again, between the 

fathers or between the mothers of a married couple. In this sense, 

seari' is used interchangeably with sete' or xatgne. 

Having discussed the various terms for 'friend' as well as the 

major uses of those terms, it is possible to elaborate the cultural 

meaning and normative content of 'friendship' among the Bear Lake 

People. As previously stated, 'friendship' among these people is 

defined in terms of certain "basic premises" about the nature of rela

tionships among 'friends,' rather than by highly formalized patterns 

for behavior. In terms of the normative features discussed above, 

'friends' are individuals (other than close 'kinsmen') who "do not boss 

each other," who would "do anything for each other," who "are not shy 

to each other," and who "joke with each other and make each other 

laugh." Particularly emphasized by my consultants were the sharing, 

mutual aid, and hospitality between 'friends' under conditions of 
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minimal obligation and authority. This combination of features not 

only defines much of the normative content of 'friendship' (and pro

vides expectations regarding the behavior between 'friends'), but also 

constitutes the cultural definition of 'friendship' among the Bear Lake 

People. 'Friends' are individuals who freely share their labor and 

goods in spite of the fact that they are not necessarily expected or 

obligated to do so and in spite of the fact that 'friends' possess no 

authority over one another. A relationship of 'friendship' exists as 

long aa the ejqpectations based upon these premises are fulfilled. When 

the behavior of individuals no longer matches the expectations which 

define 'friendship,' those individuals are, by definition, no longer 

1 friends.' 

It is important to note here,; again, that 'friends' among the 

Bear Lake People are normally individuals of the same sex and same age. 

Based upon the above discussion of authority and "solidarity," this is 

easily understood. Ascending generations possess at least a certain 

amount of authority over descending generations; hence, it is somewhat 

unlikely that 'friendships' will be established across generations. 

Since, due to the division of labor, men work with men and women with 

women, it is unlikely that individuals of different sexes will become 

'friends.' It is also important to point out that between 'friends' 

there is normally, if not invariably, a convergence of interests (cf., 

below) and a reasonable balance of aid and hospitality which estab

lishes a relationship of positive quality (cf., above regarding 

"quality of relationship"). For example, 'friends' primarily partici

pate together in various activities because of convergent or shared 



interests and there are clear expectations that the extent of partici

pation in and sharing of the products of such activities will be 

relatively balanced (at least over the long run). Although Bear Lake 

People do not compute a "balance of reciprocity" with any great degree 

of mathematical precision, they are aware of such things and use this 

knowledge to evaluate the nature of social relationships. 

Prior to summarizing, it is important for the discussion in 

Chapter 4 to compare 'friends' to 'kinsmen' in terms of expectations of 

authority and mutual aid and hospitality. This can be done very 

succinctly. In terms of authority, 'friends' possess fewer "rights" 

over ego than any of his or her 'kinsmen.' Ego has fewer "obligations" 

to 'friends' than to any of his or her 'kinsmen.' In terms of aid and 

hospitality, however, the situation is different. 'Friends' can be 

expected by ego to provide more food and aid than many of his or her 

'kinsmen.' More important, however, is that 'friends' are among the 

first people from whom ego will request aid and support. In fact, 

according to my consultants, an individual can and often does make 

requests of 'friends' prior to his or her own children. The essential 

point is that 'friends' are among the last people whom ego will aid if 

his or her 'kinsmen' are also in need of aid. However, 'friends' are 

among the first people from whom ego will seek and can ejqoect aid if he 

or she requires assistance of some sort. This, in fact, is the basic 

premise of 'friendship' among the Bear Lake People 

In summary, then, 'friends' among the Bear Lake People are 

individuals whose relationship is ̂ characterized by relatively balanced 

mutual aid and hospitality and by the lack of sanctioned obligations 
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and authority. In fact, 'friendships' are established exactly where 

authority is at its relative weakest—between non-kinsmen or distant 

kinsmen. Individuals become and remain 'friends' through the ful

fillment of expectations based upon the basic premises of 'friendship.' 

As is true of 'kinsmen/' 'friends' are important potential cooperators 

among the Bear Lake People and expectations regarding appropriate 

behavior between 'friends' are important considerations in the forma

tion of task-groups among the Bear Lake People. 



CHAPTER 4 

BEAR LAKE INDIAN TASK-GROUP FORMATION 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an ethnographic 

account of task-group formation among the Bear Lake People. To this 

purpose, an attempt is made to accurately describe the cultural rules 

employed by Bear Lake individuals when making decisions regarding such 

groups-—that is, to formulate a cultural decision-making model of 

task-group formation among the Bear Lake People. 

The concern of cognitive anthropologists with cultural 

decision-making rules is discussed in some detail in Chapter 1, Since 

the early writings of Goodenough C1956b) and Frake C1962a), cognitive 

anthropologists or ethnoscientists have held the goal of relating 

cultural knowledge to plans and strategies for its use. By discovering 

and describing the cultural rules which underlie appropriate behavior, 

ethnoscientists attempt to anticipate, understand, and accurately 

interpret the behavior of the members of different sociocultural 

groups. By formulating cultural rule-descriptions, cognitive 

anthropologists hope to match native expectations regarding appro

priate behavior. 

In this chapter, an attempt is made to achieve these ethno

graphic goals regarding task-group formation among the Bear Lake 

People. Following a brief review of the nature of cultural decision

making models, this chapter is organized into four main sections: (1) 
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task-group formation: background, (2) a decision-making model of Bear 

Lake task-group formation, (3) evaluation and testing, and (4) summary 

and conclusions. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the components of a cultural 

decision-making model are: 11) contrast sets of possible behavioral 

alternatives associated with specified sociocultural situations, that 

is, the actual alternatives available to an individual within a 

specific sociocultural situation; (2) informational variables which 

native actors take into account in the process of making a choice from 

among possible alternatives, that is, the criteria of choice used by-

native individuals when making their decisions; and (3) rules for 

"mapping" configurations of informational variables which define 

specific situations onto the alternative which is appropriate to that 

situation. In other terms, in a description of the decision routines 

used by native individuals in the organization of their behavior at 

least three things must be specified: (1) alternatives, for example, 

potential cooperators in task-groups, from among which individuals 

may select; C.2) decision considerations, such as the normative 

content of social identity relationships, used when selecting from 

among possible alternatives; and (3) rules for selecting the appro

priate alternative, for example, a "wife's father" rather than a 

'friend,' given a particular set of circumstances (cf,, below). 

Regarding this final component, it is useful to introduce a dis

tinction which may be used when discussing rules for the selection of 

appropriate alternatives given particular circumstances. This dis

tinction is between "ground" and "strategy" rules, Buchler and 
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Nutini (1969, p. 6) phrase this distinction in this ways 

Game theory makes a distinction between the rules that 
structure the game and the individual options of the 
actors playing the game, or as game theorists formally 
put it: ground and strategy rules. Social scientists, 
and especially anthropologists and sociologists, are 
aware of the distinction when they speak of cultural 
norms or jural rules, on the one hand, and statistical 
deviations from these norms or rules, on the other. 

Keesing (1967) phrases this distinction in terms appropriate to the 

discussion here when outlining four components to cultural decision 

models. The first two components of cultural decision models, 

according to Keesing's ideas, are the same as listed above. However, 

the other two components of his model (which correspond to the third 

component listed above) are as follows: "(3) a set of rules for making 

appropriate decisions under culturally possible combinations of 

circumstances, i.e., a model with determinate outcomes, or (.4) a set 

of strategies for deciding among alternatives, i.e., a value-

maximization model" (Keesing, 1967, p. 2). In Keesing's model, the 

first three of his components correspond to ground rules, while the 

fourth component corresponds to strategy rules. 

Ground rules, then, can be defined as cultural rules which 

define the "game" (for example, of task-group formation) and include 

definitions of players, of alternatives available to players, and of 

goals. Strategy rules can be defined as cultural rules which provide 

individuals with principles for choosing among options available 

within the Bounds of appropriate behavior established by ground 

rules. In the initial discussion of task-group formation among the 

Bear Lake People below, this distinction is employed to clarify 
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certain features of the cultural rules which are described (this 

distinction is not, however, maintained in the final formalization of 

the decision-routine under consideration):. 

Task-Group Formation: Background 

In this section information is provided concerning important 

characteristics of the various kinds of task-groups which are investi

gated here, the nature of the data used in this chapter, and the nature 

of the claim that task-group formation among the Bear Lake People is 

rule-governed. 

The kinds of task-groups of concern here are mentioned briefly 

in Chapter 2 when the "traditional" activities of such groups were 

outlined. In fact, the task-groups discussed here are defined by the 

Bear Lake People in terms of such purposes, functions, or activities. 

Specifically, the kinds of Bear Lake task-groups discussed in this 

chapter are as follows: 

1. ekWe-ka ac'et'i ('people going for caribou) or ekw^'ka n£c'ede 

('people dwelling for caribou'), 

2. cdwe'-ka c'eniwe ('people looking for beaver fur'—"beaver 

hunting)r 

3. ehjo ac'et'^ ('people going trapping') or cawe'-ka nac'ede 

('people dwelling for beaver fur'), and 

4. lue-ka c'eniw^ ('people looking for fish') or tue-k'e nac'ede 

('people dwelling at fishery'). 

In other words, task-groups of interest here are those formed by Bear 

Lake People in order to hunt caribou, to trap for fur during the late 
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fall and winter, to hunt beaver in the spring, and to establish fish 

camps at various times during the year, especially the fall and spring 

(cf., Chapter 2). These specific kinds of task-groups are, of course, 

only a few of the many different kinds of purpose-, action-, or task-

oriented groups formed by Bear Lake People. However, as discussed 

below, there are reasons for concentrating on these specific groups. 

Rather than review the specific tasks performed by these 

various groups—which was done in Chapter 2—it is important to discuss 

a number of significant characteristics shared by all of them, a 

knowledge of which is necessary to an understanding of the manner in 

which they are formed. It is important in this regard to describe Bear 

Lake conceptions of the nature of these groups. 

As stated above, and as indicated by the names which are 

applied by Bear Lakers to the groups under consideration, the purposes 

of such groups provide the basis for classification of the different 

kind of groups; hence, the appropriateness of designating them by the 

tern "task-group" (cf., Slobodin 1962; Helm 1965a, 1968, 1969a). 

Bear Lake conceptions of the "social structure" of the task-

groups which they form are very informative and discussions with my 

consultants about this topic provided a great deal of the information 

presented in Chapter 2. The most normal responses to my general 

questions regarding with whom Bear Lake individuals may form groups for 

various purposes were similar to the following: "We normally go with 

relatives, friends, and neighbors—like that. Whoever wants to go, if 

they hear that someone is going to the bush they will go and ask him 

if they can go with him and he will say yes. Most of the time we 
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travel with relatives. Sons go with their fathers; brothers go to

gether, brothers-in-law go together—like that." It was clear in 

discussions with my consultants, to reiterate, that none of them define 

the groups under consideration as "kinship groups." Rather, they view 

them as groups formed for purposes which are very often but by no means 

necessarily composed of 'relatives.' From an ethnographic perspective, 

then, it is not appropriate to consider these groups to be "kinship 

groups" and it is important to discover and describe the culturally 

possible compositions of such groups (cf., below). 

The size of task-groups was explained to me by my consultants 

to be a function of the purposes of such groups. That is, upper and 

lower limits on the size of task-groups are established, according to 

Bear Lake conceptions, by the activities for which they are formed, 

rather than by some "social" criterion. For example, Bear Lake People 

have clear ideas concerning the number of individuals a particular 

beaver-hunting ground will support in any particular year and through

out the years. Their knowledge and beliefs concerning beaver popula

tions and their knowledge of the extent to which a particular area has 

been hunted during recent years limits, at least tacitly, the size of 

any beaver-hunting group which might later be formed to hunt in that 

location. According to my consultants, "If you know that a lot of 

people are already going to one place, you won't ask them if you can 

go too, you will go somewhere else." 

In addition to setting the upper limits on the size of task-

groups, "purpose" also sets the lower limits. For example, according 

to my consultants, it is good to hunt barren-ground caribou with at 
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least five or six men in order to be most efficient. Having at least 

that number of men makes it easier to hunt, to transport meat to camp, 

and to process the products of the hunt (e.g., to cut meat into pieces 

for drying each night). It is interesting to note that groups formed 

to hunt barren-ground caribou are considered to be the largest task-

groups. 

Pegardless of the size of task-groups, ranging from two men to 

perhaps ten or fifteen men with their families, there is another unit 

within task-groups which is very important in Bear Lake conceptions of 

the "social structure" of such groups. This unit, which is dis- . 

cussed briefly in Chapter 3, is the 'partnership.' 'Partners'in such 

groups are designated by the term translated in Chapter 3 as 'friend,' 

s£le'. As the term is used here, not all of the members of task-groups 

are 'partners.' Not all of the members of task-groups work together 

equally. Within a group of six individuals who regularly trap at 

Johnny Hoe River, for example, there are three 'partnerships' of two 

men each. 'Partners' within the larger group regularly share a tent or 

cabin together, set their traps and check their traplines together, set 

and check a fishnet together, and perform all of the everyday chores 

together. It is the 'partnership' within task-groups, then, which is 

the working unit (cf., Chapter 3). 

One of the clearest examples of the importance of the 'partner

ship' within larger task-groups concerns the sharing of meat and hides 

obtained from hunting. According to Bear Lake norms, all of the 

members of a task-group, for example a moose-hunting group, share 

relatively equally in the meat obtained due to their participation in 



the hunt regardless of the individual who actually shoots the moose. 

However, not all of the individuals in a hunting party possess rights 

to the hide of the animal which is shot. The hide of the moose which 

is killed is supposed to be given to the 'partner' of the man who 

killed the moose. In fact, the hide of the moose which is killed 

"belongs" to the 'partner' of the successful hunter. There is no such 

obligation for a man to share a hide with the other members of the 

larger task-group (cf., Chapter 3). 

The concept of 'partner,' then, is very important in the 

organization of task-groups and the formation of such groups involves, 

to a great extent, decisions regarding the selection of appropriate 

'partners' (cf., below). As might be expected, 'partners' are very 

often 'relatives,' 'friends,' or 'neighbors.' 

Bear Lake conceptions regarding the operation and functioning 

of task-groups are also important to an understanding of such social 

units. According to my consultants, individuals participate in the 

activities of these groins how they choose and to the extent that they 

desire: "Everyone is his own boss." Task-groups are viewed as groups 

of individuals or of 'partners' within which membership is voluntary 

and flexible. Individuals make their own decisions (with exceptions 

interpretable in terms of the authority of some individuals over 

others discussed in Chapter 3) regarding their participation in task-

groups. In general, individual decisions regarding the operation and 

functioning of task-groups are not binding on the other members of such 

groups, and group decisions are not binding on the individual members 
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who compose the group. Decision-making and concerted action in task-

groups is, then, by consensus. 

Although individuals.within task-groups are essentially free 

to make their own decisions and to pursue their own ends regardless of 

the other members of the group, action of the members of task-groups 

is generally cooperative, coordinated, and concerted. Task-groups are 

formed for purposes and the activities of groups are organized to 

accomplish those various purposes. Hence, when individual decisions 

go against the consensus of the group, such decisions are generally 

viewed as opposing the purposes of the group—more specifically, as 

opposing the converging interests or purposes of the other members of 

the group. "Everyone is his own boss," however, when an individual's 

decisions go against (or do not converge with) the interests and 

purposes of the other members of a task-group, the "quality of rela

tionship" (cf., Chapter 3) which that individual has with his co-

members is likely to be affected.* The most common result of this 

situation is that the individual whose interests no longer agree with 

those of the other members of the group will leave and, perhaps, form 

a task-group with other individuals with whom his interests do agree. 

1. Savishinsky (1970b) suggests that "counter-themes" or 
opposing cultural values of "independence" and "interdependence" 
exist among the Northeastern Athapaskans (or at least the Colville 
Lake Hare). He suggests, in other words, that it is contradictory 
for Dene to emphasize the importance both of individual autonomy and 
of the need for mutual aid, support, and hospitality. This sug
gestion does not reflect the opinion of my consultants who do not 
oppose the.interest of individuals and of groups. They emphasize 
that it is in an individual's own interests to support the activities 
of groups. 
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In spite of the fact that "everyone is his own boss," in the 

operation and functioning of task-groups men often recognize "leaders" 

in the sense discussed in Chapter 2. Since these are purpose-oriented 

groups and since certain individuals possess special abilities as, for 

example, hunters or trappers, these individuals are afforded some 

"leadership" in task-groups and their opinions and decisions are 

weighted more heavily than other members of the groups (cf., Chapter 2). 

In summary, task-groups among the Bear Lake People are con

sidered by them to possess at least these characteristics: (1) they 

are purpose-oriented groups and are defined in terms of the particular 

activity they perform (they are not defined, for example, as "kinship 

groups"), (2) they are often composed of 'partnerships,' (3) their 

operation and functioning is by the consensus of individuals each of 

whom is "his own boss," and (4) they often have a 'boss' who is a 

"leader among equals" due to special abilities which he might possess. 

At this point it is appropriate to mention something about the 

kinds of data upon which this discussion of task-group iformation is 

based and about the methods employed in the collection of these data. 

In general, the data employed here consist of information 

obtained through intensive and extensive discussions with consultants 

about the nature of such groups and of a sample of actual task-groups 

formed by Bear Lake People during a five-year period from 1970 to 1974. 

A great deal of the information reported here concerning the cultural 

rules used by Bear Lake People in the formation of task-groups was 

obtained using methods discussed in Chapter 3. In fact, much of the 

important information required to formulate an ethnographic description 
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of task-group formation is presented in Chapter 3. For example, as 

discussed below, the alternative co-members from among whom an indi

vidual chooses when forming a task-group area, for the most part, 

individuals with social identities discussed in Chapter 3. In addi

tion, the cultural or normative content of these social identity rela

tionships constitute important decision considerations for Bear Lake 

individuals when choosing from among potential members in task groups. 

When asking my consultants about task-groups, questions which 

involve the heuristic of "contrast" (cf., Chapter 1) were employed. 

Specific examples of the kinds of questions used are provided throughout 

the remainder of this chapter. 

In addition to obtaining information through intensive ques

tioning, it was possible to conduct a survey of adult, male household 

heads who reside at Fort Franklin in order to obtain information about 

actual task-groups which were formed by Bear Lake People for various 

2 
purposes during the years 1970 to 1974. It was possible to interview 

52 of 54 adult male household heads at Fort Franklin and to establish a 

"corpus" of actual task-groups which were formed during the years under 

consideration (cf., Appendix B). Although the cases reported hdre do 

not exhaust all of the task-groups reported to me, they do represent all 

of the hunting and trapping groups formed during those years the com

positions of which were possible to cross-check and to validate. Such 

data will provide one means for testing or evaluating the 

2. Actually, information was collected beginning with the 
trapping season of 1970-1971 and ending with the trapping season of 
of 1974-1975. 
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decision-making model of Bear Lake task-group formation which is 

presented below (cf., Chapter 1). 

In Appendix B information about the compositions of some of the 

actual task-groups formed by Bear Lake People from 1970 to 1974 is 

provided. Included there are data concerning (1) 'kinship' and other 

relationships among the various members of particular task-groups, (2) 

the kind of task-group, and (3) the location of the activity. 

It is important at this point to justify a concern with the 

particular task-groups under consideration. In Chapter 3 data regarding 

kinship classification, the cultural content of kinship identity rela

tionships, friendship, and the cultural content of friendship relation

ships are provided which are applicable both to male and female egos. 

In this chapter consideration is limited to essentially male-dominated 

task-groups since, as Slobodin (1962) and Helm (1965a, 1969a) imply, 

the kinds of task-groups which Dene form in order to participate in the 

traditional pursuits of caribou hunting, fishing, and trapping, which 

are male pursuits, are likely to provide the greatest insights into 

traditional patterns of social organization. According to Helm (1965a, 

p. 379): 

Slobodin (1962:75) notes in his Kutchin study that'it is the 
trapping party which, in its "bilateral extended family" 
structure, has the closest affinity to the "local group," as 
he terms the local.or linked-family band. Within historic 
times, it seems that it is the Dene trapping party, composed 
of bilaterally linked nuclear families, that may by continued 
association turn into a local band. That is, the local band 
as a physically separate, localized, residence unit may be a 
crystallization in space.and through time of a grouping of 
conjugal pairs with their children that began its existence 
as a task group mobilized for the trapping of furs for 
market. ... I may well be that in earlier, less sedentary 
times, the local band was characteristically evanescent in 
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the sense of unstable composition, of short-term formation 
and dissolution, and of seasonal coalescence with others 
into a larger group for hunts or fisheries or trade. . . . 
All present understandings point to the kin composition of 
such transitory groupings as comparable to that of the 
local band, lacking duration, they are more narrowly 
definable as varieties of task groups. 

If Slobodin and Helm are correct, it is important from an ethnographic 

perspective to understand the cultural principles used by Dene in the 

formation of task-groups such as trapping parties; hence, the emphasis 

here on decision-making routines used by male egos. According to my 

consultants and in line with the sexual division of labor at Bear Lake 

(cf., Chapters 2 and 3), decisions regarding such groups are made by 

males.^ 

A final point to make here regarding the data used in this 

chapter is that the compositions of the various task-groups reported 

in Appendix B are viewed as the outcome or fortuitous by-product of 

multiple individual decisions made according to cultural rules for 

selecting.from among potential cooperators in such groups (cf., Chapter 

1). This view is in accordance with that of the Bear Lake People who 

emphasize not the "structure" of groups, but the importance of 

'traveling' with appropriate individuals (cf., below). 

Prior to presenting the cultural rules used by Bear Lake men 

in the formation of task-groups, it is important to review, based upon 

the discussion in Chapter 1, the nature of the claim that task-group 

3. This is not to say, of course, that women, especially the 
wives of men, do not play a role in the process of decision-making 
regarding these task-groups. Their role, however, lies essentially in 
influencing the decisions of men rather than in making the decisions 
regarding the formation of the task-groups under consideration here. 
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formation among the Bear Lake People is rule-governed behavior. What 

is claimed by the statement that task-group formation among these 

people is rule-governed is not only that there are regularities "on 

the ground" (cf., Helm 1965a, 1968, 1969a) in the groups which are 

formed, but also that Bear Lake individuals possess cultural rules for 

the appropriate formation of task-groups and that they use these rules 

4 
in the process of forming task-groups and in the interpretation of the 

appropriateness of the groups which are formed. That is, Bear Lake 

individuals know cultural rules which provide them with expectations 

concerning the appropriateness of task-groups which they form and of 

task-groups which are formed by others. 

An entailment of the claim that there are "patterns for" task-

group formation as well as "patterns in" the groups which are formed is 

that part of an explanation of individual behavior and of patterned 

social phenomena will be a specification of the rules which those 

individuals know and use in the production and interpretation of their 

behavior. Regarding the goals of ethnographic inquiry, this claim 

entails an interest in matching native expectations concerning appro

priate behavior by accurately describing the rules of native indi

viduals; that is, by constructing psychologically real descriptions of 

cultural rules (cf., Chapter 1). 

Evidence for the claim that task-group formation among the 

Bear Lake People is rule-governed behavior comes from (1) native 

4. It is claimed below that important "social messages" 
(Frake 1962a) are produced and interpreted by Bear Lake People in 
the formation of task-groups and that this is possible because such 
behavior is governed by cultural rules. 
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formulations or statements of the cultural rules which they know and 

use in the formation of task-groups and (2) the fact that there are 

regularities in such behavior (and in the groups which result from 

such behavior) which can be accounted for by assuming the existence of 

cultural rules. That is, evidence that task-group formation is rule-

governed comes from the facts of convergent behavior and of native 

evaluations of such behavior (cf., below). 

With this background it is possible to provide a cultural 

consideration of the rules employed by Bear Lake People in the forma

tion of task-groups for hunting, trapping, and fishing. Much of the 

information discussed here and in previous chapters is brought together 

in the account which follows. 

A Decision-Making Model of Bear Lake 
Task-Group Formation 

In this section of Chapter 4 a cultural decision-making model 

of task-group formation among the Bear Lake People is presented and 

discussed in detail. In.the next section the adequacy of the model 

presented here is discussed. 

It is necessary at this point to be explicit regarding what is 

meant by the phrase "task-group formation." By "task-group formation" 

is meant the cultural process whereby groupings of individuals are 

organized or formed to engage in the activities discussed above. The 

social compositions of such groups "on the ground" are viewed both by 

Bear Lake People and within the framework of the cultural decision

making model presented below to be the result of the cultural selection 

of appropriate people with whom to 'travel.' "Task-group formation," 
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then, refers exclusively to the cultural process whereby co-members in 

such groups are selected. It does not refer, for example, to the 

actual "recruitment" of individuals to task-groups (cf., below where 

the nature of such request behavior is discussed) nor to the actual 

physical grouping of individuals to form particular task-groups on 

particular occasions. Such behavior is the final result or end-product 

of task-group formation decisions. The model for task-group formation 

which is presented here provides "situational classifications" of 

appropriate behavior which must then be "translated" into actual be

havior. This is discussed in detail below. In summary, the discussion 

here deals with cultural considerations and variables (cf., Chapter 1). 

The cultural process of task-group formation, then, refers to 

the determination of the appropriate individuals with whom to form 

groups on particular occasions.^ Bear Lake men must decide with whom 

among potentially available individuals it is appropriate to form a 

group on a given occasion in order to engage in the activities of 

hunting, fishing, and trapping. The cultural description which follows 

is an attempt to make explicit the manner in which Bear Lake men 

accomplish such decisions. 

The first cultural principle essential to the process of task-

group formation among Bear Lake People concerns the "locus of 

5. Selby (1971) and Keesing (1973a) would criticize this use 
of the term "process" and would suggest that the model presented below 
is not a "decision-making" model at all since it has little to do with 
the psychological dynamics of actual individual decision-making. Un
fortunately, this is a most reasonable criticism and one which will be 
developed in the final evaluation of this model.; Until that time, 
however, it is assumed (and discussions will be phrased as if) this 
model possesses psychological reality. 
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decision-making." This principle or rule defines for the Bear Lake 

People who it is that has the "right" to make decisions regarding the 

g 
formation of task-groups. Among the Bear Lake People, the locus of 

decision-making regarding task-group formation is with adult male 

individuals: Dene ariyone edeya k'aowe ot'e ('Everyone is his own 

boss') or edeya k'aowe ot'e ('he is his own boss'). Individuals among 

the Bear Lake People (rather than "chiefs," "headmen," "band leaders," 

or "kin group leaders") possess the right to make their own decisions 

concerning with whom they will form task-groups and the manner and 

extent to which they will participate in the activities of such groups 

(cf., Chapter 3 and above). As a general principle, the decisions of 

any individual are not binding on other individuals or groups and the 

decisions of groups are not binding on individuals or other groups 

(cf. , Chapter 3). Formation of and participation within task-groups 

among the Bear Lake People is ego-centered. 

The general principle that 'everyone is his own boss' is, 

however, modified according to the normative principles concerning 

authority discussed in Chapter 3. To a great extent, 'everyone is his 

own boss'; however, there are some individuals to whom 'you can't say 

no' and to whom 'you have to listen.' The authority of such individuals 

influences decisions regarding task-group formation (cf., below). 

6. Howard (1963, p. 410) discusses principles which establish 
rights to make decisions which "determine who shall make decisions (or 
be held responsible for them) on issues that implicate all, or a part, 
of the group (two or more individuals)" as the "structure of an 
activity system. " 
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In line with the principle that 'everyone is his own boss,' the 

means by which Bear Lake men "recruit" others to task-groups respects 

the autonomy of individuals. Such "recruitment" involves an individual 

making requests to others either for permission to 'travel' with them 

or for them to 'travel' with him. Decisions regarding with whom to 

form task-groups are, in a sense, decisions concerning of whom it is 

appropriate to make such requests and of the appropriate way in which 

to respond to the requests of others. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, requests among the Bear Lake People 

are, in general, made in a very indirect manner, This is especially 

true of requests made by men of one another. Requests of all kinds are 

made in such a way that the person of whom a request is made has a 

great deal of leeway in his or her response. As stated in Chapter 3, 

the focus of speech acts functioning as requests is normally on the 

object of the request rather than on the activity of requesting. For 

example, if a man wanted to borrow another man's snowshoes, he might 

say 'a sec'e nidee, dehze-Ya duye ('If I had snowshoes, I could go 

hunting' ), rather than Ne'a seyo nieniwa ('Lend me your snowshoes'). 

The former type of utterance, which is conventionally understood as a 

request by Bear Lake People, allows the individual of whom a request 

is made to respond in a number of ways which are not possible with 

regard to the latter form of request. Within a culture where the 

'generous' or 'good' man is one who never refuses the requests of 

others (since no one should make unreasonable requests), this indirect 

form of speech allows individuals to appropriately refuse requests by 
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"failing" to recognize such utterances as requests and taking them 

merely as statements. 

Requests of individuals to form task-groups or 'partnerships' 

are made by Bear Lake men in the same indirect style. For the most 

part, such requests are made indirectly by stating or discussing with 

the appropriate individual(s), i.e., the individual(s) of whom the 

request is being made, intentions or plans to engage in particular 

activities at particular locations. For example, if a man, for what

ever reason, desires to trap at Johnny Hoe River during October, 

November, and December, he will make requests of others (or other men 

will make requests of him) to 'travel' with him by discussing, by 

focusing on, the activity of trapping at Johnny Hoe River during those 

months. Within such a discussion one or both of the individuals might 

state in any number of ways his need for a 'partner': e.g., Dene he 

sine he ehjo ait'i nidee, gonezo ('If someone goes trapping with me, 

it will be good'). These kinds of "statements" may be taken in the 

ways discussed above. They are understood as indirect requests but 

may be responded to either as statements or as requests. 

It is important to mention here that it is within discussions 

about intentions and plans to engage in various activities that a great 

deal of actual information-gathering and decision-making regarding 

task-group formation takes place. During such discussions men deter

mine their own interests and intentions and learn about the intentions 

of others. In the consideration below of decision-making rules 

employed by Bear Lake men when forming task-groups, one of the 

important decision principles discussed involves the fact that Bear 
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Lake men, in general, form task-groups with individuals who share with 

them similar intentions (cf. , also, Chapter 3). Concerted action among 

Bear Lake People occurs as the result of converging interests and 

intentions. Bear Lake People determine the fact of converging inten-

tins between individuals through conversation. 

It is essential to discuss the way in which the terms "inten

tions" and "converging intentions" are used here. It is essential to 

note that in the description of cultural decision-making rules presented 

below., no attempt is made to formulate rules used by an individual to 

determine his own motivations or purposes nor, strictly speaking, to 

formulate rules used to determine when the actual motivations of dif-

7 
ferent individuals converge. What is required by Bear Lake People 

when forming task-groups (and reflected in rules described below) is a 

knowledge of when the means chosen by individuals to achieve their 

(perhaps, differing) ends converge. Bear Lake men do not need to know 

the ultimate motivation (economic or other) for an individual's decision 

to trap at Johnny Hoe River. Essentially, they need to know only that, 

for whatever ultimate reasons, an individual possesses that intention 

(i.e., desires to achieve his ends through that means) at a particular 

time. The terms "intention" and "converging intentions," then, are 

used to refer to an individual's decision to engage in a particular 

activity. Within the framework of cultural decision-making, an indi

vidual can be viewed as using some other cultural decision-making 

7. With this limitation Selby's (1971) implicit criticism 
and Keesing's (1973a, 1973b) explicit criticisms of "cultural 
decision-making models" become clear. 
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routine in determining his intentions and the results of the applica

tion of that decision routine constitutes part of the input to the 

rules discussed below. 

A second thing to note about the above use of the term "inten

tions" is that, in spite of the fact that a knowledge of the under-, 

lying motivations an individual has is not necessary to the operation 

of the cultural rules presented below, Bear Lake People do have 

beliefs and expectations regarding the appropriate motivations of 

individuals which influence the way in which they interpret the be

havior of others (cf., Chapter 3). 

Returning to the "recruitment" of individuals to task-group 

membership, it is important to review the normative limitations on the 

individuals of whom Bear Lakers may make requests and normative expec

tations regarding compliance with requests. These limitations and 

expectations are discussed in Chapter 3. It is stated there that, in 

general, the Bear Lake People consider it inappropriate to make requests 

of individuals who possess authority over them. For Bear Lake men, 

the most significant kinds of individuals of whom it is said ('We 

can't ask them') include seta', se'e, sela, and to some extent, ehce, 

seta, and sipde. The most significant kinds of individuals of whom Bear 

Lake men may make requests include si%i', seie', seya, senile, and 

ehceya (cf., Chapter 3). In general, when Bear Lake men make requests 

of others they can expect that their requests will be fulfilled. Bear 

Lake men are expected not to make unreasonable requests; hence, when 

they do, presumably, they have previously "computed" the appropriate

ness of the request and can expect that it will be met. However, there 
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are also normative modifications of this principle. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, the Bear Lake People distinguish between individuals of whom 

it is said 'We can't say no to them' and individuals of whom it is said 

'We can say no to them. ' In general, these categories correspond to 

categories of individuals who can and cannot make requests. Indi

viduals who possess less of a "right" to make requests, e.g., sode, 

can be refused more reasonably than can individuals such as seta'. The 

most interesting exception to this is sela, which is a reciprocal 

identity relationship.. In general, it is inappropriate to make requests 

of sela. However, it is also inappropriate to refuse the requests of 

sela if and when he makes requests. In other words, there are rela

tively strong expectations that sela will not make requests and strong 

expectations that, if sela makes a request, then that request will be 

fulfilled (cf., Chapter 3). Bear Lake People use their knowledge of 

such normative principles when making decisions regarding of whom to 

make requests and when interpreting the requests of others. The 

requests Bear Lake People make of one another (including requests to 

form task-groups) carry "social messages" (cf., below). Regarding the 

formation of task-groups, such normative principles determine the way 

in which task-group decisions (concerning the appropriate individuals 

with whom to travel in a particular situation) are "translated" into 

actual behavior. 

As stated above, one of the first tasks in constructing any 

cultural decision-making model is to discover and describe the set of 

alternatives culturally available to individuals in their behavior— 

in this case, to discover and describe the set of potential 
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cooperators available to Bear Lake men in the formation of task-groups. 

The alternative/ potential cooperators from among whom individuals 

select when forming task-groups are represented in Figure 12. According 

to my consultants, when forming task-groups, Bear Lake men select from 

among individuals who occupy social identity relationships represented 

in Figure 12. That is, in answer to the general question, "With whom 

may Bear Lake men form task-groups?" my consultants provided these 

general, culturally appropriate choices: (1) segot'ine, (2) seie'ke, 

Q 
and (3) xatone. Simply stated, when Bear Lake men form groups for 

various purposes, they may do so with 'relatives,' 'friends,' or even 

'strangers.' 

The above potential cooperators in task-groups are defined as 

such by the "ground-rules" of task-group formation among the Bear Lake 

People. The groups under consideration here are not conceptualized by 

Bear Lake People as "kinship groups," or "friendship groups," or "groups 

of strangers"; rather, they are viewed as purpose-oriented groups 

potentially formed or conposed of all of these different kinds of 

peoples. This is not to say, however, that task-groups are formed by 

Bear Lake men without considering variables such as the nature of the 

•kinship relationship between individuals or that task-groups are 

normally composed of each of these different kinds of people. As dis

cussed below, the decision considerations employed when choosing from 

8. To the extent that implications may be drawn concerning 
the relationship of today's task-groups to "local-" and "regicnal-
bands" in the past., it is obvious that membership would not have been 
limited to "primary bilateral kinsmen." Also, cf., below, for a 
consideration of "actual" alternatives available in particular 
situations. 
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segot'ine 

seieke xatone segot'ine 

xare- seie' ' oc' 

(4) (5) (6) (7) 

Terminal Kin Taxa 

Figure 12. Alternative, Potential Co-Members in Task-Groups Among the 
Bear Lake People 
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among potential cooperators make it likely that Bear Lake men will 

choose 'relatives' when forming groups and that the resulting groups 

will be composed of a high percentage of kinsmen. The point here is 

that culturally defined alternatives include all of those kinds of 

individuals represented in Figure 12. 

In the model presented in Figure 13 (p. 335) (which is an explicit 

formalization of the decision-making rules used by Bear Lake men in 

the formation of task-groups) culturally possible, potential co-

operators constitute "situational input" to a decision-routine the 

output of which is a "situational classification" consisting in a 

determination of the appropriate individuals with whom ego should form 

a group on those occasions. The effective result of this decision-

routine is a selection of situationally appropriate cooperators from 

among culturally possible, alternative cooperators. This is discussed 

futher below. More detail concerning alternatives is provided in the 

discussion of decision considerations which follows. 

In order to discuss the decision principles or considerations 

used by Bear Lake men in the selection of individuals for participa

tion in task-groups from among the culturally defined set of potential 

cooperators listed above, it is useful to employ the distinction 

between ground and strategy rules. As this distinction is used here, 

the ground rules of Bear Lake task-group formation are those cultural 

rules which define the set of culturally appropriate alternative members 

in task-groups and the basic principles establishing a normative 

structure for task-group formation. The strategy rules of Bear Lake 

task-group formation involve two or three principles employed by men 
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when, for example, selecting from among equally appropriate potential 

cooperators. This distinction will become clearer as it is employed 

in the specific discussion which follows. It is important here that 

although the distinction between ground and strategy rules is employed 

in order to clarify certain points about the decision criteria used by 

Bear Lake men in the selection of individuals with whom to form task-

groups in particular occasions, this distinction is not retained in the 

final formalization of the decision-routine under investigation (cf., 

below). 

A fundamental decision principle constituting a ground rule of 

task-group formation among the Bear Lake People is alluded to a number 

of times in preceding chapters and is associated with the basic norm, 

theme, or value among the Bear Lake People that "everyone is his own 

boss." Cooperation among the Bear Lake People occurs through the con

vergence of interests or intentions. Regarding task-group formation, 

mutual interests or intentions are determined through a consideration of 

the purposes for which such groups are formed; that is, through a con

sideration of factors such as the nature of the task to be performed, 

the location of the group's activities, and the duration of the group's 

activities. If two or more men desire to hunt caribou at the north 

short of the lake for two or three weeks during August, then their 

interests or intentions, by definition, converge. In accordance with 

the principle that "everyone is his own boss," a basic decision prin

ciple used by Bear Lake men when selecting from among potential co-

operators is: 
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1. Select, i.e., form a partnership or task-group with, indi-r 

viduals whose interests or intentions converge with your own. 

As simple and straightforward as this principle is, it does, in fact, 

represent a basic decision principle among the Bear Lake People and 

provides an important part of the information required for interpreting 

and understanding the formation of task-groups as well as a significant 

amount of other Bear Lake social behavior. 

On any particular occasion the availability of particular indi

viduals (who occupy the kinds of social identity relationships dis

cussed above) for membership in task-groups is determined by their own 

interests and intentions. With modifications discussed below (cf., 

above concerning authority), alter determines his own availability for 

membership with ego in some particular task-group. Task-group forma

tion among the Bear Lake People confronts men with a "coordination 

problem." To state that Bear Lake men "select" others to form groups 

with them is, in fact, potentially misleading. Bear Lake men solve the 

problem of task-group formation by "computing" their own interests or 

intentions, discovering or determining the interests and intentions of 

others, coordinating through various means their own interests with 

those of others, and eventually forming a group through mutual agree

ment or selection with those individuals among whom interest or inten

tions are convergent. The problem of forming task-groups becomes, to 

a great extent, a problem of coordinating one's own interests and 

intentions with those of others. It is reasonable, in fact, to view 

task-group formation among the Bear Lake People as a "cooperative 

game" (cf., below). 
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In addition to the above principle, there are other decision 

considerations which constitute important ground rules for task-group 

formation among the Bear Lake People. These decision considerations 

are provided by or based upon the cultural or normative content of 

social identity relationships. When forming task-groups, Bear Lake men 

take into consideration the cultural or normative content of social 

identity relationships among potential cooperators! Expectations which 

Bear Lake men have of others concerning, among other things, authority 

and mutual aid and hospitality constitute important decision considera

tions in the formation of task-groups (cf., Chapter 3). The essential 

point is that Bear Lake men evaluate potential cooperatores in terms of 

the kinds of information contained in Chapter 3 in Tables 11, 12, and 

13. The second decision consideration or principle employed by Bear 

Lake men in the formation of task-groups, then, can initially be phrased 

in the following very general terms: 

2. Select individuals in accordance with normative expectations 

concerning features such as authority, mutual aid and hospi

tality, joking, and shyness which comprise the cultural content 

of social identity relationships. 

This decision principle is stated in a very general form since 

a knowledge of the normative content of Bear Lake social identity rela

tionships actually enters into decisions regarding task-group formation 

in two ways. The first of these entails the fact that the normative 

content of Bear Lake social identity relationships makes the selection 

of certain individuals for membership in task-groups "prescriptive." 
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The second entails the fact that the cultural content of social 

identity relationships makes certain individuals "preferred" co-members 

in task-groups. Each of these requires discussion. 

The first point is that the cultural or normative content of 

Bear Lake social identity relationships makes the choice of certain 

kinds of individuals for co-membership in task-groups prescriptive. 

According to the first decision principle discussed, above, cooperation 

or co-membership in task-groups is the result of a coordination of 

interests or intentions among individuals each of whom is 'his own 

boss.' The point to make here is that, based upon normative considera

tions , ego must or should modify his own interests or intentions to 

coordinate with or match those of certain others. For example, as 

discussed in Chapter 3, although everyone is 'his own boss,' some 

individuals possess authority over others. When making decisions re

garding task-group formation, Bear Lake men take into consideration the 

authority they possess over others and the authority which others 

possess over them. A knowledge of the rights, duties, and responsi

bilities associated with various social identity relationships provides 

Bear Lake Men with expectations concerning appropriate choices for 

task-group co-membership under specific conditions or situations. The 

normative content of social identity relationships makes specific 

selections culturally appropriate under certain circumstances and it 

is expected of individuals that they make the appropriate choice (cf., 

below regarding "social messages"). For example, if a man's wife's 

father (seedip owes se' e relatively great aid and support and se'e 

possesses relatively great authority over seed<j> [cf. , Chapter 3]) lets 



it be known that he intends to participate in a particular activity and . 

that he requires a 'partner,' and if seedc^ also has intentions to 

participate in the same activity, then there is a strong expectation 

among the Bear Lake People that seed^ will accompany his wife's father! 

In this situation, se'e is the appropriate or prescriptive choice in 

the formation of a partnership or task-group. Ego's appropriate 

choice is relatively determined in this instance. 

Essentially all of the information concerning the cultural 

content of Bear Lake social identity relationships which, according to 

my consultants, determines appropriate, prescriptive choices in task-

group formation, is presented in Tables 11, 12, and 13. In order to 

determine appropriate choices, Bear Lake men primarily take into con

sideration the relative strength of authority which others have over 

them and which they have over others. Essential in this regard are 

the distinctions which Bear Lake People make between 'people we can 

ask' and 'people we can't ask,' 'people we can't say no to,' and 

'people we can say no to.' As expected (both by Bear Lake People and . 

by others who base their interpretations of Bear Lake behavior on 

information provided here), if individuals whom a man denotes as seta', 

se'e, sela, and, to some extent, ehce, seta, s<gde, and senile desire 

to 'travel with,' i.e., to form a task-group with, that man, there are 

very strong expectations that the latter will accomodate his own 

interests to those of these individuals (cf., below). 

In discussions with consultants, it was possible to obtain 

more information about the prescriptiveness (and preferences, cf., 

below) of certain choices in task-group formation by asking questions 
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such as the following:"''''' Ca-ka anet'^. nidee, ami he anet'i-ya X, Y? 

('If you are going for beaver/ who will'.you go with—X or Y?'). 

Representative samples of the kinds of things which my consultants 

said when asked to make such judgments regarding potential cooperators 

are as follows: Regarding set£' and secileke one man said: "You would 

go with your father if he wants. He makes the decision. Your brother 

would go with you too. The three of you would go together." Regarding 

sode and secile this was said: "If your older brother wants you to go 

with him you will because of his experience. But if he is a lot older 

you would want to go with your younger brother because you don't feel 

free with your older brother. He is like your father." Regarding set£' 

and se'e another man said: "You have to go with the one they tell you. 

But your father will always tell you to go with your father-in-law." 

Regarding se' e and sela:: "If they want you to go with them you ask 

them who to go with. Your father-in-law will tell you. You have to go 

with your father-in-law if he wants you to. You can't refuse your 

in-laws." Regarding secileke and sela: "You have to go with your 

brother-in-law if he asks. You can only ask your brother." Regarding 

secileke and seya: "You would go with your brothers if they ask but 

you would take your boy with you. All of you would go together." 

Finally, regarding seedip and seya one consultant said this: "Well, you 

11. These kinds of questions were asked about all of the 
different task-group activities under consideration. Cf., Chapter 3, 
footnote 23 for another of the kinds of questions which were asked 
and for some of the limitations of the data collected. It is 
important to keep in mind that, in such questioning, distinctions 
were made between 'real' and 'other relatives,' and between 
'original' and 'other relatives." 
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are the boss of both. If you ask them they can't say no. But a man 

won't usually ask his son-in-law." 

In summary, with regard to the formation of task-groups it is 

clear that certain selections of co-members are dictated by the Bear 

Lake normative system. If individuals who possess authority over 

others wish to accompany the latter to the bush in order to engage in 

various activities, then the latter "can't say no" to the former. 

A fact discussed in Chapter 3 and mentioned elsewhere is of 

significance here—the relative strength of expectations regarding 

authority and mutual aid and hospitality varies according to specifiable 

cultural principles and rules. These rules, most importantly, involve 

distinctions uncovered in the semantic analysis of Bear Lake kinship 

classification. As discussed in Chapter 3, the distinctions between 

'real' and 'other relatives' and between 'original' and 'other (or 

extended) relatives' are very important to an understanding of the 

different expectations people have of different individuals who might 

be denoted by the same term (in an extended usage of that term). For 

example, the relative strength of expectations regarding authority and 

mutual aid and support is weaker for individuals properly denoted as 

'oc'e-secileke than for individuals properly denoted as xare-secileke. 

It is essential to reiterate here that the above discussion of "pre

scriptive" choices in the formation of task-groups concerns individuals 

who are proper denotata of terms in their focal sense (cf., Chapter 3 

regarding named kin identity relationships among the Bear Lake People). 

In discussions with my consultants the same question frames exemplified 

above were used to elicit information concerning choices from among 
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"extended" relatives. For example, questions such as, "If you are 

going for fish, with whom would you travel xare-secileke or '^c'e-

secileke?" were used to gather relevant information. Answers to such 

questions are significant for the information they provide concerning 

preferred partners or co-members in task-groups—a topic discussed 

below. Regarding prescriptive choices, that is, regarding the relative 

strength of expectations in decisions about task-group membership, one 

consultant summed up the relationship between 'original' and "extended" 

kin by saying, "We always go with the closest one." Specifically, 

this answer was given as a summary statement by one of my consultants 

to his judgments concerning with whom an individual will travel in the 

situation where that individual is asked by more than one person. 

At this point it is important to discuss the way in which a 

knowledge of the above normative expectations regarding appropriate 

choices in the formation of task-groups is used in the production and 

interpretation of "social messages" (cf., Frake 1962a, 1964a) among the 

Bear Lake People. The claims here are (1) that social behavior is 

"understood" in terms of shared expectations which people have re

garding the behavior of others and that such expectations are based upon 

shared cultural rules (cf., Chapter 1) and (2) that the above normative 

considerations constitute an important part of the shared cultural 

rules used by Bear Lake men in the formation of their own task-groups 

and in the interpretation of the "cultural meaning" of the task-groups 

which others form. The ethnographic points of significance are made 

above and relate to the use in this paper of the term "prescriptive." 

When selecting from among potential cooperators in task-groups it is 



appropriate for Bear Lake men to choose anyone who shares their 

interests or intentions. However, Bear Lake men owe relatively great 

aid and support and are subject to the authority of certain kinds of 

individuals. In the formation of task-groups, as in most other be

havior, the actions of Bear Lake men are interpreted according to the 

extent that they fulfill the legitimate expectations which others have 

of them. The formation of task-groups among the Bear Lake People is 

meaningful cultural behavior and the selection of (appropriate or in

appropriate) co-members in such groups sends."social messages." For 

example, to be more specific, general normative principles among the 

Bear Lake People provide that every individual is expected to aid and 

support all other people and that everyone is his own boss. However, 

the specific principles outlined above establish differences in the 

relative strength of such expectations. For example, an individual 

owes aid and support to everyone, however, he owes more to seta' than 

to seti (cf., Chapter 3). If seta' or seta, makes a request of an 

individual (e.g., to form a task-group) the individual of whom the 

request is made is expected to fulfill that request. The strength of 

those expectations, however, varies according.to the principles out

lined above. There are stronger expectations that an individual will 

fulfill the requests of seta' than seta. That individual's behavior 

is interpreted according to these expectations. Social messages, as 

Frake uses the term, are produced and interpreted as that individual 

either fulfills or fails to fulfill such requests. If an individual 

fulfills the request (e.g., to form a 'partnership') of seta and fails 

to fulfill the request of seta', then his behavior is viewed as 



culturally inappropriate and an explanation of his behavior is required 

(both by Bear Lake People and by the ethnographer—cf., Chapter 1). If 

a request is made and an individual does not fulfill that request, then 

a negatove social message is sent, the relative strength of which 

depends upon the original expectations that the request should be ful

filled. The relative necessity for "explaining" or rationalizing such 

inappropriate behavior also varies accordingly. As discussed below, 

the "history of social relationships," another important consideration 

in the formation of task-groups, is based upon the summation of such 

social messages for particular individuals through time. 

At this point the distinction between "appropriate anticipation" 

and "actual prediction" of behavior based upon cultural rule-

descriptions should be especially clear. It may, in fact, not be 

possible to predict with whom an individual will form a task-group on a 

particular occasion based upon the cultural decision-making model 

presented here. However, it should be possible to anticipate the 

appropriate choice for an individual on particular occasions and to 

interpret—to understand—the choices which an individual makes. If 

Bear Lake People are "surprised" with the action of an individual on a 

particular occasion, the rule-description presented here should allow 

for the same surprise and provide the necessary knowledge for inter

preting the cultural meaning of that individual's behavior. 

In addition to establishing part of the ground rules for task-

group formation, the normative content of social identity relationships 

also motivates particular strategy rules used in the selection from 

among potential cooperators. The cultural or normative content of 
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social identity relationships provide individuals with preferences 

regarding with whom they will travel and Bear Lake men select 

strategically from among potential cooperators based upon those 

preferences. The cultural content of social identity relationships 

provides individuals with expectations about the behavior of the indi

viduals with whom they may form groups and such expectations are con

sidered by men when making decisions from among potential cooperators. 

In general, based upon evidence collected using techniques outlined 

above, preferred partners or co-members in task-groups among the Bear 

Lake People are individuals: who possess relatively little authority 

over ego, from whom ego can expect relatively great aid and support, 

and with whom ego can 'joke' and "be free" (rather than those with whom 

ego must be 'shy'). Based upon preferences established with regard to 

normative expectations of the behavior of others, Bear Lake men employ 

the following strategy rules when selecting from among potential 

cooperators: 

3. a. Select cooperators so as to limit the legitimate authority 

which they have over you. 

b. Select cooperators so as to insure reasonable, normative 

expectations of aid and support. 

c. Select cooperators with whom you may be free and toward 

whom you do not have to be shy. 

Two things should be noted here which are discussed in more detail 

after considering some of the specific evidence upon which this formu

lation of strategy rules is based. First, these principles should in 

no way be construed as "maximization" or "minimization" principles. 
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That is, these principles should not be construed as providing for Bear 

Lake men strategic goals of optimizing authority and expectations of 

aid and support from others. As discussed below, such goals are, in 

fact, contrary to the Bear Lake Indian normative system. Second, Bear 

Lake men do not use such principles to "compute" a mathematically 

precise and consistent preference ranking of all of the different 

kinds of potential cooperators. However, these principles do establish 

an important pattern to the preferences of Bear Lake men and, very 

importantly, make particular kinds of individuals especially and con

sistently preferred as 'partners' or as co-members in task-groups. 

This is also discussed below. 

Some of the most direct kinds of evidence for the above strategy 

rules consists in statements made by my consultants when asked to 

select from among two specific potential cooperators and to state the 

reasons for selecting one over the other. Representative examples of 

the things which they said are as follows. Regarding seta' and 

seCileke one consultant said this: "We like to go with our brothers 

because we can be freer with them. Brothers aren't shy to each other 

so we like to go with them. Also, we have to work for our fathers and 

we will get a rough answer from them if they think we're lazy." 

Another man, interestingly, said this regarding seta' and s^de: "We 

would rather go with our father. Younger brothers are always shy to 

their older brothers. We are freer to talk with our fathers." Re

garding s<pde and secile this was said: "Well it's pretty hard to say. 

Your older brother is your boss and you can't say no to him. Mostly we 

would rather go with secile because we are freer with him. But if a 
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man's younger brother is a lot younger than him then he (the younger 

brother) will be real shy and it will be hard for the older brother." 

Another man emphasized the desirability of traveling with an older 

brother because of "his experience" (cf., below). Regarding seta' and 

se'e every consultant emphasized the necessity of traveling with whom

ever seta' and se'e decide and said something similar to the following: 

'"We are freer with our father so we prefer to go with him." Regarding 

se'e and sela every consultant selected sela and one stated simply: 

"We would rather travel with our brother-in-law. When we go with our 

father-in-law we always have to do everything. But a son-in-law has to 

think of his father-in-law first." Regarding secileke and sela: "In 

a way your brother-in-law is your boss so if he asks, you will go with 

him. But if your brothers are about the same age as you, you would 

want to go with them." Regarding secileke and seya: "A man always 

likes to travel with his son. ... If his brothers want to go, they 

will go with them." Regarding seedo and seya this was said: "We like 

to travel with both our sons and our sons-in-law. Out of politeness, 

a man won't ask his son-in-law." 

The most interesting responses to questions about preferences 

regarding co-members in task-groups concern 'friends' and "extended 

relatives" (cf. , Chapter 3). With regard to 'friends,' all of my 

consultants consistently expressed a preference to travel with indi

viduals whom they denote selfce' or siXi'. When asked to select from 

between seie' and s£%£' consultants normally chose slXi'—which is 

consistent with the meaning of these terms reported in Chapter 3. 

When asked to select between one of these kinds of 'friends' and 
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various kin identity relationships, consultants very often stated a 

preference to travel with 'friends.' At the same time, however, it 

was very common for consultants to qualify their selection of seie' or 

si%£' over some kind of 'relative' by saying that if the 'relative' 

also wanted to go, then they would all go together or else that the 

individual would go with his 'relative* rather than with his !friend.' 

In short, individuals often expressed a preference to form task-groups 

with 'friends,' yet recognized their responsibility to do so with 

'relatives' under most conditions. These responses are similar to 

those given as answers to questions concerning people from whom indi

viduals can expect aid and people to whom individuals owe aid and 

support. As stated in Chapter 3, 'friends' are among the first people 

from whom an individual can expect aid and support in times of need. 

However, an individual must clearly aid and support his or her 'rela

tives' prior to his or her 'friends.' With regard to task-group 

formation, 'friends' are among the most desirable of mutual co-

operators. However, ^n individual is expected to travel with his 

'relatives' prior to his 'friends' if the former so desire. 

With regard to statements of preferences in task-group formation 

with "extended relatives'," it is interesting to note that consultants 

sometimes expressed a preference for traveling with '<^c'^-5eSileke and 

'oc'^-seyake. One of my consultants stated this regarding 'oc'e-

sefiileke and xare-secileke: "We like to travel with our cousins. 

You are freer with your cousins than with your brothers . . . cousins 

are not shy to each other . . . [and] are freer with meat than your 

brothers [i.e., will give you meat more freely than your brothers]." 
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Regarding '<j>c'^-seyake and xare-seyake another consultant said this: 

"We like to travel with both. A man thinks the world of his children 

and of the children of his brothers and sisters." Interestingly, 

regarding seta' and seta, the same consultant said: "We prefer to 

travel with seta. But if a father asks his son, he has to go with his 

father. " 

The important point is that my consultants distinguished be

tween 'real relatives' (i.e., kintypes designated by kin terms in their 

focal senses) and "extended relatives" or 'relatives from the other 

side' (cf., Chapter 3). Between 'real relatives' relationships are 

characterized by a higher degree of authority of one individual over 

another—which, perhaps, make the formation of task-groups with 'other 

relatives' more desirable. However, between 'real relatives' there are 

also relatively greater expectations of mutual aid and support than 

between "extended relatives"—which, perhaps, makes formation of task-

groups with the former more desirable than with the latter. In light 

of this, the reasons that my consultants do not, apparently, use a 

knowledge of normative expectations to establish a single, consistent 

ranking of preferred partners or task-group members begins to become 

clear—selecting individuals who possess little authority or with whom 

one can be "free" can conflict with selecting individuals from whom one 

can expect relatively great aid and support. This is discussed 

further in a moment. 

In general, then, based upon statements such as those listed 

above, the cultural content of social identity relationships (which 

establishes normative expectations about the behavior of potential 
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cooperators) provides Bear Lake men with preferences regarding with 

whom they form task-groups. These and other considerations which are 

discussed below motivate for Bear Lake men use of the above strategy 

rules when selecting from among potential cooperators. 

Return, now, to the point made above—that the strategies used 

by Bear Lake men when selecting co-members in task-groups should not 

be considered maximization or minimization strategies. Bear Lake men 

do not choose partners to maximize the authority which they possess 

over co-members in task-groups. Nor do they choose partners with the 

intention of maximizing their expectations of aid from others or of 

minimizing others' expectations of aid from them. In fact, attempting 

to do any of these would operate to a great extent against the desire 

of most Bear Lake men to be their 'own boss.' In discussions with my 

consultants it was made very clear that an essential part of being 

one's own boss entailed respecting the autonomy of others. In order to 

insure that one will be allowed to pursue his or her own affairs, Bear 

Lake People are very conscious in allowing other people to do so as 

well. The point is this: Bear Lake men do not seek to maximize their 

authority over others in the selection of task-group partners. They 

may, however, avoid someone who is "bossy." In a similar manner, Bear 

Lake men do not select task-group partners to minimize their own 

responsibilities to others and to maximize their legitimate expecta

tions of aid and support from their co-members. The 'good' and 

'capable' man among the Bear Lake People is not one who fails to 

participate fully in various activities and who relies on the work of 

others—even those over whom he possesses authority. In fact, as 



discussed in Chapters 2 and 3/ authority or influence among the Bear 

Lake People is very much associated with 'providing' for others. 

Obviously, within the Bear Lake cultural system, any attempt by an 

individual to increase the extent to which others 'provide' for him or 

her is contradictory to the continued possession of respect and 

authority by that individual. Accordingly, Bear Lake men prefer to 

form groups with individuals from whom a reasonable amount of aid and 

support can be expected yet do not attempt to maximize such expecta

tions in order to avoid their own responsibilities of aid and support. 

A second point mentioned earlier is that my consultants 

apparently do not use their knowledge of Bear Lake norms and the 

strategy rules outlined above to "compute" a mathematically precise 

and consistent preference ranking of potential task-group cooperators. 

Some of the reasons for this should be clear. In the first place, 

simultaneously insuring one's autonomy, expectations of aid and 

support, and "freedom" or lack of 'shyness' with others is, to some 

extent, impossible due to oppositions and interrelationships among 

these aspects of the cultural content>of social identity relation

ships. Different individuals and the same individuals on different 

occasions (apparently emphasizing one or another of these features) 

provided somewhat different preference rankings of potential co-

operators. For example, one man stated a preference for traveling 

with '^c'e-seSile over xare-secile on one occasion and then switched 

his statement of preference on another occasion. In the first in

stance he emphasized the "freedom" one has with 'oc'e-seSile and in 
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the second instance he emphasized that xare-secile could be counted on 

for more aid and support. 

Further difficulties are added to the preference ranking of 

potential task-group cooperators based upon the normative content of 

social identity relationships by the additional considerations (some of 

which are discussed above and some of which are discussed below) which 

also enter into decisions concerning cooperators in task-groups. The 

first of these difficulties arises due to the overriding importance of 

the first decision criterion discussed above—i.e., that individuals 

select from among potential cooperators based upon shared interests or 

intentions. Ifie extent of interests shared by my consultants with 

various alters seemed to greatly influence their statements of prefer

ences regarding potential cooperators. Since shared interests varied, 

statements of preferences varied. 

Hie second of these difficulties, related to the first, in

volves decision criteria discussed below. It is suggested below that 

the "quality of relationship" (cf., Chapters 2 and 3) which .a man has 

with particular, real individuals influences to a great extent his 

evaluation (i.e., his selection or rejection) of them as potential 

cooperators. In other words, the histories of real social relation

ships between a man and various of his potential cooperators are con

sidered by that man when forming task-groups. The importance of such 
* 

"idiosyncratic" knowledge makes it difficult for Bear Lake men to 

precisely rank, in abstract, their preferences concerning co-members in 

task-groups. In short, asking Bear Lake men to rank their preferences 

based solely upon the normative content of social identity 
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relationships "all other things being equal" proved to be somewhat 

culturally inappropriate. 

In spite of the fact that mathematically precise preference 

rankings are not computed by Bear Lake men, it is possible to provide 

a relatively clear statement of general preferences which Bear Lake 

men have in this regard and to list those kinds of individuals which 

seem especially preferred as 'partners' or co-members in task-groups. 

Based upon the normative content of social identity relationships, all 

other things being equal, Bear Lake men prefer to form 'partnerships' 

or task-groups with others in the approximate order represented in 

Table 14. The most reasonable interpretation of the information con

tained in Table 14 is that, under the appropriate conditions, Bear 

Lake men prefer to form task-groups with individuals in the approximate 

order of (1) 'relatives by blood' and 'relatives by marriage' of the 

first descending generation, (2) 'friends' and 'real relatives' of 

ego's own generation, (3) 'real relatives' of the first ascending 

generation, and (4) 'relatives by marriage' of ego's own and of the 

first ascending generation. This ranking is, to repeat, inevitably 

modified under conditions when "other things are not equal." 

Summarizing this section, it is suggested that the normative 

content of social identity relationships establishes, to some extent, 

both "prescriptive" and "preferred" choices for Bear Lake men regarding 

cooperators in task-groups. In the discussion which follows of addi

tional decision considerations used in selecting from among potential 

cooperators, the cultural content of social identity relationships is 
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Table 14. Approximate Ranking of Individuals in Terms of Normative 
Preferences in the Formation of Task-Groups Among the 
Bear Lake People3 

Rank Social Identity 

b ^ c 
1 seya - seedo > 'oc'e-seya 

2 sifti1 > sel£' - secileke > 'oc'e-secileke 
S V 

3 seta' 

4 set^ehce 

5 sela > se'e 

a. It must be emphasized that these are approximate rankings 
of preferences and by no means mathematically precise. 

b. - indicates that the two identity types are approximately 
equal in preference. 

c. > indicates that the former identity type is, to some 
extent, preferred over the latter. 
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shown to have still another influence on task-group formation among 

the Bear Lake People. 

In addition to the above decision-considerations there are at 

least two other principles employed by Bear Lake men in the formation 

of task-groups. These involve consideration by Bear Lake men of: the 

abilities of potential cooperators to perform various activities in 

the bush and the "quality of relationship" between themselves and 

various potential cooperators. Each of these considerations provides 

Bear Lake men with an additional strategy rule to employ in the 

selection from among potential cooperators and each must be presented 

in sorie detail. 

The first of these additional strategy rules can be phrased 

in the following terms: 

4. Select cooperators who possess the abilities or skills to 

perform activities necessary to the success of task-groups and 

from whom such abilities and skills can be acquired. 

That this is an important decision criterion in the formation of task-

groups is obviously tied to the purpose-oriented nature of such groups 

and can be easily understood within the context of traditional social 

organization and, especially, of traditional leadership among the Beat-

Lake People (cf., Chapter 2). According to all of my consultants, one 

of the most important decision considerations in the formation of task-

groups among the pragmatic Bear Lake People entails the evaluation of 

the abilities of potential cooperators—the most preferred cooperator 

being someone known by others as being a 'capable person,' dene 

yedariye. For each of the different kinds of activities for which the 
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task-groups under review here are formed, Bear Lake men have definite 

ideas of the relative skills of other Bear Lake men. Particular men 

in Fort Franklin have reputations as being extremely good moose and 

caribou hunters. Others have reputations as being skilled trappers or 

beaver hunters. Still others have reputations as being the most 

successful fishermen. When selecting from among available individuals 

in the formation of task-groups to engage in these activities, Bear 

Lake men take into consideration their knowledge of the abilities and 

skills of their potential cooperators. One of my consultants discussed 

this fact in the following terms: "When we pick partners we always 

pick men who will help each other. In the bush it's too hard for one 

man ... I used to travel with X [my consultant's wife's father] a lot 

because he wanted me to. X always took his sons with him too. He 

taught them how to fish and to set traps. I taught them how to hunt 

moose ... I have shot a lot of moose with them . . . that's why they 

like me to go with them." In response to a question, my consultant 

continued by saying, "We pick our partners according to what they know— 

what you want to learn.' People are not all. the same. Some are good 

hunters, some are good fishermen, some are good trappers. Like that." 

Another of my consultants emphasized that sometimes a man will ask 

another man to take the former's son with him to the bush in order to 

teach the boy how to get along on the land. 

In short, the obvious point which requires no further elabora

tion is that Bear Lake men, when forming task-groups, consider the 

relative abilities and skills of potential cooperators and, other 

things being equal, prefer to form groups with 'capable men.' 
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The final decision consideration used by Bear Lake men in the 

formation of task-groups involves what is discussed in Chapter 3 as the 

"quality of relationship" between individuals (cf., Scheffler 1965). 

By this is meant simply the evaluations, both positive and negative, 

which Bear Lake men make of their relationships with others; that is, 

the overall characterization by Bear Lake men of their relationships 

with others in terms of the degree of, for example, solidarity and 

positive or negative sentiment. Among the Bear Lake People, as among 

all people, men evaluate their relationships with specific others and 

develop likes and dislikes, positive feelings and negative feelings, 

toward them. Such evaluations of the quality of relationships between 

individuals underlie an important decision consideration in the forma

tion of task-groups. It is possible to phrase this final decision 

consideration, all other things being equal, in these terms: 

5. Select individuals with whom the quality of relationships are 

positive. 

At Bear Lake, according to my consultants, almost any event in 
I 

the history of a social relationship can be used by the individuals 

involved in their evaluation of the quality of that relationship. 

Either positive or negative feelings toward another can be caused by 

any number of specific or idiosyncratic historical occurrences. Of 

crucial significance, however, is a point which mitigates this claim. 

In spite of the fact that the strategy rule under discussion here in

volves use of idiosyncratic knowledge of the world—of specific acts, 

objects, and events in the actual history of a social relationship—it 
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is clear that such knowledge of the world is obtained, recalled, and 

used in ways established or determined through Bear Lake culture. To 

be specific, the history of a social relationship among the Bear Lake 

People is actually the history of social messages produced and inter

preted by the members of or participants in a specific, culturally 

defined social relationship! The history of specific social relation

ships is a history of social messages produced and interpreted in terms 

of and in accordance with the normative content of culturally defined 

social relationships. This constitutes another way in which the 

cultural content of Bear Lake social identity relationships enters into 

decisions about task-groups and must be discussed further. 

The point made in the preceding paragraph is that the quality 

of a social relationship, which is an important consideration in the 

formation of task-groups, is determined, not by randomly searching 

past historical events, but by searching social messages which have 

been sent and received by the members of a social relationship. The 

cultural content of social identity relationships provides a heuristic 

for recording, recalling, and interpreting the idiosyncratic historical 

occurrences which determine the quality of a social relationship. 

Evaluations of the quality of social relationships are accomplished 

through use of a knowledge of Bear Lake norms. 

By reviewing the discussion of norms in Chapter 3 it should be 

possible to anticipate the criteria used by Bear Lake men when 

searching and evaluating the history of their social relationships 

with others in order to determine the quality of such relationships. 

When discussing with consultants the topic referred to -here as 
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"quality of relationship" they consistently evaluated individuals in 

terms of the normative structure discussed in Chapter 3 and stated 

preferences for traveling with specific others who are 'generous,' 

'capable,' and 'industrious'; who are not 'bossy,' 'stingy,' and 

'lazy'; and who do what those with authority ask of them—who "don't 

talk back" and "say no." In short, to a great extent, the quality of 

a social relationship is determined by the extent to which the parties 

of that relationship have fulfilled legitimate and appropriate 

expectations. 

To the extent that the parties in a particular social relation

ship have confined their behavior within culturally appropriate limits, 

the history of that social relationship will consist of positive social 

messages and the quality of relationship will be positive. To the 

extent that the parties in a particular social relationships have not 

confined their behavior within culturally appropriate limits, the 

history of that relationship will consist of negative social messages 

and the quality of that relationship will be judged negative. My con

sultants stated a consistent preference for forming partnerships and 

task-groups with individuals the quality of relationship with whom is 

positive. 

It is very important to note here an additional, essential 

function of a knowledge of the quality of relationship between indi

viduals' that is, an additional use by Bear Lake men of their knowledge 

of the quality of social relationships which they possess with others 

and of the quality of social relationships which other Bear Lake men 

have with various individuals. The point is this: Bear Lake men often 
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use the history of social relationships to "explain" the formation of 

partnerships or task-groups with individuals who seem, at first glance, 

to be inappropriate choices. The histories of social relationships are 

used by men to interpret and/or "explain," for example, their own or 

others' failures to form task-groups with individuals the choice of 

whom is normally expected. When Bear Lake men are confronted with a 

situation where they are expected to travel with a particular individual 

and yet do not do so (instead opting to travel with some seemingly less 

appropriate individual) they can "explain" this by tacit reference to 

the "quality of relationship" which they have with the individual who 

is the expected appropriate choice. If a Bear Lake man is expected to 

travel with a particular individual and does not do so, to the extent 

that an explanation for this inappropriate behavior is possible, it 

will entail reference to prior inappropriate behavior on the part of 

the other individual—resulting in a relationship ;of negative quality. 

If, for example, a man's wife's father "requests" of that man that they 

form a trapping partnership and the former "refuses" (opting to travel 

with some other individual) the primary way in which such behavior can 

be reasonably explained or rationalized involves reference to prior 

failure on the part of the wife's father to fulfill normative expecta-

12 
tions. Under other conditions, the daughter's husband's behavior 

would be interpreted as extremely inappropriate. 

12. It is assumed here that the daughter's husband has 
intentions to trap and, in fact, traps with someone other than his 
wife's father in spite of the latter's "request." This is in
appropriate behavior which normally requires an "explanation." If 
a daughter's husband "refuses" the request of his wife's father to 
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In light of the importance of a knowledge of the quality of 

social relationships among Bear Lake men in order to understand certain 

of their selections in the formation of task-groups, it is important to 

review the relationship of this kind of knowledge to cultural decision

making models in general. The points made here relate equally to 

decision criteria considered earlier in this chapter. 

Throughout this entire dissertation, almost exclusive concern 

is given to cultural factors involved in the definition of kinship and 

the formation of task-groups among the Bear Lake People. The basic 

idea developed is that Bear Lake men use their knowledge of cultural 

rules or principles, which are formulated above, in the formation of 

task-groups and in the interpretation of social messages which are 

produced when specific task-groups are formed. Of interest concerning 

the use by Bear Lake men of a knowledge of the quality of their social 

relationships with others in the selection of co-members in task-groups, 

is that this knowledge of the history of social relationships consti

tutes, to some extent, "idiosyncratic," rather than cultural, knowledge 

of the past. In other terms, Bear Lake men use, not only cultural 

rules, principles, and knowledge in the selection from among potential 

cooperators, but also their idiosyncratic knowledge of the world—of 

the actual history of specific relationships with specific people. To 

phrase this in still another manner, Bear Lake men, in the formation of 

form a trapping partnership because the former is not going trapping 
in a particular year, this would not be inappropriate behavior (since 
every man is his own boss) and would not require an "explanation." 
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task-groups, select not only from among social identities, but also 

from among individuals.13 

In Chapter 1 it is suggested, following Kay (1971a), that 

specific information such as an idiosyncratic knowledge of the abili

ties and interests of individuals and of the quality of relationships 

between actual individuals can, strictly speaking, be considered apart 

from cultural decision-making rules—constituting, rather, input to 

such rules or models. According to Kay, an ethnographic model of some 

aspect of a society's culture should not be judged by its ability or 

inability to predict the occurrence of specific configurations of 

variables constituting informational input to that model. However, a 

cultural decision-making model can be judged according to the extent to 

which it specifies the various kinds of information culturally relevant 

to particular kinds of decisions and the extent to which it accounts 

for behavior '-'hen the relevant informational input to that model is 

provided. Regarding task-group formation among the Bear Lake People, 

it would be unreasonable to judge the cultural rule-description pre

sented here according to the extent to which it accounts for the actual 

interests and abilities of individuals and for the quality of social 

relationships between particular people. However, given the fact that 

13. This same point can be made regarding the first decision 
consideration employed in the formation of task-groups, i.e., select 
individuals with whom interests or intentions are shared. This prin
ciple also involves a knowledge of the world in addition to a 
knowledge of cultural rules. Also, this point can be made regarding 
decision consideration 4—which employs a knowledge of the idio
syncratic abilities of individuals. Its discussion was postponed 
until now and phrased in terms of the quality of social relationships 
for convenience only. 



such knowledge constitutes culturally relevant information used by Bear 

Lake men in the formation of task-groups, such considerations are a 

proper part of the decision model presented here. Accordingly, this 

model can be evaluated in terms of its ability to account for the 

behavior of Bear Lake men in circumstances characterized by particular 

configurations of such variables constituting its informational input. 

The quality of social relationships between specific indi

viduals, then, constitutes yet another decision consideration used by 

Bear Lake men in the selection of partners and other co-members in 

task-groups. By "scanning" the history of "social messages" Bear Lake 

men determine the quality of their relationships with others. Other 

things being equal, Bear Lake men prefer to 'travel' with individuals 

with whom they have a positive social relationship. 

In summary to this point, the culturally possible, potential 

cooperators available to Bear Lake men in the formation of task-groups 

include individuals classified as (1) segot'ine, (2) sifleke, and (3) 

Xcitone. When selecting from among potential cooperators Bear Lake men 

employ decision considerations which can be phrased in the following 

terms: (1) "select individuals with shared or converging interests," 

(2) "select individuals in accordance with normative prescriptions 

established in terms of the cultural content of social identity rela

tionships," (3) "select individuals in accordance with normative 

preferences," (4) "select individuals according to their special 

knowledge or abilities," and (5) "select individuals according to the 

quality of social relationships with those individuals." 
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It is now necessary to atterrpt to make explicit the manner in 

which the above decision criteria are organized into a decision-making 

routine which "maps" particular situations onto appropriate choices or 

alternatives. As stated, the third requirement of any cultural 

decision-making model is such a mapping. In the present case it is 

necessary to determine, given a particular situation, the appropriate 

individuals with whom a Bear Lake man should form a task-group or 

partnership. 

Prior to presenting a decision-routine capable of mapping 

situations onto appropriate alternatives, it is necessary to make 

certain important points regarding its nature and operation. 

First, following Geohegan (1969, 1970a, 1971), the decision-

routine presented below can be considered a "classification rule"— 

more specifically, an "ordered code rule" (cf., Chapter 1). According 

to Geoghegan, within such rules or decision-making routines "situational" 

information which is specified essential to a particular decision 

constitutes the "input" to an ordered series of category "assessments" 

the "output" of which is a "situational classification." With regard 

to the decision-making model presented below, "situational input" 

consists of a set of individuals constituting ego's culturally defined 

potential cooperators. Each of these potential cooperators is eval

uated (by and with regard to ego) in terms of the decision-criteria 

discussed earliertin a sequence of decisions or "assessments" which 

can be represented in "flow diagram" notations (cf., Chapter 1). The 

"output" of this decision-routine is a "situational classification" of 

the appropriate action for ego—that is, a classification of whether 
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or not it is appropriate to form a task-group with various potential 

cooperators. The output of this routine is then "translated" into 

real behavior by ego by making requests of others to form task-groups, 

by responding to the requests of others, and by actually forming (or 

not forming) task-groups with particular others in appropriately 

classified situations. Such socially meaningful behavior is produced 

and interpreted in accordance with a knowledge of the appropriateness 

or inappropriateness of particular actions based upon the classification 

of "input situations" using this decision-routine. All of these things 

are discussed in more detail below. 

A second point to make is that the actual use of the rules 

formulated below often takes place among the Bear Lake People within 

the context of discussions or conversations between men concerning 

future task-group activities. Within such conversations men acquire 

much of the information they require (as input to their decision

making routines) in order to make the appropriate decisions regarding 

task-group formation. It is also within such contexts that task-group 

decisions are "translated" into the kind of request behavior discussed 

earlier. The model presented below provides "situational classifica

tions" a knowledge of which is employed by Bear Lake men not only when 

making requests of others to form task-groups, but also when responding 

to the requests of others. 

A final point relates to the question of the psychological 

reality of the decision-making routine formalized below. It is 

essential to stress here that this decision-routine is at best an 

abstract or idealized representation of the way in which Bear Lake men 
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process information and arrive at decisions regarding task-group forma

tion. Although the individual components or features of this model 

accurately represent real cultural considerations and the general 

organization of the routine accurately reflects the way in which my 

consultants discussed task-group decisions, the extent to which it 

exactly or concretely represents the cognitive organization of actual 

information processing and decision-making is open to serious question? 

In the final evaluation of this model later in this chapter, the issue 

of psychological reality is discussed further. At that point, some of 

the problems inherent in the decision-routine presented in Figure 13 

are considered. Until then, it is convenient to assume that the 

decision-routine represented in Figure 13 possesses psychological 

reality. 

A graphic representation of the decision-routine used by Bear 

Lake men when forming task-groups (when mapping classifications of 

appropriate behavior onto specific situations) is provided in Figure 

1-3. In order to explain the workings of this model it is most 

14. Three points need to be made here. First, this criticism 
of the decision-routine presented in Figure 13 is essentially the criti
cism made by Keesing and Selby of all "cultural decision-making" models 
(cf., footnote 5). This is discussed below in terms of the kinds of 
assumptions which Geoghegan (1969, 1970a, 1971) makes about the nature 
of human information-processing. The second point concerns use of the 
terms "abstract" and "concrete" in the above paragraph. It is obvious 
that cultural decision-making models can be more accurate ("concrete") 
or less accurate ("abstract") representations of cognitive processes. 
This is discussed in Chapter 1 with regard to Tyler's (1971) idea of 
"nearer approximations" to psychological reality and ethnographic 
predictability (also, cf., below). The third point (which should be 
obvious from the paragraph above and from the first two points made in 
this footnote) is that at least a certain degree of psychological 
reality for the decision-routine represented in Figure 13 will 
ultimately be claimed. 
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INPUT ASSESSMENTS OUTPUT 

2a 

2b 

la 3a 

4> 
3b 

In 

lb 

4b 

Do Not Form 
a Group 

Form a 
Group 

1. Shared Interests—General Availability 
la = + 
lb = -

2. Prescribed Cooperator 
2a — + 
2b = -

3. Preferred Cooperator 
3a = + 
3b = -

4. Abilities 
4a = + 
4b = -

5. Quality of Relationship 
5a = + 
5b = -

6. Shared Interests—Specific Intentions 
6a — + 
6b = -

Figure 13. Decision-Routine Employed by the Bear Lake People in the 
Formation of Task-Groups 
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convenient to sketch its overall organization and then discuss its 

individual features—beginning with its "input," then discussing its 

various "assessments" in their proper order, and concluding with its 

15 
"output." In Figure 13 the symbol (+) is used to indicate a positive 

evaluation of a categorization and the symbol (-) is used to indicate 

a negative evaluation. 

The overall organization of the decision-routine represented 

in Figure 13 is very simple. This routine constitutes a set of in

structions for gathering and operating on a specific body of informa

tion inportant to task-group decisions and for determining the appro

priate "output" (that is, the appropriate classification of task-group 

formation "situations") based upon specific configurations of informa

tional input. The "input" to the above decision-routine is a set of 

culturally possible, potential cooperators each one of whom is 

"assessed" and "categorized" on the dimensions listed. Based upon the 

assessed values of each "categorization" for a particular individual, 

a task-group formation situations is classified as (0^) one within 

which it is appropriate to form a group or partnership with that indi

vidual or (0^) one within which it is not appropriate to form a group 

or partnership with that individual. This decision-routine, then, 

accepts as input a set of culturally possible, alternative cooperators 

available to an individual, separately processes (i.e., assesses and 

categorizes according to specific dimensions and values) each of those 

15. All of the technical terms used to describe the decision
making routine presented in Figure 10 are taken from Geoghegan (1969, 
1970a, 1971). Terms taken from Geohegan are placed in quotation marks 
but are not referenced individually. 
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potential cooperators, and classifies task-group situations according 

to whether or not it is appropriate to form a group or partnership with 

particular individuals. The output of this decision-routine (which is 

a situational classification of appropriate behavior) is then used by 

Bear Lake men in the production of their own behavior and in their 

interpretation of the behavior of others. Social messages produced and 

interpreted by Bear Lake men in request behavior and in the actual 

formation of task-groups (that is, in actual behavior) are based upon 

the output of this decision-routine. 

As stated, the input to the above decision-routine is a set of 

individuals constituting ego's alternative, culturally possible co-

operators (culturally possible task-group co-members). In Geohegan's 

terminology, these potential cooperators can be referred to as 

"entities"—which are phenomena possessing specific properties the 

values of which must be assessed in order to appropriately classify 

situations. At Bear Lake, with regard to task-group formation, the 

decision which ego has to make is with which individuals among 

potentially available cooperators it is appropriate to form a task-

group. Ego must determine the set of individuals actually available 

to participate in a particular activity on a particular occasion, 

evaluate each of those potential cooperators in terms of specific 

decision criteria, and decide with which of them it is appropriate or 

most appropriate to travel. 

It is essential to make three points here which relate to the 

"input" as well as certain of the "assessments" in this decision-

routine. The first is related to earlier discussions regarding the 
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locus of decision-making. The point is this: every individual makes 

his own decision regarding his own availability for membership in task-

groups on any particular occasion. In addition, each individual makes 

his own decisions regarding with whom it is appropriate to travel on 

that particular occasion. That is, every individual who is potentially 

available for task-group co-membership on a particular occasion employs 

a decision-routine similar to that represented in Figure 10 to classify 

the situation he faces. Every individual makes his own decisions re

garding with whom it is appropriate to form a group or partnership on 

a particular occasion. 

The sense in which task-group formation among the Bear Lake 

People may be considered a "cooperative game" should now be obvious. 

Every individual essentially independently classifies task-group 

formation situations in terms of the relative appropriateness of forming 

groups with particular others. Groups are formed, for the most part, in 

cases where the appropriate choices of different individuals overlap. 

The actual formation of task-groups among the Bear Lake People, then, 

possesses a degree of uncertainty since it is the result of decisions 

made by more than one person—i.e., the result of a "game." This is 

discussed further below. 

A second point (which was also made earlier) should be clear 

now. It is stated above that Bear Lake People do not conceptualize 

task-groups according to the "structure" of those groups (e.g., as 

"bilaterally extended kinship groups"). Rather, they emphasize the 

possibility of traveling with different individuals and of the impor

tance of traveling with the appropriate individuals on different 
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groups "on the ground" is seen by ray consultants to be merely a 

fortuitous by-product, an emergent result of different individuals 

translating their own decisions into actual behavior. This, of course, 

corresponds to the general perspective of cultural decision-making 

models (cf., Chapter 1). 

The third point to make concerns the rules for the semantic 

classification of different kinds of social identities and social 

identity relationships which are discussed in Chapter 3. Such rules 

classify the different kinds of individuals who constitute "input" to 

the decision-routine presented in Figure 13. As discussed in Chapter 

1, rules for the semantic classification of "objects" are "nested 

within" more inclusive cultural rules (cf., Basso 1971, Gladwin 1971). 

Cultural knowledge is hierarchically organized with semantic classifi

cations nested within more inclusive plans and strategies. The 

"output" of rules for the semantic classification of individuals con

stitutes, part of the "input" to the decision-routine for task-group 

formation. 

The input to the above decision-routine, then, consists of 

culturally defined potential cooperators who are available to ego for 

task-group co-membership. These individuals are "assessed" by ego in 

terms of the decision-criteria discussed at length earlier in this 

chapter. That is, ego categorizes his potential cooperators in terms 

of: (1) shared interests, (2) prescriptive obligations (which ego has 

to various, available cooperators), (3) preferences (which ego has for 

traveling with various individuals), (4) abilities and knowledge 
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(which available individuals might possess and which ego might want to 

learn or take advantage of), and (5) the quality of social relation

ships between ego and his potential cooperators. Since each of these 

decision-criteria is discussed above, it is only necessary here to 

describe how they fit into the decision-routine presented in Figure 13 

as ordered "assessments." 

The first assessment a Bear Lake man makes in decisions re

garding the formation of task-groups.is whether or not potential co-

operators share his general interests or intentions to engage in some 

task-group activity on a particular occasion. In other words, ego must 

obtain information concerning the general availability of his potential 

cooperators and determine which of them are available for membership in 

task-groups on particular occasions. As emphasized above, every indi

vidual decides for himself his own availability. In Figure 13, "cate

gorization" (or dimension) (1) has two possible "categories" (or 

values). The first of these (la) is assigned to potential cooperators 

whose general interests or intentions are shared or converge with those 

of ego--that is, to potential cooperators who are generally available 

for membership in task-groups on a particular occasion. The second 

value (lb) is assigned to potential cooperators whose interests or 

intentions are not shared or do not converge with those of ego—that is,, 

to potential cooperators who are not available for membership in task-

groups on a particular occasion. As represented in Figure 13, in cases 

where general interests are shared,, ego has additional assessments to 

make. In cases where general interests or intentions are not shared 

(where some potential cooperator is not available on a particular 
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occasion), there are no additional assessments to be made and the 

appropriate output of the decision-routine (that is, the appropriate 

choice for ego to make or the appropriate classification of this 

situation) is (02)—do not form a group with that individual. 

In situations when culturally possible, potential cooperators 

are actually available for task-group membership (i.e., when the 

assessed value of categorization [1] is [la] it is necessary for Bear 

Lake men to make further assessments of such individuals in order to 

determine the appropriate men with whom to form task-groups on those 

occasions. The second assessment to be made entails ego's use of his 

knowledge of the culturally defined social identity relationships 

between himself and available, potential cooperators and of the rela

tive "prescriptive" strength of his obligations to those individuals 

(cf., above). Ego must evaluate available cooperators in terms of the 

normative expectations which they have of him by virtue of the cultural 

content of their social identity relationships (cf., above). 

The categories of categorization (2) "prescribed cooperator" 

are (2a)—to which are assigned potential cooperators the selection of 

whom by ego is relatively prescriptive or obligatory and (2b)—to which 

are assigned potential cooperators the choice of whom by ego is not 

prescriptive (cf., above). In other terms, available cooperators are 

assigned to one or the other of these two categories depending upon 

the strength of the obligations which ego has to those individuals. 

If a particular entity (that is, available cooperator) "corresponds" to 

category (2a), then the next assessment to be made in order to classify 

the task-gr015) formation situation with regard to that individual is of 



categorization (5), the "quality of social relationship" (cf., below). 

If an entity corresponds to category (2b), then the next assessment to 

be made is of categorization (3)—which entails determining whether or 

not an available individual is a "preferred cooperator" (cf., below). 

The types of social identities which are assigned to categories 

(2a) and (2b), respectively, are not absolutely determined—that is, 

there is a "fuzzy boundary" between these two categories. In general, 

however, the social identities which are assigned to category (2a) are: 

seta' , se'e, seta, ehce, sotje, secile, and 'pc' g-se&ileke (cf. , Tables 

11, 12, 13, and 14). The social identities assigned to category (2b) 

include seya, seedo, seie_|_, siftx', and xatone. The fuzziness between 

these categories, as might be expected (based upon information regarding 

the above social identities which is provided in Chapter 3) , relates to 

the relative strength of ego's obligations to his potential cooperators. 

There is no hard and fast boundary between individuals to whom ego has 

prescriptive obligations and individuals to whom ego has no obligations. 

There are only differences in the relative strength of such obliga

tions (cf., above). Further evidence of this fact is provided below. 

Categorization (2) is of central importance to the decision-

routine presented in Figure 13. Accordingly, it is essential to discuss 

certain points concerning the way. in which categorization (2) is repre

sented and regarding some of the implications which it has for sub

sequent assessments. The first thing to note about categorization (2) 

is that the ranking of obligations which Bear Lake men have to various 

others has been reduced to two categories in Figure 13. This is done 

only for the sake of simplicity. It must be emphasized here that 
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categorization (2) is an idealization of the decision-criterion dis

cussed earlier in this chapter. In fact, representing categorization 

(2) as is done in Figure 13 idealizes away from certain information 

which is vital for Bear Lake men in the classification of task-group 

formation situations. The actual result of assessing categorization 

(2) is not simply a distinction between prescribed and non-prescribed 

cooperators, but a ranking of entities in terms of the strength of 

legitimate expectations which available cooperators have of ego that he 

will form a group with them—that ego will make himself available to 

those cooperators and will respond positively to any such request which 

they might make. 

In light of this, an alternative, more complete and accurate 

representation of categorization (2) would include the following ranked 

categories: (2a^) seta' or se'e; ^a^) sela, (2a^) set^ or ehce; 

(2a^) sode or secile, '^c'^-secileke; (2b^) seya or seedo, 'pc'^-seya; 

(2b^) se-fce' or si^i'; and (2b^) xatone. In this alternative representa

tion of categorization (2) available cooperators a.re assigned to one of 

these more specific, ranked categories (with the rankings of categories 

in [2b] being a continuation of catetories in [2a]). In cases where 

a particular entity corresponds to one of the ranked categories (2a^)-

(2a^), the next assessment to be made in order to classify the task-

group situation with regard to that individual is (5). In cases where 

an entity corresponds to one of the ranked categories (2b^)-(2b^), the 

next assessment to be made involves categorization (3). In this 

representation of categorization (2), whether an entity is assigned to 

one of the (2a) categories or to one of the (2b) categories strictly 
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determines subsequent assessments (and fulfills the formal requirements 
I 

of an "ordered code rule" [cf., Geohegan 1969, 1970a, 1971]). However, 

the additional information concerning the relative strength of ego's 

obligations to his potential cooperators (which is more specific 

information than is needed to determine subsequent assessments) is 

also retained and influences ego's final classification of task-group 

situations as ones within which it is appropriate to form groups with 

certain individuals and not appropriate, or less appropriate, to form 

groups with certain other individuals. Related to this last point is 

the fact that the assignment of entities to specific ranked categories 

within the more general categories (2a) and (2b) (that is, information 

concerning the relative strength of ego's obligations to available 

cooperators) has very important implications for the assessments of 

subsequent categorizations. The rankings of potential cooperators 

influences the interpretation by ego of the values of subsequent cate

gorizations and the assignment by ego of available cooperators to such 

categories. This is discussed below when succeeding categorizations 

are considered. 

It is stated above that the boundary between categories (2a) 

and (2b) is fuzzy or ambiguous. The meaning of this statement can be 

explained in terms of the social identities, sc^de and secile—which, 

in the more specific, ranked categories within (2a) and (2b), were 

assigned to the category (2a^). The point is this: sc^de and secile 

might instead be assigned to the category (2b^). For that matter, 

seya and seedo—which were assigned to the category (2b^)—might 

instead be assigned to category (2a5). The boundary between these more 
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specific categories is ambiguous and, in all probability, is not fixed. 

For example, in decisions regarding the formation of task-groups, some 

men emphasize the prescriptive obligations which they have to s<^de and 

seiSile (ignoring or seemingly ignoring any preferences which they might 

have for traveling with these individuals) while other men focus on 

their preferences (rather than obligations) for traveling with such 

individuals (cf., above). In fact, on different occasions the same 

men (i.e., my consultants) emphasize both obligations and preferences. 

In light of this, the importance of the information provided by 

the more specific ranking of individuals in terms of prescriptive 

obligations and in terms of normative preferences (cf., categorization 

[3] below) begins to become apparent. It should become even clearer as 

further information about categorization (2) and subsequent categoriza

tions is provided below. 

In cases where an entity correponds to category (2b), the next 

assessment to be made is of categorization (3)—which involves deter

mining whether or not potential cooperators are "preferred cooperators." 

The categories of categorization (3) are (3a)—to which are assigned 

individuals the selection of whom is preferred by ego based upon his 

normative expectations of their behavior—and (3b)—to which are 

assigned individuals the selection of whom is not preferred by ego. If 

a particular entity corresponds to category (3a), then the next assess

ment to be made is of categorization (5). If an entity corresponds to 

category (3b), then the next assessment to be made is of categoriza

tion (4). 
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Categorization (3) is similar to categorization (2) in impor

tant ways. In general, the types of social identities which are 

assigned to category (3a) are seya, seedo, siXx', seifce', senile, 

sode, 'oc'e-secileke, and set£'. The social identities which are 

assigned to category (3b) are seta, ehce, sela, se'e, and xatone. 

However, there is no hard and fast boundary between these two general 

categories—that is, the boundary between them is fuzzy. Reasons for 

this are similar to the reasons for fuzziness between categories (2a) 

and (2b). Rather than a simple distinction between "preferred" and 

"not-preferred" cooperators, the actual result of assessing cate

gorization (3) is a ranking of entities in terms of ego's normative 

preferences of forming groups or traveling with those individuals. An 

alternative, more complete and accurate representation of categoriza

tion (3) would include the following ranked categories: (3a^) seya 

and seedo; (3a2) si/li' , seie' , secile, sode, and 'oc'e-secileke (with 

sifti' slightly preferred to sele' , and senile slightly preferred to 

sode [cf., above]); (3a„) seta'; (3b,) seta and ehc£; (3b„) sela and 
—» 3 1 <r ..2 

se' e; and (3b.j) xatone. As is the case with categorization (2) , in 

this more complete representation of categorization (3), available 

cooperators are assigned to one of the specific ranked categories 

(with the ranking of categories in [3b] being an extension of the 

ranking of categories in [3a]). Whether an entity is assigned to the 

(3a) category or the (3b) category determines subsequent assessments. 

However, the more specific information regarding ego's normative 

preference ranking is also retained and influences ego's interpreta

tions or assessments of subsequent categorizations (cf., below). The 
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fuzziness regarding categorization (3) lies in the fact that social 

identities such as seta', set^, and ehce are ambiguous in terms of a 

clear distinction between preferred and not-preferred cooperators. It 

is not possible (by Bear Lake People or ethnographers) to draw a clear 

distinction between such general categories—it is only possible to 

say that some cooperators are more preferred than others. 

It is important to note here that representing categorizations 

(2) and (3) as sets of ranked categories (rather than simply binary 

categories as is done in Figure 13) provides certain significant in

formation which is otherwise lacking. For example, as represented in 

Figure 13, this decision-routine shows (with qualifications discussed 

below in terms of categorizations [5] and [6]) that when individuals 

whom ego classifies as seta' and secile are available for membership 

in some task-group it is appropriate for ego to form a group with 

either or both of these individuals. The additional information pro

vided by including ranked categories within categorizations (2) and (3), 

however, shows that these individuals are appropriate choices for 

slightly different reasons. Ego has prescriptive obligations to travel 

with both—but a greater obligation to travel with seta' than with 

secile. In addition, ego has preferences for traveling with both 

(relative to most other kinds of individuals)—but a slightly greater 

preference for traveling with senile than with seta'. In short, the 

cultural content of Bear Lake social identity relationships makes it 

appropriate for ego to select both of these kinds of individuals for 

membership in task-groups when they are available—but for the slightly 

different combination of cultural reasons represented by ranking 
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categories within categorizations (2) and (3). Such information is 

essential to an understanding of the social messages produces and 

interpreted by Bear Lake men in the formation of task-groups. 

Categorization (4) involves an assessment of the abilities and 

knowledge possessed by various potential cooperators. The values of 

this dimension are (4a) and (4b). An individual is assigned to the 

first category when he possesses certain knowledge or abilities which 

ego wants to learn or take advantage of in order to insure the success 

of the activity for which a particular task-group is being formed. An 

entity corresponds to category (4b) when the individual being assessed 

possesses no special knowledge or abilities of importance to ego or to 

the success of some activity. In situations where individuals 

correspond to category (4a), the next assessment to be made involves 

categorization (5). In situations where individuals correspond to 

category (4b), no further assessments are required and the appropriate 

output of the decison-routine is (0^)—do not form a group with such 

individuals. 

The next assessment involves categorization (5), the "quality 

of social relationship" between ego and available cooperators. The 

values of this categorization are (5a) and (5b). Individuals or 

entities correspond to the first of these categories if they possess 

with regard to ego a positive or a relatively neutral .social relation

ship—that is, if the history of the social relationship between ego 

and such individuals is not characterized by repeated or extreme 

failures on the part of one or the other to fulfill normative expecta

tions. Individuals or entities correspond to category (5b) if the 
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quality of the social relationship between themselves and ego is 

negative—that is, if the history of the social relationship between 

themselves and ego has been characterized by repeated or extreme 

failures on the part of one or the other to fulfill normative expecta

tions which accompany their social identity relationship (cf., above). 

Where individuals correspond to category (5a), the next and final 

assessment to be made involves categorization (6). Where individuals 

correspond to category (5b), the appropriate output of this assessment 

is (0^)—a classification of the situation as one within which it is 

appropriate not to form a group with those individuals. 

With regard to categorization (5), a couple of brief points 

need to be made. The first is that only when the history of a social 

relationship is extremely negative does this categorization alter 

expectations regarding the formation of task-groups established through 

the other four categorizations. This is especially the case when 

individuals correspond to categories whose rankings (in the second 

representation of categorizations [2] and [3]) approach those of (2a^) • 

and Oa^), respectively. 

Second, regarding the social identity categories siXx' and 

sele', the model in Figure 13 appears to be somewhat redundant in 

requiring an assessment on categorization (5) since, as discussed in 

Chapter 3, the very definition of s£X£' and sei£' entails a positive 

quality to such social relationships. Individuals are not proper 

denotata of these categories unless the social relationship between 

them is of a positive nature. To classify individuals as either sx/ti' 

or sele', then, requires a positive social relationship and it is 



seemingly redundant to require a further evaluation of the quality of 

the social relationship between individuals who have been so classi

fied. One reason for doing so, however, is to reflect the fact that 

individuals who were once a man's 'friends' might no longer be so. 

Requiring an evaluation of siX£' and sele' in terms of categorization 

(5) can be taken as a current assessment of a relationship between 

individuals the quality of which has been positive in the past. 

If an entity corresponds to category (5a), then the next 

assessment to be made involves categorization (6), "shared interests— 

specific intentions." The values of categorization (6) are (6a)—which 

is assigned to entities that share specific interests or intentions 

with ego—and (6b)—which is assigned to entities that do not share 

specific interests or intentions with ego. 

It is necessary here to discuss the relationship between 

categorizations (1) and (6). As indicated by the labels for these 

categorizations, both of them relate to the decision-criterion dis

cussed above and phrased as "select individuals with shared or con

verging interests." The claim implicit in Figure 10 is that this 

principle enters into task-group decisions (mapping situations onto 

appropriate output or choices) at different levels of specificity. 

With regard to categorization (1) only the most general of shared 

interests are considered by ego in his determination of the avail

ability of others for task-group membership. For example, he simply 

establishes whether or not particular individuals are available to 

trap in a given year. In categorization (6) much more specific kinds 

of information are considered in order to establish whether or not 
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establishes whether or not some other individual shares with him 

specific intentions to trap at Johnny Hoe River during November and 

December. In other words, general availability is at issue in the 

assessment of categorization (1), whereas specific intentions or 

interests are at issue in the assessment of categorization (6). 

It is also important here to discuss the influence which 

particular assessments of categorizations (2) and (3) have on inter

pretations or assessments of categorizations (4), (5), and (6). Such 

influence illustrates the necessity of including ranked catetories in 

categorizations (2) and (3) (cf., above). In general, as assessments 

of categorizations (2) and (3) approach (2a^) and (3a^), respectively, 

the significance of categorizations (4), (5), and (6) decreases. More 

specifically, if entities assessed are highly prescribed or preferred 

cooperators, then with respect to categorization (4), the abilities 

and knowledge of those individuals becomes less important. Only in 

cases where other individuals (who are not highly prescribed or pre

ferred cooperators) possess significant special abilities or knowledge 

will ego opt to travel with them as opposed to highly prescribed or 

preferred individuals. Also with respect to categorization (5), only 

extremely negative social relationships between ego and his norma-

tively prescribed or preferred cooperators will deter ego from 

selecting them in the formation of task-groups—that is, only extremely 

negative social relationships between ego and his highly prescribed or 

preferred cooperators will make it appropriate to select other indi

viduals. With regard to categorization (6), much less specific 
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cooperators in order for it to be appropriate for ego to form a group 

with such individuals. In fact, if highly prescribe or preferred 

cooperators are available for membership in task-groups on particular 

occasions, ego is expected to modify his own interests and intentions 

to match those of such potential cooperators. This is true to the 

extent that merely the availability (categorization [1]) of individuals 

such as seta' and se' e creates an expectation that the appropriate 

behavior for ego is to form a group with those individuals. Ego is 

expected to modify his own specific interests to as great an extent as 

possible in order to form a group with such highly prescribed co-

operators. Only under conditions where it is essentially impossible 

for ego to modify his own specific interests to match those of highly 

prescribed or preferred cooperators (e.g., where ego only has two weeks 

for trapping due to his wage employment and where ego's, spouse's 

father intends to trap for three months 200 miles from Fort Franklin) 

is it appropriate for him to travel with other individuals. Ego is 

"his own boss" and determines his own availability and specific 

interests; however, it is expected of ego that he will modify his own 

interests to confrom with certain others. This is the real thrust of 

authority and respect among the Bear Lake People (cf., above). 

The converse of points mentioned in the preceding paragraph are 

equally true. That is, as the assessments of categorizations (2) and 

(3) approach (2b^) and (3b^), respectively, the significance of cate

gorizations. (4), (5), and (6) increases. That is, if entities assessed 

are not highly prescribed or preferred cooperators, then considerations 
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of special abilities and knowledge, the quality of social relationships, 

and specific interests and intentions become more important. Needless 

to say, such facts about the categorizations of this decision-routine 

can only be "captured" by including ranked categories in categoriza

tions (2) and (3). 

The output of categorization (6) is an appropriate classifica

tion of task-group formation situations. In cases where an entity 

corresponds to category (6a), the output is (0^)—a classification of 

the situation as one within which it is appropriate to form a group 

with that individual. In cases where an entity corresponds to category 

(6b), the output is (0^)—a classification of the situation as one 

within which it is appropriate not to form, a group with that individual. 

It is important to reiterate here that the output of these 

cultural rules is not actual behavior—that is, the output of these 

rules is not the actual formation of a task-group. Rather, the output 

is a situational classification of appropriate behavior (for ego) which 

must then be "translated" into actual behavior. The output of these 

rules provides the basis for the production and interpretation.of 

social messages which are associated with the formation of task-groups. 

These rules provide cultural expectations for Bear Lake men which they 

use in the production of their own behavior and in the interpretation 

of the behavior of others. 

Description of the decision-making model for task-group forma

tion among the Bear Lake People is now complete. Prior to evaluating 

the adequacy of this model (which is done in the next section of this 

chapter) it is appropriate to summarize the major points about its form 
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and operation. First, the locus of task-group decision-making is with 

individual Bear Lake men. That is, each Bear Lake man makes his own 

decision (presumably using a decision-routine similar to that repre

sented in Figure 13) regarding task-group formation. Each man processes 

relevant information about available, potential cooperators and deter

mines with which individuals it is appropriate or more appropriate to 

travel in particular situations. In general, Bear Lake men form groups 

in cases where the appropriate choices of individuals overlap. That is, 

groups are formed when two or more individuals mutually classify one 

another as appropriate choices. For example, if four individuals are 

generally available for participation in some task-group activity, each 

of those individuals classifies the other three in terms described 

above. Each of the four classifies the task-group formation situation 

as one within which it is appropriate to travel with one or more of the 

other individuals. When two or more of these individuals classify each 

other as appropriate choices, they form a group. 

It is claimed, then, that task-group formation among the Bear 

Lake People has a "game-like" nature. Groups which are formed among 

these people are the product of decisions made by more than one indi

vidual. Accordingly, there is a degree of uncertainty in the cultural 

process of task-group formation and in the actual formation of task-

groups. Neither Bear Lake People nor ethnographers are able to predict 

with a high degree of certainty the actual groups which will be formed 

in specific instances. This is especially the case when large numbers 

of individuals are available for participation in task-groups on 

particular occasions. This is not to say, however, that it is 
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impossible to predict a certain amount of such behavior and that such 

behavior lacks meaning and cannot be interpreted in culturally relevant 

ways (cf., below). 

The game-like nature of task-group formation among the Bear 

Lake People raises important issues which have not been resolved. The 

first of these relates, again, to the criticism of cultural decision

making models in general that they do not accurately represent the 

actual dynamics of individual decision processes. This criticism, if 

valid, is even more relevant in cases where decisons of more than one 

individual are involved in the production of behavior—for example, in 

the actual formation of groups. In fact, the model presented above does 

not represent in any precise way the actual dynamics of task-group 

"gaming." It does not concretely represent the way in which Bear Lake 

men coordinate their own decisions with those of others. All or most 

of the relevant decision considerations are at least abstractly repre

sented. What is not represented, however, is the process or manner in 

which Bear Lake men coordinate their own decisions with those of others 

and achieve at least tacit, mutual agreement regarding the appropriate 

individuals with whom to form groups on particular occasions. This is 

discussed further in the next section of this chapter. 

Related to the above point is the additional fact that the 

decision-routine represented in Figure 13 does not adequately deal with 

"real time" variables which influence task-group decision-making among 

the Bear Lake People. Task-group decision-making does not take place 

instantaneously. Rather, such decisions are made through greater or 

lesser periods of real time. The importance of this relates, for 
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example, to the fact that the actual point in time when one individual 

learns of another's availability for membership in a task-group can 

influence the outcome of the decision-making process. For example, it 

might be the case that a man's spouse's father is not available for 

task-group co-membership at the point in time when the former (seedo) 

completes his decisions regarding task-group formation and makes 

arrangements to travel with other appropriate individuals. Se'e in 

this case is not an appropriate choice. However, se'e might later 

decide to participate in the activity for which ego has formed (or 

made arrangements to form) a task-group. In this case, ego is clearly 

not as obligated to modify his own interests to match those of his 

spouse's father, and se'e is not as prescribed a choice as he normally 

would be. If se'e wishes to travel with ago's group there is no 

question about his "right" to do so—but ego would not be obligated to 

modify his own interests and intentions. In other words, there is a 

time dimension to the cultural process of task-group formation which 

influences the situational appropriateness of alternatives and which is 

not adequately represented in Figure 13. This is also discussed further 

in the next section. 

A final point to reiterate about the form and operation of the 

decision-routine represented in Figure 13 is that the output of this 

system of rules is a situational classification of appropriate behavior. 

Such decisions must then be translated into actual behavior by Bear 

Lake men by "recruiting" others and by forming task-groups. An 

essential point to make here concerns the general nature of cultural 

rules (cf., Chapter 1). Cultural rules, unlike natural laws, can be 
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broken. Cultural rules which define for Bear Lake men their appro

priate choices for task-group cooperators in particular situations can 

be broken! When translating their decisions into actual behavior Bear 

Lake men can ignore their knowledge of appropriate behavior and form 

groups with situationally less appropriate or inappropriate indi

viduals. This feature of cultural rules in general and of cultural 

decision-making rules used by Bear Lake men in the formation of task-

groups (that is, this "gap" between the output of cultural rules and 

behavior) limits the capacity of rule-descriptions to predict behavior. 

It does not, however, limit the ability of cultural rule-descriptions 

to provide an interpretation or understanding of social behavior. 

Further information concerning the form and operation of the 

decision-routine represented in Figure 2 3 is provided in the next 

section of this chapter. The issues discussed there concern: (1) 

whether or not this decision-routine provides expectations which match 

those of Bear Lake People, (2) whether or not it can account for the 

behavior of men in actual task-group formation, and (3) whether or not 

it possesses psychological reality. 

Evaluation and Testing 

In this section of Chapter 4 the adequacy of the model provided 

in the preceding sections is considered. As discussed in Chapter 1, it 

is reasonable to distinguish at least three "levels" of adequacy 

attainable by cultural rule-descriptions. It is important to deter

mine which, if any of these, are achieved by the above description of 

cultural decision-making rules employed by Bear Lake men in the 
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formation of task-groups. It is important to determine if this model 

is "descriptively adequate," "explanatorily adequate," and/or "ethno-

graphically adequate" (cf., Chapter 1). In order to do this, at least 

two topics must be discussed in detail: (1) the relation between this 

model and actual task-groups which were formed by Bear Lake men during 

the period 1970 to 1974 (cf., Appendix B) and (2) the psychological 

reality of the cultural rules formulated above. 

As discussed in Chapter 1 and earlier in this chapter, 

cultural descriptions must be evaluated or tested against the actual 

social behavior purportedly organized or "generated" by the cultural 

rules (norms, conventions, values, beliefs) being described. Com

pletely adequate ethnographic descriptions must account for behavior 

by providing the means to anticipate appropriate behavior, to interpret 

and understand both appropriate and "deviant" behavior, and, to some 

extent, to predict behavior. In addition, completely adequate ethno

graphic descriptions must account for "patterned social phenomena" 

16 
(cf., Chapter 1). Accordingly, the relationship between the above 

rule-description of Bear Lake task-group formation and actual task-

group formation'1 behavior must be determined. 

In this regard, it is important to consider the "structure"— 

in Goodenough's terms, the "statistical structure"—of actual task-

groups which have been formed by Bear Lake men to participate in 

various activities during recent years. As discussed in Chapter 1 and 

Chapter .2 (when considering the work of Goodenough, Keesing, and Helm), 

16. Completely adequate ethnographic descriptions of cultural 
rules must also be psychologically real (cf., Chapter 1 and below). 
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there are at least two ways possible in which such "structure" can be 

17 
investigated—using an "internal" or an "external" approach. An 

internal approach—based upon cultural rule-descriptions—is, of course, 

the one recommended here. However, it is necessary to briefly consider 

(and criticize) the latter approach prior to discussing the former. 

In her work with Northern Athapaskan peoples, Helm (k965a, 

1969a, 1969b) advocates the use of statistical methods in the analysis 

of the compositions of band-level socioterritorial units. Essentially, 

Helm suggests that it is possible to determine the number of "primary 

bilateral kinship ties" among the members of various band-level 

socioterritiorial units and to inductively establish the kinds of 

social organizational principles underlying those groups. A funda

mental criticism of this kind of approach was mentioned earlier and 

entails the facts that, in principle, it is possible for any number of 

different kinds of organizational principles to underlie groups with 

the "same" statistical structure and it is possible for the same 

organizaticmal principles to underlie groups with radically "different" 

statistical structures (cf., Goodenough 1951; Kessing 1967, 1970b). 

Hie significance of this kind of criticism can be illustrated by 

looking at various task-groups formed by Bear Lake men in recent years. 

The important points here are that a great deal of variation exists 

"on the ground" in the structure of task-groups among the Bear Lake 

People and that the structure of individual groups is often oblique. 

17. The terms "internal" and "external" are used here 
roughly as synonyms to Keesing's (1967) terms "decision models" 
and "statistical models," respectively. 
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While an external description of task-groups would not yield entirely 

inaccurate and unimportant results (e.g., bilateral kinship is_impor

tant to these people when forming groups), it would not yield the 

clearest picture of their nature. Keesing's (1967, p. 10) statement 

regarding social groups contributing bride price among the Kwaio is 

entirely relevant with regard to the Bear Lake Indian -cask-groups: 

"If the locus of social structure lies in the manifest form of groups— 

in the statistical outcomes of individual choices—then the structure 

here is illusory indeed!" The structure of Kwaio action-groups and 

Bear Lake task-groups lies in the respective cultural rules which under

lie their formation. 

In order to understand the structure of Bear Lake task-groups 

the cultural process by which they are formed must be understood—that 

is, the kind of information provided earlier in this chapter is re

quired. 

An extremely clear exarrple of this is provided by the task-

group represented (in traditional anthropological style) in Figure 14. 

At issue is the structure of this moose-hunting task-group. It seems 

likely, if this group were placed within the context of other task-

groups formed among the Bear Lake People during recent years (cf., 

Appendix B) and considered from an external perspective, that it would 

be considered either a group lacking structure (cf., Steward's dis

cussion of "composite bands") or, more likely, a "kinship" group based 

in some way on bilaterally extended kinship ties (either through ego 

or ego's spouse—cf., Helm 1965a, 1969a, 1969b). However, bilateral 

kinship ties actually had considerably less to do with its formation 
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A horizontal line through a symbol indicates that the 
individual represented is not a member of the task-group. 

A slash through a symbol indicates that the individual 
represented is deceased. 

Figure 14. A Task-Group Formed by Six Bear Lake Men for the Purpose 
of Moose-Hunting, 1974 
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than did other considerations. Shared interests, friendships, and the 

history of social relationships among these men underlie the cultural 

process of this task-group's formation and its structure must be 

understood in these terms. Additional information required in order to 

interpret or understand this group in culturally relevant ways includes 

the following. First, individuals (a) and (e) are extremely good 

friends and denote each other as seie' rather than se' e and sged<^ -

(which is culturally or semantically possible based upon kin term 

extension rules [cf., Chapter 3]). In addition, these two men are the 

ones who originally decided to go moose-hunting on this particular 

occasion; others decided to participate after learning of (a)'s and 

(e)'s intentions. Finally, (a), (c), (e), and (f) are all approximately 

the same age and are all relatively good friends. Second, (b) and (c) 

denote each other as sc^de and secile, respectively, yet engage in 

activities together far less frequently than do (a) and (b)—who are 

"half-brothers" married to sisters. And, third, (d) and the father 

of (f) are old friends and partners. (f)'s father resides away from 

Fort Franklin and has not traveled with (d) for a number of years. 

However, (f) moved to Fort Franklin when he married a woman from there 

and has since become a frequent partner to (d)—essentially taking the 

place of his father. Both of these men have reputations as extremely 

good moose-hunters. In addition, (d) is approximately the same age and 

relatively good friends with (b). They denote each other as se-re' 

rather than seta and seya or seba, respectively (as would also be 

semantically appropriate). 
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Now what about the structure of this group? From an external 

perspective (as suggested above) it might appear that this group is a 

bilateral kinship group. With the additional ethnographic knowledge 

that within task-groups there are 'partnerships' (cf., Chapter 3 and 

above) normally consisting of two men each, it might be predicted that 

the partnerships in this group (also presumably, formed by using 

bilateral kinship links) would be (a) and (b), (d) and (e), and (c) and 

(f). However, based upon a knowledge of the decision-making rules 

presented earlier in this chapter and a knowledge of the above "input" 

information, it might not be surprising to learn that the actual 

partnerships within this task-group were (a) and (e), (b) and (c), and 

(d) and (f). In addition, based upon a knowledge of the actual 

partnerships within this group and a knowledge of the decision-making 

rules for task-group formation provided earlier, it should not be 

surprising that this was clearly an appropriately formed task-group. 

For example, (e)'s behavior or action of forming a partnership with (a) 
i 

rather than (d) (whom [c] denotes seta) was clearly not a violation of 

kinship norms. His behavior was not inappropriate—as might be pre

dicted or at least implied by an external description of such groups as 

18 
bilaterally extended kinship groups. 

18. It is left to the reader to work through the decision-
routine represented in Figure 13 in order to interpret the appro
priateness of this task-group. The rights, obligations, and prefer
ences which each of these men have regarding others in this group 
should be easily established. Three points, however, need to be made 
here. First, this example relates, not only to the selection of task-
group co-members, but also to the selection of 'partners' within 
task-groups (cf., above). The implicit claim, of course, is that the 
same routine represented in Figure 13 is used by Bear Lake men when 
making both kinds of decisions. Second, the importance of a time 
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In summary, external generalizations about the structure of 

Bear Lake task-groups will not "capture" the cultural rules which 

underlie and which provide the means for understanding such groups. 

Statistical statements about regularities in task-groups can provide 

important evidence for the existence of cultural rules (if articulated 

properly with internal descriptions; cf., below), but such regulari

ties are not themselves cultural rules! Statistical regularities "on 

the ground';" even if they are known by people (e.g.. Bear Lake men know 

that they very often form task-groups with 'relatives'), are seldom 

used by individuals as reasons for behavior, as principles for the 

organization of behavior, or as rules for the cultural interpretation 

of behavior. Bear Lake men do not make task-group decisions based upon 

some hypothetical knowledge that "it is appropriate to travel with 

seta' 52% of the time." Rather, such regularities are at best a for

tuitous by-product of the repeated use in different situations by Bear 

Lake men of cultural rules described in this chapter. 

It is important to reiterate here that the use of statistical 

techniques in anthropological inquiry is not being questioned—only one 

particular kind of use. Convergent behavior is the strongest kind of 

dimension (cf., above) in task-group decisions should be apparent from 
this example. The fact that individuals (a) and (e) made the original 
decision to go moose-hunting in this case and decided to be partners 
prior to (d)'s decision to participate in the hunt establishes the 
appropriateness of (e)'s decision to form a partnership with (a), while 
his friend, rather than with (d), his step-mother's brother. Again, 
the time dimension is not handled adequately in this model. Third, 
based upon the example of (e)'s decisions in the formation of this 
particular task-group, the game-like nature of Bear Lake Indian task-
group formation should now be even clearer than before. This and the 
previous point are discussed further below when the "simulation" of 
task-group formation is considered. 
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evidence for the existence of cultural rules and rule-descriptions must 

account for—be tested against—such regular behavior. However/ it is 

suggested here that the use of statistical techniques be articulated 

with if not based upon an independent ethnographic description of 

cultural principles. Keesing (1970b, p. 105) makes the position adopted 

here explicit in the following passage from-his paper concerning Kwaio 

fosterage: 

. . . there are inherent disadvantages to a statistical treat
ment of fosterage in comparison to the one we have employed. 
We have probed cultural principles in order to construct a 
"mechanical model" (Levi-Strauss 1953). Having derived it, 
we can treat each new occurrence as a test, not merely as a 
new statistic. Furthermore, we can perceive that the .pattern 
of outcomes we happened to observe was but one of the many we 
could have observed. Continued observation will result in 
changes in the statistical pattern, but will probably not 
reflect significant shifts in the cultural principles that 
generate these outcomes. 

Sheer inductive use of statistics is thus a clumsy means 
of studying social relations and can lead to faulty infer
ences. But worst of all, unless we have analyzed the cultural 
principles underlying a pattern of social relations, we cannot 
grasp the alternative course of action our subjects perceived, 
or the reasons they chose among them as they did—and we cannot 
properly classify the outcomes statistically. What Goodenough 
demonstrated for residence rules (1956) is just as true for 
fostering and adoption [emphasis added]. 

What is true for residence, fosterage, and adoption is equally true for 

task-group formation among the Bear Lake People! It is not possible to 

interpret or understand the cultural meaning of task-group formation 

or to properly classify (for reasons of statistical analysis or any 

other purpose) the outcomes of task-group formation behavior, that is, 

the structure of actual task-groups, without analyzing the cultural 

principles or rules which underlie such behavior. 
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Given an ethnographic description of the cultural rules which 

underlie behavior, it is not only possible, but also necessary, to 

evaluate those descriptions against actual behavior (cf., Chapter 1). 

With regard to Bear Lake task-group formation, an attempt must be made 

to validate the rule-description provided in this chapter by accounting 

for actual task-groups which have been formed by Bear Lake men in 

recent years. The above rule-description establishes certain expecta

tions about (statistical) regularities to be discovered in actual Bear 

Lake Indian task-groups. If it is a more or less accurate description 

of task-group formation, then predictions about the "statistical 

structure" of such groups will prove true. 

The most rigorous way of testing the decision-routine repre

sented in Figure 13 would be to attempt to "simulate" in as precise a 

way as possible the actual decisions of Bear Lake men and to demand 

that the output of this simulation exactly match the output of task-

group decision-making; that is, match Bear Lake classifications of task-

group formation situations and, given significant input information 

(cf., Kay 1971a), match or predict task-groups actually formed among 

the Bear Lake People. In fact, given the nature of the claims made in 

Chapter 1 and earlier in this chapter, the decision-routine provided 

above cannot be accepted until its validity has been demonstrated 

through such simulation. Unfortunately, it was simply not possible to 

collect enough data regarding past configurations of situational 
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19 
information or input to make possible a viable effort at simulation. 

This does not mean that the above model is invalid; it simply means 

that more data are required before it can be submitted to the most 

rigorous kind of testing. For example, regarding decisions made by 

Bear Lake men concerning spring beaver hunting task-groups in 1971, it 

was not possible to gather enough data about the specific situations 

men faced at that time to warrant testing by simulation. However, 

enough data were collected about this and other task-group situations 

and about the actual groups which were formed by Bear Lake men in recent 

years to make possible a less rigorous though reasonable test of the 

rule-description presented above. 

The way in which the above decision-making rules can be tested 

relates to the fact that the cultural rules, of which this routine is 

a more or less accurate representation, provide Bear Lake People with 

19. This is, of course a very serious criticism of the ethno
graphic description provided here. Given the "paradigm" within which 
research among the Bear Lake People was conducted—one within which 
individual and group behavior must be accounted for by accurately 
describing psychologically real cultural rules—ultimately, this model 
must be used in an attempt to simulate actual decision-making processes 
and to predict the actual formation of task-groups. In order to do so, 
the following kinds of additional data are required—and will even
tually be gathered. Native evaluations of the model presented above 
must be obtained. Although feedback was provided by my consultants 
throughout my fieldwork, the decision-routine presented .in Figure 10 
was formalized only after returning from the field. This formalization 
requires scrutiny by my consultants. Further native explanations or 
interpretations of actual and hypothetical task-groups should be 
obtained. And further real-time data concerning the actual process of 
task-groTip decision-making, actual task-group recruitment, and actual 
task-group formation must be collected. The real-time dynamics of this 
cultural decision-making model must be considered more rigorously. In 
spite of the fact that such additional evidence is required in order 
to test the above model in the most thorough way, this does not mean 
that it lacks any validity and cannot be tested in other, albeit less 
rigorous ways. 
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expectations about the available individuals with whom any given person 

will form a task-group on any particular occasion. The expectations 

of Bear Lake People regarding task-group formation, presumably matched 

by expectations based on the above cultural description, make possible 

certain predictions about the "structure" of task-groups "on the 

ground." These predictions provide the means for at least a low-level 

behavioral test of the above rule-description. 

Many of the normative expectations important to this test are 

discussed above. These include, on the most basic level, the expecta

tion that individuals among the Bear Lake People will form task-groups, 

to a great extent, with their highly prescribed and preferred potential 

cooperators—in that order. More specifically, if an individual's 

highly prescribed and preferred potential cooperators are available for 

task-group membership on a particular occasion, all other things being 

equal, it is expected among the Bear Lake People that ego will form a 

group with those individuals. In cases where more than one "appro

priate" alternative exists for ego, it is expected, all other things 

being equal, that he will form a group with the most "prescriptive" 

20 
choice. In still more specific terms, it is expected among the Bear 

Lake People, all other things being equal, that a man will form a group 

^with individuals such as seta' , se'e, sela, ehce, set^., si^de, and 

20. Again, consider the indications that this fact has for 
the "game-like" nature of Bear Lake task-group formation. If ego has 
two equally appropriate alternatives between whom to choose a 'partner' 
it might be the case that ego's selection is actually determined by the 
decision of one of the other men to travel with some fourth individual 
who is a more appropriate choice for him. It might also be the case, 
depending on the specific interests of the men involved, that all four 
men form a group together. 
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secile (cf., above) whenever these individuals so desire. Especially 

with regard to individuals such as seta' and se'e, it is expected of 

the 'good' man that he will always accompany them or accompany whomever 

they suggest. Similarly, based upon normative preferences, it is 

ejected among the Bear Lake People that an individual will form task-

groups whenever possible with individuals such as seya, seed<^, sele', 

siXi' , s<?de, and secile. In addition, based upon normative prescrip

tions and preferences, it is less expected that a man will form a group 

with individuals in "extended" kinship relationship with him (cf., 

Chapter 3) and least expected that a man will form a group with 

'strangers.' Finally, it is expected among the Bear Lake People that 

the above expectations will be "violated" only in situations where 

considerations of "shared interests," "special abilities or knowledge," 

or the "quality of relationships" makes it appropriate to do so—that 

is, in situations where "other things are not equal" (cf., above). 

Based upon the above normative expectations, as well as the 

general nature of the cultural decision-making routine formulated in 

Figure 13, it is possible to make a number of predictions about the 

actual "structure" of Bear Lake task-groups which, if verified, will 

support the adequacy of the description of task-group formation pro

vided in this chapter. Some of these predictions (or postdictions, 

since they are tested against task-groups previously formed by Bear 

Lake men) are as follows. First, given the general nature of the 

decision-routine represented above and given the "game-like" nature of 

Bear Lake task-group formation, it can be predicted that task-group 

"structures" will exhibit a relatively great amount of variation. 
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This prediction is easily verified by reviewing Appendix B within which 

are contained actual examples of task-groups formed by Bear Lake men 

during recent years. If the data provided in Appendix B were the only 

evidence available in the study of Bear Lake task-groups, then the 

"structure" of such groups would be illusory indeed. 

Second, and much more important, it can be predicted that task-

groups among the Bear Lake People will be composed of relatively high 

percentages of prescribed and preferred cooperators, as these are 

defined and discussed above. That is, within task-groups there will 

be relatively high percentages of individuals possessing, with regard 

to one another, social identity relationships such as elezake, ele'eke, 

eielake, e^eSileke, and e-fceleke. In fact, based upon a knowledge of 

the relative strength of expectations among such individuals (cf., 

above) and keeping in mind that each Bear Lake man makes his own 

decisions regarding his availability for task-group membership on 

particular occasions, it is possible to make even more specific pre

dictions about the relative percentages of these kinds of individuals 

within task-groups. Based upon a knowledge of the strength of Bear Lake 

expectations (regarding, for example, obligations of mutual aid and 

hospitality) which make certain individuals prescriptive cooperators 

and other individuals preferred cooperators, it is possible to make 

predictions about the relative percentages of such men within task-

groups given that they are available on particular occasions. In 

terms of the decision-routine represented in Figure 13, given that 

particular individuals in particular situations are assigned in cate

gorization (1) to category (la) (that is, given that those individuals 



are available for membership in task-groups in particular situations), 

then it is possible to predict the relative likelihood that particular 

kinds of available individuals will actually form a group with ego. 

If, for an obvious example, a man's father and a 'stranger' are 

actually available for task-group membership in a particular situation, 

it is possible to predict that, because of the relative strength of 

his obligations to those individuals, ego will form a group with his 

father. In general terms, a greater percentage of "available fathers" 

will actually form task-groups with their sons than will "available 

'strangers'. " 

The kinds of predictions possible (based upon a knowledge of 

culturally relevant categories and of the decision-routine represented 

in Figure 13) with regard to task-group formation, then, are condi

tional. If individuals possessing specific kinds of social identity 

relationships to ego are available for task-group membership on 

particular occasions, then ego will be predictably more or less likely 

(other things being equal) to form a group with those men than with 

other available individuals whose relationships to ego are different. 

Individuals in different social identity relationships will show 

different percentages of actual task-group members of available, 

potential cooperators. The percentages for social identity relation

ships (determined by dividing the number of individuals in a particular 

kind of social identity relationship who actually form ta k-groups 

together by the number of individuals in that social identity relation

ship who are available for task-group membership) will decrease in this 
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21 
approximate order: (1) eieSake (F-S) (that is, if fathers and sons 

are available for task-group membership, they will be more .likely to 

form a task-group than is the case for any other kind of social 

identity relationship); (2) ejfcecilike (B-B), ele'eke (SpF-DH), and 

eleehceke (PP-CC) (ego has a greater obligation to travel with his 

wife's father but a greater preference to travel with his brother; DH 

is a highly preferred cooperator); (3) eielake (WB-ZH) and eiebake 

(PSb-SbC); (4) eifce-keke and elx ft£ke ('friends'); and (5) xatone 

('strangers'). In addition, based upon a knowledge of kinship 

"extension rules" and of variation in the strength of expectations which 

Bear Lake men have for 'real' and 'original' as opposed to 'other 

relatives' (cf., Chapter 3), it is reasonable to predict that there 

will be differences in the percentages of actual or available task-

group members for these different kinds of relatives. It is predicted 

here that "extended" relatives will exhibit lower percentages of actual 

or available task-group co-members than their "focal" counterparts. 

That is, it is predicted that individuals who are denotata of kin terms 

appropriately modified with the term '<^c'('other'.) will exhibit 

lower percentages than individuals who are denotata of those kin terms 

21. These predictions are based simply on the relative rankings 
which particular kinds of individuals receive as prescribed and pre
ferred cooperators; the greater the "obligation" and the greater the 
"preference" which any ego has for traveling with specific kinds of 
individuals (all other things being equal), the greater will be the 
percentage of "actual" or "available" task-group co-members. The basis 
for these predictions can be checked by reviewing categorizations (2) 
and (3) in the decision-routine represented in Figure 10. A simple way 
of making these predictions is to add the rankings from categorizations 
(2) and (3) together for each kind of relationship and to rank those 
sums—predicting that the higher the ranking, the greater the per
centage actual of available task-group co-members. 
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appropriately modified with the term -wa' ('real' or 'original') (cf., 

Chapter 3). It is predicted, for example, that a man will more often 

form a group with his available 'real' brothers than with his available 

'other' brothers (cf., below). 

All of the above and other predictions can be tested by looking 

at the structure of task-groups which have been formed by Bear Lake 

men for various purposes during recent years (cf., Appendix B). Hie 

procedures employed are as follows. First, 17 culturally relevant 

22 
categories of social identity relationships are established. These 

are listed in Table 15. Next, for each major task-group activity in a 

given year (for example, trapping during 1970-1971) a list of partici

pants is constructed and the relationships between each individual and 

every other individual who also participated in the particular activity 

on the specific occasion under consideration is classified into one of 

the 18 categories. For example, if 40 men trapped during the 1970-1971 

season, then the relationships of each of those men to the other 39 

individuals who also trapped during that time are classified into one 

of the relevant categories (giving a total for that year.of 780 dif

ferent social identity relationships). A basic assumption made here is 

22. Actually, 18 categories are used. The 18th, however, is 
used to classify distant social relationships which are, with regard to 
the individuals under consideration, ill-defined or ambiguous. Among 
distantly related individuals it is often possible to extend more than 
one type of relationship—to classify distantly related individuals as 
more than one kind of relative. These individuals are classified 
together, since they are ambiguous, in category 18. It is essential to 
reiterate that the culturally relevant categories used here were deter
mined through the semantic analysis reported in Chapter 3. One purpose 
of the test conducted here is to determine whether or not semantically 
relevant distinctions also have social significance. 
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Table 15. Social Identity Relationship Categories Used in Analyzing 
the Structure of Bear Lake Indian Task-Groups 

Category Definition3 

1. eiezake F - S 

2. eie'eke WF - MJ 

3. eieehceke PF - CS 

4. eiebake*3 PB - SbS, PZH - WSbS 

5. eielake WB - ZH 

6. eiecileke B - B (PS - PS) 

7. 1oc'e-eiecileke 
\ \ PSbS - I) SbS 

8. 1oc'e-eieehceke 
\ \ 

"extended" relatives of ego's PF's and more 
distant generations 

9. 'oc' e-eie'eke 
v v. 

"extended" relatives by marriage of ego's WF's 
generation (e.g., WFB) 

10. 'oc'e-eiebake 
V k 

"extended" relatives by blood of ego's PB's or 
PZH's generation 

11. 'oc'e-eielake 
«• V 

"extended" relatives by marriage of ego's 
generation (e.g., ego's BWB) 

12. 1oc'e-eiecilekeC 
V \ "extended" relatives by blood other than PSbS 

of ego's generation 

13. ei£i6ke 'friends' 

14. ei£i£keC WZH - WZH 

15. ei4i£ke° SWF - SWF 

16. ei£X£ke 'dearest friends' 

17. xatone 'strangers' 

18. — "ambiguous" 

a. Since the concern here is with male-oriented task-groups, 
definitions are provided in terms of male relatives only. 
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Table 15. Continued 

b. This category, for convenience sake only, includes both 
PB and PZH—although these are, strictly speaking, considered 
different by Bear Lake People (cf., Chapter 3). 

c. Category 12 is not terminologically separated from 
category 7; categories 14 and 15 are not terminologically separated 
from category 13 (cf., Chapter 3). 



that the total number of individuals who participate in a task-group 

activity on a particular occasion constitute the "available" or 

"possible" cooperators from among whom each ego must select the appro

priate individuals with whom to form a task-group. Next, for each of 

those major task-group activities a list of individuals who actually 

formed task-groups together is constructed and the relationships among 

those individuals are determined and appropriately classified. These 

constitute the "actual" members of task-groups formed in specific 

situations during recent years among the Bear Lake People. Finally, it 

is possible to compare the "available" individuals with the "actual" 

individuals who formed task-groups in specific situations in order to 

determine if some of the predictions made above prove accurate and to 

determine, consequently, whether or not the above rule-description of 

task-group formation among the Bear Lake People possesses some degree 

of adequacy. 

The results of such a test made against the structures of 110 

spring beaver hunting and trapping task-groups formed by Bear Lake men 

during the years 1970 to 1974 are summarized in Tables 16, 17, and 18. 

Spring beaver hunting and trapping task-groups are chosen for this 

test since my data for these kinds of task-groups are the most 

complete and accurate and since there are no discernible differences 

between the structure of these kinds of groups and the structures of 

hunting and fishing task-groups (cf., Appendix B). Table 18 combines 

all of the 110 task-groups under consideration and provides the basis 

for the most general tests of the predictions made above. 



Table 16. Numbers of Individuals in Different Social Identity Relationships Who Participated in 
Spring Beaver Hunting and Trapping During the Years 1970 to 1974 

Social Identity Relationship Category 
Activity ana 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 - Total 

S.H. 1970 B 3 0 37 16 6 10 7 24 16 14 6 1 7 3 0 0 247 405 

S.H, 1971 13 3 3 38 15 11 12 9 17 19 16 13 . 4 9 3 0 0 518 703 

S.H. 1972 19 11 6 61 32 . 18 28 14 55 41 41 13 7 23 3 1 0 755 1128 

S.H. 1973 12 10 5 52 17 11 27 10 31 22 24 9 8 22 3 1 0 597 861 

S.H. 1974 6 4 2 6 4 1 4 2 3 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 83 120 

Trapping 1970 14 7 12 56 21 10 22 16 30 21 18 13 2 12 2 0 0 524 780 

Trapping 1971 11 6 3 26 12 11 17 13 26 19 17 11 6 12 2 0 0 369 561 

Trapping 1972 IB 8 9 46 14 12 31 24 31 30 22 17 5 18 2 1 0 532 820 

Trapping 1973 18 7 11 59 19 16 29 20 41 17 34 21 8 14 2 0 0 674 990 

Trapping 1974 12 5 7 38 23 10 21 5 30 15 18 6 13 7 1 0 0 384 595 

Total 131 64 58 419 173 106 201 120 28B 200 205 109 56 125 22 3 0 5683 6963 



Table 17. Numbers of Individuals in Different Social Identity Relationships Who Formed Task-
Groups Together in Order to Participate in Spring Beaver Hunting and Trapping During 
the Years 1970 to 1974 

Social Identity Relationship Category 
activity ana 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 - Total 

S.H, 1970 6 1 - 10 6 3 1 1 4 9 3 3 - 4 1 - - 67 119 

S.H, 1971 11 1 r- 2 3 5 1 2 4 - 1 - 3 1 - - - 21 55 

S.H. 1972 16 1 1 6 3 8 - - 1 1 3 - - 1 T" 1 - 24 66 

S.H. 1973 10 1 1 5 3 5 1 - T- 1 - 4 1 - - - 17 49 

S.H. 1974 6 1 - 1 2 1 - - - T - - 1 - - - - 10 22 

Trapping 1970 10 1 1 7 1 7 1 2 4 - 1 2 2 - - - 38 77 

Trapping 1971 10 1 2 5 1 7 3 1 6 1 1 T- 3 2 - T" - 22 65 

Trapping 1972 14 2 6 4 1 4 - 2 3 2 - 2 - 1 - - - 21 62 

Trapping 1973 15 2 2 7 5 9 - 1 3 - 4 - 1 2 - - - 38 89 

Trapping 19J4 9. 1 2 1 1 3 1 - - 1 - 5 1 - 16 41 

Total 107 12 13 49 26 50 10 10 25 14 14 5 19 15 1 1 - 274 645 
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Table 18, Percentages of Specific Social Identity Relationships Who 
Participated in and/or Formed Task-Groups Together to 
Participate in Spring Beaver Hunting and Trapping During 
the Years 1970 to 1974 (Based Upon "Total" Figures Provided 
in Tables 15 and 161 

Social Identity-
Relationship 
Category A3 Ba Ca 

Rank of Category 
on Ca 

1 2 17 82 1 

2 1 2 19 6 

3 1 2 22 5 

4 6 8 12 8 

5 2 4 15 7 

6 2 8 47 2 

7 3 2 5 15 

8 2 2 10 10 

9 4 4 9 11 

10 3 2 7 12 

11 3 2 7 12 

12 2 1 5 15 

13 1 3 34 3 

14 2 2 12 8 

15 0 0 5 15 

16 0 0 33 4 

17 Q 0 0 0 

t" 67 42 6 14 

a. A = the percentage of specific social identity relationships 
of the total set of social identity relationships among men who 
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Table 18,—Continued 

participated in spring beaver hunting and trapping during the years 
1970 to 1974, regardless of task-group membership. B = the percentage 
of specific social identity relationships of the total set of social 
identity relationships among men who actually formed task-groups 
together to participate in spring beayer hunting and trapping during 
the years 1970 to 19.74, C = the percentage of individuals in specific 
social identity relationships who actually formed groups together 
during the years 1970 to 1974 of the total number of individuals in 
those specific social identity relationships who participated (i.e., 
who were "available" for task-group membership] in spring beaver 
hunting and trapping from 1970 to 1974, Rank = order of social 
identity relationships according to the extent to which "available" 
cooperators were "actual" task-group co-members (represented by per
centages in C), 
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The most important thing about the information summarized in 

Tables 16, 17, and 18 is the extent to which the predictions made 

earlier are verified. Of particular importance in this regard is the 

extent to which the rank ordering of social identity relationships in 

Table 18 (according to the percentage of "actual" of "available" 

task-group cooperators) confirms predictions based on expectations 

established by the rule-description of Bear Lake task-group formation 

presented in this chapter. Individuals "available" for participation 

in spring beaver hunting and trapping during the years 1970 to 1974 

became "actual" task-group co-members in this ranked order: (1) 

eleSake (i.e., if fathers and sons were mutually "available" for 

participation in spring hunting or trapping, they were more likely than 

individuals in any other kind of social identity relationship to 

actually form a task-group together) , (2) ejreSileke, (3) e-fce-fceke 

('friends'), (4) eiiftike ('dearest friends'), (5) eifceehceke, (6) 

e3:e'eke, (7) eielake, (8) eiebake and eieleke (WHZ-WZH) , (10) 'oc'e-

eleehceke, (11) '^>c'^-e3:e'eke, (12) ' oc'e-elebake and 'gc'e-eielake, 

(14) all "ambiguous" or distant relationships, and (15) e^eieke (SWF-

SWF) and '<^c'^-eiecileke• This ranking, which corresponds signifi

cantly with predictions made earlier, supports the claim that Bear 

Lake men form task-groups using cultural decision-making rules (or 

social organizational principles) very similar to those described in 

this chapter. Regularities in the task-group formation behavior of 

Bear Lake men (i.e., regularities in the structure of task-groups "on 

the ground") are accounted for by and tend to support the adequacy of 

the cultural decision-making model presented above. In Tyler's (1971) 
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terms the decision-routine represented in Figure 13 provides some 

degree of "ethnographic predictability." This is discussed further 

below. 

Equally important as points made in the preceding paragraph is 

the fact that data from task-groups reported above provide clear evi

dence of behavioral differences between 'real' or 'original' and 

'other' or "extended" relatives. That is, at least with regard to the 

formation of task-groups among the Bear Lake People, there are be

havioral distinctions which correspond to the kinds of semantic dis

tinctions discussed at length in Chapter 3. Task-group formation be

havior among the Bear Lake People provides evidence for "social 

correlates" to distinctions between "focal" and "extended" denotata of 

kinship terms. This evidence takes the form of significant differences 

in the extent to which individuals who are "focal" or "extended" 

denotata of such terms, when "available," actually formed task-groups 

together. Of interest here are differences in the task-group formation 

behavior of social identity relationships represented in Table 15 as 

categories (1), (4), and (10); categories (2) and (9); categories (3) 

and (8); categories (5) and (11); and most importantly, categories 

(6), (7), and (12). By using information contained in Tables 16 and 17 

it is possible to compute for each of these sets of social identity 

relationships chi square values measuring the significance of dif

ferences in the extent to which "available" cooperators (representing 

"focal" and "extended" denotata of relationship terms) actually formed 

task-groups together. For example, it is possible to compute a chi 

square value indicating whether or not a significant difference exists 
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in the extent to which 'real' brothers and 'other' brothers (both of 

whom are designated by the same terms) actually formed task-groups 

together when they were available. 

The chi square values reported here were computed using 

"total" figures provided in Tables 16 and 17 (with rows being different 

social identity relationship categories and columns being (1) the number 

of individuals in that social identity relationship category who 

actually formed groups together during the period under investigation 

and (2) the number of individuals in that social identity relationship 

who did not form a group together—that is, the total available indi

viduals minus the number of individuals who actually formed groups 

together. Chi square values for each of the above sets of social 

identity relationship categories are provided below. 

With regard to the categories (1) F-S, (4) PB-SbS and PZH-WSbS 

(keep in mind that the term seya is extended to SbS and WSbS), and 

(10) "extended" relatives by blood of ego's PB's and PZH's generation, 

the chi square value obtained is 330.94 (df = 2) which is significant 

at the > .001 level. Interestingly, if categories (4) and (10) are 

tested by themselves, a chi square value of 3.31 (df = 1) is obtained 

which is significant at the .10 > .05 level. Obviously, in spite of 

the fact that men designate both 'real' and 'other' sons by the same 

term,, at least with regard to task-group formation, there are very 

significant differences in the manner in which they behave with regard 

to those different kinds of individuals. In addition, the difference 

between eleSake and the other two categories, eltebake and 
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'yc'e-eiebake, is much more important than the difference between 

elebake and 'oc'e-^ jbebake (cf., below). 

With regard to categories (2) WF-DH and (9) "extended" rela

tives by marriage of ego's WF's generation, the chi square value 

obtained is 5.72 (df = 1) which is significant at the .02 > .01 level. 

For the categories (3) PF-CS and (8) "extended" relatives of 

ego's PF's and more distant generations, a chi square value of 6.87 

(df = 1) is obtained which is significant at the .01> .001 level. 

• For the categories (5) WB-ZH and (11) "extended" relatives by 

marriage of ego's generation, a chi square value of 6.67 (df = 1) is 

obtained which is significant at the .01 > .001 level. 

With regard to categories (6) B-B (PS-PS), (7) PSbS-PSbS, 

and (12) "extended" relatives by blood other than PSbS-PSbS of ego's 

generation, the chi square value obtained is 107.00 (df = 2) which is 

significant at the > .001 level. Interestingly, for categories (7) 

and (12) a chi square value of .03 (df = 1) is obtained which is 

"significant" at the .99 level. Obviously, there is a tremendous 

difference in the behavior of ego's 'real' brothers and 'other' 

brothers (at least with regard to task-group formation behavior), but 

no significant difference at all between 'other' brothers of various 

degrees of collaterality! 

The implications of the above chi square values are straight

forward and require little elaboration. In general, at least with 

regard to task-group formation behavior, there are significant differ

ences between semantically distinguished 'real' or 'original' rela

tives when compared with 'other' or "extended" relatives. In spite of 
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the•fact that Bear Lake People extend relationship terms in ways 

analyzed in Chapter 3, the "focal" denotata of those terms seem to be 

most important when considered from a social perspective. This fact 

agrees with and suggests the descriptive adequacy of cultural descrip

tions contained in Chapter 3 and earlier in Chapter 4. Semantic dis

tinctions discussed in Chapter 3 have significant social correlates. 

In general, then, the above tests verify much of what is 

claimed above regarding the cultural process of task-group formation 

among the Bear Lake People. The actual "structure" of task-groups 

formed during recent years, in fact, reflects the kinds of expecta

tions which the cultural rules described in this chapter provide. In 

order to conduct a more complete test, information concerning situa

tions when "other things are not equal" is required; that is, more 

complete data concerning decision considerations (4) "special abilities 

or knowledge," (5) the "quality of social relationships," and {6)[ 

"shared interests—specific intentions" are needed. The tests con

ducted herer in general, support the claim that as the prescriptive 

and preference rankings of potential, available cooperators increase, 

the importance of other decision considerations decreases (cf., above 

for a discussion of the sense in which this is true). However, these 

other considerations are never entirely irrelevant and more informa

tion is required about situations when, for example, fathers and sons 

who were mutually available for membership in task-groups did not, in 

fact, form a group together. According to my consultants, either 

considerations (4), (5), and (6) are involved in such situations or 
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the behavior of such individuals is inappropriate. Further specific 

situational data are required in order to test this. 

In summary, a certain amount of ethnographic prediction is 

shown possible based upon the above cultural rule-description. How

ever, further data are required in order to make such tests more 

complete and rigorous. In other terms, more information is required 

in order to test the above cultural description by simulation (cf., 

above). This is discussed further below after a consideration of the 

psychological reality of the decision-routine represented in Figure 13.• 

Having said something about the ability of the above ethno

graphic description to account for the actual behavior of individuals 

who purportedly "know" and "use" the cultural rules described, it is 

important to consider the "psychological reality" of the rule-

formulation. As discussed in Chapter 1, the claim that one is con

structing a rule-description of behavior entails the assertions that 

the rules one is describing are in some sense real and that individuals 

engaging in the behavior under consideration in some sense know and 

follow those rules. It is important, then, to discuss the relationship 

between the rule-description provided above and the actual rules 

"known" and "used" or "followed" by Bear Lake men in the formation of 

task-groups. 

This discussion of the psychological reality of the above 

rule-description is really a summary of things said at one time or 

another earlier in this chapter, rather than a presentation of new 

information. To begin with, there is no question about the fact that 

task-group formation among the Bear Lake People is rule-governed 
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behavior. Evidence demonstrating this includes: (1) the ability of 

men to discuss the kinds of rules they follow when forming groups; 

(2) the ability of Bear Lake men to derive meaning from (to attach 

significance to, to interpret, to understand, to determine the 

appropriateness or inappropriateness of) the task-groups actually 

formed; and (3) the fact that actual task-group formation behavior 

among the Bear Lake People is "convergent," "patterned," or "regular." 

Each of these facts is discussed at length above. 

With regard to the relationship between the decision-routine 

represented in Figure 13 and the "real" rules employed by Bear Lake 

men in the formation of task-groups, two claims are made above which 

remain appropriate. First, the decision considerations included in 

this routine are, in fact, real considerations taken into account by 

Bear Lake men in the formation of task-groups. Whether or not the way 

in which they are represented in Figure 13 is correct might be ques

tioned, however, all of my consultants claimed to consider these kinds 

of variables when making task-group decisions (cf., below). Second, 

the overall organization of the decision-routine formulated in Figure 

10 is best taken as an abstract representation of the decision-making 

process involved in task-group formation. It is important here to 

discuss further what is meant by this idea of "abstract representation" 

(cf., footnote 14). To begin with, it should be noted that most of the 

kinds of assumptions which Geoghegan (1971, p. 29), among others, makes 

about human cognitive systems (i.e., cultural information-processing 

and decision-making systems) have been incorporated into the formaliza

tion of task-group decision-making rules represented in Figure 13. 
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Included among these are the assumptions: (1) that information is 

"itemized" and "discrete"; (2) that information is processed in a 

"sequential," often rigorously ordered manner; (3) that cognitive 

systems tend to be "efficient"; and (4) that there are limitations on 

the amount of information which can be processed at any one time 

(which leads to futher assumptions about, for example, the "recoding" 

of information). With regard to task-group decision processes among 

the Bear Lake People, the first of these assumptions has obvious 

implications for the way in which each of the considerations or "cate

gorizations" included in Figure 13 is represented. The remaining 

assumptions have obvious implications for the way in which the differ

ent categorizations in Figure 13 are related to one another. 

Without detail, it must be noted here that these assumptions 

about human cognitive systems can, to some extent, be questioned. 

That is, human cognitive systems may not be entirely efficient, ordered 

systems, processing limited amounts of "discrete" information in a 

sequential manner. Accordingly, the position adopted here is that 

Geoghegan's assumptions about cognitive systems'are. best taken all to

gether as a statement of ideal cognitive conditions under which 

cultural rule systems will be'studied and described (similar to 

Chomsky1s [1968] statement of ideal cognitive conditions under which 

23 
linguistic competence will be studied and described). With regard 

to task-group decision-making among the Bear Lake People, then, the 

issue of psychological reality concerns the relationship between 

23. This is not, I think, at variance'with Geoghegan's own 
position. 
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cultural rules formalized under these ideal conditions (represented in 

Figure 13) and cultural rules functioning within the constraints of 

real human cognitive systems. The limited claim here is that an 

abstract, rather than concrete, relationship exists between these two 

24 
rule systems. In order to determine the exact nature of this rela

tionship (which is, of course, the very issue of psychological reality; 

the important question is exactly how abstract a relationship exists 

between these two rule systems) more psychological data and testing 

are required. In addition, to attempt to accurately simulate task-

group decision-processes, experiments such as those used by Romney 

and D'Andrade (1964) to test the psychological reality of semantic 

descriptions of English kin terms must be devised and submitted to Bear 

Lake men. unfortunately, this was simply not possible under field 

conditions. 

In short, in order to determine more accurately the psycho

logical reality of the above rule-description, more data and testing 

are required. A summary of the issues involved here (as well as one 

or two additional relevant points) is reserved for the general summary 

of the "adequacy" of the above cultural rule-description which follows. 

With regard to the adequacy of the rule-description presented 

in this chapter and formalized in Figure 13 a number of points can now 

be summarized and its "level of adequacy" can be established. 

24. This is not as weak a claim as it might seem. It is 
claimed, for example, that there is a relationship between the two rule 
systems and that the routine represented in Figure 13 "approximates" 
(cf., Chapter 1) psychological reality. The fact that this cultural 
rule-description accounted for a great deal of actual task-group 
behavior is strong evidence for this claim (cf., below). 
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First, it is explicitly claimed here, based essentially on all 

of the kinds of evidence presented throughout this chapter, that the 

above rule-description of Bear Lake Indian task-group formation pro

vides the means to'"understand" such behavior. That is, it provides 

the means to "appropriately interpret" or to assign the "appropriate 

social meaning" to task-group formation behavior. The expectations of 

culturally appropriate behavior provided by this rule-description match 

those of the Bear Lake People. Based upon this description it is 

possible to replicate native expectations regarding situationally 

appropriate behavior and to interpret in culturally relevant terms the 

"social messages" associated with such behavior. In addition, based 

upon this cultural rule-description, it is possible, if not to predict 

"variant" or "deviant" behavior, at least to render such behavior in

telligible. Even if one is "surprised" by the unexpected task-group 

behavior (unexpected in the sense that it is not predicted by the above 

cultural description) of Bear Lake individuals, it is possible to 

assign a culturally relevant meaning to such behavior. In short, the 

above cultural rule-description provides the ability to do exactly the 

same kinds of things that Bear Lake men who "know" the "real" cultural 

rules are able to do. In other words, the above cultural description 

is, to some extent, "descriptively adequate." 

Second, it is explicitly claimed here that the above cultural 

rule-description achieves some degree of ethnographic predictability 

and psychological reality. Evidence for the former consists in the 

i 
ability of this model to account for aspects of the "structure on the 

ground" of various task-groups which have been formed by Bear Lake men 
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during recent years—that is, its ability to account for aspects of the 

actual behavior of Bear Lake men. Evidence for the latter consists in 

native statements to the effect that this model represents real deci

sion considerations and processes and, significantly, the ability of 

25 
this model to account for aspects of the behavior of Bear Lake men. 

It is not claimed here, however, that the above description "optimally" 

accounts for such behavior. Accordingly, it cannot be claimed that 

this rule-description achieves complete psychological reality. In this 

regard, it is stated above that the data required for a simulation of 

Bear Lake task-group formation are lacking. Since an "optimal 

simulation" (cf., Chapter 1) is required in order to justify the claim 

that one's cultural description is the "nearest approximation" to 

ethnographic predictability and psychological reality, this claim is 

not made here. 

Two further limitations to claims of ethnographic predict

ability and psychological reality are based upon facts which are men

tioned earlier in this chapter. First, the time factor in task-group 

decision-making processes is not handled adequately in the cultural 

description provided above. As discussed earlier when considering the 

task-group represented in Figure 14, the time at which different indi

viduals become "available" for membership in task-groups can have 

important implications for the selection of "appropriate" task-group 

25. Cf., Chapter 1 for a discussion of the way in which 
behavioral evidence can be taken as evidence for the psychological 
reality of rule-descriptions. Essentially, if a rule-description 
"optimally" accounts for the behavior of individuals, there is 
justification in attributing to those individuals a knowledge of 
the described rules. 
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cooperators. The relationship of this variable to task-group decision

making is not described adequately—a fact which would preclude any 

complete simulation of the "game" of task-group formation. 

Second, the extent to which the above rules vary among dif

ferent Bear Lake men was not studied in great detail and cannot be 

established here. For the most part, all of my consultants agreed that 

task-group decisions involve the above kinds of considerations and all 

of them talked about the process of task-group decision-making in the 

same terms. Nonetheless, the possibility exists that other Bear Lake 

men might consider task-group formation in completely different, per

haps idiosyncratic, ways. The - implications of this fact for ethno

graphic predictability and psychological reality are obvious. It is 

significant, however, that a certain amount of ethnographic prediction 

was possible based upon the above rule description. This kind of fact 

can be used as an argument suggesting the general social distribution 

(social sharing) of the above cultural rules (cf., Geoghegan 1969). 

Although more data are required in order to more "nearly 

approximate" ethnographic predictability and psychological reality, 

both of these goals have, to some extent, been achieved by the rule-

description of Bear Lake Indian task-group formation presented in this 

chapter. In accordance with arguments developed in Chapter 1, this 

description is to some extent "ethnographically" and "explanatorily" 

adequate. 

In summary, the most reasonable thing that can be said about 

the above rule-description is that it accurately reflects the way in 

which my Bear Lake consultants talked about task-group decision-making; 
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that is, it accurately reflects the way in which they discussed and 

explained task-group decision-making processes to me. In addition, 

bas6d upon the kinds of evidence presented above, it is reasonable to 

claim that there is a strong relationship between the way in which my 

consultants discussed these decision processes and the actual cultural 

decision-making processes through which they (and other Bear Lake men) 

organize task-group formation behavior. Accordingly, it is reasonable 

to claim that the above cultural description attains, to some extent, 

each of the "levels of adequacy" discussed in Chapter 1—"descriptive," 

"ethnographic," and "explanatory." 

Summary and Conclusions 

The focus of this study has been on aspects of kinship and 

social organization among the Northern Athapaskan-speaking Great Bear 

Lake Indians. Chapter 1 was devoted to a relatively detailed considera

tion of the "paradigm" in terms of which the data presented in this 

dissertation were collected and organized into an account of Bear Lake 

kinship and task-group formation. Chapter 2 provided necessary 

historical and ethnographic background to the Bear Lake People. The 

information provided in Chapter 2 established a framework within which 

a detailed cultural consideration of Bear Lake kinship and task-group 

formation could be interpreted. Chapter 3 provided a relatively com

plete consideration of 'kinship' and 'friendship' as cultural domains 

among the Bear Lake People. Terms for different kinds of kinsmen and 

friends were analyzed from a structural semantic perspective and the 

nature of kinship and friendship norms were discussed in depth. Clear 
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"social correlates" to semantic distinctions uncovered in the struc

tural semantic analysis were shown to exist. In Chapter 4 a cultural 

decision-making model of Bear Lake Indian task-group formation was 

formulated and evaluated. In this description of task-group formation 

the information provided in Chapter 3 was shown basic to an under

standing of the way in which Bear Lake men organize this portion of 

their social lives. Potential cooperators or alternative co-members in 

task-groups among the Bear Lake People were shown to be, for the most 

part, kinsmen and friends. In addition, cultural or social norms 

(rights and duties) associated with different kinds of kinsmen and 

friends were shown to constitute important considerations in the 

selection of "appropriate" individuals with whom to form task-groups in 

various situations. Cultural rules defining kinship and kinsmen and 

friendship and friends and cultural rules defining the normative rights 

and duties associated with different kinship and friendship identity 

relationships were shown to be "nested within" cultural decision-making 

rules for the formation of task-groups. In this relatively complete 

ethnographic study of task-group formation among the Bear Lake People, 

it was logically necessary to consider the "nested" cultural rules 

prior to the more inclusive cultural decision-making rules. 

Working within the framework of cognitive anthropology, a 

paradigm of anthropological inquiry articulated by Goodenough, 

Conklin, Frake, Keesing, and Geoghegan, it was argued above that ethno

graphic description must take an "internal" perspective. Specifically, 

it was argued that in order to understand and explain the social 

behavior of individuals, as well as "patterned social phenomena," a 
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cultural decision-making perspective must be adopted. Within this 

perspective the ethnographer assumes the existence of and attempts to 

discover and describe the cultural rules or decision-making routines 

which are "known" and "used" by native actors in the organization and 

interpretation of their behavior. Accordingly, cultural rules must be 

discovered and described which determine for native individuals: (1) 
/ 

contrast sets of possible behavioral alternatives, associated with 

specified sociocultural situations, (2) informational variables or 

"decision considerations" which those individuals take into account in 

the process of making a choice from among the available alternatives, 

and (3) the "mapping" of configurations of informational variables 

which define particular situations onto the behavioral alternatives 

which are appropriate to those situations—that is, the selection of 

"appropriate" alternatives in particular situations. 

Such an approach, it was argued, must be employed in order to 

understand and explain task-group formation among the Bear Lake People. 

Evidence was provided to support the claim that task-group formation 

among these people is, in fact, 11 rule-governed" behavior and an attempt 

was made to discover and describe in detail those cultural rules. 

Accordingly, a set of rules (constituting a cultural decision-making 

routine) representing cultural rules employed by Bear Lake men in the 

formation of task-groups was formulated. These cultural rules deter

mine for them: (1) the set of potential task-group cooperators, (2) 

the decision considerations taken into account in the selection from 

among potential task-group cooperators, and (3) the "appropriate" 

potential cooperators with whom to actually form task-groups in 
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particular situations. These rules are "followed" by Bear Lake men in 

the production of their own behavior and in their interpretation of the 

behavior of others. 

In addition, it was argued above that by describing cultural 

rules employed by Bear Lake men in the organization of their individual 

task-group behavior that societal patterning in (patterned social 

phenomena relating to) task-group formation could be accounted for. 

That this was, to some extent, possible, supported adequacy claims for 

the decision-routine in Figure 13. 

As Goodenough suggests, accurate ethnographic description is a 

reasonable end in and of itself and the most significant accomplishment 

of this dissertation is that it provides a relatively accurate account 

of kinship and task-group formation among the Bear Lake People. 

Chapters 3 and 4 provide significant information for the cultural 

understanding, if not explanation, of kinship and task-group formation 

among these people. To borrow a phrase often used by Frake, this 

dissertation makes at least partially explicit "what one has to know" 

in order to understand and participate within the Bear Lake Indian 

kinship system and in order to understand and to form culturally 

appropriate task-groups. By employing the cultural rules described in 

Chapters 3 and 4 it is possible to determine, for example, whether or 

not a given individual counts (with regard to ego) as a kinsman or 

friend and, if so, the kind of behavior "appropriate" with regard to 

that individual. A knowledge of such rules provides the means to 

understand or interpret ego's behavior with regard to alter (whether 

that behavior is "appropriate" or "deviant") in ways very similar if 
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not identical to the ways in which Bear Lake People would interpret 

such behavior. By employing the rules described above, ethnographers 

should be surprised at the behavior of individuals in the same in

stances when the Bear Lake People themselves are surprised. In short, 

these rules provide a good deal of the information required in order to 

appropriately operate within the Bear Lake kinship system. 

With specific regard to task-group formation, rules formulated 

in Chapter 4 provide a great deal of the information required in order 

to operate in a more or less culturally appropriate manner within this 

sphere of Bear Lake social behavior. By employing these rules, it 

should be possible to understand or interpret in culturally meaningful 

ways the "social messages" associated with task-group formation; that 

is, to assign social meanings to such behavior which are similar or 

identical to the meanings assigned by the Bear Lake People themselves. 

By employing the rules described above, ethnographers should be sur

prised at the formation of particular task-groups in the same instances 

when the Bear Lake People themselves are surprised. 

The "internal" perspective adopted in this dissertation (a 

perspective demanding that attention be paid to cultural rules) has 

provided soma insights into the nature of Bear Lake social organization 

and structure. The most important of these insights (as would be 

expected of a study concerned with ethnographic or cultural descrip

tion) concern Bear Lake conceptions of their own social organization 

and structure. It was stressed above that these people are much less 

concerned with the "structure" of groups "on the ground" than with the 

cultural possibility of 'traveling with' different individuals 
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(including 'relatives,' 'friends,' and even 'strangers') on different 

occasions and with the importance of 'traveling with' the appropriate 

individuals in particular situations. The "structure" of groups is 

seen by them to be a product of multiple individuals' decisions 

('everyone is his own boss') and my consultants found it very difficult, 

for the most part, to generalize about the "structure" of groups 

actually formed. The decision routine represented in Figure 13 re

flects these facts (i.e., that task-group formation involves the 

decisions of more than one person and that there is a degree of un

certainty in the outcome of such decision-making) and suggests the 

significant point that this aspect of Bear Lake social life possesses a 

distinct "game-like" nature. The formation of task-groups involves the 

"playing" of a complex social "game" and the "structures" of groups 

actually formed are the "outcomes" of games played. This dissertation 

was an attempt to discover and describe the rules of the game. 

Within this context it is significant to return to some of the 

points raised by Helm (1965a, 1968, 1969a,. 1969b) concering the social 

organization and structure of Northeastern Athapaskan peoples (cf., 

Chapter 2). Based upon her "external" perspective Helm suggests that 

26 
"bilaterally extended kindreds" constitute the social organizational 

26. As an aside, different anthropologists have debated 
whether or not a "kindred" is a "group" or "category" of people and 
whether or not particular sociocultural systems possess "kindreds." 
It seems more reasonable to consider "kindreds" (whether groups or 
categories of people) to be the result of the application of a 
particular" kind of cultural rule or social organizational principle. 
Sometimes such rules are used by people to form groups of various 
sizes and durations for different purposes. Other times people use 
such rules to establish categories of people. In addition, it is 
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and structural basis of Dene society. In addition, according to Helm, 

it is possible to distinguish at least three or four levels of "socio

territorial" organization among the Northeastern Athapaskans: (1) 

task-groups, (2) local-bands, (3) regional-bands, and (4) tribes (the 

last never constituting a functioning group [cf., Chapter 2]). Certain 

points which Helm makes concerning these socioterritorial units should 

be reiterated here. The first is that they constituted a "continuum" 

along which units were distinguished (from a strictly external per

spective) according to their size, temporal and spatial continuity, and 

primary focus of membership (i.e., exploitative activities, kinship, or 

territorial range). Of particular importance with regard to this 

claim is the following statement which Helm (1965a, p. 378) makes: 

"between the local-band and regional-band levels of organization dis

tinctions can be made only in degrees, not by structural type." 

Related to the above point is one which Helm (1965a, pp. 377-379) makes 

in this statement: 

Even in the days before extensive fort-dwelling brought about 
deterioration of band identity, local and regional, it does 
not seem that the immediate constituents of a regional band 
were necessarily a series of local (linked-family) bands. 
The weight of the scanty evidence indicates that a significant 
portion of the Dene population lacked the minimum degree of 
group stabilization here attributed to the local band. 

The final point Helm makes which is significant here concerns 

the relationship between task-groups and local-bands. According to 

Helm (1965a, p. 379), historical local-bands may, in fact, by 

reasonable to agree with cognitive anthropologists that, regardless 
of what things are labeled for ethnological purposes, accurate ethno
graphic description of rules must take logical precedence. 
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"crystallizations in space and through time" of groups which were 

originally formed as (fur-trapping) task-groups. "Local-bands" in the 

past may have been very transitory—essentially lacking the stability 

and duration attributed to local-bands as a structural type. Such 

groups "are more narrowly definable as varieties of task groups" (cf., 

also, Slobodin 1962, p. 75). 

Ml of the above points which Helm makes are essentially 

acceptable. Unfortunately, this leaves us far short of an under

standing of the social organization and structure of Northeastern 

Athapaskan Indians. Helm's statements amount only to claims that these 

people formed groups of different sizes which stayed together for dif

ferent lengths of time and which possessed different percentages of 

primary bilateral kinsmen. Such groups may be labeled task-groups, 

local-bands, and regional-bands. However, in fact, task-groups and 

local-bands may be the same. In addition, local-bands and regional-

bands may be the same. It seems to follow from this point that task-

27 
groups and regional-bands may also be the same. 

Actually, this makes better sense than it might seem. It must 

simply be remembered that, among the Northeastern Athapaskans in 

general and specifically among the Bear Lake People, all of the groups 

which these people formed were action-oriented groups. That is, all 

of the groups which they formed, regardless of size and duration, were, 

27. I am ignoring here arbitrarily defined differences, for 
example, in size and duration—which are differences defined from 
Helm's external perspective. It is also important to point out here 
that I am talking specifically about groups formed by people—not 
about Helm's externally defined concept of "level" of socioterritorial 
groups. 
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in a very important and real sense, task-groups. The subsistence 

system and socioeconomic cycle of the Bear Lake People were discussed 

in detail in Chapter 2. During particular times of the year, in 

accordance with their hunting and fishing subsistence system, the Bear 

Lake People strategically (that is, purposefully, intentionally, and 

according to cultural rules) formed groups which corresponded to each of 

the "different" kinds of groups which Helm discusses. These groups 

were formed, for the most part, in order to exploit food resources 

whose availability varied in time, space, and concentration. The size, 

duration, and location, for example, of these groups depended on Bear 

28 
Lake conceptions of the activities for which they were formed. The 

essential point is that it is reasonable to consider all such groups 

to be "task-groups." 

Within this context the importance of studying task-groups 

among the Northeastern Athapaskans is self-evident. Given a cultural 

perspective, the importance of discovering and describing the rules 

employed, for example, by Bear Lake People, in the formation of task-

groups is also clear. . Presumably, such a study would contribute sig

nificant information to an understanding of Northeastern Athapaskan 

social organization and structure. 

28. From a cultural perspective it would be reasonable to 
suggest that differences in such groups were the result of the 
application of the same cultural decision-making routine for task-
group formation (presumably similar to the one described above) in 
different situations (cf., below). It is significant to note here 
that the Bear Lake People do not distinguish semantically among these 
"different" kinds of socioterritorial groups or levels (cf., Chapter 2). 
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It is unnecessary here to review the details of the cultural 

consideration of kinship and task-group formation among the Bear Lake 

People which was provided in Chapters 3 and 4 above. It is important, 

however, to mention some of the facts uncovered in this study which 

might have general significance in terms of Dene social organization 

and structure. 

The first of these follow directly from the cultural decision

making routine represented in Figure 10 and discussed at length in 

Chapter 4. In this routine (representing cultural rules employed by 

Bear Lake men in the organization of task-groups) alternative task-

group cooperators were shown to include, not only "bilaterally related 

kinsmen," but also individuals designated as 'friends' and 'strangers.' 

Helm's emphasis on the importance of kinship in the social organization 

and structure of the Northeastern Athapaskans is confirmed; however, 

the importance of other "kinds of people" is also established. The 

question raised is whether or not it is appropriate to refer to task-

groups (or any other "kind of group") among these people as "kinship" 

groups. 

The decision considerations reported as significant in task-

group formation among the Bear Lake People illustrate the way in 

which social norms (rights and duties characterizing not only kinship 

identity relationships, but also other kinds of social identity rela

tionships) establish for individuals with whom it is appropriate to 

form groups in particular situations. Norms such as those discussed 

above have been, reported for other Northeastern Athapaskan groups 

(e.g., Honigmann [1946] Helm [1961] for thq Slave Indians and Savishinsky 
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[1970b] for the Hare Indians). However, the way in which cultural 

rules or "themes" such as 'everyone is his own boss' (cf., Chapters 3 

and 4) actually influence individuals' behavior has not been investi

gated in detail. In this study, the way in which Bear Lake men use 

their knowledge of such cultural rules in the organization and inter

pretation of behavior was considered at length; a good deal of atten

tion was devoted to the relationship between the "order of rules" and 

the "order of behavior" (cf., Scheffler 1965). This will, presumably, 

add to our knowledge of social organization and structure among the 

Northeastern Athapaskans. 
fi 

In Chapter 4 the "output" of cultural decision-making rules was 

said to consist in situational classifications of appropriate behavior. 

Such classifications are then "translated" into actual behavior by 

individuals. Within this framework "patterned social phenomena" or 

"structure on the ground" is seen as an "emergent" phenomena (cf., 

Scheffler 1965) and is explained aa the by-product, the cumulative 

effect, .or the result of repeated enactment of individual decisions 

made in accordance with cultural decision-making routines (cf., Frake 

1962b, Howard 1963, Keesing 1967, Geohegan 1970c). As Goodenough 

(1965b) first suggested, "structure on the ground"—that is, "statis

tical structure"—can vary widely without any variation in "cultural 

29 
rules" (cf., also Keesing 1967). It was suggested above and should 

29. And different cultural rules can result in the "same" 
statistical structures. Ohis is, of course, a very significant 
criticism of external approaches to social organization and structure. 
With regard to the Northeastern Athapaskans, it is a very significant 
criticism of the approach which Helm takes! 
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be repeated here that very likely the same cultural rules were vised by 

Bear Lake People (and by Northeastern Athapaskans in general) in the 

formation of all of the "different kinds" of socioterritorial groups 

discussed by Helm. These groups were the result of the application of 

the same rules (or social organizational principles) to different 

situations which people faced throughout the year. This position, it 

should be stressed, agrees with all of the information which my con-

30 
sultants provided and which is reported throughout this dissertation. 

Related to this, a question can now be raised as to the extent 

of change which has occurred in the social organization and structure 

of Northeastern Athapaskan peoples. Great changes have occurred among 

these people (cf., Chapter 2). However, the distinct possibility exists 

that relatively little change in the kinds of cultural rules discussed 

above has occurred throughout the "contact-traditional" period and 

since settlement at various "points-of-trade." Differences in the 

"structure" of groups in the past and today can be accounted for as 

the result of the application of the same or very similar cultural 

rules for group formation to very different situations! Such situa

tions, however, would be defined by the Bear Lake People, for example, 

in the same kinds of terms—essentially in terms of the availability 

of individuals for participation in various activities. That is, it 

is possible, if not likely, that the Bear Lake People in the past 

defined situations (as ones within which it is appropriate to 'travel 

30. Cf., especially Chapter 2 where the characteristics of 
groups of Bear Lake People more inclusive than the nuclear family are 
discussed. Flexibility of group membership and mutability of "band" 
structure are emphasized. 
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with" certain individuals) using cultural rules very similar to the 

decision-making routine they now use in the formation of task-groups. 

Rules very likely have not changed greatly, however, the situational 

"input" to those rules has. In the past, essentially the entire Bear 

Lake population would have been potentially available for group 

membership on any occasion. Today, however, only certain individuals 

are available on any occasion. The results of group formation in 

these situations are different, but the "game" of selecting the appro

priate individuals to 'travel with-' is played using the same rules. 

The above argument is very speculative and will not be 

developed further (it is difficult to see how it would be tested). 

It is significant to note, however, that all of my consultants dis

cussed groi^p formation in the past and in the present in exactly the 

same terms! They suggested that their ancestors could 'travel with' 

exactly the same kinds of people with whom they can now form task-

groups. According to my consultants, their ancestors possessed the 

same set of potential alternative cooperators as Bear Lakers :now 

possess and the same kinds of decision-considerations were employed in 

selecting the appropriate cooperators in particular situations. In 

other words, my consultants support the suggestion that the decision-

routine represented in Figure 13 has relevance not only for task-group 

formation today, but also for group formation in the past. If this is 

true, the information provided in this dissertation contributes to the 

understanding of earlier Northeastern Athapaskan social organization 

and structure. 
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A final brief point concerning social organization and 

structure is worth making here. This concerns statements made by 

ethnographers that Northeastern Athapaskan culture and social organiza

tion and structure can be characterized in terms of a lack of "com

plexity" (cf. , Osgood 1931, 1936; Honigmann 1946, 1949, 1954; MacNeish 

1956, 1960; Helm 1961, 1965a, 1965b, 1968; Dyen and Aberle 1974). It 

should be clear that the nature of this claim depends entirely upon 

the paradigm within which such anthropologists work. It should be 

obvious that from the perspective of this dissertation such statements 

are regarded as inaccurate. Descriptive, ethnographic, and explanatory 

limitations of this study result exactly from failures to deal ade

quately with the complexities and subtleties of Bear Lake Indian 

culture (cf., above). . Discovering and describing cultural rules used 

by Bear Lake men in the formation of task-groups (as .well as other 

cultural rules nested within this more inclusive decision-routine) 

proved to be a very complicated task. 

Given the descriptive, ethnographic, and explanatory limita

tions of the cultural description provided in this dissertation (which 

will not be discussed further since they are reviewed adequately in 

the preceding section of this chapter), the final question to con

sider is: "Why study cultural rules at all?" The answer to this 

question lies with the basic belief motivating the cognitive paradigm 

of anthropological inquiry—that people behave the way they do, in 

large part, because of what they know—because of what they have 

learned as merrfoers of social groups. The belief that human behavior 

is rule-governed (that it is meaningful, purposeful, and intentional) 
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motivates for cognitive anthropologists a concern with the study of 

cultural rules. This belief suggests that cultural rules are a proper 

subject matter of anthropology and that in order to explain human 

behavior the cultural rules which people know and use in the production 

and interpretation of behavior must be discovered and described. In 

addition, since group behavior is, in some sense, a function of indi

vidual behavior, in order to explain the former, we must explain the 

latter. 

Some of the implications, advantages, and limitations of this 

concern with cultural rules were discussed in various places throughout 

this dissertation and some clarification of these issues was provided. 

The essential point, however, remains that the approach to Bear Lake 

Indian kinship and task-group formation taken in this dissertation is 

ultimately predicated on the belief that these (and all) aspects of 

Bear Lake social life are organized by cultural rules. Failures in the 

above ethnographic description do not alter this belief. 

K'ale Sahtu-got'ine gigodi lo duye 'gt'e kulu ka kadeco zy. 

Sahtu-got' ine~Y<^ gode-ya. Ka kut'a. 



APPENDIX A 

ORTHOGRAPHY 

The orthography used in this study is "phonemic1' in the 

taxonomic sense. 

Consonants: 

A/ voiced bilabial stop 

A/ voiceless alveolar stop 

A'/ glottalized alveolar stop 

/a/ voiced alveolar stop 

A/ voiceless velar stop 

/g/ voiced velar stop 

A7 glottalized velar stop 

Aw/ labialized voiceless velar stop 

/gw/ labialized voiced velar stop 

Aw'/ labialized glottalized velar stop 

/ ' /  glottal stop 

A/ voiceless labiodental fricative 

A/ voiceless alveolar fricative 

A/ voiced alveolar fricative 

/s/ voiceless alveopalatal fricative 

A/ voiced alveopalatal fricative i/z/ IzJ, IyJ) 

A/ voiceless velar fricative 

/Y/ voiced velar fricative 
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/h/ voiceless glottal fricative 

/m/ voiced bilabial nasal 

/n/ voiced alveolar nasal 

/l/ voiced alveolar lateral 

/!/ voiceless alveolar lateral 

/w/ voiced bilabial semi-vowel 

/c/ voiceless alveolar affricate 

/c'/ glottalized alveolar affricate 

/j/ voiced alveolar affricate 

/c/ voiceless alveopalatal affricate 

/£'/ glottalized alveopalatal affricate 

V 

/j/ voiced alveopalatal affricate 

/X/ voiceless lateral affricate 

A'/ glottalized lateral affricate 

/\/ voiced lateral affricate 

Vowels i 

/i/ high, front, unrounded 

/e/ mid, front, unrounded 

/a/ low, front, unrounded 

/u/ high, back, rounded 

/o/ mid, back, rounded 

yowel nasalization /^ / is phonemic. All vowels may be nasalized. 

Tone i 

Low /no diacritic/ and high tone /'/ are phonemically distinct. 
Single vowels may be low or high tone. Double vowels may be LL, 
LH, HH, or HL, 



APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE OF BEAR LAKE INDIAN TASK-GROUPS 

This appendix contains a sample of Bear Lake Indian task-

groups formed during the period of 1970 to 1974, Not all of the task-

groups reported to me are contained here—only those the accuracy of 

which it was possible to validate. A slash through a symbol indicates 

that the individual represented is deceased (e.g., 2$^), A horizontal 

line through a symbol indicates that the individual represented is 

not a member of the task-group (e.g., A). In general, and unless 

otherwise indicated, individuals not connected as relatives are 

'friends.' No "strangers' are represented in this sample. 
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A= 

A 
1970; trapping; Carlitue 

A A j6 A 
A 

1970; trapping; North Shore 

A 

x 

A 

£ <^=A 

.1970; trapping; Turili 

A-

1970; trapping; Whitefish River 
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T<§ 
- (|}-=A-=i§~A=.(§ 

^ A 

1970; trapping; Edaco—Nore1e 

^iT©' 

Q= A 

©=A A ~L 

1970; trapping; Gahkwe 

& S "S-A 
A A 

A 
1970; trapping; Whitewater Lily Lake 
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A —© —^ ^-"T 

A=© 

A 

A 
1970; trapping; Grizzly Bear Mountain 

=A: 

A A 

1970; trapping; K'atu 
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"6 

A-e 

7, A 

A~-

e=A ^ I 
1971? trapping? Gahk e 

A=© 

A 

^^A=§ ^0-

{^=A 

1971; trapping; Turili 
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£ ^ 
A A 

1971; trapping; Edaco 

©=fA A 

A ~ &  A 

1971; trapping; Turxli 

TA 
^~A 

1971; trapping; behind Turili 
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AT= 

0-r-A-

A A 
1971; trapping; K'atu 

A=(§~. &=A 

1971; trapping; Deerpass Bay 

7^ 

A=© 
A 

1971; trapping; Whitefish. River 
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=>T~k 

= A 

A 
1972; trapping? Russel Bay 

Ay© 

r 
© 

5>= 

"A 

A 

A-
A 

+ ,  *  
1972; trapping; Tuetatue 
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A= 

Ai 

T<$ &T 

l 
A 

6 A 

S>=A 

1972; trapping; Turxli 

A 

A 
1972; trapping; Gahkwe 

Ay 

A A 
1972; trapping; behind Turxli 
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A^ 

i 
6 A 

1972; trapping; Whitewater Lake 

A A 

1972; trapping; Tuetatue 

A A 
1972; trapping; Blackwater Lake Area 



1972; trapping; K'atu 

A 

A-

1972; trapping; Blackwatex Lake Area 

AT 
A 

1972; trapping; Edaco 

A A 

1972; trapping; Whitewater Lily Lake 
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A A 

A A 
1973; trapping; Edaco 

A 

^T~ 

A=p6 

A 

=?$ ^=. 

-A A- -0 

A A A A 

1973; trapping; Russel Bay 
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A 

£Th 

n 
1973; trapping; Whitefish liver 

1973; Gallic e 

jA= 

A A §= A 

A ©=A 

Az 
1973 (Falll; trapping; toward Gahkwe 

A A 
1973; trapping; Grizzly Bear Mountain 
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% , 
A A-© A A=© A=G 

A-= 

1973; trapping; Turili 

A-

©—A 

1973; trapping; Noreya 

^-=©=A 

1973; trapping; coast of McVicar Arm 

A 
1973; trapping; K' atu 
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^=r©=A 

A=© A 

1973; trapping; Grizzly Bear Mountain 

=©= 

A=© ©=A A 
1973; trapping; toward Whitefish Creek 

1973; trapping; Grizzly Bear Mountain 

1 
1973; trapping; toward Whitewater Lily Lake 
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=a=6 A 

A-

A 

A = ©  

A 
1974; trapping; Russel Bay 

A=§= 

OA 

1974; trapping; Gahkwe 

A A 
1974; trapping; toward K'itue 

A A 
1974; trapping; north of Fort Franklin 
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1 
1974; trapping; Whitewater Lily Lake 

A A 
1974; trapping, White Losh- Lake 

A= 

A 
1974; trapping; toward Whitefish River 

& <§=A~ A 

1974; trapping, toward Russel Bay 

A A 
1974; trapping; west CsouthwestI of Fort Franklin 
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1974; trapping; K'atue 

A==© ©=A 
1974; trapping; Turili 

A A 
1974; trapping; toward Whitewater Lily Lake 

A= 

A 
A 

1974; trapping; toward K'atu 



A A A 

1970; spring hunt; Willow Lake (K'al^) 

_ =A $FO=4 

A=6 A A A=© ©=A 

1970; spring hunt; EdaSo 

A 

A 

1970; spring hunt; Gahkwe 
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A 

1970; spring hunt; toward Edaco 

A_A=^~&=A A=p6~&fA 

A A 

A ^ e ^ i - A  A  
A A 

1970; spring hunt; Turili 



A A 
1971; spring hunt; Edaco--Tuetatue 

AI 
1971; spring hunt; Whitefish River 

1971; spring hunt; GahJcwe 
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A1 AI 

A A A  

1971; spring hunt; Blackwater Lake River 
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A 
1971; spring hunt; Whitewater Lily Lake 

A: 

1971; spring hunt? K'atu 

aa 

1971; spring hunt; Turxli 

A1 
1971; spring hunt; Turfli 
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& A = 6 S S=a 

1971; spring hunt; Turfli 

1971; spring hunt; Russel Bay 

A A A= 

1971; spring hunt; Whitefish River 



A A 

1972; spring hunt; EdaSo 

jA A 

A 
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A A ^ 

1972; spring hunt; Whitewater Lily Lake 

IAI 
1972f spring hunt; Gahkwe 

AI 
1972; spring hunt; Edaco 
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A=® A= A= 

A ~ A  A  

1972; spring hunt; Deerpass Bay 

A  

1972; spring hunt; K'atu 

Ay =j=A 

^ 5=A 6= A S=A 

1972; spring hunt? Turili 



A=6§ (3)—A 

1972; spring hunt; Lost Hill Lake 

A-

A 

1972; spring hunt; Tuetatue 

i-

& A 

1972; spring hunt; Norele 

A A 

1972; spring hunt; Blackwater Lake River 
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Wi A a a 

1973; spring hunt? Edaco 

K A 

—A A 

A 

1973; spring hunt; Tuetatue 

T^T TAT A A=f<5T>A 
A  

1973; spring hunt; Gahkwe 

AI 
1973; spring hunt; Edaco—Russel Bay 
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jf§T , , A= 

A=9 0=A A 

A 
I 

1973; spring hunt; Turfli 

Y 
1973; spring hunt; K'atu 
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A-

A 

1973; spring hunt; Tuetatue 

A A 

1973; spring hunt; Blackwater Riyer 

A A 

1973; spring hunt; south of Whitewater Lily Lake 

©=A 

1973; spring hunt; Whitefish River area 
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A= 

A=© A 

1974; spring hunt; Whitewater Lily Lake 

1974; spring hunt; Gahkwe 

A: 

A  

A=f& A 
A A 

A 

1974; spring hunt; K'atu 
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A A 

1974; spring hunt; Ew^ 

A= 

1974; spring hunt; Edaco 
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